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Preface

This book is an indictment of  the leadership elite who have driven the Presbyte-
rian Church (U.S.A.), or PCUSA, into an utter debacle.  The proximate cause of  
this disaster was accurately described by the national leadership in 2018:

... the 2010 General Assembly voted to allow the ordination of lesbian, gay, bisexual and trans-
gender people as church officers and the 2014 Assembly voted to allow same-gender mar-
riage.

The most visible aspect of  this debacle is the unprecedented loss of  membership 
and churches that occurred between 2011 and 2017.  Over that time span the 
PCUSA experienced a net loss of  601,000 members and 1146 churches, which is 
almost 30% of  its membership and almost 12% of  its churches.

But these numbers don’t capture the human cost in broken trust, lost faith and 
shattered relationships that has occurred behind the scenes.  Consider the experi-
ence of  a pastor who engaged with her peers in a good faith debate on Scripture’s 
teaching only to discover that her opponents all along had been dishonest regard-
ing their commitment to Scriptural authority.  Then there’s the married couple 
who joined a local PCUSA church assuming that it was a place of  sound Christian 
guidance for their family only to discover that it was actually a mere adjunct to the 
secular Progressive political movement.  Or, consider the PCUSA church in which 
three-quarters of  members want to exit the denomination but one-quarter don’t.  
Thus the process of  exiting shatters long established relationships and splits fami-
lies.  These and a myriad of  other tragedies are the real cost of  the PCUSA’s deba-
cle.
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What remains is a denomination dominated by a post-Christian elite who use 
their power to advance a social gospel that is virtually indistinguishable from the 
secular Progressive political project.  In order to achieve this end the foundational 
Reformed theology contained in our historic Confessions has been undermined 
and then abandoned, leading to shocking theological deviance.  God’s Word no 
longer carries intrinsic authority but rather has become almost irrelevant.  Jesus 
Christ Himself  has been transformed into an avatar filled with whatever attitude 
or belief  necessary to advance their current secular political goal. This transforma-
tion has been achieved through a compulsive will to power that has torn apart our 
polity and poisoned the well of  Christian fellowship.

To some readers this charge against the PCUSA leadership will seem to be not just extraordi-
nary, but also unbelievable.  After all, the people against whom this accusation is being 
made have devoted their lives to Christian ministry in one form or another.  They 
have risen to positions of  responsibility in a Christian denomination.  Thus why 
isn’t it a reasonable assumption that they are indeed Christians as opposed to post-
Christian or supposedly “Christian?”  This book contains the extraordinary evidence that 
justifies the extraordinary charge.

This catastrophe has occurred within the larger context of  general Mainline 
Protestant denominational collapse.  This general situation is well described by Jo-
seph Bottum in An Anxious Age: The Post-Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of  America.

We must begin by noting that the single most significant fact over the last few decades in 
America — the great explanatory event from which follows nearly everything in our social 
and political history — is the crumbling of the Mainline churches as central institutions in our 
national experience.  It is a collapse of numbers, certainly: a disappearance of parishioners as-
tonishing in its speed.  Even more, however, it is a collapse of influence, the loss of religious in-
stitutions that had defined, supported, and challenged the nation for all of its previous history.

Thus the PCUSA is only one crumbling Mainline denomination among others. 
However the details associated with its collapse, while driven by the same cultural 
forces, are yet unique to its historical experience and organizational structure.  I 
will here attempt to tell this unique story based upon my research into the public 
record and my experiences as a lifelong (with interruption) member and eventual 
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Deacon, Elder, Pastor Nominating Committee member and Presbytery Commis-
sioner, among other roles.

The reader may well ask why I feel compelled to tell this story.  I do so for three 
reasons.

First, the elite denominational leadership has obtained this end under the cloak of  purposeful 
deception.  This deception is not found in their policy and theological positions.  No, 
they have aggressively advanced their cause with general honesty.  The deception 
is that they claim to have been doing so as a legitimate expression of  orthodox Re-
formed Christianity.  By so doing they have preyed with premeditation and malice 
upon the trust of  the denomination’s parishioners.  We will never recover from this 
spell unless the truth is exposed.

Second, there are still many faithful members and churches in the PCUSA.  However, un-
less they fully understand the forces arrayed against them they will likely eventu-
ally succumb.  Only if  they understand that their presence in the denomination is 
as a light shining in the darkness can they be protected from the apostasy and her-
esy that surrounds them.  That understanding is what sustained the Apostles and 
early Christians as they proclaimed the Gospel as isolated individuals and 
churches in the pagan Roman Empire.  The challenge we face is far less extreme.  
Yet, if  we prioritize the comfort and peace of  our lives over our responsibilities as 
followers of  Christ even the small courage required will elude us.

Finally, the forces that have corrupted the PCUSA act upon our general culture and thus are 
not unique to this denomination.  Therefore, we can expect that other churches and de-
nominations are struggling under the same theological onslaught as has laid the 
PCUSA low.  Thus this book attempts to explain these forces and how a corrupt 
leadership can by deception and seduction smuggle false theology into an other-
wise orthodox Christian fellowship.

This third consideration is not theoretical.  For example, the United Methodist 
Church is currently being riven by the same issues associated with gay ordination 
and marriage that split the PCUSA.  Even the supposedly conservative Southern 
Baptist Convention (SBC) has recently accepted “critical race theory and intersec-
tionality” as “analytical tools” to be used in fostering racial reconciliation in the 
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church.  As discussed in the following article excerpt, the resolution in question 
had been completely changed from one opposing these ideological tools to one in 
support and then rushed to a vote without due debate.  This event should be a big 
Red Flag to orthodox Christians in the SBC.

In the original resolution, the language condemns critical race theory and intersectionality in 
no uncertain terms:

“critical race theory and intersectionality are founded upon unbiblical presuppositions 
descended from Marxist theories and categories, and therefore are inherently opposed 
to the Scriptures as the true center of Christian union…both critical race theory and in-
tersectionality as ideologies have infiltrated some Southern Baptist churches and institu-
tions—institutions funded by the Cooperative Program…critical race theory upholds 
postmodern relativistic understandings of truth and…divides humanity into groups of op-
pressors and oppressed, and is used to encourage biblical, transcendental truth claims to 
be considered suspect when communicated from groups labeled as oppressors.”

Clearly, all such condemnatory language was struck, and the “analytical tools” were held up 
and codified as “useful” by the committee so long as they were subordinate to the Bible. Put 
simply, Feinstein’s original resolution—condemning these philosophies—was transformed by 
the committee to endorse them.

Thus no Christian denomination is immune from this assault of  deception, sub-
version and seduction.

******************************************************************************

In the overwhelming business of  holding together our family, work and per-
sonal lives, there appears to be no room for the addition of  anything else.  How-
ever, there are forces at work that, though they often escape our notice, neverthe-
less are substantively contributing to our civilization’s decline.

One of  those forces is the movement in Mainline denominations to “reinvent” 
Christianity as a pagan “faith” that is aligned with today’s apparently dominant 
Progressive political and cultural forces.  This project requires both the subversion 
of  our theology and the demoralization of  our civilizational confidence.  Thus the 
stakes are not just the fate of  this denomination or that, but rather the continued 
existence of  a civilization founded upon Christianity.
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C H A P T E R  1

Introduction

Have you ever walked away from a church that you have attended for years or 
your family for generations?  If  yes, then you likely know how painful are the loss 
of  relationships and how difficult the journey to find a new spiritual home.  If  no, 
then think seriously about the consequences and challenges that such a step would 
create.  Yes, there are many lightly connected people who would not experience 
much in the way of  loss.  But, for many others the loss is extreme.  It is no small 
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thing then if  over just a few years hundreds of  thousands of  members pick up and 
exit their church.

It is even more painful for a church to exit a denomination.  In virtually all 
cases there will be a faction that wishes to exit and another that seeks to stay.  
These factional lines cut across families, friendships and organizations.  There will 
therefore be acrimony and brokenness.  There may also be financial and career 
losses, as pastors lose their pensions, congregations lose their facilities and staff  
lose their jobs.  It is no small thing then if  over a few years a denomination loses 
over a thousand churches.

How could such a debacle happen in a historic, influential Christian denomina-
tion?  Such an event would not occur for superficial reasons.  Rather, it would 
have to be the longstanding accumulation of  great pain and frustration that sud-
denly reaches a breaking point.

This has happened in the Presbyterian Church U.S.A., which is commonly ab-
breviated as the PCUSA.  In this book I will describe my experience of  this deba-
cle.  I experienced it as an ordained Ruling Elder and Deacon, Commissioner to 
my local church’s Presbytery, member of  a Pastor Nomination Committee, bible 
study participant, Christian Education committee member and church member. 

I have made an extensive study of  key documents, persons, and organizations 
that created this situation.  I have also conducted a detailed assessment of  the 
PCUSA’s membership, church and educational data.  The results illuminate the 
numerical data that points to the existence of  a denominational debacle.  The dis-
honest statements by which our leadership has sought to obscure and minimize 
this debacle are also examined.  The following chapters cover key ingredients that 
have contributed to create this result, those being:

• Sexual Liberation

• Progressive Politics

• Theological Deviance

• Abusive Behavior.
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Along the way and in the final chapter I will meditate on some of  the deeper 
cultural and theological issues that have led to this tragic situation.

This is not a comprehensive document.  Rather it focuses on what I have expe-
rienced and on what I have been able to discover about the events and underlying 
causes of  this tragic process.  Yet I contend that there is much to be gained even 
from this limited perspective.  

I trust that others better positioned in the PCUSA hierarchy will eventually tell 
the comprehensive story.  In the mean time, perhaps this book will cast light on the 
tragedy of  a denomination choosing to exclude and then cast out a huge segment 
of  its membership while claiming to pursue a policy of  Christian love, justice and 
inclusiveness.

A Note on Interpreting Text Styles

This book uses numerous text styles to communicate information type and 
source.  The author’s contributions are shown by this Regular Baskerville font.  
Emphasized content generally uses SemiBold Italic.

General excerpts from external sources are shown by Light Gill Sans font.  Wherever possible 
I provide web links to the original sources.  When a link is not possible I will cite the source.  
Emphasized text generally uses SemiBold Italic.

Excerpts from PCUSA Overtures and Rationales are shown by Regular Verdana font.  Em-
phasized text generally uses Bold Italic.

Passages from Scripture are shown by Futura font.

In a few cases I will use this offset Regular Baskerville font for special cases of  quoting my earlier 
text or for a personal “parable.”
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C H A P T E R  2

A Debacle’s Evidence

Denial and Obfuscation

Claiming that a denomination has experienced a debacle is a serious charge that 
requires substantial evidence to be deemed credible.  One of  the primary chal-
lenges is overcoming denial that a debacle has actually occurred.  For many years 
our denominational leadership flatly denied that anything of  concern was going 
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on.  Year after year as membership declined the response ranged from direct refu-
tation to positive spin.

For example, in 2014 the Reverend Gradye Parsons, Stated Clerk of  the Gen-
eral Assembly made these comments about the massive loss of  members and 
churches.

“Yes, the numbers reflect a decrease in active members in the denomination, but the numbers 
also illustrate fewer losses than the previous year.  The membership declined by 89,296 in 
2013, compared to 102,791 in 2012.  We are meeting the challenges that we have had and it’s 
showing, and, our decline in total congregations is holding fairly steady.”

As we will see, 2012 was by far the worst year for net membership loss in the de-
nomination’s history.  Therefore, the fact that 2013 was a bit better isn’t credibly 
encouraging. 

His comment on church loss is downright deceptive.  In 2012 the PCUSA dis-
missed (i.e., allowed to exit) 110 churches and in 2013 dismissed 148.  In 2013 
there was a reduction in dissolved (i.e., the church closes) churches that partially 
counteracted the increase in dismissed churches.  Thus it is technically true that 
“our decline in total congregations is holding fairly steady” (i.e., -183 churches in 
2012 versus -198 in 2013).  However, characterizing a substantial increase in dis-
missed churches as “holding fairly steady” on church loss (with 2013 being the 
worst year ever for the denomination) simply fails the red-face test.  Finally, 
“holding steady” at the worst levels of church loss in PCUSA history isn’t 
a positive as the statement would lead one to believe.

In 2017, after six straight years of  devastating loss the Reverend J. Herbert Nel-
son, II, Stated Clerk of  the General Assembly said the following.

“Membership loss, which was experienced since the 1970s, is slowing down.”

In 2015 net membership loss was approximately 95,000 and in 2016 was 
90,000.  However, 2016 was still the fourth worst year for membership loss in the 
denomination’s history.  Thus, while it is technically true that in 2016 membership 
loss slowed down, it is also a highly misleading formulation.  Thus, even as late as 
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2017 our denominational leadership continued to have faith in their ability to ob-
fuscate devastating loss by deceptive happy talk.

Finally, in 2018, the denomination admitted that “a five-year period of  unprece-
dented losses” had occurred between 2012 and 2016.

At the same time, a five-year period of unprecedented losses neared an end as net member-
ship losses returned to previous levels over the last 50-plus years.  The larger losses between 
2012 and 2016 were brought on by the dismissal of about 100 churches (and their members) 
each year to splinter denominations after the 2010 General Assembly voted to allow the ordi-
nation of lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender people as church officers and the 2014 Assem-
bly voted to allow same-gender marriage.

Even while admitting that something bad had occurred, they continued to prac-
tice deception about the severity.  For, as the data will unambiguously show, it is 
nothing short of  dishonest to claim that in 2017 “membership losses returned to 
previous levels over the last 50-plus years.”

The Reverend Nelson then points to a bright future.

“The church is not dying, it is reforming,” Nelson insists, “and that reformation must be built on 
a vision of God’s kin-dom that is compelling to people who find us lacking.

Note that the PCUSA is no longer preaching God’s kingdom, but the kin-dom, 
which has been explained as follows.

Krause and Nadella plan to focus on texts from the Synoptic Gospels (Matthew, Mark, and 
Luke) that describe the “kingdom of God.”  But their approach, Krause explains, will “critique 
the idea of kingdom as a top-down monarchy” and “reimagine it as kin-dom, a more horizon-
tal structure of power in which everyone is a beloved child of God.”

What has occurred in the PCUSA over the past generation is nothing short of  
a debacle.  The reformation of  which the Reverend Nelson speaks has almost noth-
ing to do with Christianity as it has been understood for centuries and by the vast 
majority of  believers in the world today.

In the following section we will review the membership, church, educational 
and other data that document the progress of  this debacle.  But numbers and 
graphs don’t tell the whole story.  They are simply artifacts that represent the bro-
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ken relationships, damaged faith and lost trust that add up to a very human deba-
cle.

A Brief History of the PCUSA

The Presbyterian Church has existed in the United States since Colonial times.  
Due to the Civil War (1861-65) the church split into Northern and Southern de-
nominations.  The Presbyterian Church (USA), or PCUSA, was established by the 
1983 merger of  these two denominations, the Presbyterian Church in the United 
States and the United Presbyterian Church in the United States of  America.

This merger created the largest Presbyterian denomination in the United 
States, with 3,132,000 members in 1983.  It is for this reason that the earliest 
PCUSA data is for that year.

Data Defining a Debacle

Each year in May or June the PCUSA publishes detailed statistics on numerous 
metrics of  the church. The following sections will show membership, church and 
educational data drawn from this resource.  In some cases data will be shown from 
1983 to 2017.  In others I will zoom in to shorter and more recent time spans.  As 
necessary I will provide supporting commentary.

Membership
Net Membership

Membership has declined for every year of  the PCUSA’s existence (see Figure 
1).  In 1983 there were 3,132,000 members (note that I will round membership 
data to the nearest thousand).  In 2017 membership had declined to 1,415,000.  
Thus, in 2017 membership was barely over 45% of  the 1983 baseline.
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Figure 1. PCUSA Total Membership: 1983 - 2017

While the total membership graph is useful for showing general trends, it is 
very difficult for the human eye to extract differential information.  For example, 
although the plot’s slope indicates the rate of  membership loss, most people would 
be hard pressed to accurately estimate this metric.

This problem is solved by calculating net membership change on a yearly basis 
(i.e., subtract the previous year’s from the current year’s membership).  By so doing 
a negative number means that membership has declined from the previous year.  
The results of  this process are shown in Figure 2.  Note that negative numbers are 
indicated by parenthesized red text.

Before 2007 net membership loss was never worse than 50,000.  However, 
since 2007 losses have always been worse (and often much worse) than 50,000.  
Thus with Figure 2 we begin to see evidence of  what I am calling the PCUSA’s de-
bacle.
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Figure 2. PCUSA Annual Membership Change: 1984 - 2017

Annual membership loss is informative but doesn’t tell the whole story.  That’s 
because as a group shrinks in membership the same absolute loss becomes a 
higher percentage loss.  For example, a loss of  10 from a group of  100 is 10%.  
But that same loss of  10 from a group of  50 is 20%.  Since the PCUSA is a shrink-
ing denomination we need to account for this effect by calculating annual member-
ship loss as a percentage of  the previous year’s total membership.  This metric is 
shown in Figure 3.

Before 2006 the PCUSA’s net percentage annual membership loss didn’t ever 
exceed 2%.  However, after 2006 percent loss was always worse (and often much 
worse) than 2%.  Although the worst absolute membership loss year was 2012 
(103,000 members lost, or 5.3%) the worst percentage membership loss year was 
2016 (90,000 members lost, or 5.7%).  Finally, note that 2017 was the sixth con-
secutive year in which percentage loss exceeded 4.5% and that prior to this time 
span (i.e., 2012 - 2017) membership loss had never exceeded 3.5%.
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Figure 3. PCUSA Annual Percentage Membership Change: 1984 - 2017

In the previous section I described the statement “membership losses returned 
to previous levels over the last 50-plus years” from a 2018 PCUSA press release as 
dishonest.  I can back up this claim using the data from Figures 2 and 3.

Before addressing the loss numbers we need to examine the time span, “the last 
50-plus years.”  Given that the PCUSA had only been in existence for 35 years in 
2018, it seems odd that the authors chose a significantly longer time span.  

However, if  your purpose is to confuse the situation by making it nearly impossi-
ble to measure membership loss over the identified time span then this choice 
makes perfect sense.  That is, how would one go about calculating membership 
loss before the existence of  an organization?  Since two denominations merged in 
1983 to create the PCUSA one could conceivably find membership data for these 
two denominations for 1968 (or earlier) through 1983, combine them and then cal-
culate membership loss.  However, this exercise is flawed because we end up com-
paring apples plus oranges (the two Presbyterian denominations prior to 1983) to a 
banana (the PCUSA since the 1983 merger).  Thus, by choosing a “50-plus year” 
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time span the authors have made it virtually impossible to check their claim.  This 
roadblock can be overcome by rejecting their spurious period and rather focusing 
on the actual period that the PCUSA has been in existence.

We can now assess the rest of  the press release’s claim that “membership losses 
returned to previous levels.”  As has been noted, around 2006-7 membership met-
rics became and stayed worse than all previous years of  the PCUSA’s existence.  
Therefore, a reasonable time span over which to calculate “previous levels” could 
be 1984 through 2006.  The average annual absolute net membership change over 
this time span is -37,600 and average percentage change is -1.4%.  The 2017 abso-
lute and percentage membership changes are -67,700 and -4.6%.  Thus, the 2017 
results are far worse than “previous levels” when actually calculated.

This conclusion is supported by inspection of  Figures 2 and 3.  Yes, the 2017 
membership data showed significant improvement relative to 2016.  However, re-
gardless of  if  the metric is absolute or percentage the 2017 results remain within 
the range of  unprecedented loss over the most recent six years.  There is simply no 
way to justify the PCUSA press release’s claim that the denomination had re-
turned to past normalcy in 2017.  Thus, I conclude that this was a case of in-
tentional dishonesty by a leadership clique intent on protecting itself from 
criticism.

Membership Gain/Loss

The previous subsection focused on net membership, which obviously is the dif-
ference between membership gain and loss.  While net information is informative 
and useful, the detail provided by annual membership gain and loss enables addi-
tional insight.

Therefore, in Figure 4 the membership gain and loss data has been broken out 
so that these constituent elements of  net change (also plotted) can be observed.  
Due to the choice of  a bar chart to better highlight the relationship, this data is 
only plotted over the past twenty years.  Given that the debacle situation has oc-
curred only over the past decade or so this reduced time span supports our pur-
pose.
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Figure 4. PCUSA Membership Gain, Loss and Net: 1998 - 2017

This data results in a couple of  rather shocking observations:

1. The number of  members gained has fallen for each consecutive year since at 
least 1998.

2. The number of  members lost has increased and decreased with a maximum 
of  184,000 in the year 2000 and a minimum of  120,000 in 2017 and a 
twenty-year average of  166,000.

The unavoidable conclusion is that the primary reason for net member-
ship loss over the past twenty years is falling membership gains as op-
posed to rising membership losses.  For example, 2012 was not the worst net loss 
year ever because of  unprecedented loss, but rather because loss returned to the 
1998 - 2004 level while gains had fallen by almost 51% from the 1998 value.

One can hardly imagine a result more damning of  the PCUSA leadership.  
For, it is over this period that they proclaimed their motivation for radical theologi-
cal and organizational change to be increased inclusion for a changing population.  
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Thus, while this gut-wrenching change was being foisted upon an unwill-
ing rank and file, the exact opposite of their stated goal was occurring.

Discussion

Our current leadership openly admits that the reasons for the PCUSA’s devas-
tating decline.

The larger losses between 2012 and 2016 were brought on by ... the 2010 General Assembly 
voted to allow the ordination of lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender people as church offi-
cers and the 2014 Assembly voted to allow same-gender marriage.

Why haven’t gays and other Progressives flocked into the PCUSA?  To begin, 
Progressives (or also called Liberals) are generally less religious than are Conserva-
tives or Moderates.  The Pew Research Center has generated relevant data in sup-
port of  this statement, as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Belief in God by Political Ideology (Pew Research Center)
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Note that as we move from Conservative through Moderate to Liberal political 
ideology the percentage who “Believe in God, absolutely certain” falls from 78% 
to 59% and 45%, respectively.  Note also that the group who “Don’t know” their 
political ideology are more religious (at 65% absolutely certain) than are Liberals 
and Moderates.

This effect is magnified by the fact that while Liberals are shown by Pew to 
comprise only 24% of  the U.S. population, Conservatives, Moderates and Don’t 
Knows are 36%, 33% and 7% respectively.  Thus, Conservatives, Moderates and 
Don’t Knows outnumber Liberals by a ratio of  more than 3 to 1 (i.e., 76% to 
24%).  If  we use the “Believe in God, absotely certain” as the group most likely to 
join a church and then scale this data for each ideology by their percentage of  the 
population we find that the Conservative plus Moderate plus Don’t Know popula-
tion pool is 4.8 times larger than is the Liberal pool.

Thus, the PCUSA has chosen to tailor its theology and policies to the prefer-
ences of  a very small cohort in the U.S. population.  The technical name for this 
strategy is “boutique,” or an organization that is small and fashionable.  This is a 
strange strategy for a denomination that claims to be pursuing maximum inclusive-
ness.

But, since the PCUSA has become so “inviting” to “lesbian, gay, bisexual and 
transgender people” why haven’t they flocked into the denomination?  While it 
may be true that this group will find a denomination like the PCUSA more invit-
ing, it is also very likely that they understands that Christianity as practiced by the 
vast majority in the U.S. and the world doesn’t affirm their lifestyle.

Figure 6 shows that only a tiny fraction of  Christians in the United States be-
long to a denomination that allows same-gender marriage.  Thus, the fact that a 
few small and quickly declining denominations have been taken over by radical 
Progressives does little to offset the position of  the vast majority of  Christians.  
Were the same analysis conducted on a worldwide basis the results would be even 
more lopsided.
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Figure 6. Christian Same-Gender Marriage in the U.S.

Of  course, were the PCUSA in the right on these issues then they should be 
pursued regardless of  the impact on membership.  A substantial portion of  the fol-
lowing chapters will be devoted to addressing this issue.

Churches

The PCUSA reports church data in four categories.  On the gain side they can 
be organized (new church) or received (joins from the outside).  On the loss side 
they can be dissolved (church closes) or dismissed (exits the denomination).  Fig-
ure 7 shows these four categories along with net change for 1999 - 2017.
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Figure 7. PCUSA Church Gain and Loss: 1999 - 2017

From 1999 through 2005 four or less churches were dismissed per year.  Thus 
the dominant source of  lost churches was primarily through being dissolved.  

However, between 2006 and 2008 the number of  dismissed churches rose, hit-
ting a maximum of  25 in 2008.  In 2010 and 2011, 26 and 21 churches respec-
tively were dismissed.  These levels of  church dismissal were extremely high by his-
toric standards.  The cause of  these exits will be discussed later.  For now simply 
note that the exit of  churches between 2006 and 2010 should have been an unmis-
takable warning to denominational leadership that they were pursuing a disastrous 
course.

Regardless, they pressed forward with unabated vigor.  Then in 2012 the bot-
tom fell out, with 110 churches being dismissed.  The peak of  148 dismissed 
churches occurred in 2013.  Then for 2014, 2015 and 2016 approximately 100 
churches were dismissed per year.  Finally, in 2017 the number of  dismissed 
churches fell to 45.  This was still an unprecedented loss rate by pre-2011 stan-
dards, but was less than half  the losses of  the previous three years.
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Regarding dissolved churches we see a general downward trend.  For the five 
years spanned by 1999 through 2003 an average of  50 churches per year were dis-
solved.  In the most recent five year period (2013 through 2017) an average of  95 
churches were dissolved per year.  This trend in itself  is alarming.

The rate of  new church organization has been fairly stable.  For the five years 
spanned by 1999 through 2003 an average of  22 churches per year were organ-
ized.  In the most recent five year period (2013 through 2017) an average of  18 
churches were organized per year.

The last category, churches received is the leas significant.  Between 1999 and 
2010 between 0 and 4 churches were received from outside the denomination per 
year.  However, between 2011 and 2017 not a single church has been received.  
This result strongly suggests that the PCUSA has ceased to be viewed as an attrac-
tive denomination in which to practice the Christian faith.

The black dashed line shows the net of  church gains and losses.  Note that 
from 2012 through 2016 the net loss exceeded 175 per year.  Although the net loss 
decreased to 131 in 2017, that value is still more than double the average yearly 
net loss between 1999 and 2012.

Between 2012 and 2017:

• 607 churches were dismissed

• 562 churches were dissolved

• 0 churches were received

• 101 churches were organized.

Thus the net change over this period was a loss of  1,068 churches, or an aver-
age loss per year of  178.  Over the 1999 to 2017 timeframe the PCUSA lost a net 
total of  1,576 churches.

When the PCUSA press release says that churches were dismissed to “splinter 
denominations” (mostly smaller Presbyterian denominations) they likely intend to 
denigrate the motivations and judgement of  these exiting churches.  However, 
they show not the smallest sympathy for the gut-wrenching decision to exit a de-
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nomination that has been their home for generations.  Nor do they accept a shred 
of  responsibility for driving so many churches so far past the point of  pain that 
they had to exit.  This moral blindness and irresponsibility is typical for our de-
nominational leadership.

Education

I will focus on two areas, those being general Christian education and ministry 
candidates.  In both cases the selected time span is 2011 through 2017.  Figure 8 
shows Christian education participation.  Over these seven years this metric 
dropped from 802,000 to 475,000, a 41% decrease.  Over the same period total 
membership dropped by 28%.  Thus participation in Christian education fell at a 
greater rate than membership.  This result is likely due partially to the general ag-
ing of  our membership.  However, it is also likely that many of  the churches that 
exited over this period had a higher proportion of  young families.  Certainly many 
families who no longer trusted the denomination for their children’s Christian edu-
cation also exited.

Figure 8. PCUSA Christian Education Participants: 2011 - 2017
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The data on ministry candidates shown in Figure 9 is even more dramatic.  Re-
call that it was in 2014 that the PCUSA General Assembly voted to allow same-
gender marriage.  In the year before this decision, 2013, there were 1,086 candi-
dates.  In 2014 that number crashed to only 562, a 48% drop in one year!

We can be certain that it was not the Progressive candidates who exited our 
seminaries because of  the same-gender marriage decision.  Rather, it was surely 
the orthodox Christian candidates who en masse fled the PCUSA.  This was a 
clear vote of  no confidence in the theological credibility and denominational direc-
tion of  the PCUSA.

Given this result it will likely be virtually impossible for a local church in the 
PCUSA to find a young orthodox pastor.  Yes, some of  the older pastors who 
chose to remain will be available.  However, over time their numbers will dwindle.  
This situation should be carefully considered by any church that hopes to remain 
in the PCUSA as an orthodox Christian fellowship.

Figure 9. PCUSA Ministry Candidates: 2011 - 2017
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A Debacle’s Data-Print

Now that we have reviewed the relevant data, we can assess the nature of  the 
PCUSA’s debacle.  Using the 1999 through 2017 time span I conclude that there 
are three distinct periods, as shown in Figure 10.  Note that this is a dual axis plot.  
Membership change is plotted by a solid red line with associated axis on the left.  
Dismissed churches is plotted by a dashed blue line with associated axis on the 
right.  The time periods are designated as General Decline (1999 through mid-
2005), Danger Warning (mid-2005 through 2011) and Debacle (2011 through 
2017).

In the General Decline period membership loss was increasing but few if  any 
churches were dismissed.  In the Danger Warning period membership continued 
to decrease but now churches were being dismissed at a much higher rate.  In the 
Debacle period both membership and dismissed churches went off  a cliff  and re-
mained at unprecedented levels.

Figure 10: PCUSA Annual Membership Change and Dismissed Churches
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The Debacle is a tragic event filled with human suffering and shattered faith.  
Over that time span the PCUSA experienced a net loss of  601,000 members and 
1146 churches.  Thus, over this period the denomination lost a net of  almost 30% 
of  its membership and almost 12% of  its churches.  Most of  the exiting churches 
went to smaller Presbyterian denominations:

The Presbyterian Church in America (PCA) – which spit from one of the PCUSA’s predeces-
sor bodies – has reported growth for each of the past five years, rebounding from a short pe-
riod of decline that began in 2008.  Separately, the Evangelical Presbyterian Church (EPC) and 
Evangelical Covenant Order of Presbyterians (ECO) have reported significant growth each 
year, partly due to receiving congregations which sought dismissal from the PCUSA.

Regarding individual members and families, we can pray that they have found 
new homes of  Christian fellowship.  Only in the cold ideological hearts of  our de-
nominational leadership could this disaster be viewed without the slightest hint of  
sympathy or regret.

Closing Thoughts
The Bureaucratic Gaslighting Two-Step

Bureaucratic organizations intent of  self-preservation often use what I call the 
“gaslighting two-step” to hide their failures, those being:

1. 	Minimize and obscure what is happening while the debacle is actively occur-
ring;

2. 	As the debacle dissipates claim that things are getting better while obfuscating 
the true nature of  the disaster.

The goal is to so confuse the people whom the bureaucracy is supposedly serv-
ing about what has happened that they don’t believe anything like a debacle has 
even occurred.  And thus anyone who claims that a debacle has occurred is consid-
ered to be uninformed or overreacting.

Thus in practice while admitting that something bad was occurring, the na-
tional leadership practiced deception about the severity.  Now they proclaims that 
things are getting better.  There’s no need, they hope, to understand the full extent 
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of  the debacle, to examine their claims or to seek accountability.  Let’s all us nice 
people just ignore what’s happened and pretend with them that we’re moving into 
a bright future.  That may serve the interests of  the denominational leadership, 
but it certainly does not the membership who have been deceived by this dishonest 
bureaucratic “gaslighting two-step.”

I know this strategy has been effective because I have observed the utter bewil-
derment by many engaged PCUSA members when confronted by the actual data 
in context.

Closing Argument

Perhaps some readers are unconvinced that the preceding PCUSA data indi-
cates that a debacle has indeed occurred.  One final data set should settle this is-
sue.  In 2015 the Pew Research Center published data on America’s Changing Re-
ligious Landscape.  This data covered the change in United States membership of  
Catholic, Evangelical, Mainline and All Christians between 2007 and 2014.  This 
time span includes the first three of  the PCUSA’s six-year debacle period (see Fig-
ure 10).  Figure 11 shows the Pew membership change data along with the 
PCUSA change over the same time span.
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Figure 11. United States Percentage Membership Change: 2007 - 2014

Note that the PCUSA’s percentage membership decline is twice the rate of  
Mainline churches, four-times the rate of  the Catholic church and eight-times the 
rate of  all Christian churches in the United States.  Evangelical church member-
ship increased by 4%, thus falsifying the canard that all denominations are experi-
encing membership decline.  These results would have been worse were the time 
span 2010 through 2017, as all the massive PCUSA losses would then be included.

I rest my case. 
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C H A P T E R  3

A Debacle’s Ingredients:
Sexual Liberation

Were I attempting to address the key ingredients of  the PCUSA’s debacle in order 
of  importance then sexual liberation would not be the first.  However, if  the order 
is based upon proximate cause then sexual liberation must be given first place.  Re-
call that the national PCUSA leadership has admitted as much in 2018 (emphasis 
added).

At the same time, a five-year period of unprecedented losses neared an end as net member-
ship losses returned to previous levels over the last 50-plus years.  The larger losses between 
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2012 and 2016 were brought on by the dismissal of about 100 churches (and their members) 
each year to splinter denominations after the 2010 General Assembly voted to allow the 
ordination of lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender people as church officers and 
the 2014 Assembly voted to allow same-gender marriage.

Were you to poll the members and churches who have exited the denomination 
between 2012 and 2017 I am certain that the issue of  sexual liberation would be 
cited as decisive by a large majority.

Sexual Liberation and Christianity

When I review the recent events that have driven change in Christian theology 
and organizational bodies, sexual liberation stands out as a primary issue.  Given 
the fact of  the Sexual Revolution in Western Civilization how could it be other-
wise?

Obviously churches in Western Civilization are embedded in and powerfully in-
fluenced by the surrounding secular culture.  Members and leaders likely spend 
more time engaged with the secular domain than they do in Christian activities 
like worship, prayer and Bible study.  Thus it is an uphill battle for the church to 
maintain orthodox positions.

A second and often ignored issue is that when a person becomes a Christian 
there is no magical transformation by which their sexual desires and drives are 
aligned with their faith.  We need only to read the Bible to see this observation vali-
dated.  And, our everyday experience adds contemporary confirmation.

It is generally true that Christians feel more guilt regarding their sexual urges 
and actions than do their non-religious peers.  Even a superficial knowledge of  the 
Bible’s teaching on sexuality ensures that consequence.  For example, how can any 
Christian but shudder when they hear Christ’s teaching that:

“You have heard that it was said, ‘You shall not commit adultery.’ But I say to 
you that every one who looks at a woman lustfully has already committed adul-
tery with her in his heart. If your right eye causes you to sin, pluck it out and 
throw it away; it is better that you lose one of your members than that your 
whole body be thrown into hell. And if your right hand causes you to sin, cut it 
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off and throw it away; it is better that you lose one of your members than that 
your whole body go into hell.
Matthew 5:27-30

So, while the Bible’s teaching on sexual morality points us away from indulging 
our illegitimate desires, it also triggers a painful sense of  legitimate guilt when we 
fail.  This dynamic has been powerfully utilized by the Progressive Christian camp 
to undermine settled teaching on sexual matters.  It is a powerful lever indeed for 
highly credentialed religious authorities to teach that our guilt is misplaced, that 
our sexual desires are just part of  how God made us and thus can be pursued with 
a clear conscience.

I will address this area in depth for the PCUSA.  However, this denomination is 
by no means unique in this regard.  For example the Catholic Church is experienc-
ing an existential crisis in this area.  As state Attorney Generals have become more 
aggressive in pursuing sexually deviant Catholic clergy it has become undeniable 
that there has been a longstanding, wide and deep coverup of  pederasty.  This 
scandal directly involves Catholic leaders at the top of  the hierarchy.  Potentially 
even Pope Francis has been credibly implicated in the protection of  criminal 
clergy to advance the coverup.  Unless the Catholic Church fundamentally re-
forms we could be heading for a crisis on the order of  the Protestant Reformation.

There is no comfort in this for any Christian of  any denomination.  We are all 
caught up in this web.  To recover we must face up to this challenge with honesty 
and confidence in God’s providential purposes.

A Brief History
Background

Protestantism has been wracked by debates and schisms between progressive, 
evangelical and fundamentalist theological viewpoints for many generations. 
These conflicts have already done great damage to the standing of  Protestant 
Christianity. However, members of  the PCUSA, regardless of  their theological per-
spective, had generally accepted that accommodation of  diverse viewpoints is an 
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important value – both as a means to pursue God’s truth and to maintain unity in 
a complex, individualistic society.

I have been active as an adult in the PCUSA for 32 of  the 35 years it has been 
in existence.  Over 25 years I had served as Deacon, Elder, Christian Education 
committee chair / member and Pastoral Nominating Committee member (among 
others) at local churches.  However, for most of  that time I was preoccupied with 
more immediate concerns such as raising children, maintaining my marriage and 
earning a living.

In a Mainline denomination such as the PSUSA I have enjoyed fellowship with 
brothers and sisters in Christ whose theological perspectives range from progres-
sive to evangelical to fundamentalist.  Although I sometimes find myself  in strong 
disagreement with these church members, I certainly don’t find reason to question 
the fundamentals of  their Christian faith. 

It was my service, starting in 2012, as a Commissioner from my local church to 
the Presbytery of  Chicago (a Presbytery is a governing body consisting of  the min-
isters and representative elders from congregations within a geographic region) 
that led to my awakening.   It is in the Presbytery of  Chicago that I was directly ex-
posed to a combination of  philosophy, ideology and religion that is in direct oppo-
sition to my understanding of  orthodox, Reformed Christianity.  My experience 
investigating the issues associated with sexual liberation in the PCUSA has con-
firmed the presence, power and persistence of  this heterodox brand of  Christian-
ity.

Of  course the issue of  sexual liberation, primarily encompassing the relation of  
homosexuals to the church, had been hotly debated for decades prior to my active 
involvement.  Thus, the following history will cover this topic from its emergence 
to around 2015.

Sexual Liberation in the Presbyterian Church

The primary resource for this section is the Rev. Dr. Mark D. Roberts, “a pas-
tor, author, leader, speaker, blogger, and consultant for Christian organizations” 
who as a PCUSA pastor has deep knowledge regarding this area.  Pastor Roberts 
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has combined many of  his individual blog posts covering the history of  this strug-
gle through 2008 titled The End of  the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.)? Revisited, from 
which I will draw relevant information.  The following extended excerpts from Pas-
tor Robert’s composition cover the period from 1978 (five years before the forma-
tion of  the PCUSA) to 2002.  I have added information about named organiza-
tions in parentheses for clarity.

Historic Summary: 1978 - 2002

1978: General Assembly (United Presbyterian Church) Offers Definitive Guidance
In response to requests for “definitive guidance” with regard to the ordination of practicing ho-
mosexuals, the General Assembly approves a policy statement that offers “authoritative inter-
pretation” of the church’s stance.  This includes the line: “That unrepentant homosexual prac-
tice does not accord with the requirements for ordination set forth in Form of Government, 
Chapter VII, Section 3 (37.03).”  Beyond the issue of ordination, the General Assembly calls for 
the end of “homophobia” and advocates legal changes to give homosexuals more civil rights.

1993: General Assembly (PCUSA) Reaffirms the Authoritative Interpretation
The General Assembly reaffirmed the Authoritative Interpretation of 1978, concluding that
“current constitutional law in the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) is that self-affirming, practicing 
homosexual persons may not be ordained as ministers of the Word and Sacrament, elders, or 
deacons.”

1996: General Assembly Approves Amendment B, “The Fidelity and Chastity Amend-
ment”
The Assembly, acting on a report from the church’s Human Sexuality and Ordination Commit-
tee, approved the following addition to the Book of Order:

“Those who are called to office in the church are to lead a life in obedience to Scripture and 
in conformity to the historic confessional standards of the church.  Among these standards is 
the requirement to live either in fidelity within the covenant of marriage between a man and 
a woman, or chastity in singleness.  Persons refusing to repent of any self-acknowledged prac-
tice which the confessions call sin shall not be ordained and/or installed as deacons, elders, or 
ministers of the Word and Sacrament. (G-6.0106.b).”

Even though the Assembly voted for Amendment B by a vote of 57% to 42%, according to 
Presbyterian polity, it would not be added to the Book of Order unless a majority of presbyter-
ies voted to approve it.  Thus began a titanic battle in the whole church over whether or not 
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to approve Amendment B.  In the end, the majority of presbyteries (55%) voted to add 
Amendment B to the Book of Order, thus making fidelity in marriage and chastity in singleness 
official church policy.

1997: General Assembly Approves Amendment A, “The Fidelity and Integrity” 
Amendment
The 1997 General Assembly reversed ground, approving a replacement amendment to 
Amendment B of 1996.  The new amendment, which, in a most unhelpful manner was called 
Amendment A, read as follows:

“Those who are called to office in the church are to lead a life in obedience to Jesus Christ, 
under the authority of Scripture and instructed by the historic confessional standards of the 
church.  Among these standards is the requirement to demonstrate fidelity and integrity in 
marriage or singleness, and in all relationships of life.  Candidates for ordained office shall ac-
knowledge their own sinfulness, their need for repentance, and their reliance on the grace and 
mercy of God to fulfill the duties of their office.”

This amendment, especially as a replacement to Amendment B of 1996, was seen as opening 
the door to the ordination of actively homosexual people (as well as people engaging in het-
erosexual activity outside of marriage).  It passed in the General Assembly by a 60% to 40% 
margin, and was then referred to the presbyteries.  It wouldn’t become part of the Book of Or-
der unless a majority of presbyteries approved.  After a monumental battle in the whole de-
nomination, Amendment A was voted down by the presbyteries, with 66% rejecting the 
amendment.  This was an increase of about 10% over the last vote of presbyteries supporting 
fidelity and chastity.  Though the pro-homosexual side won in the General Assembly, it lost 
more soundly in the presbyteries.

1999 General Assembly Rejects Committee Recommendation to Delete “Fidelity 
and Chastity”
A General Assembly committee voted thumbs up for a revision of the Book of Order that re-
moved the “fidelity and chastity” clause, replacing it with “the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) 
commits itself not to exclude anyone categorically in considering those called to ordained 
service in the church, but to consider the lives and behaviors of candidates as individuals.”  The 
General Assembly rejected the committee recommendation.

2001 General Assembly Votes to Delete the “Fidelity and Chastity” Clause
By a vote of 60% to 40%, the General Assembly voted to delete the “fidelity and chastity” 
clause, replacing it with a statement that church officers’ 
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“suitability to hold office is determined by the governing body where the examination for ordi-
nation or installation takes place, guided by scriptural and constitutional standards, under the 
authority and Lordship of Jesus Christ.” 

In other words, every individual governing body (church session, presbytery) is free to deter-
mine for itself whether people must live in fidelity and chastity or not.  Once again, however, 
this proposed change to the Book of Order required approval of the presbyteries.  And, once 
again, a major battle was waged throughout the denomination.  And, once again, the “fidelity 
and chastity” clause was upheld, this time by 57% of the presbyteries.

The Presbytery vote upholding the “fidelity and chastity” clause was completed 
in 2002.  This period began with a solid consensus between the General Assembly 
and local churches but ended in disunity.  That is, while the denomination’s na-
tional leadership shifted decisively in the direction of  supporting ordination of  
practicing homosexual, the Presbyteries continued to resist this innovation by 
equally decisive majorities.  Thus, the denomination found itself  at an impasse.  

Over the nine years (1993 - 2002) of  struggle frustration must have grown in 
both camps.  However, given that the proposal to allow ordination had been deci-
sively defeated on five consecutive occasions it would seem that the issue had been 
settled.

But it was not.  It would have been destructive enough had the supporters of  or-
dination simply continued to press their case through the legitimate governing 
processes.  However, so convinced had they become about their own righteous-
ness, and the unrighteousness of  their opponents, that the end began to justify any 
means.  What followed was pursuit of  an illegitimate will to power that would tear 
apart the denomination’s trust and fellowship.

Historic Summary: 2003 - 2011

It appears that a few years of  surface quiet were experienced between 2002 
and 2006.  However, behind the scenes the PCUSA national leadership must have 
been preparing for the coup that occurred at the 2006 General Assembly.  An in-
formative report by David and Tim Bayly on this event follows.
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Even more troubling to us is the approval of the so-called Peace, Unity, and Purity (PUP) Re-
port, which, for the first time in our denomination's history, allows local congregations and re-
gional governing bodies to ordain as ministers, elders, and deacons people who refuse to ac-
cept or obey requirements for ordination established by the denomination's constitution, if 
they convince the ordaining body that they can nonetheless serve.  While this refusal to com-
ply may apply to any requirement, the issue has been primarily focused on and driven by the 
question of ordaining practicing and unrepentant homosexual candidates...

A number of years ago our denomination's constitution was amended to limit ordination to 
those who are faithful in marriage, which is between one man and one woman, or chaste in 
singleness.  This wording was approved by a majority of the regional bodies, and re-approved 
twice by larger majorities each time.  At the time it was added it was not a new limitation, but 
made explicit an understanding that had historically been practiced within the denomination 
(and for that matter in nearly all Christian denominations).

What made the PUP Report unconscionable was that it amends the denominational constitu-
tion by an unconstitutional process.  It by-passed the regional bodies whose approval is re-
quired by the constitution itself.  It is as though the U. S. Constitution were to be amended by 
a simple majority vote of Congress, by-passing the states.  Advocates of the ordination of ineli-
gible people, unable to change the constitution, proposed to "interpret" it by altering the mean-
ing of the phrase "shall not" so that it from now on it means "may."  A prohibition was 
changed by interpretation into permission, because the advocates of change could not muster 
the votes to pass an amendment.

Lest you assume that this is a biased report, here is a contemporaneous report 
on the same General Assembly by NBC News. 

Like other mainline Protestant groups, Presbyterians have been debating for decades how 
they should interpret Scripture on salvation, truth, sexuality and other issues.

But tensions erupted after a June 2006 meeting, when delegates granted new leeway in some 
cases for congregations and regional presbyteries to sidestep a church requirement that clergy 
and lay officers limit sex to man-woman marriage.

The “delegates” in this quote are those to the General Assembly.  Thus, it is the 
General Assembly, acting alone, that granted the “new leeway” to local congrega-
tions and Presbyteries.
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The General Assembly continued down the path of  democratic nullification in 
2008, where numerous additional steps were taken.  This article lays out what oc-
curred.

... the denomination then turned to the issue of standards for ordination.  The language to be 
replaced requires that all ministers of the church must live in "fidelity within the covenant of 
marriage between a man and a woman or chastity in singleness."  That language, consistent 
with Scripture and Christian tradition, is to be replaced with a new standard that would re-
quire nothing at all with reference to sexual integrity.   The new wording would read:

“Those who are called to ordained service in the church, by their assent to the constitutional 
questions for ordination and installation, pledge themselves to live lives obedient to Jesus 
Christ the Head of the Church, striving to follow where he leads through the witness of the 
Scriptures, and to understand the Scriptures through the instruction of the Confessions.  In so 
doing, they declare their fidelity to the standards of the Church.  Each governing body charged 
with examination for ordination and/or installation and establishes the candidate's sincere ef-
forts to adhere to these standards.”

The proposed amendment to the standards now moves to the denomination's 173 regional 
units (presbyteries) where it must receive sufficient support. Similar efforts have failed in the 
past, but many believe that this proposal will be difficult to defeat. The defection of many con-
servatives from the denomination (and some churches as well) may weaken the opposition.

Nevertheless, even without the change in the standard, local presbyteries may well move to 
ordain active homosexuals anyway.  The Associated Press explains how:

“Of equal importance to advocates on both side of the debate, the assembly also voted to 
allow gay and lesbian candidates for ordination to conscientiously object to the existing stan-
dard.  Local presbyteries and church councils that approve ordinations would consider such 
requests on a case-by-case basis.

That vote was an "an authoritative interpretation" of the church constitution rather than a 
change to it, so it goes into effect immediately.  The interpretation supersedes a ruling from 
the church's high court, issued in February, that said there were no exceptions to the so-
called "fidelity and chastity" requirement.”

The “standards for ordination” change would require further action by the 
next General Assembly to be fully accepted.  The “authoritative interpretation” 
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did not requite Presbytery approval to go into effect.  Thus, “consent of  the gov-
erned” had been in effect nullified.  That is, regardless of  how the Presbyteries 
voted, the PCUSA had enabled ordination of  practicing homosexuals.

By these General Assembly actions the PCUSA was flipped from a denomina-
tion that rejected demands to align theology and policy with contemporary sexual 
liberation ideology to one that had lost it’s will to resist.  This result was obtained 
by two distinct but related mechanisms, those being:

1. by making it absolutely clear that the demanded policies would be imple-
mented by illegitimate means, it encouraged those members and churches who 
formed the core of  the resistance to leave the denomination

2. those in opposition who still remained were so demoralized that many gave 
up and retreated into passivity.

Thus, between 2008 and 2011 the Progressive camp was able to achieve their 
demanded ends in a denomination that had effectively resisted them for decades.

As explicit standards on blocking homosexual ordination [are] starting to disappear, the Gen-
eral Assembly finally voted to approve of the ordination of ... gays and lesbians on July 8, 2010 
by a vote of 373 to 323.  This new amendment was ratified on May 10, 2011.  Approximately 
19 presbyteries that voted against the issue in 2008-2009 switched to "yes" votes, including 
conservative areas, like northern Alabama.  Some that resisted the issue in the past felt that 
gay/lesbian ordination was "inevitable" in any case. 

The approval of gay/lesbian ordination upset conservative members, with some leaving to join 
more conservative denominations, like the Evangelical Covenant Order of Presbyterians, 
which formed less than year after the new amendment was ratified.

Historic Summary: 2012 - 2015

Immediately after victory on gay ordination the General Assembly turned its 
attention to gay marriage.  At this point it was inevitable that gay marriage would 
eventually be accepted. This goal was achieved on June 19, 2014, as reported by 
the New York Times.
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DETROIT — The Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) voted at its General Assembly on Thursday to 
change its constitution’s definition of marriage from “a man and a woman” to “two people,” 
and to allow its ministers to perform same-sex marriages where it is legal.

Both measures, passed by large majorities, are a reversal for a church that in 1991 and in 2008 
barred its pastors from performing same-sex marriages, and that has held ecclesiastical trials 
for ministers who violated the ban and blessed gay couples.

The Presbyterian Church, a historic mainline Protestant denomination that spans a broad spec-
trum from liberal to conservative evangelicals, has been mired in the debate over homosexual-
ity for about three decades.  The General Assembly’s decision in 2010 to ordain openly gay 
ministers caused many congregations, including some of the largest, to depart.

The convention hall fell silent as the vote counts were announced, in deference to a plea by 
the church’s moderator, leading the session, to be respectful of the divide.

As reported by the Washington Post, the constitutional amendment was ap-
proved by a majority of  Presbyteries in 2015.

The 171 regional presbyteries (local leadership bodies within the PCUSA) have been voting 
on whether to change the wording to call marriage a contract “between a woman and a man” 
to being “between two people, traditionally a man and a woman.”  On Tuesday, the denomina-
tion reached its needed majority of “yes” votes from at least 86 presbyteries to take effect. 
The change will be included in the church’s “Book of Order,” part of its constitution, taking ef-
fect on June 21.

And so ended this campaign in the denominational war of  sexual liberation.

Revisiting a Debacle’s Evidence

Now that the historical context is available we can better interpret Figure 10 
from Chapter 2.  Recall that the figure shows membership loss and church dis-
missal data for the years 1999 through 2017.  Recall also that a General Decline 
period was identified for the time prior to mid-2005 in which membership loss was 
increasing but few if  any churches were dismissed.   

In the Danger Warning period, between mid-2005 and 2011, membership con-
tinued to decrease but now churches were being dismissed at a much higher rate.  
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It’s obvious now that this transition from decline to danger was caused by the na-
tional leadership’s decision to nullify settled standards of  democratic process 
through illegitimate use of  “authoritative interpretation” by the General Assembly.  
It’s also clear that the increased loss of  orthodox members and churches ensured 
that the progressives would eventually win.

In the Debacle period, 2011 to 2017, both membership and dismissed churches 
went off  a cliff  and remained at unprecedented levels.  Were one to assume good 
faith in the PCUSA’s leadership then it would be difficult to understand how they 
could have missed the alarm bells that were going off  in the Danger Warning pe-
riod.  The following sections that cover the Debacle period in detail will conclu-
sively demonstrate that this assumption is invalid.  
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S E C T I O N  1

The Fallout of Gay Ordination

Opening Thoughts

In April 2012 the decision to allow ordination 
of  practicing homosexuals was a settled fact.  
Given the means by which it had been accom-
plished there could not but have been deep 
wounds inflicted throughout the denomina-
tion.

At that point the membership data for 2011 
likely hand’t yet been released (it comes out in the May/June time frame).  How-
ever, anyone with knowledge of  the denomination’s condition would have known 
that there was tremendous acrimony, distrust and sorrow over what had transpired 
in the years 2006 through 2011.  The 2010 membership data showed that a cou-
ple dozen churches had been dismissed (i.e., exited) from the denomination but 
also that actual membership loss had somewhat stabilized.  Thus, there still ap-
peared to be hope that the PCUSA’s wounds could be healed.

The challenge facing the victorious pro-ordination camp was how to accom-
plish this end.  Had they won by legitimate means (i.e., by winning the argument 
within the denomination’s democratic process) this goal would have been far easier 
to pursue.  In that case the losing side, although still in strong disagreement with 
the result, would have had to accept that they had failed to convince a majority 
that their position was correct.

In reality virtually all informed members knew that the end had been achieved 
through nullification of  the democratic process by the General Assembly.  Thus 
the pro-ordination camp needed to seek reconciliation while simultaneously justify-
ing their actions.  One important attempt at threading this needle was an Over-
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ture titled “On honoring Christ in our relationships with one another.”  An Over-
ture is defined as follows by the PCUSA.

Overtures from synods and presbyteries are the second source of General Assembly busi-
ness. These governing bodies use Overtures to bring recommendations and matters of con-
cern before the whole church.

The following sections contain my assessment of  this Overture and consequent 
analysis of  its motivation and purpose.  My conclusions about the denominational 
leadership would continue to evolve with time and experience.  However, this 
work provides useful insight into the situation being experienced in 2012.  It also 
begins to unpack and identify the means by which the dominant camp attempted 
to heal the wounds while justifying their recent misbehavior.

Please keep in mind that at this time I had only a vague and incomplete under-
standing of  how this point had been reached.  I was also operating under the na-
ive assumption that the Presbytery was a generally orthodox Christian organiza-
tion.  After all, it was populated by teaching and ruling elders who had all sol-
emnly sworn:

b.  Do you accept the Scriptures of  the Old and New Testaments to be, by the Holy Spirit, 
the unique and authoritative witness to Jesus Christ in the Church universal, and God’s 
Word to you?
c.  Do you sincerely receive and adopt the essential tenets of  the Reformed faith as ex-
pressed in the confessions of  our church as authentic and reliable expositions of  what Scrip-
ture leads us to believe and do, and will you be instructed and led by those confessions as 
you lead the people of  God?
d.  Will you fulfill your ministry in obedience to Jesus Christ, under the authority of  Scrip-
ture, and be continually guided by our confessions?

It is under these circumstances I began my journey into an understanding of  
the PCUSA’s debacle.

Background

As a newly elected Commissioner to the Presbytery of  Chicago I attended my 
first Assembly on April 24, 2012.  A few days prior I downloaded the Call Papers.  
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One paper stood out, an Overture from the Fourth Presbyterian Church of  Chi-
cago titled “On honoring Christ in our relationships with one another.”  What 
caught my attention was that this was a response to fallout from the Amendment 
10-A decision.  Thus, it would shed light on the continuing debate and conse-
quences associated with the PCUSA’s changes to ordination standards.

The Overture is organized into two sections.  In the first, passages from Scrip-
ture and the Confessions are presented and discussed as motivating factors for the 
statement recommended to be approved by the 220th General Assembly.  The sec-
ond section is a statement of  the Rationale for proposing the Overture.

A cursory reading of  the first section didn’t raise any flags until the second to 
last sentence: 

We commit ourselves to continue respectful dialogue with those who hold differing con-
victions, to welcome one another for God’s glory, and not to vilify those whose convic-
tions we believe to be in error.

Use of  the word “vilify,” with one definition being “to utter slanderous and abu-
sive statements against,” was striking.  Clearly the debates following adoption of  
Amendment 10-A must have become heated and uncharitable for such an ex-
treme word to be appropriate.  Certainly we could all easily support a call to re-
spectful dialogue as the church struggles with this divisive issue.

However, all prospects for an easy affirmation ended with the first two para-
graphs of  the Rationale section.  Here, the two poles of  “vilification” are defined.  
Whereas the first paragraph states:

Some Presbyterians read the Scriptures to condemn all forms of same-gender sexual inti-
macy, and sometimes accuse other Presbyterians of abandoning the authority of Scrip-
ture, ignoring the need for repentance, and leading persons into serious sin.

the second states:

Some Presbyterians read the Scriptures to bless committed same-gender relationships, 
and sometimes accuse other Presbyterians of bigotry, responsibility for bullying and sui-
cides, and other harm caused by anti-gay attitudes.
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I was simply stunned that the core theological arguments against adoption of  
Amendment 10-A were here juxtaposed with personal attacks, in effect accusa-
tions of  culpability for violence against gays.  Following are two opposition re-
sponses about the adoption of  Amendment 10-A that support this point.

Alan Wisdom, Institute on Religion & Democracy vice president and Presbyterian Action di-
rector:

Now we belong to a denomination that gives no clear counsel on sexuality. It is a denomina-
tion that will not necessarily support its members as they struggle to obey the high standards 
of Scripture.  It will not call them to repentance when they fall short of those standards, and it 
will not offer God’s forgiveness for what it no longer recognizes as sexual sins. … By dropping 
the ‘fidelity and chastity’ standard, the PCUSA separates itself from the Scriptures that are sup-
posed to be its ‘rule of faith and life.’  It separates itself from the historic Christian tradition 
and the vast majority of the global Church. It separates itself from many of its own members 
who remain committed to upholding ‘fidelity and chastity.

Presbyterians for Renewal:

We deeply grieve this unfaithful action, for it brings great harm to the life and witness of the 
PCUSA.  We have prayed that our denomination would uphold this biblical standard, and we 
have worked to maintain it.  But now a line has been crossed.  This revision of our Book of Or-
der signals a massive change in our covenantal life and a departure from the beliefs and prac-
tice of the historic and global church.  We who are committed to holding fast the clear teach-
ing of scripture must pray and work all the more to discern how to move forward with bibli-
cal faithfulness in and for a denomination that has lost its way.

Can anyone find in these or other statements on Amendment 10-A “bigotry, re-
sponsibility for bullying and suicides, and other harm caused by anti-gay atti-
tudes?”  I have read extensively on the associated debate and simply don’t see evi-
dence of  this accused vilification.

These two Overture rationale paragraphs have raised profound questions 
about the nature of  our denomination’s theological and policy disputes, the most 
pressing being:

• What are the fundamental boundaries that divide the two sides?

• What do these differences imply for the future?
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What follows is my attempt to address these questions.  I will begin with a de-
tailed commentary on the Overture in question.  The goal here is to identify key 
issues and discontinuities.  Next, I will propose a theory that attempts to explain 
the identified discontinuities and issues.  Finally, I will discuss the implications and 
propose ideas for progress.

On Honoring Christ in our Relationships with One 
Another Overture
Context

The Session of  the Fourth Presbyterian Church of  Chicago does not appear to 
have composed the original text of  “On honoring Christ in our relationships with 
one another.”  The earliest text that I have been able to find is from the Westmin-
ster Presbyterian Church Minneapolis, Minnesota, dated January 26, 2012.  Addi-
tional Overtures with the same title and text have been found for the Presbytery of  
Sacramento (Approved on Saturday, February 25, 2012) and the Presbytery of  
San Francisco.  I don’t presume to know the original source.

The Overture was amended and approved by the Presbytery of  Chicago at its 
April 24 meeting by voice vote (I voted against approval).  There was minimal dis-
cussion before the vote.  One commissioner proposed modifications to the lan-
guage (approved) and a second asked for specific Scriptural examples where prac-
ticing homosexuals are affirmed as church leaders (no response).  The general atti-
tude was perhaps best captured in a “tweet” from the meeting, “The overture 
might be sad, but honest #chipres.”  The approved, amended Overture was reti-
tled “On Committing Ourselves to Respectful Dialogue with Those who Hold Dif-
fering Convictions” and sent to the General Assembly.

The following commentary is based on the amended text from the Presbytery 
of  Chicago.  The operative perspective is that of  a Presbyterian elder who believes 
that Scripture communicates God’s unchanging truth through language that has a 
discernible objective meaning.  We may fail to fully understand, thus requiring a 
continuing process of  reformation.  However, that which we are attempting to un-
derstand in the Scripture is a fixed, comprehensible and absolute standard to 
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which we owe our joyful obedience.  The reasons for this careful specificity on per-
spective will become clear later in this Section.

Commentary

On Committing Ourselves to Respectful Dialogue with Those who Hold Differing 
Convictions—From the Presbytery of Chicago.

The Presbytery of Chicago respectfully overtures the 220th General Assembly (2012) to 
make the following statement:
Because 
• Jesus taught that our highest ethical obligation is to “love the Lord your God with all 

your heart, with all your being, with all your strength, and with all your mind, and love 
your neighbor as yourself” [Luke 10:27]; and “this is how everyone will know that you 
are my disciples, when you love each other” [John 13:35];

• having experienced Christ’s gracious love for us while we are yet sinners, we are called 
to “welcome each other, in the same way that Christ also welcomed you, for God’s 
glory” [Romans 15:7]; 

• we affirm the solemn commitments expressed in the  constitutional questions for ordi-
nation, installation, and commissioning, including that we intend to fulfill our ministries 
in obedience to Jesus Christ, under the authority of Scripture, and continually guided 
by our confessions;   that we will be friends among our colleagues in ministry;  that 
we seek to follow the Lord Jesus Christ, love our neighbors, and work for the reconcilia-
tion of the world [W-4.4003]; 

I take the authors and supporters at their word that they believe themselves to 
be proceeding under the authority of  Scripture.  Their reasoning for this position 
is laid out in the Rationale section, and will be discussed at length in the associated 
commentary.

• “we hold that interpretation of the Scripture to be orthodox and genuine which is 
gleaned from the Scriptures themselves (from the nature of the language in which 
they were written, likewise according to the circumstances in which they were set 
down, and expounded in the light of like and unlike passages and of many and clearer 
passages) and which agree with the rule of faith and love, and contributes much to the 
glory of God and man’s salvation” [Second Helvetic Confession, 5.010]; 

This is only the second-half  of  the complete paragraph.  The first sentence of  
[5.010] is also germane. 
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The apostle Peter has said that the Holy Scriptures are not of private interpretation (II Peter 
1:20), and thus we do not allow all possible interpretations.

It is clearly stated that the individual person is not sovereign in the interpreta-
tion of  Scripture, and, that “all possible interpretations” are not allowed.  

Thus, we must conclude that it is possible for an interpretation to violate the 
authority of  Scripture.  What is deemed to be sovereign in the interpretation of  
Scripture is “the Scriptures themselves.”  Therefore, it should be reasonably ex-
pected that arguments for the Scriptural authority of  a position be based directly 
on the Scriptural text.  It should also be reasonably expected that arguments based 
on vague statements about Scripture or sources of  authority outside of  Scripture 
be viewed with great skepticism.  Although vague statements and outside authority 
can be true to Scriptural authority, the proof  must be demonstration of  actual con-
currence with Scriptural text.  To accept any other standard is to untether the 
authority of  Scripture from Scripture itself.

• the Larger Catechism lifts up the duty of holding “a charitable esteem of our neigh-
bors,” and forbids the sin of “misconstruing intentions, words and actions” 
[7.254-7.255]:

These quotations are but small, selected phrases from the substantial Confes-
sional paragraphs (the full paragraphs contain approximately 440 words).  While I 
agree that these paragraphs are much too extensive for complete quotation, it is 
also the case that there are issues included that touch directly on the questions at 
hand.  In particular, in [7.255] it is said that we are bound to avoid 

… concealing the truth, undue silence in a just cause, and holding our peace when iniquity cal-
leth for either a reproof from ourselves, or complaint to others …”

If, as a matter of  Christian conscience, a member of  the PCUSA believes that 
a provision in our constitution abandons the authority of  Scripture, ignores the 
need for repentance, and leads persons into serious sin, are they not duty-bound 
by this Confessional paragraph to speak up?

The 220th General Assembly (2012) acknowledges that faithful Presbyterians earnestly 
seeking to follow Jesus Christ hold different views about what the Scriptures teach con-
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cerning the morality of committed same-gender relationships.  Therefore, while holding 
persons in ordered ministry to high standards of covenantal fidelity in the exercise of 
their sexuality, as in all aspects of life, we decline to take an action that would have the 
effect of either imposing on the whole Presbyterian Church (USA) one interpretation of 
Scripture in this matter, or preventing any teaching elder and/or congregation from pro-
viding the pastoral care and presence their consciences and faithful reading of the Scrip-
tures tell them is necessary for them to fulfill ordination and baptismal vows.  We com-
mit ourselves to continue respectful dialogue with those who hold differing convictions, 
to welcome one another for God’s glory, and not to vilify those whose convictions we be-
lieve to be in error.  We call on all Presbyterians to join us in this commitment.

Rationale
Some Presbyterians read the Scriptures to condemn all forms of same-gender sexual inti-
macy, and sometimes accuse other Presbyterians of abandoning the authority of Scrip-
ture, ignoring the need for repentance, and leading persons into serious sin.

Some Presbyterians read the Scriptures to bless committed same-gender relationships, 
and sometimes accuse other Presbyterians of bigotry, responsibility for bullying and sui-
cides, and other harm caused by anti-gay attitudes.

A careful examination of  the preceding two paragraphs’ content and relation-
ship is called for.  To begin, they apparently are designed to constitute the relevant 
end-points for comments that are deemed to be vilifying.  Therefore, they would 
appear to be intended as equivalent.  

But whereas the first paragraph describes a critique of  the arguments of  others, 
the second paragraph describes conclusions about other’s motives and culpability 
for acts of  violence.  The difference is striking, and disturbing.  Apparently, to 
make a case for the authority of  Scripture, the need for repentance and the serious-
ness of  sin is an act of  vilification.  One is left to wonder under just what terms the 
authors propose to pursue “respectful dialogue,” when the central concerns of  
those opposing the current ordination standards are made equivalent to character 
assassination and accusation of  fomenting violence.

An essential prerequisite for the claim that raising the issue of  abandoning 
Scriptural authority amounts to “vilification” must be that the text of  Scripture is 
at a minimum ambiguous on the issue under discussion.  Therefore, it is reason-
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able to expect that the claims of  Scriptural authority for the new ordination stan-
dards would be rigorous, compelling and clear.

All Presbyterians acknowledge that we are sinners in need of repentance, but we dis-
agree about whether all homosexual intimacy is sinful, and over the best way to love 
our LGBT neighbors.

We are bound to ask what God’s Word means when it calls us to “love each 
other.”  Does “to love” mean to act in an indifferent and permissive manner, re-
gardless of  behavior and/or belief ?  Or, does God’s Word teach that this is the op-
posite of  “love?”

For example, was Jesus Christ transgressing His own call to love when respond-
ing to Peter’s rejection of  God’s sovereign plan for accomplishing our salvation?

But he turned and said to Peter, ‘Get behind me, Satan! You are a stumbling-
block to me; for you are setting your mind not on divine things but on human 
things.’ 
Matthew 16:23, NRSV

Or, did the Apostle Paul transgress the rule of  love when he addressed the Gala-
tian church thus? 

I am astonished that you are so quickly deserting the one who called you in the 
grace of Christ and are turning to a different gospel—not that there is another 
gospel, but there are some who are confusing you and want to pervert the gos-
pel of Christ. But even if we or an angel from heaven should proclaim to you a 
gospel contrary to what we proclaimed to you, let that one be accursed! As we 
have said before, so now I repeat, if anyone proclaims to you a gospel contrary 
to what you received, let that one be accursed! 
Galatians 1:6-9, NRSV

There are issues at play in God’s Word that contradict the easy assumption that 
to love another is to be unconcerned about their behavior and/or beliefs.  It is the 
conviction of  many in the PCUSA, and, in the church universal, that “to love each 
other” has requirements that are far deeper and more profound than permissive 
indifference.
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Each “side” perceives the other to be harming the cause of the Gospel.  Although the 
Scriptures contain a variety of patterns of sexual relationships without condemnation, 

I can only understand this vague phrase to mean passages of  Scripture that de-
scribe a kind of  sexual relationship, but without condemnation in the passage it-
self.

Is the same-sex intimate relationship one of  these “patterns of  sexual relation-
ship” that is clearly contained in Scripture “without condemnation?”  A review of  
the most specific Scriptural texts (i.e., Lev. 18:22; 20:13; Rom. 1:24-27; I Cor. 
6:9-11; I Tim. 1:8-11; Jude 7) results in the conclusion that condemnation is uni-
form.

What, then, about those Scriptural texts that do contain “patterns of  sexual re-
lationships without condemnation?”  I will note only two of  many possible exam-
ples: polygamy (e.g., Genesis 4:19) and incest (Genesis 19:30-38).  Should we inter-
pret the lack of  condemnation in these passages to mean that God does not op-
pose polygamous or incestuous “patterns of  sexual relationship?” 

Isn’t it actually the case that God, in His wisdom, placed sufficient information 
in Scripture for humans to determine what is to be condemned without placing a 
specific condemnation in each and every relevant passage?  Isn’t this the standard 
of  Scriptural interpretation to which the authors pledged allegiance (see bullet 
point quoting the Second Helvetic Confession, 5.010)?

The bottom line is that this proposed interpretive method utterly fails under 
even cursory examination.  Homosexual relationships “without condemnation” 
are not to be found, and terrible sexual sin is apparently claimed to be affirmed by 
Scripture.  The authors had access to the Scriptures and our Confessions.  They 
could have easily tested the validity and implications of  this claim, but apparently 
didn’t.

most Presbyterians believe that intimate sexual expression is to be restricted to a com-
mitted partnership between two consenting adults who regard one another as equals 
and seek to honor God, community, and each other in their covenant relationship.  While 
some believe that the partners must be a man and a woman, and others are convinced 
that the gender of the two partners is not of concern to God, all share the conviction 
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that relationships should be life-giving, responsible, and a blessing to family, church, 
and community.

I note that the implied principle regarding the interpretation of  Scripture is 
what is believed by some.  I can say with certainty that if  what “some believe” is 
the standard for Scriptural interpretation then virtually anything is possible and 
permissible.

While it is incumbent on all to continue to seek God’s will for sexuality, no human being 
has a full understanding of God’s Truth and all are called to humility before the Lord and 
charity toward one another.  Questioning the faithfulness of those who in good con-
science disagree with our interpretation does not bring honor to Christ or build up his 
church.  

This apparent interpretive concept of  “humility” is a concern.  One wonders 
what that is currently understood to be taught by Scripture couldn’t be over-
turned.  Is it presumptuous to believe in salvation by grace, not works?  Is it pre-
sumptuous to believe in the Trinity, the virgin birth, Christ’s divinity, Christ’s mira-
cles, and Christ’s resurrection?  Can we really know that the Scriptures teach any 
of  this, since it is well known that there are some in the Church who don’t believe 
in these doctrines?  By what rule can we know that a given understanding of  Scrip-
ture meets this interpretative concept?

There is also the issue of  consistency.  We are here being told that it is a viola-
tion of  “humility” to conclude that the current ordination standard is not faithful 
to Scripture.  On the other hand, the PCUSA habitually proclaims that specific do-
mestic and foreign policies, economic relationships, etc. are unfaithful to Scripture.  
Again, the authors presume to know that Luke 10:27, John 13:35 and Romans 
15:7 combine to disallow the arguments regarding Scriptural authority, repentance 
and sin deployed by opponents of  the new ordination standards.  How can they be 
so sure when “some believe” that they do and “others are convinced” that they 
don’t?

Finally, who within the PCUSA gets to determine when the principle of  “humil-
ity” is operative?
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Nothing in current Presbyterian polity or policy, including the ordination standard in 
G-2.0104, takes one side or another in the conflict over the morality of same-gender re-
lationships.  A variety of views is now allowed to coexist in the PCUSA, consistent with 
the historic Presbyterian principles of freedom of conscience in the interpretation of 
Scripture and mutual forbearance [F-3.01].  Until God blesses the church with a clear 
consensus, continued attempts to impose uniformity are detrimental to the peace, unity, 
and purity of the church.

This Overture will suppress future debate regarding current standards of  ordi-
nation by equating legitimate opposition theological arguments with name-calling 
and culpability for violence, and then declaring both to be out of  bounds.  Thus, 
while supporters of  the current ordination standards would only be prevented 
from making their most extreme and unfair arguments, opponents would be pre-
vented from making their core, legitimate arguments.

The authors do not demonstrate rigorous, compelling and clear plausibility for 
their claims to equivalent Scriptural authority based on the text of  Scripture.  
Rather, they appear to resort to vague and defective interpretive methods that vio-
late the Confessional standards to which they state allegiance.

Boundaries of Division in the PCUSA

How can the failure of  this Overture to withstand examination be explained? It 
is critical to examine the Overture’s perspective before passing judgment.

Examining Perspectives
Fourth Presbyterian Church of Chicago

A natural starting point for this examination is the Fourth Presbyterian Church 
of  Chicago, the Overture’s sponsor in our Presbytery.  I looked through their web 
site and read/listened to sermons.  What follows is not intended to be a compre-
hensive review, but rather observations relevant to the issue at hand.

Fourth Presbyterian appears to be a caring, complex, vital and intellectually en-
gaged congregation.  Although clearly dominated by a “progressive” viewpoint, 
there are also signs of  intellectual / theological diversity.  For example, in a letter 
by then Senior Pastor John Buchanan (Reflections on the Passing of  Amendment 
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10-A, May 11, 2011) he says “I am also aware that not all the members of  Fourth 
Presbyterian Church agree with my position and will not be happy with this 
change, and I want to assure all that there is room in our congregation for all opin-
ions.”  I also found the best sermon to date on the doctrine of  predestination by 
Associate Pastor Adam Fronczek (That Question about Predestination, Sunday, 
May 4, 2008).

One possible clue to Fourth Presbyterian’s perspective is its self-understanding 
as a church serving a postmodern world.  For example:

• On the “Young Adults at Fourth Church” web page there is the bullet point “of-
fers a space to encounter the intersection of  faith and (post)modern life”

• A sermon by Associate Pastor John W. Vest, titled “Generation to Generation” 
(April 15, 2012) begins with a quote from James K. A. Smith, Who’s Afraid of  
Postmodernism? and includes the statement “Our way forward into the emerg-
ing future of  faith in a postmodern, post-denominational, post-Christendom, plu-
ralistic world is not to retreat into fundamentalism. Rather, our way is to tell, in 
fresh, new, and relevant ways, the story we have heard.”

• In his Chicago Theological Seminary Commencement Address, May 14, 2011, 
The Rev. Dr. John Buchanan stated:

Something new is struggling to be born, “groaning in labor” as St. Paul put it.  You’re graduating 
into it at exactly the moment when the old denominations aren’t working all that well, the old 
parish system no longer fits post modern life, theological education is wondering what kind of 
church it is supposed to be training leaders for.  We have to learn how to be church all over 
again and you are the ones who will do it.  It’s already happening in South America and Africa 
and Asia, where Christianity is growing so rapidly it has burst the seams of the old paradigm.  
It’s happening here as Megachurches with flexibility and social media savvy address the needs 
of post-modern women and men with creativity and high energy.  And it happens here and 
there even in the traditional church, when faithful leaders transform old structures into new 
structures.

While these items by no means prove that postmodernism dominates Fourth 
Presbyterian, they do show that this philosophy is on the minds of  its (past) Senior 
Pastor, Associate Pastors and staff. 
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Postmodernism

Anyone that has been intellectually engaged is aware of  postmodernism at 
some level.  For many, including myself, it has not been of  sufficient prominence to 
demand specific investigation.  However, this search for an alternate perspective 
has motivated the following closer look.

The Encyclopedia Britannica’s top-level definition is as follows.

“Postmodernism, also spelled post-modernism, in Western philosophy, a late 20th-century 
movement characterized by broad skepticism, subjectivism, or relativism; a general suspicion of 
reason; and an acute sensitivity to the role of ideology in asserting and maintaining political 
and economic power.”

Specific sentences in the accompanying short article have a strong correlation 
to issues at the center of  this inquiry, including:

• the rejection of an objective natural reality—is sometimes expressed by saying that there is 
no such thing as Truth.

• For postmodernists, reason and logic too are merely conceptual constructs and are there-
fore valid only within the established intellectual traditions in which they are used.

• postmodernists claim that language is semantically self-contained, or self-referential: the 
meaning of a word is not a static thing in the world or even an idea in the mind but rather a 
range of contrasts and differences with the meanings of other words.

• Postmodernists deny that there are aspects of reality that are objective; that there are state-
ments about reality that are objectively true or false; that it is possible to have knowledge of 
such statements (objective knowledge); that it is possible for human beings to know some 
things with certainty; and that there are objective, or absolute, moral values.

• Thus postmodernists regard their theoretical position as uniquely inclusive and democratic, 
because it allows them to recognize the unjust hegemony of Enlightenment discourses over 
the equally valid perspectives of nonelite groups.

Additional highly correlated statements can be found in the much longer article 
in the Stanford Encyclopedia of  Philosophy:

• In this regard, the modern paradigm of progress as new moves under established rules gives 
way to the postmodern paradigm of inventing new rules and changing the game.
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• Justice, then, would not be a definable rule, but an ability to move and judge among rules in 
their heterogeneity and multiplicity. In this respect, it would be more akin to the production 
of art than a moral judgment in Kant's sense.

• The Nietzschean sense of overcoming modernity is “to dissolve modernity through a radicali-
zation of its own innate tendencies,” says Vattimo (Vattimo 1988, 166). These include the pro-
duction of “the new” as a value and the drive for critical overcoming in the sense of appro-
priating foundations and origins.

The above postmodern concepts are generalized by the Encyclopedia Britan-
nica as “the straightforward denial of  the general philosophical viewpoints that 
were taken for granted during the 18th-century Enlightenment.”  Thus, what 
makes these ideas highly correlative are that they provide a philosophical frame-
work for the concepts (e.g., objectivity in language, the possibility of  knowing 
truth, etc.) that appear to be violated by the Overture’s text.

Postmodernism and Christianity

What happens when Christianity and postmodernism are merged?  On its face 
this appears to be an absurd combination, requiring a faith based on the absolute 
Word of  God be combined with a philosophy that denies the possibility of  truth 
and the objective meaning of  language.  However, this merging has indeed oc-
curred, with radical consequences.  The best summation of  these consequences 
found to date is in a Masters of  Theology thesis.

• The rejection of metanarratives, which appear to suggest that orthodox Christian philoso-
phy and epistemology appears to be under threat (Adams 1998: 522).  The traditional coher-
ent presentation of the orthodox system of belief, developed through the centuries, based 
on deductive reasoning and the interaction of the Bible, have to give way to relativistic theol-
ogy (Guarino 1993: 37-40).  Relativistic theology appears to be the theology of liberation 
and numerous socio-political systems.  The core Christian message is no longer normative; 
instead, truth is subjective and relevant only to the culture and society of the day (Grenz 
2001: 40).

• Foundationalism seems to be replaced by nihilism (Nietzsche 1968:1).  Christian foundation 
such as scripture, creeds and confessions, and ecclesiastical traditions appear to be no longer 
meaningful. Biblical text cannot be understood with certainty since the “postmodern condi-
tion” concerning the theory and practice of interpretation is “incredulity towards meaning” 
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(Lyotard1984: xxiii). In this respect, Lyotard claimed that the model of knowledge, as a pro-
gressive development of consensus, is also outmoded.

• Absolutism seems to be replaced by relativism. Christian morality and theology are relative 
to the people who embrace them (Carson 2005: 31-32).  Hence the rise of moral and theo-
logical plurality, assuming that no one perspective has the dominant position in church, and 
no single unique outlook on reality accounts for the world we live in.

• The concept of truth, including biblical truth, seems to have no correspondence to objective 
reality (Moreland 2004).  Hence, the search for truth appears to be a vain exercise and the 
reader should be content with individual/personal interpretation.  Systematic theology 
should be replaced by “edifying” theology, which aims at a continuing conversation between 
the reader and scriptures, rather than discovering truth.

Once again, I note that these consequences correlate to a very high degree with 
the apparent contradictions and deficiencies identified in the Overture.

Candidate Boundaries of Division

It’s been said that the PCUSA has been split into two non-overlapping worlds 
with only the pension and property as points of  contact.  This language suggests a 
gulf  so wide that productive communication has been rendered virtually impossi-
ble.  The Overture under discussion is a concrete example of  this gulf.  When I 
read it the philosophy and arguments are so inexplicable that they induce a state 
of  disorientation.  It literally feels like reading something composed in an utterly 
foreign world.

Given this situation, it is of  the greatest importance to identify the primary 
boundary of  this division.  Only by so doing can we begin to understand the true 
nature of  our situation, and, develop effective responses.

Progressive and Evangelical Christians

The most common characterization for the boundary of  division in the 
PCUSA has been “progressives” versus “evangelicals.”  Just to be clear about defi-
nitions, here’s a reasonable one for progressive Christians from Wikipedia.

Progressive Christianity is the name given to a movement within contemporary Christianity 
characterized by willingness to question tradition, acceptance of human diversity with a strong 
emphasis on social justice or care for the poor and the oppressed (often identified as minor-
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ity groups) and environmental stewardship of the Earth.  Progressive Christians have a deep 
belief in the centrality of the instruction to "love one another" (John 15:17) within the teach-
ing of Jesus Christ.  This leads to a focus on compassion, promoting justice and mercy, toler-
ance, and working towards solving the societal problems of poverty, discrimination, and envi-
ronmental issues.

Somewhat surprisingly, it is much more difficult to find a good definition for 
evangelical Christians.  Here’s the best I have been able to find (also from Wikipe-
dia), though it leaves much to be desired.

The contemporary North American usage of the term is influenced by the evangelical/
fundamentalist controversy of the early 20th century.  Evangelicalism may sometimes be per-
ceived as the middle ground between the theological liberalism of the mainline denominations 
and the cultural separatism of fundamentalism.  Evangelicalism has therefore been described 
as "the third of the leading strands in American Protestantism, straddling the divide between 
fundamentalists and liberals".

My home church includes visible, articulate, dedicated progressive and evangeli-
cal Christians.  We certainly do disagree on key points, including Amendment 10-
A.  There are robust, even heated discussions on areas of  theology, politics and cul-
ture, among others.

However, when in these discussions we rarely feel like we are living in utterly dif-
ferent worlds.  Yes, we interpret the Bible differently on some points, but we are 
still discussing the text and what it ultimately means.  We may believe in differing 
means of  advancing justice and peace, but we tend to acknowledge a common 
framework within which these goods are pursued.  Finally, there are significant 
bonds of  relationship and common support of  ministries.

The progressive / evangelical distinction is only one of  numerous sources of  dif-
ferentiation within our church, with worship style, mission, and education also in 
the mix.  That is, the progressive / evangelical distinction doesn’t dominate.

Generalizing from this specific experience, it appears that there is no essential 
reason that progressives and evangelicals can’t have significant common ground.  
The fact that we draw differing priorities and conclusions from the Scriptures 
doesn’t change the fact that we are in dialogue about the same thing.   In fact, 
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there is often a positive, creative aspect to the debate, as we keep each other aware 
of  the myriad threads of  Scriptural truth.

We can move from the general to the specific by discussing the current contro-
versy, Amendment 10-A.  I have read about and personally participated in debates 
about 10-A with progressive Christians.  They often argue that most of  the Scrip-
tural condemnations of  homosexual activity are less clear than one might think.  
For example, some may be describing situations of  prostitution and/or pagan relig-
ious practice.  They also stress Christ’s expansive love that encompassed the out-
casts and marginalized of  His time, the poor, women, even tax collectors; and then 
extend the argument to homosexuals.

The key point is that we are arguing about what the text of  Scripture teaches 
under the common assumption that there is a fixed Truth to be found.  Theoreti-
cally at least, each acknowledges that, should the opposing point be convincingly 
made, they would change their opinion to bring it into obedience to Scripture.  
This common ground could be described as the remnants of  orthodoxy shared by 
the contending parties.

It’s certainly true that the progressive / evangelical divide can lead to anger 
and distrust.  The issues raised by the approval of  10-A have significantly in-
creased the conflict between progressive and evangelical Christians.  However, the 
fact that there remains a common ground on which to discuss and debate, that we 
are not in completely different worlds, suggests that this isn’t necessarily the pri-
mary boundary of  division.

Postmodern and Orthodox Christians

We have already discussed postmodernism at length.  However, the term “or-
thodox,” particularly as applied to the Protestant Christian faith requires defini-
tion and discussion. One dictionary definition is:

Adhering to the Christian faith as expressed in the early Christian ecumenical creeds.

A reasonable definition can also be extracted from The Stanford Encyclopedia 
of  Philosophy:
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The traditional coherent presentation of the orthodox system of belief, developed through 
the centuries, based on deductive reasoning and the interaction of the Bible

The PCUSA’s Book of  Confessions discusses orthodoxy as follows:

Defense of orthodoxy.  Most confessions have been intended as polemical defense of true 
Christian faith and life against perversion from within as well as from attacks from outside the 
church. They are the church’s means of preserving the authenticity and purity of its faith.

It should be obvious from these definitions that both progressive and evangeli-
cal Christians can be orthodox.  The same cannot be said for postmodern Chris-
tians.  While I can’t claim expertise in postmodernism, the available resources 
would appear to describe a philosophy that is in opposition to and, in fact, a pur-
poseful negation of  orthodoxy.  That is, it rejects both the content and method in-
herent in orthodox Christianity.

It should also be clear that neither progressive nor evangelical Christians must 
be orthodox.  Thus, orthodoxy is a principle that can span and unify Christians 
from multiple perspectives, but is not automatically held by individuals of  any per-
spective.

Even so, is postmodernism of  great enough significance in the PCUSA to be 
considered for a boundary of  division?  I’m doubtful that many members or pas-
tors would label themselves as “postmodern Christians.”  However, it’s possible 
that this philosophy has gained enough influence in enough people and organiza-
tions to have a significant impact.

I have found minor connections between the Westminster Presbyterian Church 
Minneapolis, Minnesota and San Francisco Presbyterian churches with postmod-
ern thought.  A web search on “Presbyterian postmodern” yielded numerous sig-
nificant references to books, sermons blog posts and articles.  I’ve also recognized 
shadows of  postmodern ideas in attitudes of  Presbyterians that I know, including a 
subjective, personalized attitude towards Scriptural interpretation, rejection of  
creeds and Confessions and doubt about our ability to identify truth, among oth-
ers.
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It does appear that postmodern ideas permeate the larger culture.  The exam-
ples of  relativism, nihilism, negation of  reason and debasement of  language are 
too numerous to ignore.  It must therefore be assumed that this philosophy perme-
ates the membership of  the PCUSA as well.

For these reasons my working hypothesis is that the Overture’s content can best 
be explained by assuming a postmodern dominant philosophy for the authors.  
The animating philosophy of  supporters is more difficult to ascertain.  They may 
support simply because it advances their cause.

Let’s test the hypothesis by revisiting the Overture using postmodern concepts 
to explain the primary identified discontinuities and issues.

Orthodox Point: The Overture equates under the term “vilification” legitimate 
opposition theological arguments with name-calling and culpability for violence.

Postmodern Response: These theological arguments are seeking to discredit a 
moral position that is “uniquely inclusive and democratic” because it recognizes 
“the unjust hegemony of  Enlightenment discourses over the equally valid perspec-
tives of  nonelite groups.”  Also, by the naming of  homosexual practice as “sin” 
they are vilifying both those in that group and those who support them.  This is 
wrong since there are no “objective, or absolute, moral values” upon which such a 
conclusion can be based.

Orthodox Point: The authors do not demonstrate rigorous, compelling and 
clear plausibility for their claims to equivalent Scriptural authority based on the 
text of  Scripture.  Rather, they appear to resort to vague and defective interpretive 
methods that violate the Confessional standards to which they state allegiance.

Postmodern Response: There is no point in dwelling on the text of  Scripture 
since “the meaning of  a word is not a static thing in the world or even an idea in 
the mind but rather a range of  contrasts and differences with the meanings of  
other words.” “Christian foundation such as scripture, creeds and confessions, and 
ecclesiastical traditions appear to be no longer meaningful. Biblical text cannot be 
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understood with certainty since the “postmodern condition” concerning the the-
ory and practice of  interpretation is “incredulity towards meaning.”  Therefore, 
“the concept of  truth, including biblical truth, seems to have no correspondence 
to objective reality.”

Orthodox Point: Authority in the determination of  Scripture’s meaning rests on 
that which “some believe” in “humility” as opposed to seeking to identify and dem-
onstrate what Scripture teaches.

Postmodern Response: We are not bound by the previous rules for determin-
ing the meaning of  Scripture.  “The modern paradigm of  progress as new moves 
under established rules [must] give way to the postmodern paradigm of  inventing 
new rules and changing the game.” “Systematic theology should be replaced by 
“edifying” theology, which aims at a continuing conversation between the reader 
and scriptures, rather than discovering truth.” We are compelled to embrace “’the 
new’ as a value and drive for critical overcoming in the sense of  appropriating 
foundations and origins.”

Clearly what appear to be inexplicable failures under an orthodox philosophy 
become understandable when viewed from a postmodern perspective.  Therefore, 
until new information arrives, I will consider this Overture to be primarily the 
product of  postmodern Christian thought within the PCUSA.

The preceding discussion is sufficient to qualify orthodoxy / postmodernism as 
a credible candidate boundary of  division in the PCUSA.  It is a boundary that 
may have received less attention due to dominance of  the progressive / evangeli-
cal model.  Attention will be paid in the following section.

Implications and Ideas

We in the PCUSA stand on unstable, treacherous ground.  As we survey our 
situation it sometimes appears that there is more encouraging our disintegration 
than there is holding us together.  Conventional wisdom says that this is because 
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we are approaching schism along the progressive / evangelical boundary.  I am 
not discounting this threat.  Rather, I am pointing out that there is another signifi-
cant boundary, orthodox / postmodern, that may also be of  considerable signifi-
cance, but that may not have been sufficiently explored.

In reviewing the descriptions of  postmodernism I see threads that appear to 
have broad influence, cutting across evangelical and progressive lines.  For exam-
ple, “individual/personal interpretation” of  Scripture that neglects or ignores 
“Christian foundation[s] such as … creeds and confessions” is widespread.  Sys-
tematic theology has collapsed, often being replaced by an individualistic “edify-
ing” theology that conforms to preconceived notions and self-justifying conclu-
sions.  We have also become careless about language, too often redefining words 
and concepts to conform to our own desires.

There are also postmodern temptations specific to each group.  For example, 
evangelicals, with their high desire for church growth may be tempted to neglect, 
modify or even abandon doctrines that are found to be unpopular (e.g., “morality 
and theology are relative to the people who embrace them”).  Progressives may see 
a natural ally in postmodernism’s emphasis on challenging existing structures, sup-
port for non-elite groups and “theology of  liberation.”

These postmodern influences create significant confusion and frustration.  For 
example, where language has been debased, with words and concepts no longer 
having a common meaning, we would expect much greater opportunity for misun-
derstanding.  Where Biblical interpretation has become highly individualized, and 
consequently detached from systematic theology, confession and creed, we would 
expect a bewildering explosion in the number of  positions.  Issues such as these 
would be serious in normal circumstances, but become far more dangerous in a 
highly charged debate such as Amendment 10-A.

Many evangelicals and progressives are troubled by the current state of  dysfunc-
tion.  Although they have strong opinions about specific issues, they also are in de-
spair at the thought of  schism.  It’s possible that many in both camps would jump 
at the chance to exit the current lose-lose scenario in which we appear to be 
trapped.  One candidate for this exit strategy is a return to orthodoxy.
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In tandem with a return to orthodoxy, postmodern relativism, debasement of  
language, radical individualism and irrationality would be discouraged.  Members 
of  the progressive, evangelical and any other position could then continue their dif-
ficult dialogue, but with the destructive tendencies of  postmodernism attenuated.

We the Church could also begin to offer something other than slippery, ephem-
eral ideas to a world that desperately needs the sure, confident light of  the Gospel.  
Perhaps unity could be reestablished under these circumstances.  Perhaps we 
would still be unable to resolve our differences.  But, whatever the outcome, our 
ongoing discussion would be more coherent, productive and faithful.

Closing Thoughts
General Comments

Given my relative ignorance in 2012 I reacted to this Overture with a combina-
tion of  bewilderment and concern.  However I continued to hold out hope that 
means could be found to heal the rift that had clearly occurred.

I am certain that more informed orthodox members had a very different set of  
reactions.  For starters, the pose of  moral superiority taken by the authors and sup-
porters of  the Overture must have been infuriating given the dishonest, illegiti-
mate means used to obtain victory.  Given their long experience of  the pro-gay or-
dination camp increasingly disassociating their arguments from Scripture and the 
Confessions, orthodox members would have had extreme difficulty attributing 
credibility to post-victory use of  there sources.  Finally, in many cases churches 
were already in the process of  deciding to exit or actually doing so.  Thus, even if  
the Overture were helpful it would be a case of  too little too late.

I believe that there was at least one additional issue that caused fury.  Let’s re-
turn to how the Rationale’s set up the dynamic of  conflict.

Some Presbyterians read the Scriptures to condemn all forms of same-gender sexual inti-
macy, and sometimes accuse other Presbyterians of abandoning the authority of Scrip-
ture, ignoring the need for repentance, and leading persons into serious sin.
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Some Presbyterians read the Scriptures to bless committed same-gender relationships, 
and sometimes accuse other Presbyterians of bigotry, responsibility for bullying and sui-
cides, and other harm caused by anti-gay attitudes.

Note the order.  First, a Presbyterian makes the case for the orthodox under-
standing of  Biblical authority, sin and repentance.  Second, the response is accusa-
tions of  bigotry and culpability for violence.  In this ordering the Rationale makes 
the implicit case that it is the voicing of  the first position that incites the second.

There is great advantage to this ordering.  Consider such an encounter from a 
third party’s point of  view.  One Presbyterian says something to another and the 
response is an angry rebuke.  The uninformed assumption will often be that the 
first speaker must have said something very bad to elicit such a strong reaction 
from the second.  Even if  the viewer is well informed, it is the first speaker who ap-
pears to have “started it.”  Finally, responding with anger and vile accusations dis-
couraged orthodox Christians from voicing their views at all.  

The reality was that in 2012 the debacle in membership and church loss was al-
ready well underway.  By the year’s end 181,000 members and 110 churches had 
exited the denomination.  The following year would be the worst ever for church 
exit and still very terrible for membership loss.

Thus, even if  we give the benefit of  any doubt and assume this effort was all in 
good faith, this and other attempts to heal the wounds can only be considered to 
be utter failures.

Progressivism and Postmodernism

Back in 2012 I was willing to accept the idea that progressivism and postmod-
ernism need not overlap.  However, later interactions with the Presbytery leader-
ship led to the conclusion that they are inseparable.  The following encounter was 
central to this result.

A senior leader in the Presbytery sat down next to me at a luncheon.  I don’t re-
call most of  the conversation, but near the end he paused and said something to 
the effect of  “You realize that this is a Progressive Presbytery.”  The entire conver-
sation was pleasant and friendly.  I think he was trying to point out that I was kid-
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ding myself  if  I thought that my views were going to make a difference in the Pres-
bytery’s direction.  And, he was certainly right about that.

But the real impact of  this comment was to correct a misconception on my 
part in another area.  Up to that point I had been thinking about the Presbytery’s 
behavior in strictly theological terms.  I thus was considering the impact of  post-
modernism on Christian theology, resulting in the concept of  postmodern Chris-
tians.

His comment made me realize that the true center of  the Presbytery’s identity 
is political Progressivism.  Yes, postmodernism played a significant role, but it was 
not at the center. This insight caused me to move to the concept of  Progressive 
Christianity.  Of  course, the realization that the Presbytery was driven by a secular 
and often godless human ideology increased my sense of  alienation.

I still have warm Christian fellowship with progressive Christians.  Many of  
them are thoughtful, challenging and encouraging to my Christian life.  That is, I 
consider them to be both progressive and orthodox.

However, there is another group in the PCUSA, often but not always in elite po-
sitions of  current or past leadership, who I consider to be Progressive Christians.  
For some in this group small aspects of  orthodoxy can still be found.  However, for 
many their beliefs can best be described as Post-Christian and even pagan. This  
may seem incredible at this point.  However, I’m confident that by the book’s end 
it will be credible.
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S E C T I O N  2

Redefining Christian Marriage

He answered, “Have you not read that he 
who made them from the beginning made 
them male and female, and said, ‘For this rea-
son a man shall leave his father and mother 
and be joined to his wife, and the two shall be-
come one flesh?' So they are no longer two 
but one flesh. What therefore God has joined 
together, let not man put asunder.”
Matthew 19:4-6 (RSV)

Opening Thoughts

The 2010 victory allowing ordination of  practicing homosexuals was just the 
beginning.  Over the years 2011, 2012 and 2013 over 500,000 existing members 
(see Figure 3) made the decision to exit the PCUSA.  Obviously, their reasons var-
ied.  However, there is no doubt that a major motivation was loss of  confidence in 
the denomination as a viable vehicle for the proclamation of  a reformed, orthodox 
Christian understanding of  the Gospel of  Jesus Christ.  With the exit of  so many 
that opposed the PCUSA’s direction, those in favor were empowered to push it for-
ward further and faster.

Thus, at the 2014 General Assembly, the PCUSA approved same gender mar-
riage.  As reported by the denomination:

The Assembly approved sending out for presbytery approval a constitutional amendment to 
W-4.9001 of the PC(USA)’s Book of Order that would change the constitutional definition of 
marriage from “between a man and a woman” to “between two people, traditionally between 
a man and a woman.”
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The vote on the authoritative interpretation – which takes effect immediately – was 371-238 
or 61 percent to 39 percent.

The vote on the proposed constitutional amendment – which goes to the denomination’s 
172 presbyteries for ratification – was 429-175 or 71 percent to 29 percent.  A majority of 
the presbyteries must vote approval of the measure for it to take effect.

To supporters, this action was a long overdue victory for social justice and hu-
man dignity.  That is, the traditional definition of  marriage as only between one 
man and one woman was an affront to, and overt discrimination against, homo-
sexuals.

To those in opposition the action was an explicit repudiation of  God’s Word 
and the Confessions.  That is, the General Assembly had elevated selected ideas 
from secular society above God’s Word and our Confessions.

For many members this issue is vexing and confusing.  They listen to the de-
bates and hear what appear to be valid points on both sides.  They believe in the 
ultimate authority of  God’s Word and desire an ever more just society.  And, they 
are tired of  the decades long debate over this set of  cultural issues.  Perhaps, some 
reason, the best path forward is simply to fall in line with the current cultural direc-
tion.

There is one element of  this debate that in many cases may be decisive – that 
being the contention of  same gender marriage supporters that, at worst, the Bible 
takes a broad view of  marriage’s definition, and, at best, clearly supports the exten-
sion of  marriage to cover homosexual couples.  Was this the case, the primary ar-
gument of  those in opposition would be gravely compromised.

Therefore, the writers of  the Overture Rationales supporting same gender mar-
riage had a wonderful opportunity to not only advance their cause, but also to heal 
the wounds caused by this divisive debate.  They had every advantage to make a 
powerful Biblical case – years of  experience from debate and discussion, months 
of  time to write the text, the resources of  whole Presbyteries (pastors, elders and in 
some cases seminaries) and scholarship from around the world.
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For those church members who were desperate to move on, a powerful Biblical 
case would cause many to accept this change.  For those who were in determined 
opposition, some might decide to leave, but others might decide that there is 
enough justification to allow them to stay.  The benefits were overwhelming.

Thus the center of  my analysis is how the Rationale writers in support of  same 
gender marriage responded to this opportunity.

Assessment of the Rationales
Selected Commentary

There were two types of  Overtures that were central to the PCUSA redefini-
tion of  Christian marriage at the 221st General Assembly (2014).  The first is an 
amendment to the PCUSA’s Book of  Order that allows for sane-gender marriage. 
The new language on marriage reads: 

Marriage is a gift God has given to all humankind for the wellbeing of the entire human family. 
Marriage involves a unique commitment between two people, traditionally a man and a 
woman, to love and support each other for the rest of their lives.  The sacrificial love that 
unites the couple sustains them as faithful and responsible members of the church and the 
wider community.

In civil law, marriage is a contract that recognizes the rights and obligations of the married cou-
ple in society.  In the Reformed tradition, marriage is also a covenant in which God has an ac-
tive part, and which the community of faith publicly witnesses and acknowledges.

The PCUSA defines the process by which the Book of  Order in amended in para-
graph G-6.03 in the Book of  Order.  Rationals supporting this Overture will be desig-
nated as “Amending Marriage.”

The second Overture dealt with a request for an authoritative interpretation 
that permits ministers in states with government-sanctioned marriage equality to 
marry same-sex couples while the constitutional amendment works its way 
through the presbyteries. The PCUSA defines an Authoritative interpretation as 
follows:
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Authoritative interpretation (AI) is an interpretation of The Constitution of the Presbyterian 
Church (U.S.A.) that carries the authority of the General Assembly and is binding on the coun-
cils of the church. According to G-6.02 in the Book of Order

The following excerpts are only a small sampling of  the Rationale record. As 
such, decisions about what to include were necessary. I do not claim that what fol-
lows is representative of  the entire record. Rather, I have selected those excerpts 
that:

1. focus on theological / Biblical issues and/or;

2. cast the most light on the mindset that this work seeks to isolate and under-
stand.

In the following sections I will discuss Rationales from numerous Presbyteries. 
 Section titles will have the Presbytery’s name followed by the specific Overture un-
der review (i.e., “Authoritative Interpretation” or “Amending Marriage”).  How-
ever, in the following “Resource and Word Usage Analysis” section the entire set 
of  Rationales have been included.

The Presbytery of Chicago: Amending Marriage

My initial response to this Rationale was a mix of  shock and disbelief. Here we 
had a document arguing for the fundamental redefinition of  a millennia long insti-
tution of  Judeo-Christian civilization that hadn’t even scratched the surface of  the 
related Biblical and theological issues. Perhaps this would be (somewhat) under-
standable were a secular institution the source. However, the source is the Presby-
tery of  Chicago, a major Christian organization within the PCUSA.

Overtures directly addressing marriage equality in the United States and the Presbyte-
rian Church have come before the last two General Assemblies. The 219th Assembly 
(2010) completely failed to substantively address the marriage-related overtures that 
were before it. The 220th Assembly (2012) failed to substantively address Overtures re-
lated to Authoritative Interpretation of the marriage provisions at issue in this overture 
and, by a narrow margin, failed to adopt changes to W-4.9000. Then and now, though 
in substantially different fashion, the proposed changes to W-4.9000 are intended to rec-
ognize: (1) the contemporary reality of civil marriage under the law, (2) the ecclesial re-
ality of marriage equality in the polity of our mainline sisters and brothers in Christ and, 
most importantly, (3) the theological reality that our longstanding tradition of reforming 
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our understanding of the marital covenant faithfully leads us to now recognizing and sol-
emnizing that covenant regardless of the gender of the parties involved.

I would very much have appreciated an expanded discussion of  just what con-
stitutes “our longstanding tradition of  reforming our understanding of  the marital 
covenant” that “faithfully leads us to now recognizing and solemnizing that cove-
nant regardless of  the gender of  the parties involved.” For example, the Westminster 
Confession of  Faith, which dates to 1649, states 

Marriage, is a union between one man and one woman, designed of God to last so long as 
they both shall live. (6.133).

 The authors owe us an explanation of  how marriage’s definition had been re-
formed in the 365 years between the Westminster Confession of  Faith and the 2014 
PCUSA General Assembly. It’s not obvious that there had been any tradition of  
reforming the definition of  marriage from the mid 1600s until now.

Perhaps the authors are referring to the evolution in our understanding of  di-
vorce. Surely, the conditions necessary to obtain a divorce have changed drastically 
over the centuries. Even so, it is quite a leap to contend that the terms of  a mar-
riage’s dissolution says anything at all about extending marriage to same gender 
couples.

Whatever the possible justification for this statement, what we actually have is 
an assertion without a shred of  supporting information. The authors’ thus simply 
beg the question rather than make any sort of  credible, substantive argument for 
their conclusion.

Following the very brief  theological phrase discussed above, there are two long 
paragraphs discussing a same gender marriage ecclesial trial and recent secular po-
litical and judicial events in this area.  Thus, we do not encounter theologically fo-
cused text until the beginning of  the very last paragraph in the Rationale, which is 
excerpted below.

For the sake of the Gospel of Jesus Christ and for the good of loving, monogamous 
same-gender couples in our church and for the community and for the greater ministry 
of our clergy, sessions and churches we propose these changes to the Directory for Wor-
ship.
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This statement may be compelling to those already convinced of  its truth. How-
ever, I find it to be troubling. That is, the Rationale authors appear to be making 
this critical decision based on the bald assertion that it is for the sake of  the Gospel 
of  Jesus Christ. Thus, this statement seems more like an incantation than it does a 
reasoned conclusion. Rather than presenting compelling ideas and arguments, the 
authors simply beg the obvious questions. For example, what is the Gospel of  Jesus 
Christ and how can we know what is for its sake and what isn’t?

Perhaps a good place for a Reformed Christian to begin filling this void is in 
the Confessions. As it turns out, the Second Helvetic Confession addresses this issue di-
rectly.

“WHAT IS THE GOSPEL PROPERLY SPEAKING? And although our fathers had the Gospel in 
this way in the writings of the prophets by which they attained salvation in Christ through 
faith, yet the Gospel is properly called glad and joyous news, in which, first by John the Baptist, 
then by Christ the Lord himself, and afterwards by the apostles and their successors, is 
preached to us in the world that God has now performed what he promised from the begin-
ning of the world, and has sent, nay more, has given us his only Son and in him reconciliation 
with the Father, the remission of sins, all fullness and everlasting life.  Therefore, the history de-
lineated by the four Evangelists and explaining how these things were done or fulfilled by 
Christ, what things Christ taught and did, and that those who believe in him have all fullness, is 
rightly called the Gospel.  The preaching and writings of the apostles, in which the apostles ex-
plain for us how the Son was given to us by the Father, and in him everything that has to do 
with life and salvation, is also rightly called evangelical doctrine, so that not even today, if sin-
cerely preached, does it lose its illustrious title.” (5.089)

Clearly though the Gospel is primarily about “reconciliation with the Father, 
the remission of  sins, all fullness and everlasting life,” it also includes “how these 
things were done or fulfilled by Christ, what things Christ taught and did.” Thus, 
was Christ to have directly taught regarding the definition of  marriage, this would 
be the primary source for our understanding of  how this institution fits into the 
Gospel. It turns out that Jesus Christ did so teach (see Matthew 19:4-6 at the begin-
ning of  this section). However, I will wait to discuss this at length in my comments 
on the Presbytery of  Chicago: Authoritative Interpretation.
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The key point is that the Gospel of  Jesus Christ itself, and, secondarily, what is 
and isn’t for its sake is to be determined by the Bible’s testimony, not by our own 
personal desires and opinions.

The Book of  Confessions contains introductory sections that discuss the purpose 
and backgrounds for these constitutional documents. The following statement can 
be found in the section titled “The Nature and Purpose of  Confessions.”

The confessions have been used for the education of leaders and members of the church in 
the right interpretation of Scripture and church tradition and to guard against the danger of 
individuals or groups selecting from the Bible or church tradition only that which confirms 
their personal opinions and desires.

Thus, the central issue comes into view, that being are these authors “selecting 
from the Bible or church tradition only that that confirms their personal opinions 
and desires?”  Given their utter lack of  Biblical and Confessional justification the 
answer appears to be yes.

Presbytery of Chicago: Authoritative Interpretation

The Rationale text that I will discuss is from a single paragraph.  The full para-
graph reads as follows.

Ministers whose study of Scripture, with the guidance of the Holy Spirit, has led them to 
affirm same-gender marriage, are following their understanding of Jesus Christ, who 
placed himself on the margins with people others considered unclean, unworthy, and im-
moral, and lifted up love and compassion. They note that the Bible reflects many pat-
terns and forms of legal, religiously approved marital relationships. They appeal to Pres-
byterian principles of biblical interpretation, including reading in context, the use of 
knowledge and experience, the centrality of Jesus Christ, interpretation of Scripture by 
Scripture, the rule of love, and the rule of faith (Presbyterian Understanding and Use of 
Holy Scripture, http://www.pcusa.org/media/uploads/_resolutions/scripture-use.pdf). 
They believe that turning away same-gender couples harms gay and lesbian persons 
and their families, creates injustice, hinders evangelism, and violates their understand-
ing of the Gospel of Jesus Christ.

The first statement of  interest is:

Ministers whose study of Scripture, with the guidance of the Holy Spirit, has led them to 
affirm same-gender marriage,
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I agree that the Holy Spirit’s leading is essential to the proper interpretation of  
Scripture. I trust that the Rationale authors agree that claims of  the Holy Spirit’s 
guidance cannot be taken at face value. For example, was someone to claim that 
the Holy Spirit had guided them to an interpretative conclusion that contradicts 
Scripture’s clear teaching, we would be correct to reject their claim. That is, the 
Holy Spirit will not lead us to contradict Scripture.

The nature of  the Holy Spirit’s role in Scriptural interpretation has been de-
bated for centuries. The Scots Confession provides clear guidance. Substitution of  
“church” for “Kirk” in the following excerpt will minimize confusion.

The interpretation of Scripture we confess, does not belong to any private or public person, 
nor yet to an Kirk for pre-eminence or precedence, personal or local, which it has above oth-
ers, but pertains to the Spirit of God by whom the Scriptures were written.  When contro-
versy arises about the right understanding of any passage or sentence of Scripture, or for the 
reformation of any abuse within the Kirk of God, we ought not so much to ask what men 
have said or done before us, as what the Holy Ghost uniformly speaks within the body of the 
Scriptures and what Christ Jesus himself did and commanded.  For it is agreed by all that the 
Spirit of God, who is the Spirit of unity, cannot contradict himself.  So if the interpretation or 
opinion of any theologian, Kirk, or council, is contrary to the plain Word of God written in any 
other passage of the Scripture, it is most certain that this is not the true understanding and 
meaning of the Holy Ghost, although councils, realms, and nations have approved and received 
it. (3.19-.20)

Note that the test for accepting any Scriptural interpretation is “what the Holy 
Ghost uniformly speaks within the body of  the Scriptures and what Christ Jesus 
himself  did and commanded” because “the Spirit of  unity, cannot contradict him-
self.”

The Westminster Confession of  Faith provides additional interpretative guidance.

The infallible rule of interpretation of Scripture, is the Scripture itself; and therefore, when 
there is a question about the true and full sense of any scripture (which is not manifold, but 
one), it may be searched and known by other places that speak more clearly. (6.009)

John Calvin also addressed this issue in his Institutes of  the Christian Religion.
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But in promising it, of what sort did he declare his Spirit would be?  One that would speak 
not from himself but would suggest to and instill into their minds what he had handed on 
through the Word [John 16:13].  Therefore the Spirit, promised to us, has not the task of in-
venting new and unheard-of revelations, or of forging a new kind of doctrine, to lead us away 
from the received doctrine of the gospel, but of sealing our minds with that very doctrine 
which is commended by the gospel.

So, by claiming the Holy Spirit’s guidance for the Rationale’s interpretive con-
clusions the authors have not exempted themselves from careful Scriptural review.

The authors finish their sentence regarding the theological justification for 
same gender marriage.

are following their understanding of Jesus Christ, who placed himself on the margins 
with people others considered unclean, unworthy, and immoral, and lifted up love and 
compassion.

My issue with this statement is not that it is untrue. Rather, I contend that it is 
so incomplete and shallow that it distorts the true nature of  Christ’s relationship to 
people “on the margins.”

Contemporary Western culture has decided that “love and compassion” to-
wards people “on the margins” means in practice utter non-judgment. That is, the 
objects of  this “love and compassion” are to be affirmed and accepted in all that 
they believe and do within the context of  their marginalized status.

The following three Scriptural examples of  Christ’s actual engagement with 
people on the margins will suffice to show how erroneous is this belief.

Perhaps the most prominent incident of  this type is Jesus’ encounter with the 
woman at the well in John 4. This woman is a marginalized person (an adulteress) 
in a marginalized community (the Samaritans). Here is the encounter (John 
4:7-26).

There came a woman of Samar′ia to draw water. Jesus said to her, “Give me a 
drink.” For his disciples had gone away into the city to buy food. The Samaritan 
woman said to him, “How is it that you, a Jew, ask a drink of me, a woman of Sa-
mar′ia?” For Jews have no dealings with Samaritans. Jesus answered her, “If you 
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knew the gift of God, and who it is that is saying to you, ‘Give me a drink,’ you 
would have asked him, and he would have given you living water.” The woman 
said to him, “Sir, you have nothing to draw with, and the well is deep; where do 
you get that living water? Are you greater than our father Jacob, who gave us 
the well, and drank from it himself, and his sons, and his cattle?” Jesus said to 
her, “Every one who drinks of this water will thirst again, but whoever drinks of 
the water that I shall give him will never thirst; the water that I shall give him will 
become in him a spring of water welling up to eternal life.” The woman said to 
him, “Sir, give me this water, that I may not thirst, nor come here to draw.”

Jesus said to her, “Go, call your husband, and come here.” The woman an-
swered him, “I have no husband.” Jesus said to her, “You are right in saying, ‘I 
have no husband’; for you have had five husbands, and he whom you now have 
is not your husband; this you said truly.” The woman said to him, “Sir, I perceive 
that you are a prophet. Our fathers worshiped on this mountain; and you say 
that in Jerusalem is the place where men ought to worship.” Jesus said to her, 
“Woman, believe me, the hour is coming when neither on this mountain nor in Je-
rusalem will you worship the Father. You worship what you do not know; we wor-
ship what we know, for salvation is from the Jews. But the hour is coming, and 
now is, when the true worshipers will worship the Father in spirit and truth, for 
such the Father seeks to worship him. God is spirit, and those who worship him 
must worship in spirit and truth.” The woman said to him, “I know that Messiah is 
coming (he who is called Christ); when he comes, he will show us all things.” Je-
sus said to her, “I who speak to you am he.”

Surely, this is an encounter of  exquisite “love and compassion!” However, 
would anyone dare to say that when Christ exposed this woman’s sexual sin He 
was approving it? Recall what Christ said about the sin of  adultery in the Sermon 
on the Mount (Matthew 5:27-30).

“You have heard that it was said, ‘You shall not commit adultery.’ But I say to 
you that every one who looks at a woman lustfully has already committed adul-
tery with her in his heart. If your right eye causes you to sin, pluck it out and 
throw it away; it is better that you lose one of your members than that your 
whole body be thrown into hell. And if your right hand causes you to sin, cut it 
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off and throw it away; it is better that you lose one of your members than that 
your whole body go into hell.

No, Christ was confronting her with her sin to “seek and save the lost” (Luke 
19:10). Which brings us to the second encounter with a marginalized person. In 
the case of  Zacchaeus, we have a person on the social margins but who exercises 
great power as a tax collector. The encounter is as follows (Luke 19:1-10).

He entered Jericho and was passing through. And there was a man named Zac-
chae′us; he was a chief tax collector, and rich. And he sought to see who Jesus 
was, but could not, on account of the crowd, because he was small of stature. So 
he ran on ahead and climbed up into a sycamore tree to see him, for he was to 
pass that way. And when Jesus came to the place, he looked up and said to him, 
“Zacchae′us, make haste and come down; for I must stay at your house today.” 
So he made haste and came down, and received him joyfully. And when they 
saw it they all murmured, “He has gone in to be the guest of a man who is a sin-
ner.” And Zacchae′us stood and said to the Lord, “Behold, Lord, the half of my 
goods I give to the poor; and if I have defrauded any one of anything, I restore it 
fourfold.” And Jesus said to him, “Today salvation has come to this house, since 
he also is a son of Abraham. For the Son of man came to seek and to save the 
lost.”

Note that the response of  this marginalized person to Christ’s “love and com-
passion” was repentance of  sin. Christ also clearly states His purpose, that being 
bringing salvation to lost sinners.

Finally, there is Christ’s encounter with the woman caught in the act of  adul-
tery (John 8:2-11).

Early in the morning he came again to the temple; all the people came to him, 
and he sat down and taught them. The scribes and the Pharisees brought a 
woman who had been caught in adultery, and placing her in the midst they said 
to him, “Teacher, this woman has been caught in the act of adultery. Now in the 
law Moses commanded us to stone such. What do you say about her?” This they 
said to test him, that they might have some charge to bring against him. Jesus 
bent down and wrote with his finger on the ground. And as they continued to ask 
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him, he stood up and said to them, “Let him who is without sin among you be the 
first to throw a stone at her.” And once more he bent down and wrote with his fin-
ger on the ground. But when they heard it, they went away, one by one, begin-
ning with the eldest, and Jesus was left alone with the woman standing before 
him. Jesus looked up and said to her, “Woman, where are they? Has no one con-
demned you?” She said, “No one, Lord.” And Jesus said, “Neither do I condemn 
you; go, and do not sin again.”

Yes, Christ in love and compassion did not condemn her to death. But, He 
ended the conversation by saying, “do not sin again.” Clearly, Christ was not af-
firming her sin. Rather, He was delivering her from the death of  sin to the new life 
of  salvation.

These three examples make it clear that, though the Rational statement is tech-
nically true, it utterly fails to capture the completeness and depth of  Scripture’s tes-
timony on this issue. Thus, I believe the authors to be at the very least in error (or 
purposefully dishonest) when they imply that Christ’s “love and compassion” 
means affirmation and acceptance (in this case, the affirmation and acceptance of  
same gender marriage) of  marginalized people’s behavior or beliefs.

They note that the Bible reflects many patterns and forms of legal, religiously approved 
marital relationships.

The authors use the word “reflects” as opposed to “approves” to specifically de-
scribe the Bible’s testimony.  The word “approves” enters in relationship to the gen-
eral category of  religion.  Thus, the fact that the Bible describes “many patterns 
and forms of  legal, religiously approved marital relationships” does not mean that 
they are all Biblically approved. And yet, it appears that the authors are using this 
convoluted  statement to advance their argument in favor of  same gender mar-
riage.

Regarding this statement, we should inquire of  the authors to which specific 
“patterns and forms” of  marriage they are referring, with associated scriptural ref-
erences. For example, does one or more of  these passages clearly affirm same-
gender marriage (I don’t believe so)? Also, what other “forms and patterns” of  ap-
proved marriage do they believe that the Bible teaches? And, why shouldn’t these 
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other “patterns and forms” also win approval for marriage in the PCUSA? The 
most prevalent Biblical marriage “pattern” besides “one man and one woman” is 
polygamy.

Note the logical consequences of  this statement. If  same-gender marriage is 
Biblically justified as an extension of  the above “pattern” principle, then polygamy 
is far more strongly justified, since it exists as a specific instance of  the principle.

They appeal to Presbyterian principles of biblical interpretation, including reading in con-
text, the use of knowledge and experience,

It should go without saying that the application of  “principles of  biblical inter-
pretation” does not guarantee a specific result.

the centrality of Jesus Christ,

This phrase requires special attention.

I trust that if  the reader has made it this far they have read the teaching of  Je-
sus Christ on marriage’s definition (Matthew 19: 4-6). Christ is here not just reaf-
firming the Genesis definition of  marriage, but is adding stress on the genders of  
the two parties involved – a man and a woman – as well as the settled, God or-
dained meaning of  this union.

Therefore a man leaves his father and his mother and cleaves to his wife, and 
they become one flesh.
Genesis 2:24

He answered, “Have you not read that he who made them from the beginning 
made them male and female, and said, ‘For this reason a man shall leave his fa-
ther and mother and be joined to his wife, and the two shall become one flesh’? 
So they are no longer two but one flesh. What therefore God has joined to-
gether, let not man put asunder.” 
Matthew 19:4-6

The Rationale authors claim “the centrality of  Jesus Christ” as a core princi-
ple. This stunning disconnect forces us to confront the question of  who they be-
lieve Jesus Christ to be and how they come to knowledge of  His teaching.
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They have already said that Jesus Christ and his teaching supports same gender 
marriage. They claim that who He is and the meaning of  His Gospel compels ac-
ceptance. And yet, we find that this same Jesus Christ has directly and clearly de-
fined marriage to be between one man and one woman, without the slightest hint 
of  flexibility.

This situation is at the core of  my opposition to the Progressive Christians 
among us. For, to come to their conclusions in spite of  this absolutely clear teach-
ing by Jesus Christ, they must have chosen to ignore and subvert Christ’s actual 
teaching.

Progressive Christians will throw up many Biblical passages that they (falsely) 
claim open the door to same gender marriage. But what is the standard for Bibli-
cal interpretation? It is this from the Westminster Confession of  Faith.

The infallible rule of interpretation of Scripture, is the Scripture itself; and therefore, when 
there is a question about the true and full sense of any scripture (which is not manifold, but 
one), it may be searched and known by other places that speak more clearly. (6.009)

Same gender marriage is the ultimate test case for this central interpre-
tative principle. Yes, with clever argumentation certain Scriptural passages may 
be construed to indirectly allow same gender marriage (though I strongly argue 
the opposite). But we have the ultimate “speak more clearly” passage in 
Matthew 19:4-6. In spite of  this, Progressive Christians insist that Scripture in 
general and Jesus Christ in particular supports this innovation.

Progressive Christians will also claim that we must interpret Christ’s teachings 
within the context of  our current situation. Thus, surely words spoken by Christ in 
the context of  an ancient, primitive culture must be updated to our contemporary, 
advanced situation. It turns out that John Calvin had to deal with this very same 
idea five centuries ago, to which he replied (Institutes of  the Christian Religion).

…What devilish madness is it to pretend that the use of Scripture, which leads the children of 
God even to the final goal, is fleeting or temporal?

I’m deeply concerned that Jesus has become to Progressive Christians “that guy 
who surely agrees with whatever I decide is good and true” as opposed to the ob-
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jectively real incarnation of  God who said and did specific things that are authori-
tative in defining our understanding of  the Christian faith and it’s playing out in 
our lives.

interpretation of Scripture by Scripture, the rule of love, and the rule of faith.

See the previous comment on “principles of  biblical interpretation.”  These 
trained theologians bandy about phrases without the slightest interest in or demon-
stration of  their application to the issue under consideration.  Thus, though they 
claim to be serious theologians they write like crude propagandists.

A final note, this Rationale did not quote a single Biblical or Confessional pas-
sage.  What we do have is a series of  statements about what the authors believe, 
supported only by the flimsiest of  theological justifications and zero Biblical evi-
dence.  In other words, this Rationale in a theological nullity composed by indi-
viduals who believe themselves, and not the Bible, to be the authoritative source of  
“Christian” doctrine.  This is an embarrassment and a travesty.

Presbytery of Genesee Valley: Amending Marriage

This Rationale attempts to argue that the Confessions’ statements on marriage 
oppose polygamy but do not support its definition as between one man and one 
woman.

* The statement restricting marriage to “one man and one woman” addresses polygamy 
in 17th century England. The statement that marriage is “between a man and a 
woman” reflects conventions of the mid-20th century and is descriptive, not prescrip-
tive. This overture is necessary to clarify those ambiguities and antiquated statements 
contained in W-4.9000.

The first statement is apparently based on an editorial note for “The United 
Presbyterian Church in the United States of  America” version of  The Westminster 
Confession of  Faith, Chapter XXIV.

Ed. 1647, Chapter XXIV reads: “I. Marriage is to be between one Man and one Woman: nei-
ther is it lawfull for any Man to have more then one Wife, nor for any Woman to have more 
then one Husband, at the same time.
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The emphasis of  the original text is on prevention of  polygamy. However, al-
most a century earlier (the 1560’s) the Second Helvetic Confession defined marriage as 
between “man and woman,” citing Matthew 19:4 as the controlling Scripture.

5.246 “MARRIAGE. For marriage (which is the medicine of incontinency, and continency itself) 
was instituted by the Lord God himself, who blessed it most bountifully, and willed man and 
woman to cleave one to the other inseparably, and to live together in complete love and con-
cord (Matt.19:4 ff). … We therefore condemn polygamy, and those who condemn second 
marriages.”

Note that here too polygamy is specifically condemned.

What concerns me is the apparent “argument by non sequitur,” which is de-
fined as a conclusion or statement that does not logically follow from the previous 
argument or statement. In this particular case, the fact that the Confessions in 
question oppose polygamy does not invalidate the traditional definition of  Chris-
tian marriage.  In fact it’s quite the opposite.  The Confession’s authors opposed 
polygamy because Christian marriage was understood to be only between one 
man and one woman.

The statement about “conventions of  the mid-20th century” is nonsensical on 
its face, since the Confessional record clearly shows that the convention of  Chris-
tian marriage predates the mid-20th century by at least 500 years.  Decisively, the 
convention for marriage under attack is the very one articulated by Jesus Christ in 
Matthew 19:4-6.

Finally note that the Presbytery of  Chicago implicitly supported polygamy un-
der its statement that “the Bible reflects many patterns and forms of  legal, relig-
iously approved marital relationships.”

Presbytery of the Cascades: Amending Marriage

An excerpt from this rationale was included in the PCUSA document titled 
“Proposed Amendments to the Constitution,” and thus warrants careful scrutiny.

The Presbytery of the Cascades stands with those in the PC(USA) who believe that the 
teachings of Jesus call for radical inclusion of all people and that the actions of Jesus, 
passed down in Scripture, showed unconditional love and equality for all people.
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One theme that recurs throughout the Rationale record is sentences such as 
this that baldly assert conclusions about Jesus and the Scriptures without the slight-
est supporting references or passages. Recall the discussion of  the Chicago Presby-
tery’s claim that Jesus Christ “placed himself  on the margins with people others 
considered unclean, unworthy, and immoral.” This assertion, if  taken at face 
value, would appear to support the Presbytery’s position on same gender marriage. 
However, as we listened to the actual testimony of  Scripture we found that Christ’s 
purpose in these encounters was not to affirm sin, but rather to “seek and save 
the lost.”

We are now told that “the actions of  Jesus, passed down in Scripture, showed 
unconditional love and equality for all people,” as if  this is the final, comprehen-
sive summation of  His life and teaching.  I agree that Jesus Christ taught we 
should reach out in love to all people. After all, the Great Commission is the cli-
max of  Matthew’s Gospel. However, careful study of  Scripture’s testimony does 
not yield the portrait of  Jesus here stated. Jesus’ teaching and actions were indeed 
sometimes dominated by “unconditional love and equality for all people.” At other 
times they were dominated by a fierce judgment and anger against the stubborn 
sinfulness of  people or situations. This complexity was well analyzed by Wilbert F. 
Howard’s Interpreter’s Bible exposition on the Gospel of  John (2:13-17), in which 
Jesus clears the temple of  moneychangers. He uses this occasion of  Christ’s wrath 
to discuss how Christ’s true nature can be utterly distorted by a selective, partisan 
interpretation of  Scripture’s teaching. A small excerpt follows.

The First Epistle of John ends thus: “We know that the Son of God is come, and hath given us 
an understanding, that we may know him that is true; and we are in him that is true, even in 
his Son Jesus Christ.  This is the true God and eternal life. Little children, keep yourselves from 
idols.” (1 John 5:20-21).  As if to say: Here has been revealed to you God as he really is.  Hold 
it firmly in your mind and do not let yourself be wiled away from it.  Keep your eyes on Jesus 
Christ, and you will think rightly about God.

But the mind of men is ingenious in fashioning difficulties for himself and finding ways of 
thwarting God’s gracious purposes towards him.  And what if we so misread Christ that the 
portrait of him in our minds is not authentic, but a caricature?  What if our misconception of 
him makes Christ himself an idol that hides the true God from us; because we accept only 
such facts about him that happen to appeal to us, and blandly overlook, or stubbornly refuse 
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to see, others no less evidently there, but which we choose to think less worthy of him, and 
which will not fit into the conception to which we have come, less by diligent and humble 
study of the Scriptures than by excogitating* for ourselves an idea and an ideal of what the 
Christ should be?

* excogitate: to think out; devise; invent

The source of  authority cited by the Rationale authors appears to be what like-
minded people believe. Yes, they mention Jesus Christ and the Scriptures, but no 
attempt is made to demonstrate the validity of  their beliefs from these sources. 
Thus, what’s authoritative to them is what they believe about Jesus Christ and 
Scripture, not the Scriptures themselves and what they teach about Jesus Christ.

We believe that God created each of us with many differences, including sexual prefer-
ences, and that those differences are to be celebrated as part of the creative plan of 
God.

The reformed orthodox Christian mind boggles at this statement. It’s premise 
appears to be that anything at the core of  our personal sense of  identity must be 
good and must have come directly from God. There is absolutely nothing here 
that accounts for the defacement and distortion by sin on human beings as image 
bearers of  God. The fact is that, regardless of  sexual preference or any other di-
mension of  personal identity, we are fundamentally estranged from God and each 
other due to the consequences of  sin.

The only cure for this eternal disease is Jesus Christ and His Gospel. Christ has 
acted on our behalf  to eradicate that against which we are powerless.

Yes, the Scriptures do celebrate the diversity of  gifts that God creatively be-
stows upon His elect. However, they do not celebrate the diversity of  sin. Here are 
the words of  Jesus Christ and the Apostle Paul on the diversity of  sin from which 
the elect have been saved.

For out of the heart come evil thoughts, murder, adultery, fornication, theft, false 
witness, slander.
Matthew 15:19

Do you not know that the unrighteous will not inherit the kingdom of God? Do 
not be deceived; neither the immoral, nor idolaters, nor adulterers, nor sexual 
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perverts, nor thieves, nor the greedy, nor drunkards, nor revilers, nor robbers 
will inherit the kingdom of God. And such were some of you. But you were 
washed, you were sanctified, you were justified in the name of the Lord Jesus 
Christ and in the Spirit of our God.
1 Corinthians 6:9-11

Support of marriage equality is consistent with our faith tradition. The covenant of mar-
riage requires love and commitment; qualities that are in no way gender specific.

The covenant of  marriage requires one man and one woman, which is straight 
from Jesus Christ (Matthew 19:4-6). This assertion appears out of  thin air. Until 
those making this statement will demonstrate its truth based on the actual testi-
mony of  the full Scriptures, I must assume that its validity rests only on the fact 
that they will it to be true.

Failing to allow for marriage equality continues to have negative consequences for the 
Body of Christ, the church, in that it gives some of our members fewer rights than oth-
ers, treating them as second-class members. This is inconsistent with the teachings of 
Jesus.

Well now…Jesus Christ chose the Twelve Disciples to be His primary witnesses, 
does this mean that all His other disciples are second-class? The PCUSA doesn’t 
make every member an Elder or Deacon, are all the rest second-class? What if  
one man and two women, all members, desire to be married in the PCUSA? Does 
the current limitation of  “two people” make these three second-class?

After all, as numerous Rationales point out (in identical language), “the Bible 
reflects many patterns and forms of  legal, religiously approved marital relation-
ships.” The most common pattern “reflected” (which does not mean approval) is 
polygamy. Thus, by this argument, polygamous groups of  people have more justifi-
cation to claim second-class status than do same gender couples, since polygamy is 
actually “reflected” in Scripture as a form of  “legal, religiously approved” mar-
riage while same gender marriage is not.

The plain fact is that this line of  argument undermines any distinction made by 
the church among its members. The consequences of  these erroneous views will 
be severe.
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Presbytery of Maumee Valley: Authoritative Interpretation

The Rationale opens with the following paragraph.

When a couple seeks to be married in the church, rather than in a civil setting, they 
want the support of the people of God for their pledge of lifelong commitment. Will we 
continue to withhold this support, or will we welcome them fully and give a blessing to 
the gift of love that God has placed in their hearts? Will we encourage them to fully par-
ticipate in the life of the church and to raise children in the body of Christ? There is no 
stated “biblical definition” of marriage. Indeed, much of what the Bible describes as mar-
riage or intimate relationships—bigamy, polygamy, concubinage, socioeconomic bridal 
negotiations, levirate marriage—is no longer part of Christian matrimony. Where do we 
go from here, then?

Were we to simply accept this paragraph’s argument, then, absent a stated “bib-
lical definition,” the standard for solemnizing a marriage relationship rests on the 
desire for “support of  the people of  God for their pledge of  lifelong commitment” 
to “give a blessing to the gift of  love that God has placed in their hearts.” The 
begged question is thus by what standard do the authors limit the involved parties 
to a couple? Can’t three (or four, or more) people meet this standard just as well as 
two?

And yet, in this presumed definition-less Christian situation, the authors list nu-
merous types of  “marriage” and “intimate relationships” that have by some myste-
rious means become “no longer” a “part of  Christian matrimony.” We are left 
wondering how this situation could have possibly arisen.

Of  course, there is a “biblical definition” of  marriage, provided by Jesus Christ 
Himself  and clearly stated in our Confessions.  It is the application of  this stan-
dard that explains the relationships that are no longer part of  Christian matri-
mony.  Is it really possible that no one in this Presbytery knows about Matthew 
19:4-6 and the associated Confessional passages? If  they did, is it really credible 
that they are incapable of  differentiating that which is simply described in Scrip-
ture from that which is clearly stated, by Jesus Christ Himself, as the definition of  
marriage? If  they did not, should we grant them the slightest credibility on the 
topic of  what is or is not stated in Scripture?
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Presbytery of Hudson River: Amending Marriage

While this Rationale does mention Jesus, it fails to mention the Bible and/or 
Scripture(s) or the Confessions even once.

It would be another seven years before the Supreme Court of the United States took up 
the question of whether the laws prohibiting interracial marriage were unconstitutional.

The PC(USA) wasn’t content to stand by while the justices deliberated.

The 835 delegates to the UPCUSA 177th General Assembly (1965) of the then 3.3 
million-member church concluded that there are “no … theological grounds for condemn-
ing or prohibiting” marriage between consenting adults merely because of racial origin 
(minutes, UPCUSA, 1965, part I, p. 409).

Today, when one out of every fifteen marriages is interracial, most Presbyterians em-
brace Jesus for his inclusivity.

Jesus, we’re the first to say, was not a racist.

And yet we don’t often consider that prohibiting the right of our fellow Christians to 
marry someone of the same gender is wholly analogous to prohibiting the marriages of 
people of different races.

What we have here is a Presbytery within the PCUSA directly accusing those 
who oppose same gender marriage as being “wholly analogous” to those who op-
posed interracial marriage, in other words, racists. I’m sure that those who com-
posed and shepherded this language through the Hudson River Presbytery, and 
those Commissioners who voted in the affirmative, think themselves justified in 
making such an uncharitable accusation.

But then we hit the strange, fraught statement that “Jesus, we’re the first to say, 
was not a racist.” What could possibly have motivated such a jarring sentence? Ob-
viously, their motivations are unknown by me. However, the most likely motivation 
is that they were aware of  Matthew 19:4-6, in which Jesus Christ irrefutably de-
fines marriage as between a man and a woman. In other words, Jesus Christ de-
fined marriage in a manner that is “wholly analogous” to racism.
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So, somehow, Jesus Christ is not a racist, but those who uphold His definition 
of  marriage are. How to explain such a strange, contradictory situation?

I have no specific knowledge about these authors and Commissioners. How-
ever, I do have years of  engagement with what is likely this mindset. My best guess 
is that their argument would go something like this.

Jesus Christ, though in some manner the Son of  God, was yet a man trapped within the 
primitive, ignorant time in which he lived. Therefore, when Jesus defined marriage as 
between man and woman he did so in deference to this ignorance. Were Jesus able to define 
marriage today, he would agree with the current PCUSA elite that same gender marriage is 
both allowable and desirable. This is the case because Jesus is just like this elite, filled with 
“unconditional love and equality for all people.” So, obviously, Jesus would agree with them! 
However, those Christians who take seriously Christ’s teaching from the Scriptures have no 
such excuse. They live in this advanced, morally superior time and have the benefit of  this 
elite’s knowledge, and yet still oppose same gender marriage. These people thus are the 
direct equivalent of  racists, and deserve condemnation.

If  this suggested explanation is wrong, then I invite the Commissioners and 
leadership of  the Presbytery of  Hudson River to explain their actual justification 
for accusing their fellow brothers and sisters in Christ who oppose same gender 
marriage, based on Christ’s teaching, of  bring the equivalent of  racists.

Presbytery of Long Island: Authoritative Interpretation

The Presbytery of  Long Island provides important insight into postmodern 
Christianity.

Out of our established commitment to peace and justice, we reflected that as Jesus 
taught us to fight for the oppressed, in our time there is perhaps no better example of 
what Jesus meant than the one before us now. It seemed to us unimaginable to think 
that Jesus would deny two people who seek to live their lives in union, with him and 
with each other, the ability to do so. Recognizing our duty as Christians to fight for jus-
tice for all of god’s people, we realized that in this case, if we do not make a change in 
the church, we are not only refusing to fight for the oppressed, we are in fact the oppres-
sors.
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Here we may be approaching the center of  postmodern Christian thought. 
With the Scriptures and our Confessions easily at hand, these authors chose to 
draw only upon their own reflections and imaginings about Jesus and His teach-
ings as the basis for their conclusions. Note that this Presbytery did not even once 
use the words Bible, Scripture(s) or Confession(s) in their Rationale. Reading the 
entire Rationale does nothing to change these observations.

What this window into the postmodern Christian mind reveals is truly shock-
ing. Jesus Christ and His actual teaching, along with the entire testimony of  the 
Scriptures, are irrelevant. What is relevant is what the authors conclude based on 
their internal reflection and imaginings. That is, the authoritative truth that should 
guide the PSUSA’s official decisions exists within these people, carriers, as they ap-
pear to believe, of  a special, authoritative knowledge (i.e., gnosis).

That somehow a small group of  authors, likely all teaching or ruling elders, 
could come to write such a Rationale is difficult enough to fathom. That the major-
ity of  a Presbytery Assembly would choose to endorse such an argument beggars 
the imagination. We have apparently entered a “through the looking glass” world, 
in which the PCUSA’s policies are based on the internal authority of  an elite 
group, utterly independent of  Scripture’s teaching and our Confessions’ guidance.

Presbytery of New York City: Amending Marriage

I conclude this review of  Rationale text with the most inexplicable excerpt of  
them all.

One part of our current Presbyterian polity specifically excludes a group of people when 
it comes to worship: those people in loving, committed, Christian relationships who are 
also of the same gender and wish to marry. However elsewhere in our polity, we hold up 
the words of Jesus Christ:

“… there is no longer Jew or Greek, there is no longer slave or free, there is no longer 
male and female; for all of you are one in Christ Jesus. And if you belong to Christ, then 
you are Abraham’s offspring, heirs according to the promise” (Gal. 3:27–29). … the Pres-
byterian Church (U.S.A.) shall guarantee full participation and representation in its wor-
ship, governance, and emerging life to all persons or groups within its membership. … 
[F-1.0403]
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What we have here is Rationale text, written over weeks or months, reviewed, 
debated and passed by a Presbytery Assembly and entered into the PCUSA Gen-
eral Assembly record that attributes words of  the Apostle Paul to Jesus Christ. 
Even if  we allow that, by some incredible sequence of  events, no one in this Pres-
bytery recognized that the Book of  Galatians is an Epistle by the Apostle Paul, or 
that this passage is not Paul directly quoting Jesus; couldn’t someone have noticed 
that the words themselves are clearly of  a person talking about Jesus?

This excerpt places a capstone on the entire same-gender marriage Rationale 
record, in which Jesus Christ is not allowed to speak for Himself. The possible rea-
sons for this situation will be considered in due course. Let me simply conclude by 
pointing out that when, finally, one Presbytery “allowed” Jesus Christ to “speak,” 
they chose words that He did not actually say. Perhaps this situation is a metaphor 
for the entire postmodern/Progressive Christian project.

Comment on the Entire Rationale Record

Reading the entire Rationale record in support of  these two Overtures provides 
virtually nothing to mitigate the issues that have been identified in this analysis. 
The fact that arguments for same-gender marriage that are this defective carried 
the day in our General Assembly is a resounding condemnation of  the intellectual 
and theological state of  the PCUSA.

Resource and Word Usage Analysis

Many Presbyteries contributed Rationales in their concurrence with Overtures 
in support of  same gender marriage.  These documents were approved at the asso-
ciated Presbytery Assembly meetings and sent to the General Assembly.  This situa-
tion provides an excellent opportunity to review the means by which same gender 
marriage supporters chose to advance their cause. Presbyteries from across the en-
tire United States are represented, thus providing a broad view into the PCUSA.

My first impression after reading these Rationales from Presbyteries across the 
PCUSA was how sparse and thin were the references to Jesus, Christ, God, Scrip-
ture(s), Bible and Confession(s). The dual issues that arise are first, is it true, and, if  
so, how to best measure and communicate the result. These issues are difficult to 
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address due to the sheer size of  the record. It turns out that between the Authorita-
tive Interpretation and Amending Marriage Overtures, there are approximately 
24,000 words in the set of  concurring Rationales.

Fortunately, there are tools available on the Internet that are specifically de-
signed to analyze this type of  information. I have used one of  these tools 
that counts the number of  occurrences of  each word in a text section.  The follow-
ing figure shows the results.

Figure 12. Rationale Record (30 Total) Word Use Analysis

How can it be that across 30 supposedly Christian Rationales totaling over 
24,000 words the names Jesus or Christ are barely used at all (and obviously when 
used they are often together)?  How can it be that in the over 10,000 words sup-
porting the Amending Marriage Overture the Scripture(s) and Bible are used only 
9 times?  How can it be that in the over 13,000 words supporting the Authoritative 
Interpretation Overture the Confessions are used only 5 times?  

The capstone observation is that across all 30 Rationales the authors didn’t 
even once quote our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ.  The closest that anyone 
came is the Presbytery of  New York City’s attribution of  a statement by the Apos-
tle Paul to Jesus.  We will never know if  this was due to pathetic incompetence or 
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purposeful deceit.  These results are truly shocking and appalling.  They raise the 
question of  just what kind of  Christians are the elite PCUSA leaders who com-
posed this record of  shame.

Although these quantitative results support my initial impression, deeper analy-
sis is required to assess the situation. I therefore have reviewed each Rationale indi-
vidually to determine if  it includes specific references to Jesus, Christ, Bible, Scrip-
ture(s) or Confession(s), with the results shown in the following figure.

Figure 13. Rationale Word Use Results by Presbytery and Overture

Even the previous word usage analysis did not prepare me for the shock of  this 
result. Here we have Presbyteries throughout the PCUSA researching, writing, de-
bating, editing and voting on Rationales to support a fundamental redefinition of  
Christian marriage. This work occurred over timespans measured in at least 
months, drawing on the knowledge of  ordained pastors and elders. It was then 
placed before whole Presbytery Assemblies, also made up of  ordained pastors and 
elders, for debate and decision, with the possibility of  editorial change.
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And what do we find?

• The Presbyteries of  East Iowa, Heartland and Twin Cities Area passed Ration-
ales on the Amending Marriage Overture without once using the words Jesus, 
Christ, Bible, Scripture(s) or Confession(s).

• For Rationales supporting the Authoritative Interpretation the situation is even 
worse, with the Presbyteries of  Albany, Cayuga-Syracuse, Genesee Valley, Na-
tional Capital, New York City and Southern New England all failing to use all of  
these same terms even once.

• The Presbyteries of  Albany, the Heartland and National Capital contributed sup-
porting Rationales for both Amending Marriage and Authoritative Interpreta-
tion, somehow managing to not mention Jesus or Christ even once in either one.

• The Presbyteries of  National Capital, New York City and Redwoods contributed 
supporting Rationales for both Amending Marriage and Authoritative Interpreta-
tion, somehow managing to not mention the Bible or Scriptures(s) even once in 
either one.

	 Across all 30 Rationales

• Jesus and/or Christ was used in barely over half  (53%);

• Bible and/or Scripture(s) was used by less than half  (47%);

• Confession(s) was used by only one in six (16.7%).

The implications of  these results are staggering. What we have in the PCUSA 
are whole Presbyteries, composed of dozens if not hundreds of ordained 
pastors and elders, for whom the most central concepts in orthodox Chris-
tian thought simply don’t come to mind when discussing the fundamen-
tal redefinition of Christian marriage.

I identified the opportunity for same-gender marriage supporters to promote 
unification and healing in the PCUSA by the delivery of  credible, compelling Bibli-
cal arguments. My conclusion is not that they tried and failed, but rather that they 
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didn’t even bother to make a serious attempt. In the following section I will discuss 
the theological crisis that I believe is a fundamental cause.
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S E C T I O N  3

The Abolition of God

In spite of  all that has been discussed so far I 
suspect that many readers will find this title to 
be overblown. After all, even if  some, and a 
majority in some Presbytery Assemblies, ap-
pear to be strongly influenced by postmodern-
ism and Progressivism, they also clearly iden-
tify themselves as Christian. When speaking 
and writing they may occasionally mention Je-
sus Christ, God, the Scriptures and even the 

Confessions. Doesn’t Christian charity and denominational peace demand that we 
presume common foundational concepts for our faith?

That would be a wonderful situation. However, I believe that Progressive Chris-
tians have internalized a dictionary of  theological concepts that is completely dif-
ferent from that used by most Christians. Therefore, when members of  the 
PCUSA engage in discussions using words such as “God,” “Scripture,” and 
“Christ;” there are cases in which the underlying definitions are so radically differ-
ent that, though the words be the same they are actually speaking different lan-
guages.

I will argue in what follows that the ultimate end of  Progressive Christianity is 
indeed the “abolition of  God” in the “God is who I decide it is” sense. Specifically, 
Progressive Christianity asserts that God does not exist as an objective, external, 
unchanging reality that is revealed through His Word, but rather is primarily a hu-
man construct with characteristics determined by our desires, knowledge, emo-
tional states and social conditions.
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Counting Equality with God a Thing to be Grasped

I am about to argue that there is within Progressive Christianity an understand-
ing of  God that is fundamentally different from Reformed orthodoxy. Thus, we 
must first review the orthodox Reformed viewpoint. The Westminster Confession of  
Faith has the most comprehensive statement on this topic that I have found. The 
following excerpt (6.011 and 6.012, Scripture citations removed, of  which there 
are 31) is long, but bears careful study before proceeding.

Of God, and of the Holy Trinity
There is but one only living and true God, who is infinite in being and perfection, a most pure 
spirit, invisible, without body, parts, or passions, immutable, immense, eternal, incomprehensible, 
almighty; most wise, most holy, most free, most absolute, working all things according to the 
counsel of his own immutable and most righteous will, for his own glory; most loving, gracious, 
merciful, long-suffering, abundant in goodness and truth, forgiving iniquity, transgression, and sin; 
the rewarder of them that diligently seek him; and withal most just and terrible in his judg-
ments; hating all sin, and who will by no means clear the guilty.

God hath all life, glory, goodness, blessedness, in and of himself; and is alone in and unto him-
self all-sufficient, not standing in need of any creatures which he hath made, nor deriving any 
glory from them, but only manifesting his own glory in, by, unto, and upon them: he is the 
alone fountain of all being, of whom, through whom, and to whom, are all things; and hath 
most sovereign dominion over them, to do by them, for them, or upon them, whatsoever him-
self pleaseth.  In his sight all things are open and manifest; his knowledge is infinite, infallible, 
and independent upon the creature; so as nothing is to him contingent or uncertain.  He is 
most holy in all his counsels, in all his works, and in all his commands. To him is due from an-
gels and men, and every other creature, whatsoever worship, service, or obedience he is 
pleased to require of them.

The God defined above is in no way something with which we can claim the 
most infinitesimal degree of  equality. Yet, I contend that Progressive Christians 
view God as an entity who is to some degree under their influence, if  not their out-
right control. We see this mindset in the repeated listing of  God’s (or Jesus Christ’s) 
attributes that, though sometimes technically and narrowly true, are a highly selec-
tive subset of  the whole. The included attributes are only those that align with the 
twenty-first century beliefs that permeate postmodern Western culture.
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We see this more clearly in writings like the Presbytery of  Long Island’s, in 
which the nature and purpose of  God are based only on their own reflections and 
imaginings. The implication of  their utter disregard for Scripture as an authorita-
tive source is that it is within them that the understanding God is to be found.

This belief  also manifests itself  in the currently popular PCUSA leadership idea 
that we are “co-creators” with God. This concept is casually discussed on the 
PCUSA’s official web site.  The article is titled “What’s next? NEXT Church gath-
ering explores what PC(USA) is becoming,” March 4, 2013.

Following Tate’s sermon, conference participants heard from the Rev. Paul Roberts, president-
dean of Johnson C. Smith Theological Seminary.

The idea that we are called to create what’s next for the church presumes that we are co-
creators with God, Roberts said.

Is there such a thing as passive Christianity? He asked. Is it OK to sit around and wait for gifts 
from God?

Views like this ignore the more challenging aspects of our faith, Roberts said.  “We are so 
much more than passive recipients of the goodness of our creator,” he said.  But of what ex-
actly are we co-creators? We must proceed with thoughtful caution, listening and being aware 
of economics, peace, justice and inclusivity, he said.

“Let’s not listen like we’re chillin’ in a rocking chair,” Roberts said. “Let’s listen like we’re on the 
edge of the seat.”

The Rev. Roberts contends that it is “we” who “are called to create what’s next 
for the church,” and that this belief  “presumes that we are co-creators with God.” 
But when the Rev. Roberts explains “exactly” what it means to be “co-creators” it 
is again only those concepts that align with twenty-first century Progressive elite 
thought, those being “economics, peace, justice and inclusivity.” The Scriptures 
and Confessions are absent. One is left wondering to just what these Christians are 
listening to obtain their information from this “co-creator God.”

Near the talk’s end the Rev. Roberts put up this slide.
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Figure 14. Co-Creator with God

Although one definition for the phrase “not unlike” is “possessing no great dis-
similarity from, but not necessarily possessing similarity to,” others simply say that 
it means “like.” Regardless of  the intended meaning, this statement implies an un-
derstanding of  both God and humanity that is utterly at odds with orthodox Chris-
tian doctrine.

Presuming yourself  to be a co-creator with God implies that God has been 
brought down to your level or that you are elevated to God’s level, or some of  
both. I suspect that it’s some of  both, since there’s a clear implication that not all 
humans have achieved this exalted state, thus implying the rising up of  an elite 
group. However, even the wildest imaginings of  these individuals can’t possibly pre-
sume attainment of  the characteristics described in the Westminster Confession of  
Faith. Thus, for these elite Christians and God to meet as co-creators, God must 
necessarily descend and they ascend.

So, were a Christian with an orthodox understanding of  God to engage with 
another Christian who believes that equality with God is something that they have 
grasped; can they possibly be speaking about the same entity? Were the orthodox 
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Christian to “split the difference,” with the other Christian, could God be any-
thing but diminished to a finite existence, at best measurably above humankind?

Can a denominational leadership that trumpets “co-creator” status with God 
on its official web site maintain an allegiance to God, let alone to His Word? Can 
individuals, who view themselves as free of  Scripture’s actual words, from that 
cloud of  witnesses who have gone before them and the vast majority of  Christians 
who continue to believe other than they, be trusted to “co-create” that which is 
truly in God’s will?

I am extremely skeptical that any of  this can be so. We err dangerously when 
we quietly assent to teaching unbound to anything other than the assertion of  raw 
human will.

If  this appraisal is correct, then there should be no mystery why so many peo-
ple continue to exit the PCUSA. For, if  god is simply what the dominant social 
group asserts it to be on any given day, then why bother with the pretense of  
“god” at all? Rather, let’s get on with the direct exercise of  raw human power undi-
luted by wasteful pretension. Or, let’s go to a Christian community that still be-
lieves in God as an objective reality. Or, perhaps most commonly, what’s the point 
of  Christianity at all?

The Word Became Irrelevant

The interpretation of  Scripture has been an issue of  controversy ever since the 
Biblical canon was formed. The church found itself  rocked by a myriad of  inter-
pretations, often directly contradictory to one another. Major instances of  this is-
sue include the Arian controversy (fourth century), St. Augustine’s conflict with Pe-
lagianism (fifth century), the Reformation (sixteenth century) and the fundamental-
ist–modernist controversy (twentieth century).

The various strands of  Christianity have dealt with this problem in different 
ways. For example, the Catholic Church reserved for itself  the responsibility of  
Scriptural interpretation. The Reformation, with its focus on Sola scriptura and 
the accessibility of  Scripture, encouraged personal study and application of  the Bi-
ble. However, this openness to personal study of  Scripture caused a major prob-
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lem, that being how to create and maintain a common standard for Biblical inter-
pretation. The primary answer for this problem in the Reformed tradition was the 
adoption of  Confessional standards.

The Book of  Confessions, which is the first part of  the PCUSA’s constitution (the 
second part is the Book of  Order), defines a confession as follows.

…a confession of faith is an officially adopted statement that spells out a church’s understand-
ing of the meaning and implications of the one basic confession of the lordship of Christ.

The Book of  Confessions goes on to enumerate the primary purposes of  the con-
fessions, those being.

1. Worship.  Like the Apostles’ and Nicene Creeds, some creeds and confessions have been 
used as acts of worship in the church’s liturgy.  This use is a reminder of the fact that the 
church’s confessions are first of all acts of praise, thanksgiving, and commitment in the 
presence of God.

2. Defense of orthodoxy.  Most confessions have been intended as polemical defense of 
true Christian faith and life against perversion from within as well as from attacks from 
outside the church.  They are the church’s means of preserving the authenticity and purity 
of its faith.

3. Instruction.  The confessions have been used for the education of leaders and members 
of the church in the right interpretation of Scripture and church tradition and to guard 
against the danger of individuals or groups selecting from the Bible or church tradition 
only that which confirms their personal opinions and desires.  Confessions written in 
question-and-answer form (like the Heidelberg and Westminster Catechisms) were writ-
ten to prepare children and adult converts for baptism and participation in the fellowship 
of believers.

4. Rallying-point in times of danger and persecution.  Confessions have often prepared and 
strengthened Christians to stand together in faithfulness to the gospel when they have 
been tempted to surrender to powerful forces of political, racial, social, or economic injus-
tice.

5. Church order and discipline.  Some churches, like the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.), have 
sought to preserve the purity and unity of the church by requiring its ministers and 
church officers to accept the teachings of its confessions in order to be ordained.  The 
government of these churches is also determined by their confessions of faith.  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Not surprisingly, there is tension between the existence of  doctrinal standards 
that are subordinate to God’s Word and the possibility (likelihood) of  evolving un-
derstanding. The Book of  Confessions discusses this issue directly.

Those who choose confessional authority over personal freedom make impossible the contin-
ual reformation of the church called for by Reformed confessions themselves.  They run the 
risk of idolatrously giving to the church the ultimate authority that belongs alone to the living 
God we come to know in Jesus Christ through the Bible.  On the other hand, those who 
choose personal freedom over the confessional consensus of the church destroy the church’s 
unity, cut themselves off from the guidance of the church as they interpret Scripture, and run 
the risk of serving not biblical truth but the personal biases they read into Scripture.

For the last century the Confessions have been is a state of  steady decline. In to-
day’s PCUSA they exist as mere relics of  a time long past, unused, unknown and 
utterly irrelevant to the vast majority of  members and elders. There is thus not the 
slightest possibility that the PCUSA will fall prey to “those who choose confes-
sional authority over personal freedom” in the foreseeable future.

The PCUSA has clearly fallen prey to “those who choose personal freedom 
over the confessional consensus of  the church.” This precisely describes the proc-
ess that has enabled the PCUSA’s current appalling situation.

The debate regarding same-gender marriage has ushered in a new stage of  Bib-
lical unfaithfulness that is so radical that it couldn’t be predicted by even the most 
perceptive of  observers in the very recent past.

In 2008 the Rev. Dr. Mark D. Roberts posted the following paragraph on his 
blog.

For more than thirty years, I have been involved in discussions of homosexuality and ordina-
tion.  In the early years of this conversation, there was lots of debate about the meaning of bib-
lical texts that deal with homosexual behavior.  There seemed to be a common assumption 
among the debaters that biblical teaching, if rightly understood, should be binding on the 
church.  But, in the last decade, as folks who oppose gay ordination have kept talking about 
specific biblical texts, those on the other side have mostly stopped this conversation.  I haven’t 
heard one proponent of gay ordination say: “If it can be shown that the Bible truly regards all 
homosexual behavior as sinful, then I will change my mind and oppose it.”  Rather, I have heard 
many say, in effect, “Whatever the Bible might teach about homosexuality, I am convinced that 
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homosexuality is not always wrong.  So, given this conviction, the biblical call to love and jus-
tice means that I will support gay ordination, no matter what the Bible might actually say 
about homosexuality.”  Notice that this position is still based, to an extent, on Scripture and its 
authority.  But the individual interpreter assumes the freedom to decide which portions of the 
Bible are inspired and which are not.

A mere six years later, we find the Rev. Roberts description of  Scripture’s use 
by supporters of  same-gender marriage to be hopelessly out of  date. For, it’s no 
longer the case that Scripture is interpreted with “the freedom to decide which por-
tions of  the Bible are inspired and which are not.” No, based on the Rationale re-
cord provided by Presbyteries in support of  same-gender marriage, Scripture itself  
is found to be utterly irrelevant to their deliberations.

Let’s review the facts:

• Almost half  (47%) of  Presbytery Rationales in support of  same-gender marriage 
didn’t mention the Bible or Scripture even once

• Across the entire 24,000 word Rationale record I can find only three direct 
references to Scripture (i.e., text with chapter and verse)

• Two references to Hosea 2:14–23 (Presbytery of  Albany and Presbytery of  
National Capital), both in virtually identically worded statements

• The above discussed quote of  Gal. 3:27–29 by the Presbytery of  New York 
City, in which they attributed a Scriptural statement by the Apostle Paul to 
Jesus Christ

• If  Scripture is only quoted with reference three times, then what is the common 
nature of  Rationale text in which Bible or Scripture is used? It is the authors tell-
ing us what they believe Scripture to teach, often in the most general and/or se-
lective terms, without the slightest attempt at demonstration other than an occa-
sional claim of  guidance by the Holy Spirit.

That this represents the product of  a serious study of  Scripture strains my cre-
dulity beyond its breaking point.

I conclude that what we have in the same-gender marriage Rationale record is 
nothing less than a Progressive Christian declaration of  independence from Scrip-
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ture. That is, having finally achieved a clear majority in PCUSA governance, they 
have, by a clear and complete disregard for Scripture, declared their independence 
from its testimony and authority. What stands in Scripture’s place is now whatever 
they decide to believe can be pushed through the PCUSA’s polity.

It’s often difficult to accept conclusions such as the above because they fall so 
far beyond what are assumed to be the boundaries of  the possible. Perhaps those 
in this position of  presumed power consider themselves to be at the cutting edge 
of  religious thought, elite carriers of  a new and marvelous idea. If  so, they would 
be wrong. I conclude this section with the words of  John Calvin from his Institutes 
of  the Christian Religion, written five centuries ago.

Furthermore, those who, having forsaken Scripture, imagine some way or other of reaching 
God, ought to be thought of as not so much gripped by error as carried away with frenzy.  
For of late, certain giddy men have arisen who, with great haughtiness exalting the teaching of-
fice of the Spirit, despise all reading and laugh at the simplicity of those who, as they express it, 
still follow the dead and killing letter.

Jesus Christ Avatar

Since the concept of  an avatar is not commonly used, here is a good definition.

Avatar : an embodiment (as of a concept or philosophy) often in a person
 

As has been previously noted, across the entire 24,000 word Rationale record 
on same-gender marriage Jesus Christ is not allowed to speak even once in a refer-
enced Scriptural passage. When the Presbytery of  New York City claims to quote 
Christ, we find that they have inexplicably used not Christ’s but rather the Apostle 
Paul’s words.

What we find instead is passage after passage that either nakedly claims that 
they are following Jesus Christ, or, telling us what they believe Jesus taught without 
the slightest attempt at demonstration. And, what do these authors tell us that Je-
sus teaches and believes? He teaches and believes exactly as they already be-
lieve! This stunning development has been commented upon on numerous occa-
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sions,  including an in-depth treatment in Presbytery of  the Cascades: Amending 
Marriage.

I contend that through the incessant repetition of  these misleading statements 
Progressive Christians have emptied Jesus Christ of  who He is and refilled him 
with who they would like him to be. They have turned him into an avatar whose 
purpose is to act as an embodiment of  their philosophy. He has been turned into 
“that guy who surely agrees with whatever I decide is good and true” as opposed 
to the objectively real incarnation of  God who said and did specific things that are 
authoritative in defining our Christian understanding of  faith and it’s playing out 
in our lives.

This project to redefine Jesus Christ has two primary benefits. First, the extent 
to which people are convinced that Jesus is only A, B and C, and so, would obvi-
ously support position X, is the extent to which the Progressive Christian position 
has already prevailed. I suspect that this is one reason our discourse in the PCUSA 
has fallen to such an embarrassingly low level.  Apparently a majority of  our lead-
ership is convinced that Jesus is nothing more than an amen shouter to whatever 
they decide to believe.  Thus there is no need to search out and consider what Je-
sus actually teaches in Scripture.  Rather, any position that they take is simply as-
sumed to be supported by this avatar Jesus.

The second benefit is subtler, but just as powerful. That being, when Jesus 
Christ is reduced to “that guy who agrees with whatever I decide is good and true” 
then it is immensely easier to assume a posture of  authenticity and faithfulness. Af-
ter all, at that point you are authentically and faithfully fallowing Christ simply by 
being who you already are!

Consider the condition of  the orthodox Christian who sees Jesus Christ as God 
Incarnate, fully human and simultaneously fully God, tempted as are we, bur ut-
terly without sin; who sits at the right hand of  God the Father. We know that we 
are called to imitate our Savior, but are also painfully aware of  how far we fall 
short. Thus, our lives are far more vulnerable to the charge of inauthenticity and 
unfaithfulness. In a world that values the authenticity of  “being true to yourself ” 
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above all else, our orthodox understanding of  Jesus Christ places us at a distinct 
disadvantage.

However, we need not be dismayed. For:

If God is for us, who is against us?
Romans 8:31b

Do we believe this? Do we trust that our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ, who’s 
nature and purposes are authoritatively conveyed only by Scripture’s testimony, is 
for us even when all the powers of  this world scream that we are inauthentic, hypo-
critical imposters; that our motives are evil; that we are pathetic throwbacks to a 
discredited, ignorant and failed faith? We should be absolutely confident that God 
is not in need of  our answer being yes. We should, out of  overflowing love and 
thankfulness to our Savior, respond yes with all the strength that God has granted 
us.

And be Conformed to this World

If  the Scriptures are ignored and Jesus Christ is silenced, then by what means is 
the case ultimately made for same-gender marriage? The most prominent means 
is pointing to the acceptance of  this concept in the secular world and demanding 
that the church “catch up.” The rationales are brimming with lists of  countries 
and states, denominations, judicial and political decisions and cultural movements 
that support same-gender marriage.

The message conveyed is clearly to be conformed to this world – if  this world 
happens to be going in the direction of  which Progressive Christians approve. And 
Progressive Christianity reliably appears to take its lead from a larger secular politi-
cal movement that is spearheaded by centers of  elite thought; the journalists, aca-
demics, bureaucrats, entertainers, lawyers and politicians, among others, who see 
themselves as the vanguard for all progress and social improvement.  If  you doubt 
this, compare those issues that are prioritized by the PCUSA leadership with those 
of  this secular elite.

These Rationales also include the refrain that the church must be made rele-
vant to the world. As was noted in sections on PCUSA membership decline, this 
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drive for “relevance” would appear to have been a total failure, as existing mem-
bers continuously leave and fewer people join the PCUSA year after year. Given 
these results, which have been occurring for decades, it isn’t unreasonable to con-
clude that the “relevance” that PCUSA leadership so aggressively and consistently 
seeks is not to existing or prospective members, but rather to the secular Progres-
sive elite with whom they appear to have a powerful bond of  a common cause. It’s 
a sad sight to see leaders of  the PCUSA offering up the church to be just one small 
cog in a giant, partisan secular machine.

There is an extraordinary, disconcerting compulsion that appears to drive these 
Progressive Christians. While in pursuit of  their goals there appears to be no dam-
age to the PCUSA – massive departure of  existing members, collapsing influx of  
new members, stress to mission relationships, loss of  theological, intellectual and 
institutional credibility, among others – that they will not accept until their de-
mands are fully met. No matter how many times the denomination rejected their 
demands, they continued in their quest. Now that the denomination has finally ca-
pitulated, we are told that the issues are settled, so let’s just quietly move on.

What continues to trouble me is that this battle over the radical destruction of  
boundaries will certainly not be the last. That is, whereas orthodox Christians as-
sume that future generations will continue to value boundaries developed by Chris-
tian civilizations; Progressive Christians assume that their purpose is to continually 
dissolve boundaries. That is, to a Progressive Christian, their identity is entirely 
bound up by the destruction of  theological, social, political and personal norms.

This idea is at the core of  their identity because they have concluded that what-
ever exists in Western Civilization is either deeply flawed or outright evil. The only 
“good” exists in their shared vision of  a superior, but nonexistent future that must 
be pursued at all costs. My point isn’t to argue against the need for progress. It is 
to argue that “progress” as defined by this Progressive Christian elite may well be 
in practice the opposite.

This distortion of  the church’s identity and purpose has been in play since the 
church began. Following is a particularly insightful discussion of  this issue by Lynn 
Harold Hough (The Interpreter’s Bible, The Revelation of  St. John the Divine):
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Without being false to its own deepest meaning, the Christian church can never be the instru-
ment of anything where the real source of compulsion is beyond the area of the inspiration 
which comes from the God whose face we see in the face of Jesus Christ.  Instead of standing 
for social principles because they express the will of Jesus Christ, it is possible to maintain an 
interest in the Christian church because it can be used for the furtherance of social positions. 
The politically minded church is always in danger of being corrupted by the politics which so 
easily become a major rather than a secondary interest.  This does not mean that the church 
must lose its interest in practical problems.  It does mean that it must be constantly alive to 
the temptations which arise in connection with those immediate interests.  The imperial cult is 
not always as far from us as we may think.

Yes indeed, comparing the enthusiasms and goals of  the PCUSA’s leadership 
with those of  the secular elite’s places them disturbingly close to this “imperial 
cult.”

The Consequence of Apostasy

While it appears that the Progressive elite who dominate the PCUSA want to 
drive out all opposition to their ongoing project, the reasons why are less clear. 
 Why not, for example, pursue a policy of  reconciliation that encourages members 
and churches to remain?  By so doing they would benefit in numerous dimensions, 
including financial and credibility, among others.  Why have they chosen the oppo-
site?

To begin answering this question we must first answer another, apparently unre-
lated one, that being:  

Why, in over 24,000 words of  Overture Rationale argumentation in support of  same-gender 
marriage did its proponents not once quote their supposed Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ?

The answer is they didn’t quote Jesus Christ even once because the overwhelm-
ingly relevant statement about Christian marriage by our Savior is:

He answered, “Have you not read that he who made them from the beginning 
made them male and female, and said, ‘For this reason a man shall leave his fa-
ther and mother and be joined to his wife, and the two shall become one fle-
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sh’? So they are no longer two but one flesh. What therefore God has joined to-
gether, let not man put asunder.”
Matthew 19:4-6

They had no intention of  allowing the teaching of  their supposed Lord and 
Savior to prevent the obtaining of  a goal that they had received from (in their 
minds) a higher source of  authority.  And so, they proceeded to render Holy Scrip-
ture irrelevant to create a false avatar “Jesus Christ” who supports their goal.

So, what does all of  this have to do with the original question?  I do not pre-
tend to be a mind reader, so I can only posit a theory that can be checked by past 
information and compared to future events.  But, given all that I have learned 
about these Progressive PCUSA elites, my best theory is that they wish to eject 
non-progressive Christians in order to create a “safe space” for their apostasy.

Therefore, all the financial and credibility gains are far more than canceled out 
by destroying the theological diversity that forces them to hear that Jesus Christ, as 
revealed in Holy Scripture, said:

He answered, “Have you not read that he who made them from the beginning 
made them male and female, and said, ‘For this reason a man shall leave his fa-
ther and mother and be joined to his wife, and the two shall become one fle-
sh’? So they are no longer two but one flesh. What therefore God has joined to-
gether, let not man put asunder.”

The progressive elites are happy to make room in the PCUSA for openly Gnos-
tic heretics and aggressive atheists.  However, it appears that there is no longer 
room for Bible trusting Christians who might blurt out in polite Progressive Chris-
tian community that Jesus said:

He answered, “Have you not read that he who made them from the beginning 
made them male and female, and said, ‘For this reason a man shall leave his fa-
ther and mother and be joined to his wife, and the two shall become one fle-
sh’? So they are no longer two but one flesh. What therefore God has joined to-
gether, let not man put asunder.”
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I believe that this is the most likely motive for their compulsion to drive us out 
or bend us to their wills.  If  you or your church doesn’t have the Christian stability 
and courage to repulse the coming onslaught, then you are likely best off  fleeing 
now.  If  you and/or your church do, then stay and shine the light of  the Gospel 
into this dark and demented denomination.  Their 24,000  empty words are con-
clusive testimony to the fact that they have no answer to the fact that our Lord and 
Savior,  Jesus Christ said in Holy Scripture:

He answered, “Have you not read that he who made them from the beginning 
made them male and female, and said, ‘For this reason a man shall leave his fa-
ther and mother and be joined to his wife, and the two shall become one fle-
sh’? So they are no longer two but one flesh. What therefore God has joined to-
gether, let not man put asunder.”
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C H A P T E R  4

A Debacle’s Ingredients:
Radical Progressive Politics

The PCUSA gives thanks to God for The Black Panther Party (“self-defense” = murder)

Supporting the Black Panthers and Angela Davis
Background

The Presbyterian Church has been a hotbed of  radical Progressive political action 
from well before the PCUSA was created in 1983.  Perhaps the most notorious ex-
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ample is the decision by the United Presbyterian Church (UPUSA) to financially 
and morally support the Black Panthers and Angela Davis.  A brief  summary of  
this pre-PCUSA scandal follows (emphasis added).

In 1970 and 1971 the UPUSA gave $25,000 to defend the Black Panthers and $10,000 to 
the Angela Davis Defense Fund. These and other similar gifts brought a storm of protest 
from thousands of church members but the 1971 UPUSA General Assembly defended the 
gifts and refused to criticize the agency which made them.

In 2011 the PCUSA, in a Presbyterian Peacemaking Program liturgy, gave 
thanks to God for the Black Panthers, mentioning two of  their most notorious 
members by name.

For Huey Newton, Bobby Seale, and the youth and young adults of the Black Panther Party, 
who emphasized the need for self-defense, and instituted community programs to address 
poverty and to provide health care in communities of need; 

The UPUSA support resurfaced in a 2019 PCUSA document (by The Presbyte-
rian Mission Agency) titled Facing Racism: A Vision of  the Intercultural Community Antira-
cism Study Guides.  In this document the PCUSA brags about the support of  Angela 
Davis, claiming it as an inspirational example of  Christian political activism (em-
phasis added).

The strength of this commitment to diversity and fairness was soon tested. In 1970 the Coun-
cil on Church and Race approved a $10,000 grant to the Angela Davis Defense Fund.   Angela 
Davis, Ph.D. was a black faculty member at the University of California Los Angeles (UCLA). 
She was also a political activist, leader of the Communist Party USA, and affiliated with 
the Black Panther Party, a highly controversial black activist group in the 1960s and 70s.  Dr. 
Davis was arrested for conspiracy relating to the armed takeover of a California county court-
room by the Black Panther Party that resulted in four deaths.   The Angela Davis case was a 
vortex of social dissent for the denomination.  Many saw Angela Davis as the antithesis of tra-
ditional American values and they were enraged that the church would be sympathetic to her 
and supportive of her defense.  They petitioned the General Assembly to reverse the Coun-
cil’s decision. 

In its response the Council stated, “The General Assembly, by establishment of a Council on 
Church and Race, has challenged Presbyterians to a more radical posture in the struggle for 
social justice and world peace than many American citizens care to assume.  The call to Pres-
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byterians to support those who conscientiously practice civil disobedience under extreme in-
justice, the call to bear witness for peace in international relations, ‘and, in its own life, to prac-
tice the forgiveness of enemies,’ (Book of Confessions, 9.45) all break with the conventional 
righteousness and mark our Church as a voice crying in the wilderness of moral complacency 
and chauvinism, ‘Prepare ye the way of the Lord!’” (Minutes, 24 May 1972, p. 994). 

Note that while the Presbyterian Mission Agency highlights their support of  An-
gela Davis, they fail to mention their larger financial support of the Black 
Panthers.  The reason behind this omission will become clear from the following 
discussion of  the Black Panther’s history, particularly as related to the time-
frame in which the UPUSA provided their moral and financial support.

Discussion

It’s difficult to convey the depths of  depravity and outright evil associated with 
this support, but the following discussion at least scratches the surface.

The following excerpt summarizes Angela Davis’ career.

A Communist true believer, Davis became a Soviet propaganda icon as an American “political 
prisoner” in 1970, when she was charged with murder for her alleged role in a deadly court-
house attack intended to free three members of the Black Panthers. ... After her acquittal, she 
made a triumphant tour of Communist countries, received honors and prizes, and pointedly 
refused to speak up for Eastern-bloc political prisoners, even those who were Communist re-
formers.  She did not leave the slavishly pro-Soviet Communist Party USA until 1991 when 
the USSR was about to collapse.

Although her acquittal may have at the time appeared to justify the UPUSA’s 
support, their support of  the Black Panthers remains a vile stain on that denomina-
tion’s leadership.

A good summary of  the Black Panther’s ideology and violence can be found at 
the History News Network (emphasis added).

The American Black Panthers were probably the most violently racist of all the black groups in 
the United States.  It was founded in 1966 and its leaders promoted their organisation as one 
which advocated self-help and keeping drugs out of black communities across the United 
States.  The original philosophy behind the Panthers combined militant black nationalism with 
Marxism-Leninism (later Mao Zedong and Ho Chi Minh would inspire them) and advocated 
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black empowerment and self – defense, often through confrontation.  During its heyday, 
members of the Black Panthers murdered more than a dozen law-enforcement officers.  To-
day, former Panthers Eddie Conway, Mumia Abu-Jamal, H. Rap Brown, Ed Poindexter and 
David Rice are serving life sentences.

Lest you come to the false conclusion that the Black Panthers only murdered 
police (“only” in the sense of  limited to this group, not as a lesser offense), the fol-
lowing excerpt from a review of  The Black Panthers: Vanguard of  the Revolution con-
tains a partial description of  their other crimes.

Further, the movie makes no mention of his [Huey Newton’s] other murders.  These include 
his involvement in the slaying of Panther Party secretary Betty Van Patter and of teenager Kath-
leen Smith.  Newton also confessed to committing the Smith murder and was indicted, 
though he then fled to Cuba to avoid prosecution.  Nonetheless, prior to running off, Newton 
sent henchmen to kill witness Crystal Gray.  When his lieutenants failed in that plot, Newton 
decided to cover his tracks by arranging for Panther member Nelson Malloy to be fired upon, 
then buried alive.  When Malloy managed to survive, he identified Newton for his role as the 
planner and organizer of his attempted murder.

If  you have the stomach for it, here in his own words is an excerpt from Soul on 
Ice (published in 1968) by Black Panther leader Eldridge Cleaver.

I became a rapist.  To refine my technique and modus operandi, I started out by practicing on 
black girls in the ghetto -- in the black ghetto where dark and vicious deeds appear not as ab-
errations or deviations from the norm, but as part of the sufficiency of the Evil of the day -- 
and when I considered myself smooth enough, I crossed the tracks and sought out white prey. 
I did this consciously, deliberately, willfully, methodically -- though looking back I see that I was 
in a frantic, wild and completely abandoned frame of mind.

Rape was an insurrectionary act. It delighted me that I was defying and trampling upon the 
white man's law, upon his system of values, and that I was defiling his women -- and this point, 
I believe, was the most satisfying to me because I was very resentful over the historical fact of 
how the white man has used the black woman. I felt I was getting revenge.

Note well, this book was published two years before the UPUSA decided 
to contribute $25,000 to the Black Panthers.  I simply ask, how was it that 
members of  a murderous domestic terrorist organization could be supported by a 
Christian denomination?  This support occurred in 1970 by the UPUSA as well as 
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in 2011 and 2019 by the PCUSA.  In 1970 there was easily available information 
about the Panther’s evil, and in 2011 that information had been on the public re-
cord for over 40 years.  In all cases not only was their violence and cruelty over-
looked, but they were actually celebrated as making positive contributions to soci-
ety.

In his essay, “Black Murder Inc.” David Horowitz (who collaborated with the 
Black Panthers before breaking with them over the murder of  Betty Van Patter) ex-
plains why Progressive organizations, most definitely including some Christian de-
nominations behaved in this manner.

The existence of a Murder Incorporated in the heart of the American left is something the 
left really doesn’t want to know or think about.  Such knowledge would refute its most cher-
ished self-understandings and beliefs.  It would undermine the sense of righteous indignation 
that is the crucial starting point of a progressive attitude. It would explode the myths on 
which the attitude depends.

It is this radical environment within which the PCUSA continues to operate.  
Although most (but not all) of  the following specific examples in this chapter don’t 
rise to the murderous level of  supporting the Black Panthers, they are unified by a 
hatred of  the United States and a determination to undermine its civilizational 
confidence.  They are also united by the unmerited sanctimony of  a self-identified 
elite class who never need repent of  or even acknowledge their moral faults, or 
take responsibility for the the disastrous failure of  their supported policies.

Commentary on the Contemporary Situation

This situation came to my attention through reception of  promotional material 
associated with the PCUSA’s “Matthew 25” initiative.  As has become my custom, 
rather than stopping at the happy-face, virtue-signaling surface, I dug down into 
the details of  the supporting documents and commentary.  It was here that I came 
across the PCUSA document (by The Presbyterian Mission Agency) titled Facing 
Racism: A Vision of  the Intercultural Community Antiracism Study Guides  that contains the 
discussion of  past support for Angela Davis.  Further research uncovered the un-
mentioned but certainly true support for the Black Panthers.
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Even if  we limit ourselves to Angela Davis the implications are shocking.  
Here’s a summary of  her beliefs and actions (emphasis added).

Davis’s continued presence is merely another reminder that the progressive left will tolerate 
the most odious characters as long as they seek “justice” for a favored cause — in this case 
Palestinians.

Just as Davis wasn’t merely a communist sympathizer but a champion of the most reprehensi-
ble Soviet regimes, she’s not merely a supporter of boycott, divestment, sanction’s Jewish boy-
cotts but a champion of men like Marwan Barghouti, the Al-Aqsa Martyrs’ Brigades leader 
who coordinated suicide bombings targeting Jewish civilians.

Yet, somehow, Davis claimed to be “stunned” when, after objections from Holocaust remem-
brance organizations and other Jewish groups, the Birmingham Civil Rights Institute recently 
rescinded their award that was meant to honor her.   The incident spurred the usual suspects 
to say the usual things.  Though most of defenses were predictably vacuous, the habit of ignor-
ing her biography is also journalistic malpractice.

There could be an entire book written detailing Davis’s loathsome views and actions (Cathy 
Young has a good article here.) Still, it’s quite striking to see folks like TED talker Sally Kohn tak-
ing to Twitter to let her followers know that she stands with Davis because of her fight against 
the “prison industrial complex.”  In the real world, Davis was an enthusiast supporter of the 
largest and most lethal prison system the world has ever known.

Davis was also a supporter of  the Black Panthers (emphasis added).

Angela Yvonne Davis (born January 26, 1944) is an American political activist, academic 
scholar, and author.  She emerged as a prominent counterculture activist and radical in the 
1960s as a leader of the Communist Party USA, and had close relations with the Black Pan-
ther Party through her involvement in the Civil Rights Movement.

This is the woman who the PCUSA chose to hold up as an example of 
Christian public engagement.  In so doing they abuse the trust of  their mem-
bers to deliver a fraudulent narrative that pushes the unsuspecting into collabora-
tion with an ideology that they would never choose given sufficient knowledge.

However, when we add in the unmentioned but real and continuing support for 
the murderous, raping, racist Black Panther Party the situation becomes even 
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more horrific. Look at the signs being held by the unsuspecting children placed at 
the front of  the below pictured PCUSA endorsed march.  I challenge you to ex-
plain how the PCUSA’s support for the Black Panthers and Angela Davis can be 
rationalized with the messages on these signs.  It can’t.

But this is how the radicals in control of  our denomination paint a thin veneer 
of  Christian respectability over the vile evil that underlies their initiatives.  These 
are “Christians” who fellow-travel with, if  not outright support, murderous totali-
tarian ideologies and those in the secular sphere who promote them.

It is far past time that the remaining members in this denomination cease trust-
ing these leaders.  They are little more than minor political players who do the bid-
ding of  the secular radical Progressive movement.  By giving them our allegiance 
we are signing onto an agenda that, were its true purposes and beliefs known, 
would shock our Christian consciences.

The public relations facade of a denomination led by a clique of hateful, violence approving Pro-
gressive radicals.
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S E C T I O N  1

Mainline Christianity and Progressive 
Politics

Religion and politics can’t help but mix.  In 
fact, it is inconceivable that the committed fol-
lower of  a bona fide religion would be able to 
completely isolate their faith beliefs from their 
political beliefs.  So, I will not be arguing for a 
separation of  religion and politics (which is 
very different than the separation of  church 
and state).  However, this doesn’t mean that 
the mixing of  these domains is without chal-

lenge and outright danger.

In what follows I will focus on this issue at the scope of  my actual experience, 
that being a Mainline Protestant Christian.  Even here the scope will often narrow 
to my specific denominational experience, that being a member of  the Presbyte-
rian Church U.S.A. (PCUSA, 1983 to present) and one of  its predecessors, the U-
nited Presbyterian Church in the United States of  America (UPCUSA, 1958 to 
1983).

Trapped in the Progressive Bubble
Confronting the Absurdity

As the title of  this section clearly implies, my experience of  Christianity and 
politics has led me to an uncomfortable place.  For, although I fully support our 
Christian faith as the authoritative wellspring of  political thought, I also find that 
this relationship has been undermined and, more recently, utterly reversed.  This 
excerpt from An Anxious Age: The Post-Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of  Ameri-
ca by Joseph Bottum provides a concise summary of  the modern beginning of  this 
religious/political ideology.
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Formed in the victory of civil rights activism, a new version of the social gospel movement be-
came the default theology of church bureaucrats in the Mainline.  The churches “increasingly 
turned their attention to the drafting of social statements on a variety of contemporary prob-
lems,” as the religious historian Peter J. Thuesen has noted, and their statements “revealed a 
shared opinion among Mainline executives that the churches’ primary public role was social 
advocacy.”

Note well — not the Gospel of  Jesus Christ, but “social advocacy” of  a particu-
lar secular stripe.

When the then General Assembly Moderator, Heath Rada, addressed the April 
18, 2015 Presbytery of  Chicago Assembly meeting he had precious little to say 
about the Gospel of  Jesus Christ.  However, he had a lot to say about the effective-
ness of  the PCUSA’s social advocacy.  In fact, the central theme of  his “pep talk” 
was something to the effect of  ‘Rejoice sisters and brothers!  The PCUSA is a 
highly regarded little cog in the secular Progressive political machine!’

Recently (July 28, 2017), the Wall Street Journal published an article by Libby 
Sternberg titled “Why Not a Day of  Rest From Politics?”  She wrote as a member 
of  the Episcopal Church, another Mainline Christian denomination.  The first 
paragraph describes the deep roots of  faith and fellowship that she experiences at 
her local church.  But the second paragraph well states the issue that many non-
Progressive members of  mainline denominations are now facing at an unprece-
dented level.

Yet I do all this knowing that my church is effectively a political adversary.  I am a Republican. 
 The Episcopal Church, like many mainline Protestant denominations, supports a “social jus-
tice” agenda that reads as if it were pulled straight from the Democratic National Committee 
Platform.

The same thing can be rightly said about the PCUSA’s focus and supported po-
litical positions.  And, due to the exodus of  hundreds of  thousands of  members 
since the PCUSA’s decisions to allow ordination of  practicing homosexuals and 
same-gender marriage, the aggressiveness and pervasiveness of  this ideology is 
clearly on the rise.

Therefore, I’d like to focus on the following question:
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What is the likelihood that two organizations, the first driven by the passions and 
practicalities of  contemporary human ideology / politics, and, the second built on 
Scriptures written by dozens of  authors from approximately 1500 B.C. to 100 A.D. under 
the Holy Spirit’s power, concerning the eternal, loving and just God — Father, Son and 
Holy Spirit — would uniformly arrive at virtually identical moral conclusions and policy 
prescriptions?

The natural answer for most people would likely be “pretty much zero.”  That 
is, the differences in both the sources and deliberative processes are so vast that it 
would be absurdly unlikely.  And yet, this is the very absurdity upon which most 
Mainline Protestant denominations are built.

That is, we are supposed to accept that the uniform agreement between a hu-
man political movement (i.e., Progressive Leftism) and Mainline Christian denomi-
nations is a natural and credible outcome.  But, it is actually an incredible out-
come, and one that any committed Christian, regardless of  their personal political 
beliefs should find troubling.  Note well that it would be equally incredible and 
troubling if  a Christian denomination uniformly agreed with Conservatism, Liber-
tarianism, or any other secular human movement.

So, if  this result didn’t happen by chance, then why did it?  Could it be because 
the Democratic Party, the practical vehicle of  Progressive Leftist politics, is under 
control of  the Mainline Protestant denominations?  Given the consistently shrink-
ing membership of  Mainline denominations and clearly increasing secularism in 
the Democratic Party, this theory is exceedingly unlikely.

The most likely answer is that, having lost faith in the Gospel of  Jesus Christ 
and rejected Biblical authority, the Mainline leadership grasped the straws of  “so-
cial justice” and secular political activism as the only means of  maintaining any 
plausible reason for existing as an organization.  That is, having rejected God’s 
power and purposes they had no choice but to replace these with secular political 
power and purposes.

I’m certainly not alone in this position.  For example, here’s an excerpt from 
 Edward R. Norman’a Christianity and the World Order.
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Christianity today is, in this sense, bing reinterpreted as a scheme of social and political action, 
dependent, it is true, upon supernatural authority for its ultimate claims to attention, but ren-
dered in categories that are derived from the political theories and practices of contemporary 
society. . .

I suppose that a committed Christian who is also a committed Progressive Left-
ist might be able to square this circle.  However, even for them, doesn’t the subjuga-
tion of  Jesus Christ and His Gospel under the authority of  a secular, partisan politi-
cal movement seem theologically and morally untenable?  For the rest of  us, are 
we willing to ceed our faith in Jesus Christ and the interpretation of  His purposes 
in the world to the Democrat Party?

I certainly do not ceed these things to the Republican Party.  Yes, I am a regis-
tered Republican and usually (but not always) vote Republican.  But this isn’t be-
cause I believe that this party has a monopoly on morality, let alone Christian 
truth.  Nor do I find anything close to uniform alignment between the Republican 
Party Platform and my Christian beliefs.  No, in a two-party Republic I usually 
vote (often holding my nose) for the candidate that I believe will do the least dam-
age.

Every citizen is entitled to their own political beliefs.  However, no-one is enti-
tled to avoid criticism if  they are so absurd as to claim that their secular political 
party and Christian derived policy prescriptions are always and forever in near per-
fect alignment.  That is precisely the implicit claim of  our Mainline denomina-
tional leadership.  And, it is long past time that we confronted the absurdity of  this 
situation.

A Revealing Incident

Let me share an experience from the floor of  the Presbytery of  Chicago.  A 
large committee had created a draft statement on evangelism that was under re-
view.  At one point we were asked to split into small groups to discuss the draft.  A 
colleague from my local church and I asked two Commissioners, one younger and 
the other older, to join us.  They were more than happy to do so, and we started 
the discussion.
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We pointed out that the draft as written seemed to be less about Christian evan-
gelism than it was about multiculturalism.  For, as far as we could tell there were 
minimal claims to any truth or value for Christianity.  Rather, it appeared to be 
just about getting along with all other religions and cultures.

This observation elicited an immediate angry reaction from the older Commis-
sioner.  Rather than engaging in debate on this point they walked away while audi-
bly speaking into the air about haters and racists.

The younger Commissioner remained engaged.  However, their response was 
that dozens of  PCUSA elders and clergy of  all races, sexual orientations, genders 
and cultures had come together to generate this text, so, it had to be correct be-
cause the creating group was so diverse.  We pointed out that there was also the di-
mension of  philosophical / theological  diversity, which we didn’t see represented 
in the document.  They responded with the blank stare of  one who is hearing 
something incomprehensible.

The responses of  these two Commissioners are representative of  the two types 
of  bubbles within which our leadership live.  These bubbles need not be separate, 
but can be, in effect, two layers that create hermetic isolation.

The Social Bubble

The younger Commissioner was more than happy to continue our discussion 
to the end of  the allowed time.  They showed not the slightest anger about or dis-
approval of  our position.  Rather, they seemed amazed to be speaking with two 
such strange humans.  We elicited not anger, but rather curiosity.

Surely, even living in Progressive Chicago they must have been aware of  people 
who hold strange, inexplicable beliefs.  However, here were two actual people, on 
the floor of  the Presbytery of  Chicago (!?), who were stating these beliefs.  What 
an unexpected and unique cultural experience!

Thus, we find here the bubble of  social isolation, in which a person simply 
doesn’t interact with anyone who challenges their beliefs.  Everyone, of  all races, 
cultures, sexual orientations and genders, in their wondrous diversity, agrees on the 
same thing!  It’s not that they aren’t aware that there are strange people who some-
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how have tragically not been brought into the Progressive fold, it’s that they simply 
don’t engage with any actual people like that.

The Ideological Bubble

The older Commissioner knew full well that people like us exist.  And, within 
the hearing of  only a few of  our words they walked away in utter disgust.  For, in 
their world, people who were stupid enough to say such things out loud could only 
be motivated by vile evil motives.  There existed zero intention to engage with 
such moral and ideological deviants.  So, away they walked, speaking our condem-
nation into the air as the haters and racists that we surely had to be.

Our Current Sorry State

There may have been a time in our country’s history in which the social Pro-
gressive bubble predominated.  I think of  that, by current standards, innocent 
statement by Pauline Kael after the 1972 Presidential election.

“I live in a rather special world. I only know one person who voted for Nixon. Where they are 
I don’t know. They’re outside my ken. But sometimes when I’m in a theater I can feel them.”

But, after eight years of  being accused of  voting for someone who was likely 
the new Hitler (George W. Bush) into the Presidency and then eight more years of  
being called a racist, homophobe, Islamophobe, totalitarian, etc., for opposing Pro-
gressive policies, be they political or theological, the ideological bubble clearly now 
dominates.

There are so many examples from which to choose, but one that I consider tell-
ing fell from the lips of  no other than Nancy Pelosi, Democratic leader of  the 
House of  Representatives (emphasis added).

“And I say, this will be a little not in keeping with the spirit of the day of unity, but I say they 
pray in church on Sunday and prey on people the rest of the week, and while we’re doing 
the Lord’s work by ministering to the needs of God’s creation they are ignoring those needs 
which is to dishonor the God who made them.”
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You see, it takes the rhetorical skills of  the highest ranking elected Democratic 
politician to so seamlessly combine their political and religious bigotry into a single 
steaming statement of  contemptuous hatred.

Of  course, former Democratic senator from Wisconsin Russ Feingold (a Pro-
gressive favorite!) has made perhaps the most disgusting and definitive statement in 
this regard (emphasis added).

“The lesson from Charlottesville is not how dangerous the neo-Nazis are, … It is the unmask-
ing of the Republican party leadership.  In the wake of last weekend’s horror and tragedy, let 
us finally, finally rip off the veneer that Trump’s affinity for white supremacy is distinct 
from the Republican agenda of voter suppression, renewed mass incarceration and the expul-
sion of immigrants.”

Yes, indeed, “finally, finally” the vile evil motives of  all Republicans, hidden for 
generations, have been revealed for all to see!

Lest you imagine that our PCUSA leadership is not within this same ideologi-
cal bubble, consider the actions and statements of  recent Co-moderators  and the 
Senior Pastor from one of  our largest churches (these incidents will be discussed in 
Chapter 6).  The consequences of  this ideological dominance in Progressive 
thought have been a major factor that has led to our current sorry state.

The Consequences of Progressive Bubble-dom

Some may be wondering why I’m not being evenhanded about the issue of  
bubble-dom.  In particular, why focus only on “progressive bubble-dom?”  The an-
swer is that, although it is theoretically possible for a conservative, libertarian or 
other politically positioned person to live in a bubble, the fact that Progressives 
dominate our culture (mainstream media, Hollywood, etc.) and institutions (educa-
tion, unions, high tech industry, professional organizations, etc.) means that non-
Progressives have a much more difficult job of  maintaining a bubble’s boundary. 
 Certainly many non-Progressives withdraw into groups that share their beliefs. 
 However, even within that group it is neigh impossible to avoid the onslaught of  
Progressive ideas and policies as they move through everyday life.
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There is a general consideration that may be of  use to explore as we exit this 
particular topic.  Although it has been indirectly referred to, it has not yet been spe-
cifically addressed.  That being Progressive Christianity’s all too common presump-
tion of  a moral, intellectual and theological superiority that excuses them from en-
gaging as peers with those holding opposing perspectives.  I certainly am not claim-
ing that this problem is uniformly the case as I personally know numerous mem-
bers of  this group who engage on the merits.

However, I believe the argument can be credibly made that, due to their unde-
niable success in occupying most key positions of  social and organizational power, 
the Progressive movement has become far too dependent on intimidation at the ex-
pense of  persuasion.

This strategy is pursued by never acknowledging opposition as being legitimate 
and by insisting that opposing points of  view are motivated by moral defects. 
 Thus they are not seeking to persuade peers to see their point of  view, but rather 
using social and/or organizational force to obtain submission.  I will devote a com-
plete chapter (Chapter 6) to how Progressives in the PCUSA have aggressively 
used these tactics.

It is the accumulation of  these defects that has led to our current sorry state, in 
which any disagreement on policy degenerates into cruel name-calling.

“The racist, sexist, homophobic, xenophobic, Islamaphobic — you name it.”

This irresponsible descent into character assassination over the slightest devia-
tion from Progressive group-think has seriously torn our nation’s social fabric. 
 The recent tragic events in Charlottesville, VA laid bare this damage.

There was a time in my (more distant) memory when the epithet “racist” was 
reserved for application to only those who identified themselves with or vocally 
aligned their opinions with groups that were openly racist in their ideology.  Yes, it 
was understood that all people develop stereotypes and preferences that are unfair 
to or stigmatize others, with the victims most often being black.  However, these 
moral failures didn’t rise to the level of  “racist.”  That is, the assumption was that 
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a person existed within acceptable moral bounds unless something that they said 
or did clearly proved the opposite.

Although there were steps along the way, the major break in this social assump-
tion occurred with the election of  Barack Obama to the Presidency.  For, to our 
shock and dismay, those of  us who opposed his administration’s policies found our-
selves regularly accused of  racism because the head of  that administration hap-
pened to be black.

In fact, so out of  control did this situation become that the accusation of  ra-
cism didn’t even have to be connected to a racial issue.  I’ve already documented 
the use of  this vile tactic in writing by a Presbytery of  the PCUSA in the debate 
on the definition of  Christian marriage.  I must add that I was personally accused 
of  being a racist (by an Elder in the PCUSA no less) while arguing for the position 
that Christian marriage is defined by Christ Himself  to be the union of  one man 
and one woman.

So, when a few hundred KKK and other white-supremacists gathered in Char-
lottesville to publicly demonstrate for their evil, hateful beliefs, and, one of  these 
people committed murder, there was great need to discuss the issue of  racist ideol-
ogy in numerous public settings.  Many honorable, well meaning leaders and peo-
ple did just that.

However, the problem is that, with the epithet of  “racist” having been applied 
so indiscriminately and carelessly to literally millions of  people, and, current Pro-
gressive leaders explicitly using the tragedy in Charlottesville to do this very thing, 
when many people heard the word “racist” they reasonably wondered if  it was be-
ing directed at them.  So, when this topic was discussed, it was done within context 
of  a “poisoned well” situation.

Thus, our nation’s ability to reasonably discuss what is surely an important is-
sue has been undermined by irresponsible use of  the very term required to hold 
that discussion. This is one tragedy among many that have rendered our Republic 
incapable of  making progress in so many areas.

Yes, there is plenty of  blame to go around for this current political and cultural 
collapse.  Many others have made excellent critiques of  conservative and other 
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group’s failings.  They should be listened to and carefully considered.  However, 
until the Progressive Left, including the PCUSA’a leadership, exits its bubble and 
rejoins the rest of  humanity on terms of  mutual respect the healing process cannot 
begin.

The Victory of Good Intentions over Good Results

What is the proper relationship between intentions and results from the perspec-
tive of  political policy choices?  This question becomes all the more relevant when 
Christians become involved in these policy debates.  This is because Christian indi-
viduals and organizations often claim a special moral standing by tying their policy 
preferences to the Bible’s teachings and the words of  Jesus Christ Himself.

This issue is particularly urgent when we consider the human and social wreck-
age wrought by the Welfare State, where entire communities descended into gen-
erations of  broken families, hopelessness, violence, addiction, and yes, poverty.  

One would have thought that Progressive Christians would be so appalled by 
this situation that a massive effort at reformation and renewal would have been 
pursued.  Nothing could be further from the truth.  Rather, the poverty industrial 
complex, with Mainline denominations as a faithful ally, has been on an unending 
campaign to prevent any reform and to expand failed policies to new areas of  our 
society.

If  there is doubt about this conclusion, I simply ask when was the last time that 
Progressives, Christians or otherwise, admitted failure for the current welfare poli-
cies and then proposed fundamental reforms?  Yes, they have proposed doubling 
and tripling down on those same failed policies, but doing more of  the same cer-
tainly is not fundamental reform.  Moreover, when anyone dares to question the 
effectiveness of  current welfare policies, let alone propose actual reform, they are 
shouted down as racist, selfish, uncaring and unchristian.

The Chicago Experience

I have lived for the past 36 years in the Chicago suburbs.  Over that time the 
City of  Chicago has been governed exclusively by the Democrat Party, which is 
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home for the Progressive political movement.  As a member of  the PCUSA I have 
seen how Progressive politics dominates the Presbytery of  Chicago and a signifi-
cant part of  the local churches.  And, over that significant time period, I have con-
sistently witnessed the obstructionist Progressive party-line that demands continu-
ance of  failed policies.

The results have been catastrophic for the city’s poor.

Murder

Here’s how John Kass has described the city’s murder situation in the Chicago 
Tribune.

How bad is the bloody violence in Chicago, where more than 700 people have been mur-
dered so far this year and thousands have been shot in the street gang wars?

The gangs keep shooting, the survivors mourn, police morale is down, anti-police sentiment is 
up and the mayor says some cops have gone fetal.

And the politicians do nothing in the bloody city. Street gang violence in Chicago is as bad, if 
not worse, than the record-setting death years of the 1990s.

But there is no penalty for Democratic politicians who sit back in the Democratic city and do 
nothing to compel tougher sentences for gun crimes to keep the most aggressive shooters off 
the streets.

Some say this a gun issue. But that’s a con job.  There are many guns in the suburbs, yet subur-
banites aren’t slaughtering each other.

This is a street-gangs-with-guns problem, on the South and West sides of Chicago.  And calling 
it anything else is a distraction to give cover to the politicians.

If there is a downside, it is only for the dead and the maimed and their families.

And there is a downside for police, too.  Because if something goes wrong, the cop is the 
headline.

Yet what of the politicians who do nothing?  They really have nothing to lose. And they’re do-
ing just fine.
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Another reason for Chicago’s tragic murder situation is utter failure by the 
authorities to solve these crimes in the first place.  Don’t look away, Chicago Pro-
gressive do-gooders, the city that has been under your control for generations has 
a murder case clearance rate of  less than one-third the national average.  Yet, I 
hear virtually nothing from our Progressive betters about this appalling failure of  
Chicago’s governing authorities.

Figure 15. Chicago’s Murder Clearance Compared to the National Average

But, as terrible as Chicago is from a total number of  murders perspective, it is 
far from the worst in terms of  murder rate.  The following figure shows the worst 
2010-2015 murder rate (i.e., murders per capita) numbers for cities with popula-
tions greater than 250,000.
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Figure 16. Murder Rates in Major American Cities

And, who has been governing these cities for generations, well, Progressive 
Democrats!  To begin, note that the City of  New Orleans has been governed by 
Democrats since 1872.  The following image from National Review allows us to 
see that the other four of  the top five murder rate cities have also been continu-
ously run by Progressive Democrats for generations.
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Figure 17. Most Recent Year that Cities with Major Social Unrest has a Republican Mayor

When I hear Progressives address this issue at all, it’s at least 90% about gun 
control.  Apparently they believe that in minority communities inanimate objects 
called guns hold a magical power over the inhabitants, causing them to commit 
murder.  The fact (as explained by John Kass above) that guns lack this magical 
power in suburban and rural communities gives them not the slightest pause.  For 
people who tend to shout “racist!” at the slightest deviation from their party line, 
this looks like a pretty shaky glass house.

Education

Over this same period Chicago’s public school system has performed disgrace-
fully.  With regard to educational performance, the Illinois Opportunity Project 
states that:
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… of CPS high school students who graduate in four years, less than 20 percent of them will 
be considered “college ready.”

Regarding financial responsibility the story is just as horrible, as documented 
by The American Interest. 

Chicago’s public school system is on the verge of facing financial insolvency, and it’s not be-
cause selfish taxpayers have been starving it of revenue—both the Windy City and the state 
of Illinois have significantly higher than average tax rates.  Much of the school district’s acute 
fiscal distress can be chalked up to mismanagement, plain and simple—short-sighted decisions 
by blinkered public officials who chose to mortgage the school system’s future against pension 
benefits for current retirees.  Crain’s Chicago Business reports that CPS is finally drowning un-
der the weight of interest on debt it has accumulated over the last decade …

Again, Chicago’s utter failure to educate its children is only one specific case of  
a general situation, as is shown by the following figure.  As reported by the federal 
government, only 33 percent of  public-school eighth graders scored proficient or 
better in reading in 2015 and only 32 percent scored proficient or better in mathe-
matics.
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Figure 18. Public Education Performance in the United States
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Does this abject failure of  public education in our cities, which primarily affects 
the poor, bother our Progressive betters?  It’s hard to conclude yes after decades of  
watching them support the status quo with a ferocity that leaves no doubt as to 
their purpose.

What Really Matters?

These catastrophic failures, despite the incessant insistence on their benevo-
lence by Progressives, Christian or otherwise, forces us to wonder about the rela-
tionship between intentions and results.  That is, if  someone does things or sup-
ports policies because of  “good intentions,” is that sufficient in and of  itself  as an 
act of  charity?  Or, does their moral responsibility extend to the realm of  demon-
strable results?  These two philosophies lead to very different attitudes towards 
how best to help the poor, with corresponding differences in practical policies.

Defining the Contending Philosophies

In the previous section I introduced the idea of  intentions versus results based 
philosophies regarding public policy.  However, to make real progress, a far more 
detailed description of  each is required.  The following sections are intended to 
meet this requirement.

Intentions-Based Philosophy

Given that I’m obviously not a member of  this group (e.g., Progressives), the 
challenge is to identify a model that adequately covers the known facts.  I do have 
the advantage of  significant Progressive engagement due to my life experiences. 
 Following is my enumeration of  these known facts (priority order is not indicated 
by the numbering).

1. The having of  “good intentions” is absolutely determinative to the obtaining 
of  “good results.”

2. An increase in the application of  “good intentions” will create a correspond-
ing increase in “good results.”

3. “Good intentions” must translate into “good actions” as defined by Progres-
sive ideology, for example:
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• Non-judgment means that there will be no criticism of  behavior or attitudes 
by the intended recipients of  public policy

• Generosity means that there is no limit to the amount of  money that will be 
poured into given social programs, regardless of  their results

• Open-mindedness means that all ideas that are supportive of  a leftward pol-
icy trajectory are valid, while any idea that questions a leftward policy trajec-
tory can only be motivated by “bad intentions.”

4. There are no “good intentions” other than those defined and approved by the 
Progressive political movement, and, they can be changed at any time, for any 
reason.

5. The having of  “bad intentions” (as defined by the Progressive movement, see 
above) guarantees the outcome of  “bad results.”

6. There is no such thing as tradeoffs between competing goods.

7. Any other factors beyond “good intentions” and their associated “good ac-
tions” are at best of  secondary importance to the obtaining of  “good results.”

8. There are no such things as unintended consequences, good or bad.  That is, 
all societal consequences are determined by intentional acts.

9. There is no such thing as “good intentions” leading to “bad results” or vice 
versa.

10. 	The application of  government power is by far the most effective means by 
which to implement policies that are motivated by “good intentions” and thus 
must lead to “good results.”

Given these facts (obviously they will be disputed by some), I have generated 
the following model.
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Figure 19. Intentions Based Model

I won’t belabor the correspondence between the facts and resulting model, 
which should be obvious to most readers.  However, a few additional comments 
are in order.

Firstly, note the direct relationship between intentions (with associated actions) 
and results.  This feature is significant because it explains what, to me at least, has 
been a mysterious aspect of  Progressive behavior.  That being, no matter how cata-
strophic the failure of  their policies, they respond with absolute certitude that the 
results are the best possible.  Conversely, when confronted with non-Progressive al-
ternatives they respond with the same certitude that these would make the situa-
tion worse.

This response makes sense if  their model is that only their intentions are 
“good” and that this leads directly to results that are the best possible.  And, since 
the alternatives come from people with “bad” intentions, then they can only lead 
to “bad” results.

Secondly, note that the “good” results for this model are only made possible by 
the Progressive’s intentions and actions.  Thus, they are the heroes and the recipi-
ents are the beneficiaries.
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This feature helps me understand their visceral hated of  capitalism and love of  
socialism.  For, in a capitalist system people with “bad” intentions apparently cre-
ate “good” results.  This possibility is anathema to Progressives.  However, with so-
cialism, only those with “good” intentions (in their utopian fantasy) are allowed to 
create “good” results (in the same utopian fantasy).  This narcissistic need to be the 
clearly identified heroes who deliver peace and plenty to the beneficiaries explains 
how they can continue to demand socialism no matter how many flesh and blood 
humans die and suffer under its pathetic failures.

Finally, note that, because the government is believed to be the most effective 
transformer of  intentions into results, Progressives live in an absolute need to con-
trol the government and use it to deliver their “good” results.

I’m sure that some will criticize this model because it makes Progressives ap-
pear to be simple-minded.  My initial response is, have you recently attempted to 
engage in substantive debate with a Progressive?  Yes, I’m certain that buried 
within the Progressive movement there are those with a far more sophisticated 
mental model.  However, they are likely maintaining a very low profile give the cur-
rent climate.

Results-Based Philosophy

People who focus on results as opposed to intentions tend to develop a radically 
different view of  how the world works.  For, virtually anyone who has had the re-
sponsibility to deliver defined results finds themselves in a humbling situation. 
That is, although they are held accountable for the defined results, they find that 
there are a myriad of  inputs that are outside of  their control but that have power-
ful impact on the results.  This experience creates two important facts:

1. The scope and depth of  pursued results are carefully limited to those that 
could credibly be obtained in the world as it actually exists

2. Efforts to achieve these results incorporate mechanisms intended to address 
the uncertainties created by the larger set of  input variables, many of  which 
are outside of  direct control.  Some of  these include:

• Alternatives should the original plan falter (e.g., “Plan B”)
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• Feedback mechanisms that allow information created during the plan’s execu-
tion to be captured, analyzed and used to modify the original plan

• Risk assessment for the plan, in which those uncontrolled input factors are 
identified and assessed regarding the plan’s likelihood of  success.

Given these considerations, I have generated the following model.

Figure 20. Results Based Model

This model differs from the previous in two critical respects.  First, it presumes 
a large number of  inputs with highly variable controllability (from virtually zero to 
relatively high).  Second, it doesn’t claim to define how these inputs are combined 
to create the result.  In this it follows the concept of  “dispersed knowledge” in eco-
nomic theory, that being:

the notion that no single agent has information as to all of the factors which influence prices 
and production throughout the system.

The modification of  this definition for purpose of  this model might be: “the no-
tion that no single agent has information as to all of  the factors which influence 
the results of  a given policy being applied throughout the system.”
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It’s not that adherents to this model consider themselves to be incapable of  gen-
erating results.  Rather, they are far more respectful of  the complexity and uncer-
tainty associated with their pursuit and mindful of  limitations in the choice of  
goals.  This fact generally creates an evolutionary as opposed to revolutionary 
mindset regarding the nature of  societal change.  It also creates a conservative 
bias, that seeks to limit the speed of  change so as to allow for information feedback 
and midcourse correction.

Finally, a fundamental difference is that there are no certain “heroes” in this 
model.  Yes, people and organizations can create more and less influence on the re-
sults, but there is no way to directly trace “good” results back to anyone’s “good” 
intentions.  But, that’s fine for this model’s adherents if  the results are actually 
good.

Intentions versus Results 1965 Case 
Study: The Moynihan Report

The chasm between intention-motivated versus 
results-motivated antipoverty policies was revealed 
over 50 years ago.  The instigating event was a 1965 
report titled “The Negro Family: The Case For Na-
tional Action,” which has become  known as the 
Moynihan Report.  The primary author was Daniel 
Patrick Moynihan, a sociologist serving as Assistant 
Secretary of  Labor under President Lyndon B. John-
son.

This seminal but controversial report was revisited in a 2005 City Journal arti-
cle titled “The Black Family: 40 Years of  Lies.” The tag-line is “Rejecting the 
Moynihan report caused untold, needless misery.”  A key excerpt follows (empha-
sis added).

Read through the megazillion words on class, income mobility, and poverty in the recent New 
York Times series “Class Matters” and you still won’t grasp two of the most basic truths on 
the subject: 1. entrenched, multigenerational poverty is largely black; and 2. it is intricately inter-
twined with the collapse of the nuclear family in the inner city.
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By now, these facts shouldn’t be hard to grasp.  Almost 70 percent of black children are born 
to single mothers.  Those mothers are far more likely than married mothers to be poor, even 
after a post-welfare-reform decline in child poverty.  They are also more likely to pass that pov-
erty on to their children.  Sophisticates often try to dodge the implications of this bleak reality 
by shrugging that single motherhood is an inescapable fact of modern life, affecting everyone 
from the bobo Murphy Browns to the ghetto “baby mamas.”  Not so; it is a largely low-
income—and disproportionately black—phenomenon.  The vast majority of higher-income 
women wait to have their children until they are married.  The truth is that we are now a 
two-family nation, separate and unequal—one thriving and intact, and the other struggling, bro-
ken, and far too often African-American.

So why does the Times, like so many who rail against inequality, fall silent on the relation be-
tween poverty and single-parent families?  To answer that question—and to continue the con-
frontation with facts that Americans still prefer not to mention in polite company—you have 
to go back exactly 40 years.  That was when a resounding cry of outrage echoed throughout 
Washington and the civil rights movement in reaction to Daniel Patrick Moynihan’s Depart-
ment of Labor report warning that the ghetto family was in disarray.  Entitled “The Negro 
Family: The Case for National Action,” the prophetic report prompted civil rights leaders, 
academics, politicians, and pundits to make a momentous—and, as time has shown, tragi-
cally wrong—decision about how to frame the national discussion about poverty.

That “resounding cry of  outrage” occurred because Mr. Moynihan dared to 
challenge the then Progressive party line that it was only “the system” that stood 
between the black community and full equality in American society.  Let’s return 
to the City Journal article for a clear explanation.

For white liberals and the black establishment, poverty became a zero-sum game: either you 
believed, as they did, that there was a defect in the system, or you believed that there was a 
defect in the individual.  It was as if critiquing the family meant that you supported inferior 
schools, even that you were a racist.  Though “The Negro Family” had been a masterpiece of 
complex analysis that implied that individuals were intricately entwined in a variety of sys-
tems—familial, cultural, and economic—it gave birth to a hardened, either/or politics from 
which the country has barely recovered.

Note that, in 1965, the Progressive party line focused on “the system” as op-
posed to the current “good intentions.”  However, the utility of  these two ideas is 
similar, that being something over which Progressives imagined they have direct 
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control, and, that can be changed by government power to gain the desired re-
sults.  Note also that already the epithet “racist” is being applied to anyone who de-
viates from the Progressive party line on how best to improve the lot of  the minor-
ity community.

Correspondence between the report’s alternate viewpoint and the previous de-
scription of  the results based philosophy is striking.  Moynihan’s perspective of  
“complex analysis that implied that individuals were intricately entwined in a vari-
ety of  systems—familial, cultural, and economic” correlates well with the results 
model description of  “a large number of  inputs with highly variable controllabil-
ity.”  Also note that culture, family and economy, along with others in a variety of  
inputs, correlates well with the above description of Moynihan’s philosophy.

Thus, at the very beginning of  the “war on poverty,” the Progressive powers 
that be explicitly rejected the results based philosophy of  public policy in favor of  
one that simplistically and erroneously allowed them to pretend hero-ship for 
themselves.  This self-serving decision has indeed “caused untold, needless mis-
ery.”  However, we shouldn’t expect an acknowledgement of  this cruel failure by 
the intention based Progressive community.

Intentions versus Results 2018 
Case Study: Professors Amy Wax 
and Larry Alexander
The Sin

In August of  2018 two tenured professors, 
each holding an endowed chair, published an 
article titled “Paying the price for the break-
down of  the country’s bourgeois culture” in 

the Philadelphia Inquirer.  They are Amy Wax from the University of  Pennsylva-
nia Law School and Larry Alexander from the University of  San Diego Law 
School.

These two authors described the social norms and personal behaviors that were 
generally supported before the 1960s and that continue to enable productive, ful-
filled lives to this day, those being:
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Get married before you have children and strive to stay married for their sake.  Get the educa-
tion you need for gainful employment, work hard, and avoid idleness.  Go the extra mile for 
your employer or client.  Be a patriot, ready to serve the country.  Be neighborly, civic-minded, 
and charitable.  Avoid coarse language in public.  Be respectful of authority.  Eschew substance 
abuse and crime.

While they might have gotten away with praise of  these once obvious virtues, 
they committed unpardonable sin against the Progressive idol by recommending 
that these virtues be uplifted once again in today’s culture.  They didn’t mince 
words.

… restore the hegemony of the bourgeois culture. …  will require the arbiters of culture — 
the academics, media, and Hollywood — to relinquish multicultural grievance polemics and 
the preening pretense of defending the downtrodden.  Instead of bashing the bourgeois cul-
ture, they should return to the 1950s posture of celebrating it.

The Progressive Response

The Progressive response was eerily more like the Cultural Revolution in 1966 
China than the operating of  academic freedom in a liberal democratic republic, 
with these brave authors being denounced as racist (and worse!).  Here’s a quote 
from a statement by 54 Penn graduate students and alums.  By the way, if  you still 
have any doubts about the intention-based model’s assumed simple-mindedness, I 
now rest may case.

We call for the University of Pennsylvania administration — Penn President Gutmann and the 
deans of each school — as well as faculty to directly confront Wax and Alexander’s op-ed as 
racist and white supremacist discourse and to push for an investigation into Wax’s advocacy 
for white supremacy.  We believe that such statements should point directly to the historical 
and sociopolitical antecedents of Wax’s hate speech, and to disallow hate speech whether 
shrouded in respectability or not.

Refusal to Bend the Knee

For their part, neither author backed down.  Amy Wax’s response was both lu-
cid and unflinching.
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What the objections boil down to is that the bourgeois virtues are somehow racist, or some-
how cause racism—contentions that I and my co-author expressly contest, of course … But if, 
indeed, bourgeois values are so racist, the progressive critics should be out there in the street 
demonstrating against them, stripping them from their own lives, and forbidding their children 
to practice them.  They should be chanting, ‘No more work, more crime, more out of wedlock 
babies, forget thrift, let’s get high!’ … Of course, there’s little chance we’re going to see any-
thing like that, which shows the hollowness, indeed the silliness, of the critiques.”

Larry Alexander’s response was no less powerful and persuasive.

The charges of racism, white supremacy, etc. are, sadly, the predictable responses of those who 
can’t refute the claims we made … And those charges are laughable, given that I was a civil 
rights marcher and have a multi-racial family.  But, of course, when you don’t have the facts on 
your side, you resort to calling names. Pathetic!

Perhaps this wisdom backed by courage and conviction will be a turning point 
where the vicious Progressive campus mob is finally repulsed and discredited.  I 
certainly hope so, but regardless there are significant lessons here for our discus-
sion of  intentions versus results.

The Implications

Professors Alexander and Wax have transgressed against Progressive theology 
by daring to point out that intentions the Progressives have defined to be “bad” 
can lead to good results.  That is, their position violates “facts” 4, 5 and 9 that un-
derpin the intentions based philosophy.

For, to assign higher value to norms that are derived from pre-1960s America is 
seen by Progressives as an act of  racist judgmentalism.  It also violates the “good 
intentions” associated with multiculturalism, “kindness” and “open-mindedness.”

So, were their argument allowed to stand, the simple-minded Progressive 
model of  only “good intentions” creating “good results” would be disastrously un-
dermined.  Clearly, norms that honor marriage, fidelity, family, work and honesty 
would be enforced by discouraging the opposites of  these virtues.  But, this would 
be “bad” by Progressive ideology, so to the barricades comrades!
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Professor Wax’s response, in which she throws the hypocrisy of  the upper mid-
dle class Progressives back in their faces is particularly powerful.  For, as is demon-
strated by an article in the Federalist titled “The Research Proves The No. 1 Social 
Justice Imperative Is Marriage,” the primary differentiating factor between well 
off  and less well off  social groups is an intact, committed family structure.  

Figure 21. Share of Overall Family-Path by Class

The key figure from this source is shown above.  Note that for the Poor a baby 
arrived prior to marriage at almost five-times the percentage of  the Middle / Up-
per Class.  Also,  the Middle / Upper Class is currently married at more than 
twice the percentage of  the Poor.  Thus, it is very likely that the Middle / Upper 
Class critics of  Professors Wax and Alexander are living their own lives in accor-
dance with bourgeois culture while recommending that the Working Class and 
Poor not do the same.

Were we to start playing by the Progressive Left’s rules and assume the worst 
about their motives (as opposed to commenting on their public actions and state-
ments) we might say: “That’s certainly a way to limit the pool of  competitors for 
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Middle / Upper Class jobs!”  I doubt they would like this treatment even though 
it’s far gentler than what they are saying.  What they fail to realize is that by virtue 
of  their policy preferences and behavior, they have assumed a level of  moral haz-
ard that makes them highly vulnerable to legitimate, powerful criticism.

The Moral Hazard of Intentions Based Policy

Some readers may have been wondering why this section titled “Mainline 
Christianity and Progressive Politics” could have focused almost exclusively on gen-
eral Progressive policies for so long.  The answer is that Mainline Christian politics 
(from the leadership and organizational perspective) is often virtually indistinguish-
able from secular Progressive politics.  The only difference is that a sentence here 
or there in Mainline political statements might mention Jesus or the Bible or some-
thing else vaguely religious in nature.

I have been indirectly describing the “moral hazard” associated with the inten-
tions based policy philosophy used (though certainly not exclusively) by Progres-
sives, Christian or otherwise.  A useful definition for this term is:

Moral hazard is a situation where somebody has the opportunity to take advantage of some-
body else by taking risks that the other will pay for.  The idea is that people might ignore the 
moral implications of their choices: instead of doing what is right, they do what benefits them 
the most.

It’s now time to directly call out the key dimensions of  moral hazard into which 
Progressives, secular and Christian, have fallen headfirst.

Votes and Political Power

In the recent presidential election candidate Donald Trump asked black voters: 
“What do you have to lose by trying something new?”  Candidate  Hillary Clinton 
wasted no time in answering that question: “What do black people stand to lose 
under Trump? Everything!”  Her response adds additional evidence to the conclu-
sion that Progressives literally believe that Republican’s “bad intentions” will inexo-
rably lead to “bad results.”
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However, this incident also illuminates a massive moral hazard for Democrats. 
For, given that they depend on 90%+ of  black votes for continuance of  their politi-
cal power, isn’t it far more certain that the Democrat Party would lose “every-
thing” were the black community to lessen their level of  support?

So, given that current welfare, education and crime policies (among others) 
have created this massive block voting by the black community, the downside to 
any reforms could be political death. Given the stakes, is it really credible that 
Democratic politicians, bureaucrats and supporters are so morally superior that 
they are immune to such a temptation?  I say absolutely not.

Codependent Relationships

If  your self-image is that of  a Progressive “hero” who delivers the best possible 
results to the designated “beneficiaries” because of  your “good” intentions, then it 
could become acceptable for those beneficiaries to remain in need.  If  you have 
been a “beneficiary” and become dependent, then you also could come to desire 
that the Progressive “heroes” remain in power.  This codependence can tempt 
both sides into supporting a failing status quo.

Hate-Based Self Esteem

If  your self-image is that of  a morally superior “hero,” then besides the need 
for “beneficiaries” there is also the need for “villains.”  However, beyond providing 
“proof ” of  your own moral superiority, “villains” also can become objects of  hate. 
 That’s because the “heroes” can begin to believe that “villains” exist not because 
they make honest errors or hold mistaken beliefs, but because they harbor “bad in-
tentions.”  So, the Progressive moral model demands that the world be split into 
“heroes,” “villains” and “beneficiaries.”  Thus, our shared humanity can be de-
nied, creating a world with greater strife and violence.  And so, Progressives obtain 
their fraudulent fantasies of  moral superiority at the expense of  other human be-
ings and create a debased culture in the process.

Works-Based Salvation

If  you are a Christian who erroneously seeks a works-based mark of  salvation, 
you might well be drawn to the easy moral superiority promised by adherence to 
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Progressive politics.  “Evidence” for a works-based salvation can be most easily 
found by comparing oneself  to others.  Is there currently a more potent, visible ide-
ology that allows the manufacture of  accredited “heroes” and “villains” than Pro-
gressivism?  And, if  you are a Mainline Progressive Christian leader, might the 
temptation to encourage such false belief  in order to advance your preferred politi-
cal policies be strong?

There is another dimension to this theological error, that being the narrowing 
of  Christian virtue and vocation to only those acts directly associated with Progres-
sive sources.  Thus, for example, were a person in their private-sector job to enable 
creation of  many well-paying jobs throughout the world, it may not count as 
“good works” to Progressive Christians.  That’s because, by their blinkered defini-
tion, these works were not motivated by approved “good intentions.”

Therefore, those of  us who define our Christian vocation as encompassing all 
of  our lives are yet regularly harangued by believers who only allow their pet Pro-
gressive Christian projects to be included in “good works.”  They literally don’t ap-
pear to care that we are generating good results outside of  their narrowly defined 
domain.

Of  course, I am not here thinking of  good works as having anything to do with 
our salvation in Christ.  Rather they are thank-offerings for that undeserved grace 
by which we have been saved through Christ Jesus.

Finally, trusting souls are told that slavish adherence to secular Progressive posi-
tions makes them into “super Christians.”  That is, because of  their superior 
Progressive-derived “good intentions” they hold a special place of  authority in the 
church.  From that fraudulent perch they decide what works are actually Chris-
tian.  They also sometimes imagine that they are free to misinterpret the Bible as 
necessary to bring its teachings into line with the positions determined by the secu-
lar Progressive elite.

The Compulsion for Moral Superiority

This analysis may explain why Progressives have such a powerful compulsion to 
claim moral superiority.  For, by virtue of  the scope and aggressiveness of  their ide-
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ology they unavoidably place themselves in positions of  great moral hazard.  Only 
by presuming that they have moral purity and perfection far beyond that of  nor-
mal humanity can they convince themselves that their power will not result in bad, 
even evil results.  Of  course, this presumption is built from pure fantasy, as they 
are made of  the same fallen moral material as is everyone else.  However, the fact 
that they so convince themselves of  falsehood makes them far more dangerous 
when in power, and far more fragile and unstable when they are on the outs.
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S E C T I O N  2

PCUSA Case Studies

The previous section provided a somewhat ab-
stract discussion of  how politics and Progres-
sive Christianity intersect.  However, this is an 
insufficient basis upon which to fully under-
stand the issue.  What’s needed are concrete ex-
amples of  how the PCUSA addresses political 
issues.  The following case studies are not com-
prehensive, nor necessarily representative.  

However, their scope and depth are sufficient to generate a general understanding 
of  the situation.  As you read these sections ask yourself what separates 
these PCUSA political actions from those of the secular Progressives.

Progressive Christianity’s Strange Bonhoeffer 
Compulsion
Why it is Strange

A statement in a Wall Street Journal oped, “Why Not a Day of  Rest From Poli-
tics?” by Libby Sternberg captures a significant dimension of  the Progressive poli-
tics as practiced in Mainline denominations.

Many of today’s clerical approaches to public policy seem inspired by Dietrich Bonhoeffer, the 
anti-Nazi Lutheran pastor.

On first thought there’s nothing remarkable about this affinity.  For, who among 
us doesn’t find those who rose to the challenge of  upholding goodness in particu-
larly extreme, dangerous occasions to be figures of  inspiration?  However, beyond 
this point we depart into what can only be described as a bizarre, emotionally un-
stable fantasy world.  For Dietrich Bonhoeffer is not a natural hero for Progressive 
Christians.  In fact, even the most cursory study of  this great man’s life and 
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thought reveals that he was a vocal, and sometimes outraged opponent of  Progres-
sive Christianity.

In the years 1930-31, Bonhoeffer visited the United States to pursue postgradu-
ate study and a teaching fellowship at New York City’s Union Theological Semi-
nary, an independent, non–denominational, Christian seminary (founded in 1836 
by members of  the Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A.).  Union has long been 
a bastion of  Progressive Christian scholarship, which it certainly was in 1930.

Bonhoeffer was shocked and dismayed by what he found at Union.  Although 
there are numerous extended Bonhoeffer quotations in “Bonhoeffer: Pastor, Mar-
tyr, Prophet, Spy” (by Eric Metals) from which to choose, the one that most clearly 
and succinctly captures his thought follows:

[The Union students] talk a blue streak without the slightest substantive foundation and with 
no evidence of any criteria . . . They are unfamiliar with even the most basic questions.  They 
become intoxicated with liberal and humanistic phrases, laugh at the fundamentalists, and yet 
basically are not even up to their level.  In New York they preach about virtually everything; 
only one thing is not addressed, or is addressed so rarely that I have as yet been unable to 
hear it, namely, the gospel of Jesus Christ, the cross, sin and forgiveness, death and life.

Can there be any doubt that, almost 90 years later, Bonhoeffer would find Pro-
gressive Christianity to be massively worse theologically and far more intellectually 
barren than it was then?  Were he to read the PCUSA Presbytery Rationale re-
cord on same-gender marriage he certainly would be shaken to his very core.

Well, perhaps even though Bonhoeffer was a theological foe, he was a political 
friend?  That is, his politics were extremely left-wing, even overtly Marxist, and, he 
was deeply distrustful of  both his nation (Germany) and it’s political status quo. 
 Sorry, but this is also utterly false.  Returning to the above biography, note the fol-
lowing quotes regarding Bonhoeffer’s political positioning during the Weimar Re-
public (the German State between 1919 and 1933).  The first quote concerns Bon-
hoeffer’s joining of  the Igel fraternity in the 1920s.

But they were generally patriotic, so the national pride that characterized the Igels was not un-
appealing.  Karl Bonhoeffer always recalled his time there favorably, but disapproved of the 
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peer pressure to drink.  Most Igel members in his day had middle-of-the-road political convic-
tions, being champions of the kaiser and of the policies of Bismarck.”

In fact, Bonhoeffer also willingly participated in military training (although 
some time later he considered himself  for a while to be a pacifist).

Such political turmoil called for a level of military readiness that the Allies were unwilling to 
grant, so the Germans invented ways around it to avoid the interference of the Allied Control 
Commission.  One was for university students to receive covert training during the semesters. 
These troops were referred to as the Black Reichswehr.  In November 1923 it was Dietrich’s 
turn.  His training would take two weeks and would be overseen by the Ulm Rifles Troop in 
Ulm, not far from Tübingen.  Many of his Igel brethren would join him, and all of the other fra-
ternities participated.  Bonhoeffer felt no great hesitation, seeing it as a part of his most basic 
patriotic duty.

So, if Dietrich Bonhoeffer was an opponent of  Progressive Christianity’s theol-
ogy and politics, then what strange compulsion motivates current members of  this 
group to so powerfully identify themselves with him?  It is to that question we will 
turn next.

Why it Exists

In the previous section I discussed the strangeness of  Progressive Christianity’s 
embrace of  Bonhoeffer given the unbridgeable theological and political chasm be-
tween them and him.  The question remains why they are compelled to do so.

Although there are numerous aspects to the answer, the most consequential is 
that many Christian Progressives have convinced themselves that the easiest and 
surest means of  achieving moral superiority (with its associated political power) is 
to demonstrate disdain, even hatred, for their own country.

That is, by claiming moral convictions of  such purity, such unassailable certi-
tude, such uniqueness and so divorced from normal national connectedness, they 
are compelled to despise their own country because of  its crimes against humanity. 
 Just like did that moral giant and Christian martyr, Dietrich Bonhoeffer.  Perhaps 
these moral paragons of  perfection will listen to one of  their own with regard to 
the error of  their ways.  Here’s what Henry Sloane Coffin had to say about their 
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mindset in a 1942 (note the same time period as Bonhoeffer) article titled “The 
Continuing Pacifist Menace: How Pacifists Do Harm.”

Their type of mind is Utopian.  They will have the kingdom of Heaven or nothing.  That king-
dom cannot be established by human effort alone nor will it be achieved in any historic situa-
tion.  We can only expect and work for some approximation to the divine ideal—the best we 
can contrive under the circumstances.  But absolutists abhor these relative goods, with their 
admixture of evil.  And when men refuse to work with the best they can get under given con-
ditions they force something far worse on mankind.

Living as they actually do in a liberal democratic republic, this moral pose costs 
them almost nothing while reaping unearned moral credit.  This attitude is differ-
ent than the “cheap grace” opposed by Bonhoeffer in his life.  No, this is a far step 
beyond, into what I have come to think of  as “cheap Bonhoeffer-ism.” They do in-
deed “force something far worse on mankind” by their thought and action.

Dietrich Bonhoeffer was what would be today called a theological and political 
conservative.  He thus had not the slightest intention or desire to hate his own 
country, Germany.  However, this gentle, brilliant Christian man yet found himself  
enmeshed within the vile evil associated with Nazism’s rise to power during the 
1930s, and its genocidal use of  that power in the 1940s.  Due only to these extraor-
dinary circumstances, Bonhoeffer was forced by his Christian convictions to ac-
tively work against the Nazi State.

Had the Weimar Republic evolved in a non-totalitarian direction, it is virtually 
impossible to imagine that Bonhoeffer would have even approached traitorous re-
sistance.  Yes, he would certainly have been an active and effective critic of  the 
shortcomings of  such a regime.  However, his motivations would have been patri-
otic and beneficent towards his native country.

Progressive Christianity has twisted this extraordinary man and situation into 
standard operating procedure for themselves and their politics.  That is, 
whereas Dietrich Bonhoeffer was forced into active disloyalty towards a totalitar-
ian and genocidal regime, Progressive Christianity applies this situation to the nor-
mal political disagreements within the liberal democratic republic of  the United 
States.
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Thus, whenever a non-Progressive (usually a Republican) dares to oppose their 
policies, or worse yet, wins an election, some of  them (repeatedly) convince them-
selves that it is the rise of  yet another Hitler.  In their minds there is no legitimacy 
for or loyalty to a nation that again and again elects the equivalent of  Hitler to 
power.  Thus they literally see themselves as in a similar situation to Dietrich Bon-
hoeffer!

Some readers may balk at accepting this claim.  However, I make it after hav-
ing personally experienced this progressive “Hitler-mania” on far too many occa-
sions.

For example, recall the “Bushitler” craze during the George W. Bush presi-
dency.  In a class supposedly about Dietrich Bonhoeffer I was forced to listen to 
Progressive Christians earnestly discussing if  George W. Bush was the new Hitler. 
After two wasted class periods I spoke up, explaining my disbelief  that such a ri-
diculous fantasy had consumed so much time.  I also pointed out the absurdity of  
this comparison given the conditions existing in Nazi Germany as opposed to the 
United States (e.g., Barack Obama was likely to be elected the next President).

Their response shocked and appalled me.  That is, they were utterly silent. 
 Here were people who for two entire class periods had presumed to lecture those 
of  us evil and/or stupid enough to have voted for the next Hitler being reduced to 
shocked silence simply by the voicing of  an opposing view.  What happened to 
their massive, unimpeachable evidence for this horror?  It simply evaporated.  And 
yet, there was not the slightest recognition that they had been both wrong and 
cruel.  In point of  fact, when George W. Bush quietly retired as Barack Obama’s 
presidency began, not a single one of  these people admitted their error or apolo-
gized for their cruelty.

By assuming political opponents to be the equivalent of  Hitler, some Progres-
sive Christians maintain the absurd fantasy that they are “little Bonhoeffers” who 
justly despise the nation of  their birth.  Thus, in the face of  such supposed reoccur-
ring evil, they bear no loyalty to the nation, and, they are freed to conduct them-
selves using any means necessary to destroy that same supposed evil.  The conse-
quences of  this bizarre derangement are becoming clearer with each passing day.
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Inter-Religious Bigotry and the Presbytery of Chicago

The PCUSA is involved in a myriad of  religious and public policy issues.  One 
area of  emphasis has been interfaith outreach.  As one component of  this initia-
tive, the Presbytery of  Chicago approved creation of  the Interfaith Solidarity Net-
work (ISN) in 2008 (this group does not appear to be currently active).  Its stated 
mission was to:

… provide support to the religious communities in the Chicago area if they are threatened, 
made fearful or hurt by expressions of hate.  Responses may be in the form of written letters, 
press releases/conferences, or public response (demonstration or counter-demonstration).

Our Common Ministry (OCM), November 2012

Due to an article in the Chicago Presbytery’s newsletter, “Our Common Minis-
try” titled “Standing in Solidarity with Sikhs and Muslims,” I began research on 
the Presbytery’s activities in this area.  The article in question appeared to assume 
the widespread hatred of  Muslims throughout entire communities.  The relevant 
text from this article is excerpted as follows.

On August 10, the Muslim Education Center (Mosque) in Morton Grove was shot at with a 
“high-velocity pellet gun” by an enraged neighbor while 500 persons were praying within the 
building.  Fortunately, no one was injured.  In collaboration with Winnetka Presbyterian, the 
ISN organized a visit of six churches (Chicago Fourth, Evanston Northminster, Morton Grove 
Community, Skokie Carter Westminster, Wilmette, and Winnetka).  They greeted worshippers 
as they arrived for prayers with words of support and encouragement.

On August 12, The College Preparatory School of America (CPSA), a fulltime Muslim school 
in Lombard, had a bottle full of acid thrown at the school during Ramadan Prayers.  The follow-
ing Saturday, ISN members, plus members from two United Church of Christ churches, visited 
the school to express support and concern.  They met with the teachers, then greeted par-
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ents as they arrived for school orientation, holding signs that said, “We are concerned,” “Hate 
has no place in Lombard,” and “Our hearts are with you.”  One of our Presbyterian pastors 
spoke to the assembled group, saying “You are not alone” …

I was taken aback by the apparent presumption that hate has a place in Lom-
bard.  Certainly a village with a population exceeding 40,000 will have a wide vari-
ety of  inhabitants – many who are upstanding and productive members of  the 
community, and, a few who fall short on important dimensions of  moral conduct.

I believe that the attribution of  a morally charged word like “hate” to an entire 
community must be reserved for only the most clear-cut, extreme situations.  Hav-
ing lived near Lombard for decades and known numerous of  its citizens, I was cer-
tain that this community did not deserve to have its good name besmirched in this 
manner.  I therefore began looking into the specific Lombard and Morton Grove 
incidents.

The Morton Grove Illinois Incident

The Our Common Ministry (OCM) article led with the following sentence.

As Presbyterians, standing in solidarity with persecuted people is part of our mission. 
Churches in our Chicago Presbytery have been reaching out to people of all faiths in the face 
of recent violence against religious communities.

Thus, it is reasonable to assume that the specific incidents discussed fall under 
the category of  “recent violence against religious communities.” The first violent 
incident discussed by the article is the Oak Creek mass murder at a Sikh temple.

On August 4th, the Sikh temple in Oak Creek, WI suffered gun violence that left seven dead.

The Morton Grove incident was described in the paragraph immediately fol-
lowing the Sikh temple paragraph.

On August 10, the Muslim Education Center (Mosque) in Morton Grove was shot at with a 
“high-velocity pellet gun” by an enraged neighbor while 500 persons were praying within the 
building.  Fortunately, no one was injured.  In collaboration with Winnetka Presbyterian, the 
ISN organized a visit of six churches … . They greeted worshippers as they arrived for prayers 
with words of support and encouragement.
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Two Chicago Tribune articles (August 12 and 13, 2012) yielded the following 
information:

• The conflict between the Mosque and neighborhood centered on the loss of  a lo-
cal park to the Mosque grounds

• A single suspect was quickly identified and arrested for this serious crime

• Neighbors voiced surprise and shock at this incident

• The perpetrator could have easily shot a person with the air rifle had they so de-
sired. However, they actually shot a wall (the second Chicago Tribune story 
backs off  on the security guard’s proximity to the wall hit).

Clearly, shooting a pellet from an air rifle at any inhabited building is a serious 
offense. However, the detailed information from the Chicago Tribune articles 
speaks to the actions of  an isolated, likely troubled individual. Additional perspec-
tive can be gained by acknowledging that there are also sometimes bitter disputes 
between neighbors and Christian churches over noise, land use, traffic/parking, 
etc.

It would be comforting to assume that the ISN viewed this incident as an iso-
lated but deplorable situation between the Mosque and a single individual. How-
ever, a quote from the Morton Grove Champion (original article on August 19, 
2012) suggests otherwise.

“We just want to let them know we’re here to support them, and show that our community 
embraces their community” said Kathy McNair, a minister at Winnetka Presbyterian Church. 
“For this to happen is chilling, and we’re fearful that this is part of a new pattern of violence 
that cannot continue.”

Note the emotionally charged statements that “this is chilling” and “we’re fear-
ful that this is part of  a new pattern of  violence that cannot continue.” My 
thoughts on the use of  these phrases are that:

• One dictionary definition of  the word “chilling” is “making you feel suddenly 
very frightened or worried.” This phrase by itself  could be appropriate to the 
situation.
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• However, the second phrase clearly ties the fright/worry to a “new pattern of  vio-
lence that cannot continue.” Thus, the incident is placed into the context of  a 
“pattern of  violence” that is currently in progress, because it “cannot continue.”

• So, she is implying that this violence may well continue even after the perpetra-
tor of  this particular incident is dealt with.

• Therefore, the implication is that in and around Morton Grove there are addi-
tional threats of  violence that could become real, but that the Presbytery’s ac-
tions are attempting to prevent.

The OCM article is clearly attempting to tie together a number of  incidents 
into a pattern of  violence. However, the first incident discussed, the August 4, 
2012 Sikh temple mass murder in Oak Creek, is clearly different in both kind and 
degree from a couple of  air rifle pellets hitting a Mosque wall in Morton Grove.

An article in the April 23, 2014 edition of  the Chicago Tribune described how 
this incident ended.

On April 18, Conrad pleaded guilty at the Skokie courthouse and was sentenced by Cook 
County Circuit Court Judge Garrett Howard to 30 months probation and ordered to pay 
fines and fees of $799, court records show.

Thus, it appears that the local police and courts worked effectively to appre-
hend, try and convict the responsible individual.

What primarily interests me in the Presbytery of  Chicago response is the substi-
tution of  subjective emotion for objective analysis.  That is, when the Rev. Kathy 
McNair said “For this to happen is chilling, and we’re fearful that this is part of  a 
new pattern of  violence that cannot continue” she was claiming that this incident 
was part of  “a new pattern of  violence” based only on her “fears.”  She must have 
had a pretty low opinion of  Morton Grove, its citizens and government, in order 
for such “fears” to be so powerful.  

I wonder how the residents of  Morton Grove felt about their community being 
tied to a “new pattern of  violence” that had as its origin a massacre in Wisconsin. 
 If  you doubt that this connection was being made by the Presbytery of  Chicago, 
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then reread the phrase used in the OCM article that tied all of  these incidents into 
a single, cohesive narrative (emphasis added).

As Presbyterians, standing in solidarity with persecuted people is part of our mission. 
Churches in our Chicago Presbytery have been reaching out to people of all faiths in the face 
of recent violence against religious communities.

Were this situation understood as an isolated incident caused by a single trou-
bled person, I doubt that so intense a response would have been contemplated. 
However, if, against all the objective evidence to the contrary, you believe that a 
BB gun shot into a Mosque’s wall is just the visible tip of  an iceberg of  hate and 
violence, then the actions taken would make sense.

Is this simple irrationality, or is it irrationality with a definite purpose?

The Lombard Illinois Incident

The Lombard incident is described in the OCM article as follows (emphasis 
added).

On August 12, The College Preparatory School of America (CPSA), a fulltime Muslim school 
in Lombard, had a bottle full of acid thrown at the school during Ramadan Prayers.  The follow-
ing Saturday, ISN members, plus members from two United Church of Christ churches, visited 
the school to express support and concern.  They met with the teachers, then greeted par-
ents as they arrived for school orientation, holding signs that said, “We are concerned,” “Hate 
has no place in Lombard,” and “Our hearts are with you.”  One of our Presbyterian pastors 
spoke to the assembled group, saying “You are not alone” and presented a prayer shawl to the 
principal.

Note that the culprit has not been identified. Thus, we have no information 
about the perpetrator or the motive.

The Daily Herald published an article on August 14, 2012 that described the 
incident and interviewed numerous individuals. Of  particular relevance are state-
ments made by Mohammed Saeed and Imaad Shaikh, both board members of  
the school. Their statements from this article are excerpted below.
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Saeed said the Lombard school opened about 22 years ago and has never before come un-
der physical attack, other than instances of minor vandalism.  About 400 students attend the 
school, which is used for prayer services and other activities during summer break.
…
Shaikh said the school has a good relationship with its neighbors and is looking to expand be-
cause of increasing enrollment.

And yet, in spite of  these statements from the school’s board members the 
OCM article describes protestors:

… holding signs that said … “Hate has no place in Lombard.”

So, when the Presbytery of  Chicago participated in actions against “hate” and 
“violence” in Lombard, whom were they speaking against? Were I a passerby or 
resident, I might reasonably conclude that these pejorative labels were being ap-
plied to the community in general.

The perpetrator(s) of  this incident has remained unidentified. Thus, since the 
identify and motivation of  those responsible were and continue to be unknown, 
the Presbytery of  Chicago’s tying of  the word “hate” to the Village of  Lombard is 
both unjustified and irresponsible.

What possible rational purpose could a Christian organization have to so cru-
elly slander an entire community?

Commentary
Who are Our Neighbors?

It is striking that, even after the 9/11, Fort Hood and Boston Marathon attacks 
(among others), hate crimes (as collected and published by the FBI on an annual 
basis) against Muslims in the United States are at far lower levels than are those 
against Jews. We must be concerned about increased persecution of  all peoples, as 
has occurred to our Muslim neighbors after September 11, 2001. However, the 
hate crime data speaks better of  the tolerance and good will of  the vast majority 
of  Americans towards Muslims, including those living in Morton Grove and Lom-
bard, than the ISN  is assuming.
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My concern is that it doesn’t appear to be showing Christian charity to neigh-
bors by assuming the worst about them without clear, compelling evidence. I do 
not find information even remotely approaching this standard in the Our Com-
mon Ministry, Chicago Tribune and other articles.

When Jesus told the parable of  the Good Samaritan, was he teaching that our 
“far off ” neighbors are of  greater value or concern as compared to those “near 
by?” Or, was he teaching that our neighbor extends to those “far off ” to the same 
extent as those “near by?” In my view it is clearly the latter. My concern is that the 
ISN was behaving as if  it is the former.

I have become concerned that, in their desire to befriend and support our Mus-
lim neighbors the ISN lost perspective regarding their non-Muslim neighbors. In 
particular, they demonstrated a troubling presumption about the beliefs and poten-
tial actions of  non-Muslim Americans.

I can’t help wondering what unfair actions taken by churches in the Presbytery 
of  Chicago do to harm our ability to spread the Gospel. When we accuse whole 
communities of  “hate” and “violence,” based on the “fears” of  our members, my 
guess is that many will simply close their ears to the Presbyterian Church (USA).

It would be comforting if  the above discussion completely explained this behav-
ior.  For many Christians involved in these incidents that is the case.  However, for 
those who set the strategy and tactics, I believe that something far more troubling 
and destructive is at work.

The Case for Purposeful Irrationality

I believe that a compelling objective case can be made for the United States as 
a tolerant, even welcoming nation to minority religions, including Muslims.  How-
ever, this result is in direct contradiction to the Presbytery of  Chicago’s Interfaith 
Solidarity Network (ISN) position, which follows.

… provide support to the religious communities in the Chicago area if they are threatened, 
made fearful or hurt by expressions of hate.  Responses may be in the form of written letters, 
press releases/conferences, or public response (demonstration or counter-demonstration).
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The fact that the ISN charter is written in this manner suggests that the United 
States is so saturated by inter-religious hatred by the majority population that they 
must regularly and aggressively counter this clear and present danger.  If, as dem-
onstrated by the Morton Grove and Lombard cases, this conclusion is false, then 
the key remaining question is why the ISN chose to pursue an irrational policy.

The people behind this movement are true believers in multiculturalism.  It’s 
easy to find numerous PCUSA organizations that trumpet adherence to this ideol-
ogy.  Many of  the goals and actions of  these groups are laudatory.  Christianity is 
indeed a faith that values all of  humanity, it invites all individuals from all cultures 
to find salvation in Jesus Christ.  It indeed does integrate all people and cultures 
into Christ’s Body, the Church.  But this truth is used by the radical elites to ob-
scure goals and actions that have nothing to do with the Gospel of  Jesus Christ 
and everything to do with the advancement of  a narcissistic, destructive ideology.

That ideology is radical multiculturalism.  In order to understand ISN’s actions 
we need to first realize that, to these people, ideology comes before objective facts. 
In fact, if  there appears to be a discrepancy between their ideological beliefs and 
the existing objective facts, it is the facts that must be wrong.  Thus, when con-
fronted with the cognitive dissonance from (a) their belief  that the United States is 
saturated by inter-religious hatred and (b) persistent low levels of  hate crimes, and, 
high levels of  welcoming behavior, they react with angry assaults against the objec-
tive facts.

Thus, the motive for their hateful attitudes towards Morton Grove and Lom-
bard in particular, and, Western Civilization in general, is that they are deviating 
from the ideological “reality” that “must be true.”  And, to these narcissistic peo-
ple, the worst sin possible is to threaten their sense of  intellectual, moral and spiri-
tual superiority.  Therefore, they consider themselves to be operating on the high-
est possible moral plane when they slander whole communities.  For, they are sim-
ply telling the “deeper truth” derived from their ideology and feelings.

That “deeper truth” is that all cultures are equal, except for Western Civiliza-
tion, which is the source of  all that is wrong in the world.  So, these narcissistic 
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elite Christians have a powerful need to attack and destroy the West’s civilizational 
confidence.

Margot Wallstrom is the Swedish Minister for Foreign Affairs (Social Demo-
cratic Party). She has also served as Commissioner for the Environment at the 
European Union and at the UN.  She is a typical left-of-center European politi-
cian.  And yet as reported by The Spectator, she recently said the following non-
typical thing for such a person.

A few weeks ago Margot Wallström, the Swedish foreign minister, denounced the subjugation 
of women in Saudi Arabia.  As the theocratic kingdom prevents women from traveling, con-
ducting official business or marrying without the permission of male guardians, and as girls can 
be forced into child marriages where they are effectively raped by old men, she was telling no 
more than the truth.  Wallström went on to condemn the Saudi courts for ordering that Raif 
Badawi receive ten years in prison and 1,000 lashes for setting up a website that championed 
secularism and free speech.  These were ‘mediaeval methods’, she said, and a ‘cruel attempt to 
silence modern forms of expression’.  And once again, who can argue with that?

And, how did the Saudis and Arab world respond?  By throwing Europe’s suici-
dal multiculturalist ideology right back into their faces (also from The Spectator, 
emphasis added).

Saudi Arabia withdrew its ambassador and stopped issuing visas to Swedish businessmen.  The 
United Arab Emirates joined it.  The Organisation of Islamic Co-operation, which represents 
56 Muslim-majority states, accused Sweden of failing to respect the world’s ‘rich and varied 
ethical standards’ — standards so rich and varied, apparently, they include the flogging of blog-
gers and encouragement of paedophiles.

Wallstrom has not received support from the Swedish or EU political establish-
ment.  Although the thought surely has never entered her mind, she shouldn’t ex-
pect any support from the PCUSA elite either.  For they have decided that the 
West’s enlightened views on women must be subjugated to multiculturalist ideol-
ogy.  The following quote is from a 219th (2010) General Assembly approved  re-
port “Toward an Understanding of  Christian-Muslim Relations.”

Christian women may also need to listen with particular care and to consider the need to ac-
commodate different standards and mores when engaging with women and others in the 
Muslim community.
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Make no mistake.  This sentence is in near perfect alignment with the Saudi 
statement that “accused Sweden of  failing to respect the world’s ‘rich and varied 
ethical standards’.”  In other words, “don’t you dare apply Western standards to 
judge Saudi (and other Muslim countries) brutal behavior towards women!

Thus, the multiculturalist PCUSA elite are working to make sure that no 
mother or father in Morton Grove, Lombard or anywhere else in the United 
States has the civilizational confidence to preserve for their daughters or seek for 
Muslim women the blessings of  equality achieved in Western Civilization.

Israel and the Middle East
Background

The State of  Israel is a small outpost of  Western Civilization in the Middle 
East.  Of  its total 8 million population, just over 6 million are Jewish and almost 
1.7 million are Arabs.  The Arab minority fully participates in the political, social 
and economic life of  the nation.  The civil rights of  gays and women are also 
strongly protected.  Israel’s economy is highly developed and technologically ad-
vanced.  As of  2013 (the year prior to the 2014 PCUSA General Assembly under 
discussion here), Israel ranked 19th among 187 nations on the UN’s Human Devel-
opment Index, which places it in the category of  “Very Highly Developed.”

In spite of  this, there is no nation on earth that is more hated than is Israel. 
Based on U.N. resolutions, there is no nation that even approaches Israel’s piranha 
status.  For many in the West this animus flows primarily from the creation of  Pal-
estinian refugees as a consequence of  the 1948 war associated with Israel’s crea-
tion.  For many Arabs and Persians, this hatred is of  an existential nature.  Since 
its creation, Israel has fought at least 15 significant conflicts with its Arab neigh-
bors, including three major wars of  intended annihilation (War of  Independence, 
Six Day War and Yom Kippur War).

Currently Israel is surrounded by genocidal-minded enemies, including Hezbol-
lah, Hamas, the PLO and Iran.  These terrorist organizations and nations make 
no attempt to hide their genocidal intentions.  Their intentions are also made clear 
by their actions:
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• Hundreds of  suicide bomb attacks launched from the PLO controlled West Bank

• Eleven thousand rocket attacks launched from the Hamas controlled Gaza Strip

• Rocket attacks and kidnappings by Hezbollah

• Development of  nuclear weapons and delivery systems by Iran

• Direct support of Hezbollah’s military capability and operations by Iran.

In all of  these actions the perpetrators have one goal: to kill, maim and terror-
ize Jews; babies, women, elderly, men, soldiers, whoever.  They name city streets 
after successful suicide bombers, teach gross anti-Semitism in their children’s text 
books and celebrate in the streets when Jews are successfully murdered.  The fol-
lowing figure attempts to summarize Israel’s precarious national security situation.

Figure 22. Israel is Surrounded by Genocidal Enemies

The tragic fact is that it is only Israel’s military and economic supremacy that 
prevents its neighbors from succeeding in their genocidal plans.  Were Israel to 
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lose the next war, its six-million Jewish citizens would be under direct threat of  ex-
termination.  Were Iran to deliver a couple of  nuclear bombs within is borders, 
the vast majority of  Israeli citizens would be killed within seconds.

When Israel, after long periods of  attack by its terrorist neighbors, finally uses 
its military might to defend itself, its attempts to minimize loss of  civilian life are 
the greatest in world history.  If  it can avoid use of  military force, it does so, for ex-
ample, by building a defensive wall to keep suicide bombers out.

You might think that, seeing the massive, sustained and active existential threat 
under which this nation tragically lives, Christian organizations would be moti-
vated to provide support.  At the very least, they would not seek to increase the like-
lihood that Israel will succumb to the genocidal intentions of  its enemies.  After 
all, the Bible says:

Rescue those who are being taken away to death; hold back those who are stum-
bling to the slaughter. If you say, “Behold, we did not know this,” does not he 
who weighs the heart perceive it? Does not he who keeps watch over your soul 
know it, and will he not repay man according to his work?
Proverbs 24:11,12, ESV

Working under this assumption the PCUSA would not do anything to under-
mine a nation under this threat.  For, to reduce the morale, economic vitality or de-
fenses of  such a nation is unavoidably to advance the goals of  those who actively 
wish to exterminate it.

The 221st General Assembly

When the 221st General Assembly (2014 GA) passed the Overture “On Sup-
porting Middle East Peacemaking” by a vote of  310 to 303, a shockwave hit the 
Jewish community.  The commissioners passed this Overture in full knowledge of  
the consequences.  For, prior to the vote:

Rabbi Rick Jacobs, head of the Union for Reform Judaism, the largest branch of Judaism in 
North America, spoke before the General Assembly Thursday, and warned that a divestment 
vote would be taken as a sign that the church has aligned itself with those in the “Boycott, Di-
vestment, Sanctions” movement who vilify Israel and even question its right to exist.
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“It would be an attack on the Jewish community and religion,” especially in the wake of the 
publication of “Zionism Unsettled,” Jacobs said. “ I don’t want the commissioners (assembly 
delegates) to think they can vote for divestment and be part of the global BDS movement 
and think that they can still stand with us.” (RNS)

J Street President Jeremy Ben-Ami also forewarned the GA against taking this 
action.

I would say to the Church’s leaders as they again consider joining forces with the BDS Move-
ment, that the Movement’s rhetoric and tactics are not only a distraction, but a genuine threat 
to conflict resolution.  Even the limited divestment approach under consideration by PCUSA 
falls under the rubric of larger BDS efforts to place blame entirely on one side of the conflict. 
Such an approach encourages not reconciliation, but polarization.  Further, too many in and 
around the BDS movement refuse to acknowledge either the legitimacy of Israel or the right 
of the Jewish people as well as the Palestinian people to a state.

The reaction after the vote was immediate and harsh.

But Rabbi Noam Marans, director of interreligious relations at the American Jewish Commit-
tee, said in a statement after the vote: “  This is an affront to all who are committed to a peace-
ful resolution of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict.  The PCUSA decision is celebrated by those 
who believe they are one step closer to a Jew-free Middle East.” 

Other commentators have pointed the blatant prejudice and sickening hypoc-
risy of  this action.

… the PCUSA’s deliberations ignored the attempts to destroy Israel in 1948, 1967 and 1973. 
It ignores the language of the Hamas charter, and the fact that Hamas has now been wel-
comed into the Palestinian Authority’s government.  Mostly it ignores the endless terror at-
tacks, and the war crime of indiscriminate use of rockets against civilians, the language of geno-
cide routinely employed by the mullahs in Tehran whose Hezbollah puppets occupy south 
Lebanon.

This result is a moral catastrophe for the PCUSA.  It represents the victory of  
willful ignorance and inhumane ideology over the Christian virtues of  prudence, 
temperance and justice.  Just what was going on and why in the PCUSA?
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Assessment of the 221st GA Actions

I’m sorry to have to say so, but it’s far worse than you think.  When the 
PCUSA publicized the 310 to 303 vote to divest from three U.S. corporations that 
do business with Israel (“On Supporting Middle East Peacemaking”), a typical per-
son likely thought that it represented a very slim victory for the radical anti-Israel 
crowd.  Unfortunately, the facts don’t bear out this hopeful interpretation.

It turns out that “On Supporting Middle East Peacemaking” did have powerful 
opposition, but not for the typically assumed reasons.  This Overture attempted to 
deliver on the divestment demanded by those in the Boycott, Divest, and Sanction 
(BDS) movement while simultaneously distancing the denomination from its posi-
tions.  The Overture concurrence rationale from the Presbytery of  Santa Barbara 
summarizes the second half  of  this impossible position.

This overture calls on Presbyterians to act as peacemakers in the Israeli-Palestinian con-
flict, … The overture recognizes the necessity of foundation building for peace through 
grassroots collaboration, person-to-person contact, mutual respect, and cooperation. …

The overture also calls on the General Assembly to make clear that the PC(USA) is not a 
part of the international Boycott, Divest, and Sanction (BDS) movement. … Official com-
mittees of the PC(USA), like the Mission Responsibility Through Investment (MRTI) and 
the Advisory Committee on Social Witness Policy (ACSWP), have failed to recognize the 
spirit and intent of prior General Assembly actions and have continued to promote the 
very kind of negative approach to peacemaking that prior General Assemblies have re-
jected. This is wrong and must end.

We all want to see an end to the conflict and the occupation, but here a moment of truth 
is called for: the occupation will not and cannot end until the Palestinian people and 
their leaders choose a viable, democratic, Palestinian state, committed to living peace-
fully alongside the Jewish state of Israel. This is the hope of all of us, but this point has 
not yet been reached.

The PCUSA’s Advisory Committee on Social Witness Policy (ACSWP) did in-
deed vehemently oppose this Overture, and, defend the BDS movement.  Here 
are excerpts of  their official response, which is an integral part of  the Overture in-
formation.
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1.   This overture is essentially the opposite of prophetic challenge and would restrict the wit-
ness of the church and the hopes of the Palestinian people.  Next to its innocence about 
power and sin, it is the voices of Palestinian Christians that are most lacking in this overture. 
The overture echoes Israeli government attacks on the Boycott, Divestment, and Sanctions 
(BDS) movement.  About 40 percent of Prime Minister Netanyahu’s annual speech this spring 
to AIPAC, the American Israeli Public Affairs Committee, comprised attacks on BDS.  The large 
amounts of money and time spent by representatives and supporters of the Likud-led Israeli 
government attacking Boycott, Divestment, and Sanctions, strongly suggests that they under-
stand that their own policies of occupation are the source of their “de-legitimation.”  The effec-
tiveness of nonviolent economic pressure was also confirmed by Secretary of State John 
Kerry, who pointed to the growing worldwide strength of BDS in one of his efforts to keep 
the “peace process” going.
…
Despite its rhetoric, this overture asks the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) to choose a side: the 
side of occupation.  In the struggle for South Africa, and in the Central American struggles, as 
in the civil rights struggle here at home, the church stepped up.  We think it is that time again.

So, you ask, how can I suggest that the vote was close for other reasons than a 
pro/anti Israel split in the GA?  I can reasonably suggest this because there were 
other votes on the divestment issue.  One of  the most revealing was on the Over-
ture titled “On Divestment from Caterpillar, Hewlett-Packard, and Motorola Solu-
tions—From the Presbytery of  San Francisco.”  Clearly, as did the other Overture, 
the practical result was divestment.  However, the San Francisco Overture (“On 
Divestment”) excluded any criticism of  the BDS movement and placed virtually 
all criticism on the State of  Israel.  It thus was a straight-up anti-Israel divestment 
Overture.  It also earned support from the ACSWP, (pro-BDS) which had vehe-
mently opposed the “On Supporting” Overture.

The results of  these votes are revealing, and troubling.  Whereas the “On Sup-
porting” vote was very close, the “On Divestment” vote was lopsided (see the fol-
lowing figure).
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Figure 23. GA “Yes” Votes Increase as the Overture Becomes More Anti-Israel

Note that while almost 51% of  GA commissioners voted Yes to the “On Sup-
porting” Overture, almost 83% voted Yes for the extreme anti-Israel “On Di-
vestment” Overture.   Thus, the GA commissioners were far more supportive of  
the extreme anti-Israel Overture.  For this result to occur many of  the No votes for 
“On Supporting” had to convert to Yes votes on “On Divestment” (the number of  
Yes votes increased by 159 for the Overture that is more anti-Israel). Thus, it is 
clear that the “On Supporting” vote was close primarily because it wasn’t 
extreme enough in its anti-Israel position.

There is no way to sugarcoat this situation.  When more than four out of  five 
GA commissioners observed that Israel is successfully defending itself  against the 
murderous onslaught by its neighbors, their reaction was to attack the morale, eco-
nomic vitality and defenses of  Israel.  If  this result isn’t a moral catastrophe, repre-
senting the victory of  willful ignorance and inhumane ideology over the Christian 
virtues of  prudence, temperance and justice then I don’t know what is.
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Defining the Nature of this Moral Catastrophe

The following excerpt from “The Arabs’ Real Grievance against the Jews” by 
Fred Maroun, who was a left-leaning Arab based in Canada, describes the nature 
of  the moral catastrophe in which the PCUSA enthusiastically participated.

As Arabs, we complain because Palestinians feel humiliated going through Israeli checkpoints. 
We complain because Israel is building in the West Bank without Palestinian permission, and 
we complain because Israel dares to defend itself against Palestinian terrorists.  But how many 
of us have stopped to consider how this situation came to be?  How many of us have the 
courage to admit that waging war after war against the Jews in order to deny them the right 
to exist, and refusing every reasonable solution to the conflict, has led to the current situation?

Our message to Jews, throughout history and particularly when they had the temerity to 
want to govern themselves, has been clear : we cannot tolerate your very existence.

Yet the Jews demand the right to exist and to exist as equals on the land where they have ex-
isted and belonged continuously for more than three thousand years.

In addition, denying a people the right to exist is a crime of unimaginable proportions.  We Ar-
abs pretend that our lack of respect for the right of Jews to exist is not the cause of the con-
flict between the Jews and us.  We would rather claim that the conflict is about “occupation” 
and “settlements”.   They see what radical Islamists are now doing to Christians and other mi-
norities, who were also in the Middle East for thousands of years before the Muslim Prophet 
Mohammed was even born:  Yazidis, Kurds, Christians, Copts, Assyrians, Arameans, and many 
others.  Where are these indigenous people of Iraq, Syria and Egypt now?  Are they living 
freely or are they being persecuted, run out of their own historical land, slaughtered by Isla-
mists?  Jews know that this is what would have happened to them if they did not have their 
own state.

The real Arab grievance against the Jews is that they exist.  We want the Jews either to disap-
pear or be subservient to our whims, but the Jews refuse to bend to our bigotry, and they re-
fuse to be swayed by our threats and our slander.

Who in his right mind can blame them?

The message sent by the PCUSA’s GA in their “On Divestment” Overture was 
direct support the Arabs genocidal goals.
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Religious Freedom
Background

The focus of  this discussion is the religious. social and political struggle associ-
ated with gay marriage.  As is so often the case, the earliest signs that something 
was amiss occurred in California.  Between 2000 and 2008 the state was roiled by 
numerous political controversies associated with gay marriage.  In 2008 the Cali-
fornia Marriage Protection Act received enough signatures to be placed on the No-
vember ballot. It passed with 52% of  the vote, but ultimately was struck down by 
the courts.

While this could be the story of  Judicial overreach (which it is), the issue rele-
vant to this current discussion is the violence and intimidation tactics used by the 
gay marriage movement both during and after this exercise of  legitimate political 
debate.

A good overview can be found in this Heritage Foundation paper.

Supporters of Proposition 8 in California have been subjected to harassment, intimidation, van-
dalism, racial scapegoating, blacklisting, loss of employment, economic hardships, angry protests, 
violence, at least one death threat, and gross expressions of anti-religious bigotry.  Arguments 
for same-sex marriage are based fundamentally on the idea that limiting marriage to the union 
of husband and wife is a form of bigotry, irrational prejudice, and even hatred against homo-
sexual persons.  As this ideology seeps into the culture more generally, individuals and institu-
tions that support marriage as the union of husband and wife risk paying a price for that belief 
in many legal, social, economic, and cultural contexts.

These assaults culminated in the 2014 forced resignation of  Mozilla CEO and 
cofounder, Brendan Eich.  His resignation was forced due to the discovery that he 
had contributed  $1,000 in support of  Proposition 8.

Events such as these, occurring on the “Left Coast” likely didn’t appear rele-
vant to most people living in the Midwest.  However, that sense of  security was 
about to change in a big way.
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In 2012 the Chick-fil-A fast food company was attacked for, as described in 
Wikipedia:

The Chick-fil-A same-sex marriage controversy was a controversial topic focused around the 
American fast food restaurant Chick-fil-A following a series of public comments made in June 
2012 by chief operating officer Dan T. Cathy opposing same-sex marriage.

The gay rights movement, with the full support of  numerous major city may-
ors, attempted to boycott and intimidate the company.  However, unlike in Califor-
nia, this onslaught was met and repulsed by a groundswell of  popular support.

One might have thought that this defeat would have given pause to the Progres-
sive Left.  However, with the 2013 Supreme Court ruling in support of  gay mar-
riage, they came roaring back with a vengeance.

In 2013 a lesbian couple asked Sweet Cakes bakery to provide a wedding cake 
for their marriage.  The owners declined to participate in a gay wedding on relig-
ious grounds. Rather than just going to another bakery that didn’t have these is-
sues, the couple filed a complaint with the State of  Oregon that eventually led to 
the imposition of  a $135,000 fine for “damages” to the couple in question.  This 
vindictive response to the shop owner’s exercise of  their deeply held religious be-
liefs shocked many people.  They began to realize that there was no “live and let 
live” philosophy at work in the aftermath of  the gay marriage victory.  Rather, 
there was what looked to all intents and purposes like a “scorched earth” policy in 
which the religious freedom of  Christians was being openly assaulted.

That concern rose to outrage with the Memories Pizza incident in 2015.  This 
event occurred within the larger battle over Indiana’s Freedom Restoration Act 
(RFRA).  So, just what is the RFRA?  Newsweek explains the core provisions as fol-
lows:

First, it creates a two-pronged test for circumstances where the state government may limit a 
person’s right to free exercise of religion: it “(1) is in furtherance of a compelling governmen-
tal interest; and (2): is the least restrictive means of furthering that compelling governmental 
interest.”
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In other words, the state of Indiana can interfere with someone’s right to exercise his or her 
religion only if it has a very good reason for doing so (the “compelling governmental interest” 
part), and it does so in the least inconvenient (or “restrictive”) way possible.

This part of the law is not particularly controversial.  Similar tests exist in every state RFRA 
and the federal RFRA signed by President Bill Clinton.

The law also allows “a person” sued in Indiana to claim his or her sincerely held religious belief 
as a defense.

In other words, this law created standing for a citizen to claim sincerely held re-
ligious belief  as a defense for their actions.  This is not the granting of  a right to 
discriminate.  Rather, it is ensuring that the religious conscience is not denied 
space to operate in our society.  And from this, the radical progressive mob de-
scended upon the state of  Indiana in general, and, Crystal O’Connor in person, 
claiming that they were the face of  evil in the world.

Memories Pizza underwent a vile campaign of  hatred and intimidation, car-
ried out by radical progressive groups. The whole sorry affair was initiated when 
Crystal O’Connor, owner of  Memories Pizza in Walkerton, IN was trusting 
enough of  a reporter to share how she would live out her Christian beliefs in a hy-
pothetical situation that she had never actually experienced.  She said that while 
Memories Pizza would not refuse anyone service, they would refuse to cater a 
same-gender wedding.

The Progressive left’s outrage machine switched into high gear, generating a 
campaign of  hatred and potential violence that caused the shop to close down. Al-
though they were eventually able to reopen, this event, occurring as it did in the 
heart of  the Midwest, was noted and considered by many citizens in surrounding 
states.

The PCUSA’s Response to RFRA

You might think that the PCUSA, which calls itself  a Christian denomination, 
would at least show an understanding that basic issues of  religious conscience were 
involved in the Indiana RAFA debate.  If  so, you would be completely wrong.
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At the April 18 Chicago Presbytery Assembly meeting, the Rev. Sara Dingman, 
Transitional Synod Executive of  the Synod of  Lincoln Trails, was an honored 
guest.  She was introduced and made a few brief  comments.  In particular, she 
celebrated the role that the Synod and Presbytery had played in opposing Indi-
ana’s RFRA law.  So, I looked into the nature of  this opposition.

What I found is that the Rev. Dingman, had released a statement (From Rev. 
Sara Dingman of  the Synod of  Lincoln Trails) on this issue.

This morning as I walked through the doors on my way to the office, however, I imagined 
how it would feel to be unwelcome, here or elsewhere.  Unwelcome because of my gender- 
identity- race- beliefs-

Suddenly Indiana, my new home, did not feel so safe.  And “unwelcome” seemed more of a 
euphemism for something we don’t like to name.

Discrimination is wrong.  Discrimination under the guise of religious freedom is so very, very 
wrong.  Lord have mercy on us, Presbyterians, if we do not use our privilege and power to 
right the wrongs in our communities, and in ourselves.

We believe that the church must therefore stand by people in any form of suffering and need, 
which implies, among other things, that the church must witness against and strive against any 
form of injustice, so that justice may roll down like waters, and righteousness like an ever-
flowing stream.

We believe that the church as the possession of God must stand where the Lord stands, 
namely against injustice and with the wronged; that in following Christ the church must 
witness against all the powerful and privileged who selfishly seek their own interests and 
thus control and harm. — Confession of Belhar

In the Synod of Lincoln Trails we are called to be agents of justice and reconciliation.

The Rev. Dingman thanks numerous individuals for their support, including 
the Rev. Jan Edmiston,  Associate Executive Presbyter for Ministry in the Presby-
tery of  Chicago, with a link to her personal blog.  The following composite screen 
shot shows her blog title and posted comments on the RAFA situation.
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Figure 24. Jan Edmiston Personal Blog Post on RAFA
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I’s not my purpose to debate these individual’s conclusions and arguments. 
 However, regarding the PCUSA’s position on religious freedom, a few points must 
be made, those being:

1. Even before the Confession of  Belhar had been officially included in the PCUSA 
Book of  Confessions, it was already being used by a PCUSA official to oppose the 
creation of  any space for Christians (or members of  any other faith for that 
matter) to decline commercial participation in an event that contradicts their 
strongly held religious beliefs.

2. Having carefully read both posts, I found not the slightest evidence that either 
of  these PCUSA leaders acknowledged that there are legitimate opposing in-
terests in play, or that some in opposition to the RFRA have exceeded the 
bounds of  honesty or civility in their actions.

3. These same people would tell conservative Christians that they have no right 
to impose their religious beliefs on others, for example, abortion.  And yet both 
of  these individuals are directly, aggressively and explicitly imposing their relig-
ion on everyone else.  The hypocrisy is obvious, but they are certainly oblivi-
ous to its existence.

What I do see is condemnation of  any business owner who dares to follow their 
religious conscience by choosing non-participation in a same-gender wedding.

What about a church that declines to rent their facilities for a same-gender wed-
ding?  Or, what about a church that declines to bless a same-gender marriage of  
its members?  Should we assume that here the PCUSA leadership would turn 
from contemptuous opposition to fearless supporters for freedom of  religion and 
association?

These questions were definitively answered at the 223rd General Assembly 
(2018).  Following is the Rationale for the Overture “On Clarifying the Position of  
the PC(USA) Regarding Appropriate Boundaries of  Religious Liberty,” which was 
passed “by consensus.”

Summary: Acknowledges the misuse of the term “religious freedom” in denying basic hu-
man rights, and reaffirms that faith and religious liberty cannot be used to discriminate 
against anyone simply because of who they are.
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The misuse of “religious liberty” is costing lives and depriving individuals of basic human 
rights. The federal government and state legislatures are considering and passing legisla-
tion, and adopting administrative rules and regulations, under the guise of religious free-
dom, that in reality are nothing more (or less) than a targeted attempt to promote a sin-
gular religious viewpoint that does not believe LGBTQ individuals are entitled to the full 
scope of human rights to employment, healthcare, and parenting rights. These laws give 
businesses, service and healthcare providers, government workers, and private citizens 
engaged in commercial activities the unfettered right to discriminate against others, 
deny them needed services, and impose their own religious beliefs on others, so long as 
they cite their religious or moral belief as the reason for doing so. Similarly, individuals 
found to have violated laws guaranteeing against discrimination in public accommoda-
tions and the delivery of commercial services are claiming a right to assert religious free-
dom as a shield against liability for such discrimination. Categorizing discrimination 
against individuals on the basis of such individuals’ race, ethnicity, physical limitations, 
gender, sexual orientation, gender identity, or gender expression as an exercise of relig-
ious freedom flies in the face of the foundation of such freedom—the assurance of the 
dignity and basic human rights of all human beings—and should not be condoned by the 
Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.).

The General Assembly, in its previous approval of “Guiding Principles for Ethical Deci-
sions Concerning Religious Freedom Around the World” by the 214th General Assembly 
(2002), of the policy statement, God Alone Is Lord of Conscience by the 200th General 
Assembly (1988), has laid a firm foundation for the necessity of and boundaries for the 
exercise of religious freedom. However, neither statement addressed the misuse of relig-
ious freedom to justify denial of basic human rights to individuals based upon race, eth-
nicity, physical limitations, gender, sexual orientation, gender identity, or gender expres-
sion. Recent executive and legislative actions—such as the “Presidential Executive Order 
Promoting Free Speech and Religious Liberty,” issued May 4, 2017, and the so-called 
“First Amendment Defense Act”—seek to justify discrimination against individuals, par-
ticularly individuals who face discrimination based on their sexual orientation, gender 
identity, or gender expression under the guise of religious freedom. Likewise, in Master-
piece Cakeshop v. Colorado Civil Rights Commission, the United States Supreme Court is 
currently determining whether individuals can avoid liability for violating state anti-
discrimination laws regarding public accommodations and the delivery of commercial 
goods and services by claiming a religious right to engage in such discrimination. The 
Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) should speak with a clear voice for “the destitute, the poor 
and the wronged” (Book of Confessions, Confession of Belhar, 10.7) to affirm that “relig-
ious freedom” can never be a pretext for denying all of God’s children basic human 
rights and freedom from discrimination in secular employment or benefits, healthcare, 
public or commercial services or goods, or parental rights.
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Note that this is an absolutist rejection of  any space for the exercise of  religious 
freedom by a supposedly Christian organization.  As expected, it was the newly 
adopted Confession of  Belhar that was used to justify this position.  By citing the legal 
case “Masterpiece Cakeshop v. Colorado Civil Rights Commission,” the PCUSA 
is saying that if  a gay couple demands that a Christian bakery use its artistic and 
practical capabilities to celebrate an event that violates their religious beliefs they 
must comply.

There is no limiting principle here: “to affirm that ‘religious freedom’ can 
never be a pretext for denying all of God’s children basic human rights 
and freedom from discrimination in secular employment or benefits, 
healthcare, public or commercial services or goods, or parental rights.”  
Thus, were a Satanic cult to demand that a Christian bakery make a cake celebrat-
ing child sacrifice they would be forced to comply.  It’s not that I expect for this spe-
cific case to occur.  Rather, I’m pointing out that the PCUSA is supporting a re-
gime of  “religious freedom” in which the state can capriciously draw the lines for 
conscience anywhere that they please.

Thus the PCUSA is here destroying all space for religious conscience in our na-
tion outside of  the church sanctuary.  One can only wonder for how long the sanc-
tuary will be exempted.

The 221st (2014) General Assembly Refuses to 
Condemn Infanticide

The "saints" attending the General Assembly in 2014 were way ahead of  the 
Progressive curve concerning infanticide (emphasis added).

The Presbyterian Church USA General Assembly made a lot of headlines when they voted to 
bless same-sex marriages.  But Wesley J. Smith brings up a far more disturbing vote at the con-
vention that isn’t getting as many headlines:, voting no to protect babies born alive after a 
failed abortion. ...

The Presbytery of South Alabama overtures the 221st General Assembly (2014) of the 
Presbyterian Church (USA) to do the following:
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1. Call for the Presbyterian Mission Agency and member congregations to enter a two-
year season of reflection upon the plight of children unwanted by human society, 
both born and not-yet born, and to purposefully seek to enter the pure worship of 
God by offering aid, comfort, and the Gospel to those responsible for the care of our 
most desperate orphans (including those who survive abortion procedures): par-
ents, siblings, church and community leaders, and the medical profession....

2. Direct the Moderator of the General Assembly and the Stated Clerk to issue state-
ments that denounce the practice of killing babies born live following an abortion 
procedure, such as was revealed in the Dr. Kermit Gosnell clinic in Philadelphia. …

Evidently, denouncing infanticide and praying for children born after an abortion fails 
doesn’t fly in today’s Presbyterian church. The motion didn’t call for the Presbyterian church 
to stop supporting pro-abortion organizations, like Planned Parenthood, either -- or is asking 
for an assessment of support given to both pro-life and pro-abortion organizations somehow 
too pro-life for them Presbyterian church, too? ...

It should also be made clear that this wasn’t a narrow victory.  The margin of defeat for this 
motion was 465 - 133. It was a landslide, because for PCUSA, saying that what Kermit Gos-
nell did is horrific and wrong, and should never happen again, is evidently too much to ask.

And yet we continue to avert our eyes, hoping not to notice the paganism that 
now dominates our denomination.

Fourth Presbyterian Church of Chicago and the 2016 
Election
Sermons

Shortly after the 2016 election I came across a nice brochure from the Fourth 
Presbyterian Church (of  Chicago) containing one of  their November 13 sermons. 
 The sermon is by Abbi Heimach-Snipes (Pastoral Resident), “By Our Endurance 
We Will Gain Our Souls.” This person has plumbed the depths of  Christian love 
in her exposition on Isaiah 12 and Luke 21:5-19.

I woke up Wednesday morning
Heavy, shaking, crying with despair
Not because one person didn’t win
But because one person did.  A man with an air
       Of white supremacy
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       Settlerism
       Patriarchy
       Homophobia
       Islamaphobia
       Ableism

I’m curious.  Just how does one disprove that they “have an air” of  so many evil 
traits?  How would someone who voted for Mr. Trump defend themselves against 
the presumption that, they too, have this “air” about them?  And finally, just who 
are these irredeemable deplorables who voted this man into the Presidency 
over Hillary Clinton?

Where in the world did Abbi Heimach-Snipes get the idea that this was an ac-
ceptable thing to say from the pulpit?  Likely from Fourth’s senior pastor, Shannon 
J. Kershner, who, in an earlier sermon that day, while pretending to be even-
handed, said this.

It is about the impact, the impact that very loud hate is being expressed in some extremely 
vivid ways since Tuesday night.

In particular, that hate is being expressed primarily by people who look like me or who love 
like me or who believe like me, expressed against those who do not fit those categories.  Al-
low me to tell you a few stories of which I have firsthand knowledge.

She goes on to list (unverified, secondhand) cruel statements and actions all by 
(unverified, secondhand) accounts about people who supposedly supported Mr. 
Trump for President.  Only in passing did she mention the violence, hate and vi-
ciousness that regularly occurs on the Progressive Left.  This is the kind of  intellec-
tual fraud that is rampant in her circles.  The Rev. Kirshner went on to say this in 
her sermon.

If we, people who follow Jesus Christ regardless of our race or class or any of those demo-
graphic markers, if we choose to remain silent in the face of such racism, heterosexism, and 
xenophobia because it is easier that way or because we don’t want to hurt each other’s feel-
ings or because these stories aren’t our stories or because it feels safer to keep each other at 
arm’s length or because we don’t like conflict or because we are afraid of being seen as parti-
san—if we, as a congregation and as disciples, do not speak out against the powers and princi-
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palities of hatred that have been given permission to be expressed and to flourish, then we 
are in danger of losing our witness to the crucified and risen Christ.

Yes, all of  us irredeemable deplorables who don’t love the Progressive god are 
haters and worse.  You heard it, all secondhand, not the promised firsthand,  
from the Senior Pastor of  the most rich and powerful church in the Presbytery of  
Chicago.  Now go out there and get in the faces of  these subhuman irredeemable 
deplorables!

Were I a member of  Fourth Presbyterian who has sympathy for why someone 
might not vote for four more years of  Progressive governance, or worse, actually 
voted for Donald Trump, I would burrow deep underground and play dead.  And 
really, aren’t you, regarding your moral standing, already dead to the likes of  the 
Rev. Shannon J. Kirshner?

Finally, am I the only one who finds it deeply ironic that Rev. Kirshner says peo-
ple who “believe like me” are on a hate-filled rampage?  Mirror, meet pastor.

Comment

What can possibly be said about the state of  religious belief  and practice in the 
Progressive ranks?  We are told (by our Progressive “betters”) that the Christian 
thing to do is to look away and pretend that all is well.  And yet, I can’t help but re-
call what the Westminster Confession says about the Ninth Commandment.  It says 
that we are bound to avoid [7.255]

… concealing the truth, undue silence in a just cause, and holding our peace when iniquity cal-
leth for either a reproof* from ourselves, or complaint to others …

I didn’t vote for President Trump and am not planning to defend him unless he 
earns my trust.  However, it’s long past time that we non-Progressives stopped si-
lently allowing the Progressive Left to assault our persons and positions.  No, I 
don’t mean to respond in kind (i.e., dishonest cruelty).  But rather to defend our 
theology, ideas and positions with solid information, firmness of  purpose and re-
spect for others.
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I can already hear the shrieks of  Progressive outrage from the previous para-
graph’s last three words.  However, only in the warped Progressive moral bubble is 
criticizing others for claiming to be what their own words show that they aren’t the 
same thing as hurling cruel epithets at those with whom you disagree.  I have pro-
vided links to the primary sources on which my reproof  (an expression of  blame 
or disapproval) is made.  You are entitled to disagree, but I, and many others, will 
no longer accept these outrages in silence.

Immigration and Refugee Policy
Background

We who live in Christian community have leaders determined by various meth-
ods to whose authority we generally submit.  This hierarchical structure varies 
from extremely formal and rigid (e.g., the Catholic Church) to informal and fluid 
(e.g., some Pentecostal churches).  The existence of  a leadership structure is both 
Biblically ordained (for example see Acts 20:28; 1 Pet. 5:1-4; 2 Cor. 1:24) and prac-
tically necessary for effective corporate functioning.

I think that most Protestant Christians are in agreement that there is nothing 
absolute about a given church leader’s (or church organization’s) authority.  That 
is, we believe that the only head of  the church is Jesus Christ and that the Bible’s 
testimony is the unique source of  authority for the living out of  our lives in Christ. 
Therefore, we in the laity are empowered to test the teaching of  our leadership by 
its fidelity to God’s Word.

Further complicating this relationship is the undeniable fact that our leaders 
are merely flesh and blood, with all of  the possibility for frailty and folly which this 
implies.  Thus, our leaders live in social and organizational groups that have their 
own set of  expectations, politics and rules.  Although there can be much that is 
good in these social groupings, there is also the possibility of  group-think and 
blind adherence dominant opinion.

So, when our Christian leaders deliver teaching our default position should be 
respect and serious consideration.  However, due to the above discussed issues, 
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there are cases in which we must conduct our own review of  Scripture and exer-
cise our own judgment.

Defining the Issue

One issue of  extreme political disagreement in the United States is that of  im-
migration and refugee policy.  This issue divides political parties, families, churches 
and many other organizations.  With regard to the church, as pointed out in The 
Atlantic:

From religious leaders’ perspectives, backlash against Trump’s immigration policy may be the 
most ecumenical issue in America right now.  Hundreds of prominent clergy signed onto a let-
ter condemning the “derogatory language that has been used about Middle Eastern refugees 
and our Muslim friends and neighbors,” calling on Trump to reinstate the refugee program.

Such wide agreement is often supported by a correspondingly wide set of  moti-
vating considerations, from a general political rejection to concern about practical 
consequences to distrust of  a particular politician’s character and/or judgement, 
among others.

Thus, if  the issue becomes more focused, an apparent consensus can quickly 
evaporate.  For example, if  the issue is narrowed to the Christian perspective on 
“open borders,”  then the above agreement will likely splinter.

Although there may be general agreement among most clergy members, the la-
ity is more evenly divided.  After all, enough people voted for Mr. Trump to elect 
him President. Candidate Trump was crystal clear that the current status of  immi-
gration / refugee policy was unacceptable.  It is also the case that there are promi-
nent Christian organizations and leaders who either have chosen to remain silent 
or supported the proposed policy changes.

So, if  most of  our clergy appears to agree that President Trump’s policies are 
undesirable and the previous administration’s policies are more so, then should we 
automatically accept this teaching or submit it to our own careful scrutiny?

I’m concerned by the lack of  specificity, ill defined logic and superficial Biblical 
justification for many of  the statements made by some of  our clergy.  For example, 
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when Grady Parsons, Stated Clerk of  the Office of  the PCUSA General Assembly 
chose to educate candidate Trump on refugees and immigrants, the policy de-
scribed clearly pointed towards a Progressive Leftist political perspective.  I will 
deal with my numerous serious issues regarding this letter in the next section.

Likewise, we are exposed to repetitive recitations of  Bible passages such as Le-
viticus 19:33-34 (ESV)

When a stranger sojourns with you in your land, you shall not do him wrong. You 
shall treat the stranger who sojourns with you as the native among you, and you 
shall love him as yourself, for you were strangers in the land of Egypt: I am 
the Lord your God.

without the benefit of  comprehensive exegesis and exposition on the context, 
word definitions and other Biblical passages that may well illuminate and/or mod-
ify the meaning.

So, is this a case where our leaders have already done the theological heavy lift-
ing and generated a conclusion that, though communicated in shorthand, is be-
yond reproach?  Or, is this like the same-gender marriage argumentation, a hu-
man political position covered by a veneer of  faux religiosity?  Obviously there is 
much room for variation between these two extremes.

Given the stakes for our nation, I conclude that careful scrutiny is necessity.

The Reverend Gradye Parsons’ Letter

I’ll begin the careful scrutiny of  this issue by discussing the PCUSA “Stated 
Clerk issues letter to Trump on refugees, immigrants” (dated October 2, 2015) 
that was introduced in the previous section.  The value is that a high officer is here 
explaining the denomination’s policy positions in an official capacity.  Thus, what 
is said, implied and unsaid is of  great significance.  The Biblical interpretative, 
philosophical and communication strategies utilized are also important aspects of  
the analysis.  The letter’s entire content is included along with my commentary.
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Donald J. Trump for President, Inc.
725 Fifth Avenue
New York, New York 10022

Mr. Trump,
I am the Stated Clerk of the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.), the denomination of the congrega-
tion in Queens, New York, where you were baptized.  The Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) devel-
ops its policies through councils of teaching elders and ruling elders.  At the national level it 
does that through the General Assembly.  I would like to share with you the Presbyterian poli-
cies on refugees and immigrants.

There was a time in my living memory when such a preamble would have elic-
ited an expectation of  Christian profundity.  I detect a sense of chastisement here, 
as Rev. Parsons deigns to educate Mr. Trump on the refugee and immigration posi-
tions of  his own denomination.  I must say that on this point we are in agreement. 
However, whereas the issue at hand elicited this response, for me it began when 
Mr. Trump said “I’m Presbyterian.  Boy, that’s down the middle of  the road, folks, 
in all fairness.”

Presbyterians profess a faith in Christ, whose parents were forced to flee with him to Egypt 
when he was an infant to save him from King Herod.  Knowing our Lord was once a refugee, 
faithful Presbyterians have been writing church policy urging the welcome of refugees and de-
manding higher annual admissions into the United States since the refugee crisis of World 
War II.

Here we find the one and only Biblical reference, summarizing Matthew 
2:13-20.  What startles is the unexplained logical leap from our Lord’s specific ex-
perience to an apparently general application.  Does the fact that Jesus Christ was 
once a refugee mean that any and all who claim that status have been automati-
cally bestowed with His sinlessness?  Is it possible in Rev. Parsons’ ideology for 
someone who claims refugee status to yet harbor evil intent?  And, if  this is a realis-
tic possibility, would a sovereign nation be obliged to welcome that person into 
their population?  Note that these real and pressing issues don’t even warrant ac-
knowledgment let alone serious consideration in this authoritative statement of  the 
PCUSA’s positions.
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Presbyterians have a mission presence in many refugee-sending countries, including Syria and 
Lebanon, where we have been present since 1823.  Our relationship with people of faith and 
communities in these countries gives us knowledge of the root causes of the flight of refugees 
and further cements a commitment to welcome.

These two sentences manage to encompass the decadence and irresponsibility 
that defines our national denominational leadership.  Here we have mentioned 
two countries, one having experienced and the other currently embroiled in 
bloody, brutal civil war, held up as places from which blameless refugees are guar-
anteed to originate.  Who, I wonder, has been doing all of  the killing in Syria re-
sulting in almost 500,000 dead?  Weren’t upwards of  150,000 killed in the Leba-
nese Civil War (1975-90) by someone?  Isn’t Syria the home of  ISIS and Lebanon 
of Hezbollah, both vicious, genocidal Islamic terrorist groups who target the 
United States?  Is it not possible that someone complicit in or directly responsible 
for this mass murder might seek to enter the United States as a refugee?

And yet, in the face of  this absolutely obvious set of  circumstances, the Rev. 
Parsons bestows blanket innocence upon all refugees from these troubled countries 
because of  the PCUSA’s supposed “knowledge.”  What can possibly account for 
the existence of  this level of  moral blindness?  The Rev. Parsons, speaking for the 
PCUSA General Assembly, is more than happy to signal their supposed superior 
virtue while ignoring the real and present danger to their fellow citizens from un-
controlled entry of  refugees.  That is, they will happily claim all of  the virtue 
points for their “compassionate” stance on refugees but deny any culpability for as-
sociated crime and terrorism because “their intentions were good.”  This is not vir-
tue, it is its opposite, and, it’s long past time that we ceased allowing our national 
leaders to have it both ways.

Presbyterians through decades of policy have demanded humane treatment of people of all 
nationalities and faiths who find themselves within our borders.

This sentence is a masterpiece of  obfuscation.  On the surface it appears to be 
undeniable.  Yes, absolutely, we in the United States should treat all within our bor-
ders humanely.  And yet, what if  someone finds “themselves within our borders” 
because they have entered illegally?  Is it inhumane to deny them social services, 
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welfare, work?  Is it inhumane to deport them?  If  they commit a felonious crime, 
is it still inhumane to deport them?  All of  this is left unaddressed.  One has to dig 
a little to uncover the true position of  the PCUSA.

We have challenged our government when it neglects to acknowledge the refugee status of 
those fleeing persecution.

Has the PCUSA ever supported laws or policies that ensure careful vetting of  
refugees?  Unless information to the contrary can be presented, their position on 
vetting refugees from lawless, violent nations appears to be that it shouldn’t be 
done at all.

We have pushed for due process at the border and we continue to petition for immigration 
reform that includes a path to citizenship for undocumented persons.

I believe that “due process” likely means that a non-citizen of  the United States 
should be given all the Constitutional rights as has a citizen even when outside of  
the country.  Were this position to be accepted then the ability of  the United 
States to control entry of  non-citizens would be severely damaged.

As a Presbyterian I acknowledge my immigrant ancestors and my new immigrant sisters and 
brothers.  I also respect that we came uninvited to a land already occupied by people.  This 
creates a sense of humility about my citizenship that shapes my views on those who seek a 
place here.

This is an excellent example of  the Jonathan Gruber school of  political dis-
course: “lack of  transparency is a huge political advantage.”  For, obscured behind 
all of  the virtue signaling is effectively the demand for “open borders.”  Yes, the 
Rev. Parsons doesn’t explicitly say this.  However, since he admits guilt for his an-
cestors coming “uninvited to a land already occupied by people,” the most reason-
able conclusion is that anyone who seeks “a place here” should be allowed in.  Of  
course to say so outright would create yet another reason for members to exit the 
denomination.  So, the position is only tacitly communicated.  However, I have lit-
tle doubt that “open borders” is both what is meant and what is being pursued by 
the PCUSA leadership.
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I hope you will find this helpful. I especially hope it will inform you on your policies going for-
ward.

In Christ,
The Reverend Gradye Parsons
Stated Clerk of the General Assembly
Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.)

It certainly was helpful, but not necessarily in the way intended.  This letter 
helps by exposing the unsupported logical leaps, lack of  theological seriousness, ir-
responsible virtue signaling, disdain for the safety of  our citizens, obfuscation and 
purposeful ambiguity of  the PCUSA’s national leadership.  Only a leadership 
clique hermetically sealed inside an alternative-reality ideology could be capable 
of  generating, approving and releasing such a defective statement.

Key Scripture Passage

The passage to be assessed will be Leviticus 19:33-34 (ESV) as it may well be 
one of  the most frequently cited in support of  the “open borders” policy.

When a stranger sojourns with you in your land, you shall not do him wrong. You 
shall treat the stranger who sojourns with you as the native among you, and you 
shall love him as yourself, for you were strangers in the land of Egypt: I am 
the Lord your God.

I acknowledge both the relevance and authority of  this passage as a guide for 
Christian understanding of  immigration and refugee issues.  And yet, I intend to 
show that it doesn’t support the Progressive Leftist political current day position, as 
is assumed by far too many.

A first issue is use of  unwarranted selectivity.  Sometimes pastors and laity are 
more than happy to cite Leviticus 19:33-34 to those with a differing perspective. 
However, I can’t help but notice how verse 15 from the same chapter is not so com-
monly used.

Do not pervert justice; do not show partiality to the poor or favoritism to the 
great, but judge your neighbor fairly.
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I’m well aware of  the Bible’s overall teaching about the poor.  However, I won-
der how some of  our fellow Christians would react were someone to pluck verse 
15 out of  Leviticus and quote it every time the poor are considered?

The second issue that must be examined is what is meant by the word “so-
journer.”  The Interpreter’s Dictionary of  the Bible explains this word as follows.

A person living in mutually responsible association with a community, or in a place, not inher-
ently his own. …  In the basic meaning of the term, a sojourner is a person who occupies a 
position between that of the native-born and the foreigner.  He has come among a people dis-
tinct from him and thus lacks the protection and benefits ordinarily provided by kin and birth-
place.  His status and privileges derive from the bond of hospitality, in which the guest is invio-
lable.  … Placing himself under the protection of a particular clan or chieftain, or a person, the 
sojourner in turn assumes responsibilities.

Based on this information I conclude that a “sojourner” is something very dif-
ferent from the formulation of  the Rev. Parsons, that being someone “who finds 
themselves within our borders.”   That is, a sojourner is someone who has entered 
into an explicit and bi-directional relationship with a community “not inherently 
his own.”  Thus, someone who illegally sneaked into a community and attempted 
to reside without any mutual agreement on the nature of  their relationship would 
not be considered to be a “sojourner,” but rather an interloper.

So too, the leader of  a clan or community would have to agree to the creation 
and continuation of  this relationship.  Were a sojourner to violate the terms of  
agreement, the community would no longer be bound by them either.  And, that 
community/clan leader would be expected to use their best judgment prior to en-
tering into such an arrangement with foreigners.  For example, if  a dozen military 
aged Philistines showed up on the border claiming to be “sojourners,” who but the 
most biblically/historically illiterate would imagine that an ancient Israeli leader 
would be predisposed to enter into such a relationship?

Finally let’s consider the issues associated with historic and social context. 
The NIV Study Bible (© 1985) estimates that the Book of  Leviticus was written by 
Moses between c. 1446 and c. 1406 B.C.  Taking the midpoint of  this period, that 
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is 3,445 years ago from 2019.  I point this out not to attenuate the Book’s authority 
as Holy Scripture, but rather to suggest that it may be quite a stretch to simply con-
clude that any verse can be directly and thoughtlessly applied to problems facing 
us today.  Yes, it most definitely does speak to us and our problems today, but a re-
sponsible interpreter will carefully identify differences between c. 1426 B.C. and 
2019 A.D. that could result in misapplication of  God’s Word.

Nathaniel Micklem in The Interpreter’s Bible makes this point with great wis-
dom in his exposition on Leviticus 19:9,10 (NIV).

When you reap the harvest of your land, do not reap to the very edges of your 
field or gather the gleanings of your harvest. Do not go over your vineyard a sec-
ond time or pick up the grapes that have fallen. Leave them for the poor and the 
foreigner. I am the Lord your God.

Are we to say in the light of vss. 9-10 that the storekeeper must always throw in a little extra 
when he is serving a poor customer, that the market gardener must be quite unconcerned if a 
poor man helps himself to a little pickings from his fields?  It is obviously impossible to apply 
the rules of a simple agricultural society to the complicated conditions of modern economic 
society.

Such rules as these must be translated into another idiom.  But the principle remains, I am the 
Lord your God.  Therefore, you shall not be grasping, you shall not make every cent you can 
for yourself and your family; you shall share with the needy that measure of prosperity which 
God in his mercy may have granted you.

We must therefore ask just what are the primary societal parameters that have 
changed since c. 1426 B.C.?  Is it that human beings are no longer capable of  ill 
will and/or deceit?  Is it that leaders no longer have responsibility to provide pro-
tection to their communities?  Is it that human beings no longer bleed and die? 
No, no and no.

The primary thing that has changed is that the immigration/refugee issue is to-
day debated in the United States within context of  a nation of  320 million people 
spread over almost four-million square miles.  Thus, a community/clan member 
in ancient Israel would have to look into the eyes (living or dead) of  the victims of  
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their poor decisions. But citizens of  the United States who demand no vetting of  
immigrants/refugees and open borders can do so safe in the knowledge that the 
likelihood that they will bear direct personal responsibility for tragic consequences 
is vanishingly small.

Many, many people who follow the Progressive Leftist line on immigration and 
refugee policy do so without having carefully thought through all the issues and im-
plications.  However, there are the most serious of  moral issues at play.  Were some 
of  these well intentioned people to stop and really focus on these issues they might 
modify their words and actions.

Closing Thoughts

While this assessment cannot be claimed to have been comprehensive I believe 
it has been sufficient.  That is, the following aspects of  the current consensus on 
immigration and refugee policy have been carefully scrutinized

1. a high profile statement by an officer of  the PCUSA on their policy positions

2. review of  one of  the most commonly used Bible passages in support of  the cur-
rent consensus.

In both areas I have found the results to be seriously deficient.

There is, however, a general consideration that may be of  use to explore as we 
exit this particular topic.  Although it has been indirectly referred to, it has not yet 
been specifically addressed.  That being Progressive Christianity’s all too common 
presumption of  a moral, intellectual and theological superiority that excuses them 
from engaging as peers with those holding opposing perspectives.  I certainly am 
not claiming that this problem is uniformly the case as I personally know numer-
ous members of  this group who engage on the merits.

However, I believe the argument can be credibly made that, due to their unde-
niable success in occupying most key positions of  social and organizational power, 
the Progressive movement has become far too dependent on intimidation at the ex-
pense of  persuasion.
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This strategy is pursued by never acknowledging opposition as being legitimate 
and by insisting that opposing points of  view are motivated by moral defects. Thus 
they are not seeking to persuade peers to see their point of  view, but rather using 
social and/or organizational force to obtain submission.

John Calvin himself  rebukes this leadership strategy in his commentary on 
Psalm 45:2.

You are the most excellent of men and your lips have been anointed with grace, 
since God has blessed you forever.

… How manifestly does this rebuke the mean-spiritedness of kings in our day, by whom it is 
regarded as derogatory to their dignity to converse with their subjects, and to employ remon-
strance in order to secure their submission; nay, who display a spirit of barbarous tyranny in 
seeking rather to compel than to persuade them …

The really bad news for Progressives is that, although victory by intimidation 
has always been a morally destructive strategy, it no longer is likely to be effective 
for a large segment of  the population.  And, doubling, then tripling down, to the 
point of  rioting and physical violence on the same strategy is likely to diminish 
your credibility and influence even more.

I suppose that this section could be viewed as one long attempt to persuade Pro-
gressives to rejoin the rest of  us flawed, confused humans who are attempting to 
find our way through the challenges of  the 21st century.  Sometimes persuasion 
has the prerequisite of  confrontation, such as when an entrenched group abuses 
their position and privilege to the detriment of  substantive debate.

I believe that most of  us would welcome you with open arms.  I certainly 
would. For, we need more ideas being more freely debated in good faith to meet 
the difficult choices and challenges that face us all.
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President Trump’s Visit to Pittsburg
The Lighter Side

Consider the dilemma facing an organization based on satirical web posts. 
They must somehow stay ahead of  the ever accelerating lunacy that is occurring 
in reality to deliver their satire.  That’s hard and getting harder.

Take the PCUSA as a test case.  Back in 2017 the Babylon Bee published a sa-
tirical piece about the PCUSA’s position on inclusiveness.

“As a denomination, we just want to reiterate our sincere desire to extend a warm embrace 
to people of all backgrounds, as long as they don’t disagree with us on any single issue,” Rev. 
Craig Barnes said on behalf of the group, speaking to church leaders gathered at Princeton 
Theological Seminary.  “We are totally committed to being accepting, loving, and never con-
demning—unless you’re a filthy, toxic traditionalist.  Then all bets are off.”

The above excerpt’s quotes are, of  course, made up and extreme for effect. 
 That’s simply a key aspect of  satire.

However, a PCUSA minister not long thereafter created a public spectacle in 
Pittsburgh that in reality surpassed anything that the Bee could have imagined. 
Specifically, the Babylon Bee made up the quote by a made up PCUSA leader that 
“We are totally committed to being accepting, loving, and never condemning—un-
less you’re a filthy, toxic traditionalist. Then all bets are off ” while an actual 
PCUSA pastor screamed in public that “We welcome everybody here!” and 
“You don’t belong here!” to the President of  the United States and by obvious 
extension to those who support (or even don’t aggressively resist) him.

As if  to perfectly demonstrate in reality the entire satirical Bee imagined quote, 
the Pittsburgh Posit-Gazette reported that the Presbytery chose to only condemn 
those who objected to this behavior and tried to make the aggressor into a victim.

In an open letter titled “A Season of Travail” and published online, the Rev. Sheldon W. Sorge, 
the Presbytery’s general minister, expressed dismay at what he termed a “rush of anger un-
leashed on Facebook” at Rev. Rothenberg.
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In an interview Thursday, Rev. Sorge said he was concerned by the level of animosity that has 
permeated emails, Facebook posts and phone messages that have flooded not only the Pitts-
burgh Presbytery but the church’s national office and presbytery offices elsewhere in the U.S.

The following paragraph in the same article is essential to drawing an informed 
conclusion about the Rev. Sorge’s response.

Calls have come in for Rev. Rothenberg, who currently works at a church consulting agency, to 
be dismissed or defrocked.  And while Rev. Sorge said he is unaware of any threats of vio-
lence made, he said callers have resorted to denouncing Rev. Rothenberg in spiritual terms, 
telling her she can go to hell.

Yes, we can agree that a few responders saying “go to hell” is not an acceptable 
position.  However, if  that’s the worst extreme in commentary by thousands of  up-
set people then we can be confident that the vast majority of  critical responses var-
ied from thoughtful to angry, but were generally civil.

TheBlaze published an article on Rev. Rothenberg’s public outburst that in-
cludes a selection of  comments found on Facebook.  While most are critical, not 
one crosses the line of  civility.

The clip of Rothenberg yelling at Trump attracted over 29,000 comments on WTAE’s Face-
book page since Tuesday evening.  Most seemed decidedly against her yelling at the president:
• “I guess she missed the entire point of the last few days.  Hate is not welcomed or sup-

ported in Pittsburgh.  She is fueling the very hate she says she’s against!”
• “Wow are you kidding me? Leave your differences aside and stop being a disrespectful child 

in a time of mourning.”
• “This is not the Pittsburgh I grew up in, nor is it the Presbyterian Church I grew up in.  The 

man wasn’t here to be with political people, but came with his family to honor the deceased 
and first responders, and visit those who were wounded.  He did not affect you or the fami-
lies of the deceased.  Spewing hatred is the problem.  I’m ashamed for these actions.”

• “This lady just wanted attention.  Notice her smile and cover her face than say sorry when 
she saw she was being recorded and getting the attention she wanted.  She doesn’t care 
that her neighbors are trying to grieve for loved ones if she truly did she wouldn’t add to 
the chaos.”

But not every comment was negative:
• “I feel her frustration.  My heart aches for the family and love ones of those who were taken 

by hatred.”
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Wow, pretty mild stuff.  But how dare the unwashed multitude criticize in any 
way the public behavior of  a PCUSA minister!

So, the Rev. Sorge backed his fellow cleric 100% and condemned all who 
voiced displeasure with her.  Is this stance any different from the Bee’s pretend 
statement that “As a denomination, we just want to reiterate our sincere desire to 
extend a warm embrace to people of  all backgrounds, as long as they don’t dis-
agree with us”?

The Darker Side

In the previous section I discussed the behavior and statements of  the Rev. Su-
san Rothenberg within context of  reality exceeding satire.  However, there is a far 
more serious, consequential aspect of  this situation.  For, while it’s easy to point 
out the ridiculousness of  her ranting “We welcome everybody here!” and “You 
don’t belong here!”, the fact that neither she nor her Presbytery saw anything 
wrong with these apparently contradictory statements should cause great concern.

In particular, the Rev. Rothenberg explicitly refused to apologize for her state-
ments.

“While I don’t regret what I said, I do regret the pain that it’s caused. … It has spiraled, and it’s 
incredibly sad that that has happened.  I love my church, and I love my denomination, and I 
have deep regret for any harm they may be experiencing.”

The Pittsburg Presbytery also refused to in any way criticize her behavior or 
words, but rather sought to cloak her in the snow-white garb of  official victim-
hood.  Speaking as the top official in the Presbytery the Rev. Sheldon W. Sorge 
said:

“The pent-up anger this has revealed is astonishing.  Susan’s protest has had the effect of a 
breach in a dam, and the torrent of hate-filled speech it has unleashed is vast and truly alarm-
ing,” the letter said.

So, to recap, neither the Rev. Rothenberg nor the Rev. Sorge acknowledged 
that a PCUSA minister publicly (and hatefully) screaming an apparent logical con-
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tradiction (among other questionable ideas) reflects poorly on the denomination’s 
intellectual or moral standing.

How to account for this result?  A charitable theory is that they were so embar-
rassed that they pretend to not notice, hoping that it will just disappear down the 
memory hole.  There was a time years ago when I would have gladly grasped at 
this straw.

Unfortunately, the purposeful, sustained over decades, policy of  the PCUSA 
elite has been the implementation of  just this apparent logical contradiction.  That 
is, while claiming to be loving and inclusive, the PCUSA elite has hatefully pur-
sued a policy of  exclusion for members who oppose (or even don’t sufficiently sup-
port) their goals.  

Compelling evidence for this theory is easily found.  For example, their con-
tempt of  and hatred for non-Progressive PCUSA members did not prevent (and 
may well have assisted) election of  our 2016 General Assembly Co-Moderators. 
General hatred for non-Progressive citizens was hurled from the pulpit of  one of  
the PCUSA’s largest and most influential churches.  This book’s accounting of  the 
behavior, actions and policies of  PCUSA leadership reveals an environment that 
ranges from disrespect to open intolerance of  orthodox Christianity.  Finally note 
that this group has brazenly and officially self-identified as those who demand ex-
clusion of  all who refuse submission  to their ideology.  See Chapter 6 for a de-
tailed accounting of  these statements.

And in response over 1,200 churches and one-million members have exited the 
denomination in less than a decade.  That’s right folks, the supposedly most “inclu-
sive” ever Christian leadership has in reality excluded and then driven out a huge 
segment of  its membership.  It would take a heart of  stone to resist pointing out 
the ludicrous irony of  this situation.

While the previous text describes the contradiction between “We welcome eve-
rybody here!” and “You don’t belong here!”, it doesn’t explain how PCUSA Pro-
gressives can logically justify this position.  It turns out that both the Reverends 
Sorge and Rothenberg provide key insight.  While defending the Rev. Rothenberg:
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Rev. Sorge said he does not expect any efforts within the church to oust his colleague and 
notes that Presbyterians have a long history of supporting political activism.

When asked to explain her (Rev. Rothenberg) behavior, she responded:.

“We have to give voice to pain and suffering.  And sometimes pain and suffering is not attrac-
tive and doesn’t look like we have it all together.  And I think that’s what it looked like”

Thus, the fact that the Rev. Rothenberg was practicing “political activism” sup-
porting victims of  “pain and suffering” justifies her behavior.  And, by exten-
sion, the PCUSA’s Progressive elite can and does justify almost anything by this 
same logic.

Therefore, to expand the Rev. Rothenberg’s formulation, the PCUSA’s policy 
is:

1. We welcome everybody [who claims to either (a) be a victim of  oppression 
or (b) speak out for victims of  oppression] here!

2. You [victimizers who adhere to the orthodox Biblical doctrines of  sin and re-
demption] don’t belong here!

This is how the PCUSA Progressive elite can pursue a policy that on the sur-
face appears to be a logical contradiction.  They say (or in this case scream) the 
above bolded words aloud.  In their heads they add (something like) the bracketed 
words.  Perhaps we should start to take far more seriously the hidden sense in what 
appears to be the PCUSA’s Progressive nonsense.

Closing Thoughts
Overview

This has been quite a trip.  While reviewing specific instances of  PCUSA politi-
cal action we have witnessed:

• Bizarre, self-righteous fantasies of  a milquetoast Republican president as the 
next Hitler, with only the brave “little Bonhoeffers” to hold us back from geno-
cide;
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• The presumption of  prejudice and hatred for their nearest neighbors based on 
nothing but their irrational “fear”;

• Naked anti-Semitism as practiced in Middle East policy positions;

• Forcing their radical views about the limits for religious freedom on all other 
Christians in the United States;

• Refusing to Condemn infanticide;

• Spewing hatred from the Pulpit against fellow citizens who didn’t toe the Progres-
sive line in the 2016 election;

• Deceitfully arguing for “open borders” as a “Christian” position while providing 
virtually no credible theological justification;

• Making a public spectacle of  insanity and hatred during a solemn Presidential 
visit.

Yes, this isn’t necessarily comprehensive or representative, but it is sufficient to 
demonstrate how the PCUSA conducts itself  in political matters.

Conclusions

What this chapter has reveales is that the Bible and Confessions have been ren-
dered irrelevant within the PCUSA by a combination of  postmodern philosophy 
and secular Progressive politics.  There is simply no center of  Christian orthodoxy, 
Reformed or otherwise, left to hold.  In its place is a secular-driven ideology that 
sees the PCUSA’s civilizational value to be the “Christianization” of  any and all 
political policies embraced by the Progressive Left — from abortion on demand 
(and soon infanticide) to the destruction of  Israel to Socialism to gun confiscation 
to open borders to destruction of  free speech and religious liberty to gay marriage 
and on and on.

I challenge anyone to demonstrate that the PCUSA elite has ever opposed a sig-
nificant Progressive political policy.  Yes, sometimes they have argued that the secu-
lar Progressives are pursuing a common goal too quickly or slowly or in the wrong 
way.  These are internal arguments over tactics.  I am talking about them standing 
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athwart a Progressive goal and clearly saying that it is wrong and must be stopped. 
Go ahead, I’m waiting.

Our denominational leadership has made the PCUSA into a theological laugh-
ing stock and a pathetic little appendage to the secular Progressive political ma-
chine.  And, having illegitimately achieved this result they now demand that those 
of  us in opposition shut up or leave.

Perhaps we will leave.  But while we remain we should clearly and loudly op-
pose the clique of  false teachers who have seized control of  what once was a vital 
Christian denomination.
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C H A P T E R  5

A Debacle’s Ingredients: 
Theological Deviance

Heresy and Apostasy in the Church

A reader may reasonably wonder if  terms for theological deviance like heresy (a be-
lief  or opinion contrary to orthodox religious doctrine) and apostasy (the abandon-
ment or renunciation of  a religious belief) have any utility in our postmodern 
world.  For they conjure up dim, terrible memories like the Salem Witch Trials, 
the Spanish Inquisition and burnings at the stake.  However, in the absence of  
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these concepts it would appear impossible to maintain a body of  orthodox Chris-
tian doctrine.

Although the term “heresy” is little used and even less understood in today’s 
relativistic culture it can yet be a useful concept.  R.C. Sproul defined this impor-
tant term as follows.

But what do we mean by heresy?  Is every theological error a heresy? In a broad sense, every 
departure from biblical truth may be regarded as a heresy.  But in the currency of Christian 
thought, the term heresy has usually been reserved for gross and heinous distortions of bib-
lical truth, for errors so grave that they threaten either the essence (esse) of the Christian 
faith or the well-being (bene esse) of the Christian church.

We need not ever return to the violence of  the past when deploying this term 
in our contemporary society.  But that doesn’t mean that there should be no conse-
quences for someone in a Christian organization who “grossly and heinously” dis-
torts biblical truth.  In particular, an ordained officer in a Christian church 
shouldn’t be allowed to hold their position while simultaneously engaging in open 
heresy or apostasy.

Obviously in our free society anyone can found or join an organization that 
calls itself  “Christian” but in no way supports biblical truth.  However, if  a Chris-
tian denomination claims that it is based upon a credible theological tradition that 
upholds biblical truth then it has a responsibility to do so in practice.  For the 
PCUSA that claimed tradition is Reformed theology.

In this chapter I will argue that there are indeed theological lines in existence 
that when crossed can be reasonably described as heresy or apostasy.  Our 
PCUSA leaders are free to develop and communicate theological innovations.  But 
if  this work is claimed to be a legitimate expression of  orthodox Reformed Christi-
anity then we are also free to assess the validity of  these claims.  Thus I intend to 
demonstrate that our denominational leadership has so grossly and heinously dis-
torted biblical truth that their positions can be legitimately characterized as hereti-
cal.

If  my argument is convincing then we have only three choices regarding how 
to proceed as a orthodox Reformed Christians in the PCUSA, those being:
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1. Accept the fact that heresy and apostasy exist unopposed and do our best to 
maintain small islands of  orthodoxy;

2. Demand that the Confessional sources that enable heresy be reformed and 
that the leaders who practice heresy be removed from their positions;

3. Flee from the denomination.

In what follows I’m not seeking to build a case for any one of  these options.  
However, I am seeking to convince the reader that gross heresy, apostasy and even 
atheism is rampant in our current PCUSA leadership.  For only if  we understand 
the truth can we make faithful, informed decisions on how best to shine the Gos-
pel’s light into this terrible darkness.

The Re-Imagining God Conference of 1993

While the following section will discuss recent cases of  theological deviance it’s 
important to understand that they are only the poison fruit of  a debased theologi-
cal tree with roots deep within the denomination.  While this tree has been grow-
ing in the PCUSA for generations, it was a women’s conference in 1993 that re-
vealed the true nature of  these theological innovations to the general PCUSA 
membership.  The resulting scandal led to the resignation of  a PCUSA officer, but 
didn’t materially slow the progress of  heretical theology within the denomination.

The Conference

The following excerpt summarizes the conference from the perspective of  
Christians for Biblical Equality (CBE International), an organization that “ad-
vances the gospel by equipping Christians to use their God-given talents in leader-
ship and service regardless of  gender, ethnicity, or class.”  The article (published in 
April 1994) is authored by Catherine Clark Kroeger.

In their desperate hunger for new and meaningful ways of knowing and worshiping God, thou-
sands of women gathered in Minneapolis in November 1993 at a conference whose theme 
was “Re-Imagining… God, Community, and the Church.”  Certainly today’s women have the 
right to choose their own forms of religious expression.  However, they also have a right to un-
derstand the antecedents of those forms.  Because various conference presentations and litur-
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gies went beyond orthodox Christian faith and practice, we need to examine the historical 
roots of these so-called “new” ideas.

A more critical summary was provided by the Presbyterian Lay Committee.

... the 1993 ReImagining event created an uproar at the 206th General Assembly when it met 
in Wichita in 1994.  The assembly received 51 overtures calling for the PCUSA to dissociate 
from the ReImagining movement because of its goddess-worship themes, denial of the atone-
ment and contradictions of Christian doctrines.

The PCUSA was one of the principal financial supporters of the ReImagining conference and 
a number of PCUSA staff leaders attended the event.

The 1994 General Assembly commissioners tried to overcome the church crisis with a state-
ment expressing regret “that many in the Presbyterian family were offended, dismayed, hurt 
and angered when they read what happened at the conference … It is our opinion that mem-
bers of the PCUSA were offended, dismayed, hurt and angered because they believe that the 
PCUSA no longer adheres to its traditional theological moorings or is afraid to say that it 
does.” 

The last sentence turned out to be prophetic of  all that has transpired since this 
event.

The Conference’s Heresy in Detail

It’s difficult to summarize the sheer scope and magnitude of  this conference’s 
overt heresy or the utter disrespect shown towards Christianity by its attendees.  
The best summary that I have found was provided by a BRFWitness article titled 
“Paganism at the Re-Imagining Conference.”

The Atonement of Jesus Christ
Delores Williams, a professor at Union Theological Seminary in New York, told the group, "I 
don't think we need a theory of atonement at all...atonement has to do so much with death...l 
don't think we need folks hanging on crosses, and blood dripping, and weird stuff...we just 
need to listen to the god within."  Another speaker, Virginia Mollenkott, who serves on the Na-
tional Council of Churches commission to prepare an inclusive language lectionary, claimed 
that the death of Jesus was the ultimate in child abuse.  She said that the commonly accepted 
view of Christ's atonement pictures God as an abusive parent, and Jesus as an obedient child. 
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The Minneapolis Conference trampled under foot the Gospel of salvation through the work 
of Jesus Christ, and attempted to reconstruct the Christian faith without the offense of the 
cross. 

The All-Encompassing God
Speaker Chung Hyun Kyung drew many of her ideas from Eastern pantheistic religions, in 
which God is an all-encompassing energy force uniting and permeating all that exists. ... 

The religion promoted in Minneapolis was New Age pantheism and monism, in which a uni-
versal divine energy permeates all matter.

The Understanding of Family
Speakers at the Minneapolis assembly tried to re-imagine the family by suggesting "sex among 
friends," and proposed that such activity should be considered normal and appropriate.  They 
declared that sexual pleasure is "a human right" and implied that fidelity in marriage is a kind 
of old-fashioned idolatry. 

TheWorship of Goddess Sophia
One of the most disturbing aspects of the Minneapolis 
gathering was the worship and adoration paid to So-
phia.  The Greek word for "wisdom" is "sophia," and the 
name "Sophia" is a feminine name.  At the Re-imagining 
Conference, as each speaker took the podium, she re-
ceived a chanted blessing from the entire assembly.  The 
women chanted, "Bless Sophia, dream the vision, share 
the wisdom dwelling deep within." ...

A closing communion service was replaced with a serv-
ice of milk and honey, and prayers and songs addressed 
to "Our Maker, Sophia." 

A leader sang,'Our mother Sophia, we are women in 
your image; with the milk of our breasts we suckle the children..." 

The audience sang in refrain, "Sophia Creator God, Let your milk and honey flow.  Sophia, 
Creator God, shower us with your love."  The leader continued,'Our sweet Sophia, we are 
women in your image; with nectar between our thighs we invite a lover, we birth a child; with 
our warm body fluids we remind the world of its pleasures and sensations." 
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The crowd responded, "Sophia Creator God, Let your milk and honey flow..." 

Commentary

The radical theologies that burst into public view at the Re-Imagining God 
Conference had been under development and discussion for decades before 1993.  
Specific theologies such as “feminist” and “liberation” (i.e., Communist) had been 
taught in Christian seminaries and put into practice.  So, the two primary alterna-
tives for understanding the PCUSA leadership’s pre-conference behavior are pur-
poseful blindness of  the Sergeant Schultz mode (“I see nothing! I know nothing!”) 
or the cynical pretense of  Captain Renault (“I am shocked, shocked to find that 
gambling is going on here!”).

Given the prominence of  these radical theologies for decades past I’m strongly 
inclined to the latter theory.  This conclusion is supported by comments made by 
Sylvia Thorson-Smith in her “Address at the Presbyterian Voices for Justice (for-
merly Voices of  Sophia) Breakfast,” at the 220th General Assembly, PCUSA (July 
3, 2012).

Looking back, I can honestly say that, to all of us working on women’s advocacy in the church 
at the time, it seemed so exciting and no big deal!  We’d been having advocacy training events, 
theological colloquia, and feminist liturgical services for 20 years.  The church had funded them, 
and recruited women and men to attend.  One of the first I attended was a little gathering in 
1977 on Women and the P Word – what do you think it was?  POWER!  I remember how 
scary it was to say those two words together – but no one in the church went ballistic over it! 
It was a different time, women were on the move, and our church was training us to be 
strong and competent.  Re-Imagining was on a larger scale, but why would we ever think that 
the church would get so exercised because 2200 people attended a feminist conference?

I tend to believe Thorson-Smith’s claim that the PCUSA leadership knew 
about and supported the radical feminist theology that had been developed “for 
20 years” before the Re-Imagining God Conference.  In that case the scandal 
wasn’t the actual heretical theology, but rather that it was made so unavoidably 
public.
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Note how the content of  the Re-Imagining God Conference intersects with the 
previously discussed issue of  sexual liberation.  Thorson-Smith blames “conserva-

tives” for objecting to and exposing the conference’s con-
tent.  

I’m confident that a far broader group of  PCUSA mem-
bers, even today, would be appalled by a re-imagined 
“family” consisting of  "sex among friends.”  For any per-
son, Christian or not, who understands and appreciates 
the characteristics of  a family this radical definition will 
be nothing less than abhorrent.  And yet, 26 years ago 
this very deviant understanding of  “family” was pro-
posed at a conference funded by the PCUSA.

It must also be pointed out that the theological gap be-
tween the ritual sex of  ancient pagan worship and “Our 
sweet Sophia, we are women in your image; with nectar 
between our thighs we invite a lover, we birth a child; 

with our warm body fluids we remind the world of  its pleasures and sensations" is 
imperceptibly small.

You would be deeply mistaken if  you think that this movement disappeared af-
ter the scandal.  No, it simply went underground as evidenced by the 2012 “Voices 
for Justice” event.  As powerful evidence for this claim, note that this same group 
had previously been called “Voices for Sophia.”  And 19 years later Sylvia 
Thorson-Smith could proclaim “Re-Imagining was on a larger scale, but why 
would we ever think that the church would get so exercised because 2200 people 
attended a feminist conference?”

I suspect that some readers are saying to themselves, “surely this is just a his-
toric aberration that has no affect on today’s church.”  No, while still on the fringe, 
this movement remains aggressively active in Mainline denominations.  One visi-
ble instance is the  Ebenezer/herchurch Lutheran church in San Francisco CA.  
This church is part of  the Evangelical Lutheran Church in America (ELCA), a 
Mainline denomination that is in “full communion” with the PCUSA.  This 
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means that these denominations can share clergy and officially claim a “common 
calling.”  

Although I haven’t found a PCUSA church that is this open about its promo-
tion of  pagan theology, given the continued existence of  PCUSA groups like 
“Voices for Justice” its impossible to believe that there is no theological commonal-
ity between such groups.  Thus, I contend that, though often hidden from easy 
public view, radical deviant groups along these pagan lines exist throughout Main-
line denominations, including the PCUSA.

The following excerpt (misspelling not corrected, emphasis added) is one of  
many radical statements that have been pulled from the herchurch website.  The 
photograph that accompanied this text is included, though the caption is by this 

author.  

Embodying the Goddess
The liturgy, community and ministry of 
the congregation reflects diverse thea-
logical works and voices hoping to be 
a part of the prophetic voice of the 
divine feminine that will deconstruct 
Christianity and other patriarchal re-
ligions so that both a new paradigm 
and worldview may emerge that truly 
creates an egalitarian, just, society and 
eco-sensitivies that tend to mending 
the web of life.

Many Christians, even those who are 
a part of the progressive movement, 

often question the congregation’s Goddess focus.  But more important are the voices of per-
sons who had felt alienated and isolated by the church prior to learning about the work of 
herchurch.

Pastor Stacy and the congregation who are embodying the Goddess are convinced that the 
nature of the sacred and divine presented in feminist-inclusive understandings can and will 
help facilitate a caring culture.
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It is this deviant, radicalized, non-Christian theological environment that has 
continued to grow and prosper behind the curtains of  the PCUSA.  What 
changed in the past decade is that the denominational leaders have been embold-
ened to allow their beliefs to enter the public domain.  That’s where I found them.
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S E C T I O N  1

Heresy, Apostasy and Atheism

We have previously discussed these terms for 
theological deviance in general.  But specifics 
are required for a credible case to be made 
that heresy, apostasy and atheism are occur-
ring in practice.  The following sections pro-
vide case studies that cover all three of  these 
areas.  My hope is that along the way the 
reader will better understand the nature of  
theological deviance as practiced by specific in-
dividuals within the PCUSA leadership.  If  
you are an orthodox-minded Christian pre-
pare to be shocked not only by the extent of  

this deviance but also by the height of  leadership to which it has penetrated and 
the shamelessness with which it is practiced.  Note that each of these three sec-
tions describe direct or approved theological deviance at the highest lead-
ership levels of the PCUSA.

The Rev. Reyes Chow and the PCUSA Embrace 
Gnosticism
Introduction

Earlier in this book  I have discussed “postmodern Christianity” and “Progres-
sive Christianity” as concepts by which the beliefs and actions of  the PCUSA lead-
ership can be understood.  However, there is one major aspect of  their behavior 
that isn’t covered by these concepts, that being: How can people who deny the 
possibility of objective truth be so convinced that they know the truth?

This issue is particularly relevant to the Person and purpose of  Jesus Christ.  As 
I have previously discussed, our postmodern PCUSA elites claim “knowledge” 
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about Jesus Christ’s mind on gay-marriage that is utterly at odds with the Scrip-
tural witness.  This disregard for the Christ of  Scripture as opposed to their imagi-
nations was summarized in the section, Jesus Christ Avatar. (see Chapter 3).

And yet, so sure are they of  Christ’s mind on gay-marriage that they will throw 
the PCUSA into chaos and destruction to force its official sanction in our Book of  
Order.  In all of  my research, including review of  the 24,000 words in Rationales 
from many Presbyteries, I have yet to find an instance in which this disconnect is 
addressed, let alone resolved.

There’s always the possibility of  meaningless irrationality as an explanation for 
so fundamental a logical contradiction.  However, though I don’t deny this possibil-
ity, I tend to give this crowd more credit than that.

There’s also the possibility of  outright deceit.  Although I’ve considered this, I 
don’t think that, in the theological domain, most of  our elites are that cynical. 
That is, even though I’m concerned that postmodernism's rejection of  objective 
truth decreases the moral barrier to lying, I’m also convinced that most of  our 
elites are honestly expressing their theological positions.

There is another possible explanation, one that both justifies (1) the existence 
of  sure knowledge outside the bounds of  objective truth and (2) total confidence in 
the conclusions of  an elite group.  It is  an ancient belief  system that disrupted the 
early Christian church, called Gnosticism.  One useful definition of  Gnosticism 
follows (emphasis added):

The doctrine of salvation by knowledge.  This definition, based on the etymology of the word 
(gnosis “knowledge”, gnostikos, “good at knowing”), … it is markedly peculiar to Gnosticism 
that it places the salvation of the soul merely in the possession of a quasi-
intuitive knowledge of the mysteries of the universe and of magic formulae indicative of 
that knowledge.  Gnostics were “people who knew”, and their knowledge at once constituted 
them a superior class of beings, whose present and future status was essentially different 
from that of those who, for whatever reason, did not know.

It is believed that the epistle 1 John was written to counter early Gnostic beliefs. 
 Gnosticism was eventually declared to be a heresy and driven out of  the Christian 
church.  
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I don’t blame you if  this idea about Gnostics in our PCUSA elite seems to be a 
bit ridiculous.  After all, why would postmodern elites take up these ancient be-
liefs?  Why would people who call themselves Christian take up a theology that 
has been agreed to be utterly  heretical?  Perhaps this quote from the R.C Sproul 
article linked above will provided some context (emphasis added).

We live in a climate where heresy is embraced and proclaimed with the greatest of ease.  I 
can’t think of any of these major heresies that I haven’t heard repeatedly and openly on na-
tional tv by so-called “evangelical preachers” such as Hinn, Crouch, and the like.  Where our 
fathers saw these issues as matters of life and death, indeed of eternal life and death, we have 
so surrendered to relativism and pluralism that we simply don’t care about serious doctrinal 
error.  We prefer peace to truth and accuse the orthodox of being divisive when they call a 
heretic a heretic.  It is the heretic who divides the church and disrupts the unity of the body 
of Christ.

What is true for the modern Evangelical church is even more so for the modern 
Mainline church.  As you will see, I am not bringing this issue up without good rea-
son.

Gnosticism Defined

Before we delve into the evidence it’s important to define Gnosticism.  Other-
wise we’ll be talking about a theological label rather than an actual heretical belief  
system.

The Encyclopædia Britannica’s online article defines Gnosticism as follows.

Many of the so-called gnostic groups are characterized by a mythology that distinguishes be-
tween an inferior creator of the world (a demiurge) and a more transcendent god or order 
of being.  Another frequently encountered theme is that there is a special class or race of hu-
mans that is descended from the transcendent realm and is destined to achieve salvation and 
to return to its spiritual origins.  Salvation is understood as a revelation that reawakens knowl-
edge (gnosis) of the race’s divine identity; in contrast, the more “orthodox” Christian emphasis 
is on redemption through the death and resurrection of Jesus Christ.

To understand what’s to follow its important to delve more deeply into some of  
these key concepts.  These Gnostic ideas are at odds with orthodox Christian doc-
trine, and, on many central points are in direct contradiction.  Thus, Gnosticism 
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isn’t another perspective on Christianity.  No, it’s an irreconcilably false set of  
ideas about Christianity.

The Demiurge

One key concept is that of  an inferior God, the “demiurge.”  The web site 
Theopedia describes the Gnostic belief  in two Gods as follows.

God is wholly transcendent, that is, he is far removed from his creation.  He did not create the 
material universe because it was instead created by an evil or lesser God, sometimes called a 
“demiurge”.  God is thus too perfect and pure to have much to do with the evilness of the 
material universe.

The Scriptures

The Christian History magazine has devoted an issue to Gnosticism.  The fol-
lowing excerpt discusses the implications of  this belief  on interpretation of  Scrip-
ture.

Gnostics identified the evil god/creator with the God of the Old Testament; this had profound 
implications for their understanding of Scripture and the history of Israel. …

… the Gnostic approach was far more denigrating of the Jewish heritage.  In fact, one classic 
passage in The Second Treatise of the Great Seth uses Isaiah 45:5-6 to show that the God of 
Israel is inferior ; a true God would never need to declare that he was the only God.  This text 
also includes a fascinating litany that states, in parallel fashion, that “Adam was a joke,” followed 
by naming Abraham, David, Solomon, the 12 prophets, and Moses also as jokes!  The capstone 
is the declaration that the God of the Jewish Scripture is also a joke.  Each litany ends with the 
words “we have not sinned,” referring to the Gnostics’ claim to proper spiritual understanding. 
(This is an interesting declaration in light of 1 John 1:8- 2:2, which clearly states that those 
who claim not to have sinned are in error.) Gnostic interpretation of Scripture, therefore, of-
ten made the villains into heroes and the heroes into villains.  For example, Eve and the ser-
pent in the garden were the ones really in touch with the knowledge of the ultimate God; the 
inferior creator misled humanity. (In fact, some Gnostic groups were known as the Naassenes 
or Ophites, from the Hebrew and Greek words for “serpent.”).  The 20th-century clas-
sics scholar Arthur Darby Nock once quipped that all one needed to do to create Gnosticism 
was to turn Genesis upside down and do inverse interpretation!
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In other words, to create Gnosticism we need to directly contradict the teach-
ing of  Scripture.  This inversion of  Scripture isn’t limited to Genesis.  For exam-
ple, in the Gnostic view, Judas Iscariot was the hero of  the passion story.

Salvation by “Special Knowledge”

Gnostic belief  in salvation by “special knowledge” is highlighted by the follow-
ing Gnostic writings quoted in Christian History magazine (see link in the previous 
section).

This, therefore, is the true testimony:  When man comes to know himself and God who is 
over the truth, he will be saved, and he will crown himself with the crown unfading. — The 
Testimony of Truth

The Savior said to them: “I want you to know that all men born on earth from the founda-
tions of the world until now, being dust, while they have inquired about God, who he is and 
what he is like, have not found him. … But to you it is given to know; and whoever is worthy 
of knowledge will receive (it) … ” — The Sophia of Jesus Christ

Dualistic Worldview

Gnostic dualism regarding both God and creation is summarized in Christian 
History magazine.

From a Gnostic perspective, the material world is not just fallen but an utterly flawed creation, 
beyond redemption.  God—or at least, the good, true God—certainly does not work in his-
tory.  Escape is only available to the small minority who know, who recognize the need for lib-
eration, which lies within. Wisdom, Sophia, is for the spiritual, the elite, and distinguishes them 
from the gullible herd of humans mired in the material, the victims of cosmic deception.  They 
will remain asleep, while the true Gnostic is awakened.

Note also the central place of  a “woke” elite who possess a “special knowledge” 
unavailable to the ignorant masses in this passage.  Also, recall the emphasis on So-
phia by those associated with the Re-Imagining God Conference.

The Gnostic Christ

Gnostic rejection of  Christ’s humanity is highlighted by the following Gnostic 
writings quoted in Christian History magazine.  This rejection flows from Gnostic 
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dualism, which conceives of  the spirit as “all good” and the material world as “all 
evil.”  Thus it is inconceivable that God (i.e., Christ) would actually partake of  the 
material world through the Incarnation.  For, to so do is to soil the perfection of  
spirit with the vile evil of  the material world.

But I [Christ] was not afflicted at all.  Those who were there punished me.  But I did not die in 
reality but in appearance … it was another, Simon, who bore the cross on his shoulder.  It was 
another upon whom they placed the crown of thorns.  But I was rejoicing in the height over 
all the wealth of the archons and the offspring of their error, of their empty glory.  And I was 
laughing at their ignorance.” — The Second Treatise of the Great Seth (Gnostic text)

[Jesus said to Judas:] “But you will exceed all of them.  For you will sacrifice the man that 
clothes me. … Look, you have been told everything.  Lift up your eyes and look at the cloud 
and the light within it and the stars surrounding it.  The star that leads the way is your star.” — 
The Gospel of Judas (Gnostic text)

Although there is much more that could be conveyed about Gnosticism, this 
should be sufficient as a foundation for what follows.

Road, meet Rubber

Let me conclude by asking a question.  Given the above description, were a 
church’s leadership found to be strongly influenced by, theologically open to or 
publicly supportive of  Gnosticism, would you view this as:

1. A liberating good;

2. Of  no consequence one way to the other;

3. A devastating indictment?

What follows may well force you to answer this question as a very practical mat-
ter.

The PCUSA Embraces Gnosticism

I’m afraid that there’s no way to ease into this situation.  It’s better to just cut to 
the facts and then deal with them as best we can.  And, the simple fact is that the 
PCUSA published an article on its official web site on May 23, 2013 in which 
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Gnostic material was not just discussed, but enthusiastically embraced.  The ban-
ner for this article follows. 

The reason that I am including screen shots is that web pages can be taken 
down at any time.  Therefore, for certain critical web information a screen shot 
preserves “proof  of  existence” even if  the web page disappears.

The following figure is a screen shot of  a key section of  this article.  I used my 
browser search feature to highlight the word “Gnostic.”  I have added blue shad-
ing to highlight text sections of  particular interest.

Prior to the detailed discussion one point must be made, that being an article 
cannot simply randomly appear on this site.  No, numerous management decisions 
and editorial reviews, all resulting in positive decisions are required.  And, once an 
article is published there are PCUSA leaders who can decide that doing so was a 
mistake, embarrassment or scandal, and, have it pulled down.  So, almost six years 
later we are discussing a heresy-embracing article published and allowed to stand 
by the PCUSA leadership.
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Figure 25. Screen Shot of “The greatest story ever (re)told 
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Note first that the stated pretext for this embrace of  heresy was their deep de-
sire to draw “the Nones” (i.e., no religious affiliation) into “Christian” faith.  You 
see, given “the Nones” apparent interest in pulp fiction such as The Da Vinci Code, 
our PCUSA elites have no choice but to embrace Gnostic texts to draw them into 
the “faith.”  These Gnostic texts have been incorporated into God’s Word as “A 
New New Testament.”  No less than ten Gnostic texts were incorporated into the 
New Testament to create this heretical New New Testament.

But that’s not all by a long shot.  This article also positively references The Je-
sus Seminar.  The New New Testament and the Jesus Seminar are linked by a com-
mon theological outlook and participating personnel (there will be much more 
about the Jesus Seminar in the next section).  Here’s what the site linked to in the 
PCUSA article has to say about The Jesus Seminar (emphasis added).

The Seminar met twice a year to debate technical papers that were prepared and circulated 
in advance. At the close of debate on each agenda item, Fellows voted using colored beads to 
indicate the degree of authenticity of the words and deeds attributed to Jesus in the gospels. 
Dropping colored beads into a box soon became a trademark of the Jesus Seminar.  Among 
the findings is that, in the judgment of the Jesus Seminar Fellows, about 18 percent of the 
sayings and 16 percent of the deeds attributed to Jesus in the gospels are authentic.

Could it be that the authors of  this PCUSA post were so ignorant that they 
didn’t know they were endorsing heresy?  I highly doubt it, because they opened 
the article by actively attempting to inoculate themselves (and the PSUSA elites 
named) from this charge using the following text (emphasis added).

In today’s digital world, answers to almost all of our burning questions, whether they are 
about the burning bush or Moses’ tablets, are instantly available at our fingertips.  But for Chris-
tians, especially denominational leaders, one question persists as it has for millennia: “How best 
do we spread the Word of God?”

It’s always been a tall order for those spreading the Word.  Nothing sarcastically says “good ca-
reer move” better than being fed to hungry lions, being met by angry mobs or being burned 
at the stake by hysterical zealots crying “blasphemer!” for being both a proselytizer and a 
heretic.
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Note that the article authors associate themselves with the Disciples and Apos-
tles of  Jesus Christ who were martyred by the Roman government for spreading 
the gospel.  The “heresy” of  these Disciples and Apostles was to preach Christ’s 
Gospel to a pagan world ruled by a God Emperor.

So, should some close-minded, low-intellect person (or, perhaps, a person who 
lacks the magical “secret knowledge” that they have) accuse them of  heresy, they 
would only be confirming the author’s identification with the true Disciples and 
Apostles of  Jesus Christ!  My distress from this pathetic attempt is exceeded only 
by the fact that it may work for some members of  the PCUSA.

The fact that in centuries past people were tortured and killed for heresy 
doesn’t mean that it’s improper to call certain theological beliefs heretical.  And, if  
this term can’t be applied to the case where ten Gnostic books are added to the 
New Testament by people who believe that more than 80% of  the four Gospels is 
inauthentic, then there’s nothing to which it can be applied.

The question that we remaining PCUSA members and churches must answer 
is: “Will we meekly allow ourselves to be led by elites who praise heretics and trum-
pet heresy?”

These elites are free to believe in and preach such ideas in this great country un-
der protection of  our wonderful First Amendment.  However, that doesn’t mean 
that they must be allowed to defile and deface the Gospel of  Jesus Christ as repre-
sentatives of  a denomination that claims to be Christian.

A New New Testament and the Jesus Seminar

It would be a grave mistake not to further explore the connectivity between A 
New New Testament and the Jesus Seminar established in the previous section.  This 
connectivity is clearly stated in the Presbyterian News Service article.  The key 
paragraphs are excerpted below.

Reyes-Chow is part of a covenant group led by noted theologian and scholar Hal Taussig, 
which produced A New New Testament …  [snip]
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… The discovery of the Gnostic Gospels in Egypt rekindled debate among theologians and re-
ligious scholars about what a “proper” New Testament should contain.  One think tank that 
emerged was the 150-member Jesus Seminar founded by Robert Funk.  During his lifetime, 
Funk advocated for a volume along the lines of what was produced by Taussig’s council; Funk 
also lobbied strongly for the extraction of some books in the New Testament, among them 
the Gospel of John.

Two of Taussig’s Jesus Seminar colleagues — John Dominic Crossan and Karen King — joined 
his council for A New New Testament.  This move aroused some criticism, including critics 
who wondered what authority the council members had to re-write God’s Word.

Note the following:

1. The Gnostic texts, the Jesus Seminar and the debate about the books that 
should be contained in a “proper” New Testament are directly connected;

2. There is direct personnel overlap between the council for A New New Testa-
ment and the Jesus Seminar: Hal Taussig, John Dominic Crossan and Karen 
King.;

3. The connection between the PCUSA and A New New Testament is through 
the Rev. Bruce Reyes-Chow, about whom much more will be said in the fol-
lowing sections.

The Presbyterian News Service article presents the Jesus Seminar as an interest-
ing and credible group of  scholars.  The only hint of  something amiss is the state-
ment (see above excerpt) that the Seminar’s founder, Robert Funk, “lobbied 
strongly for the extraction of  some books in the New Testament, among them the 
Gospel of  John.”  This statement completely fails to convey the truth about the be-
liefs of  Robert Funk, or, of  those who chose to throw their theological / intellec-
tual lots in with him.  We can begin to see the truth by visiting the web site of  the 
organization founded by Funk, the Westar Institute (first “about” paragraph ex-
cerpted below, emphasis added).

Westar Institute — home of the Jesus Seminar — is dedicated to fostering and communicat-
ing the results of cutting-edge scholarship on the history and evolution of the Christian tradi-
tion, thereby raising the level of public discourse about questions that matter in society and 
culture.
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The following three figures show excerpts from the “Twenty-one Theses” of  
Robert Funk, which are published on the Westar Institute site.  I have included 
screen shots of  the key sections: (1) Theology, (2) Christology, (3) the Canon and 
the Language of  Faith.  Although virtually everything in these theses is appallingly 
heretical, I have nonetheless highlighted (with red shading) those which are most 
relevant to this particular topic.
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Figure 26. Robert Funk Theses (1 of 3)
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We get off  to a rousing start with thesis number one: God is dead.  I beg you, 
dear reader, to stop and seriously ponder.  The PCUSA has published a news arti-
cle that discusses in positive terms an organization who’s very first motivating the-
sis is that God is absent and/or irrelevant.
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Figure 27. Robert Funk Theses (2 of 3)
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With regard to Jesus Christ, Funk is no less radical, opening with: “We should 
give Jesus a demotion” (i.e., no longer consider Him to be divine).  He then pro-
ceeds to call the doctrine of  the atonement sub-rational, sub-ethical and mon-
strous.  Are you prepared to accept these views to be included within the bounds 
of  acceptable Christian belief ?
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Figure 28. Robert Funk Theses (3 of 3)
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Can there be any surprise that “The Canon” of  Scripture is described as an at-
tempt to invent Christianity as opposed to the inspired Word of  God?  And, if  the 
original Scriptural canon was merely a human act of  invention, then why 
shouldn’t we go on inventing and reinventing Christianity?  Finally, note that the 
Bible does not contain fixed, objective standards of  behavior.  That’s extremely im-
portant if  your project is to bring religious beliefs into line with the prevailing elite 
cultural perspectives on sexuality and marriage, among others.  The direct overlap 
with postmodern Christian beliefs must also be noted, in particular:

• “Absolutism seems to be replaced by relativism. Christian morality and theology 
are relative to the people who embrace them. Hence the rise of  moral and theo-
logical plurality, assuming that no one perspective has the dominant position in 
church, and no single unique outlook on reality accounts for the world we live 
in.”

• “The concept of  truth, including biblical truth, seems to have no correspon-
dence to objective reality. Hence, the search for truth appears to be a vain exer-
cise and the reader should be content with individual/personal interpretation. 
Systematic theology should be replaced by “edifying” theology, which aims at a 
continuing conversation between the reader and scriptures, rather than discover-
ing truth.”

This is the philosophical atmosphere in which the Jesus Seminar and A New 
New Testament exists.  Given all that is here said and implied, what can possibly 
be asked except (see bottom of  the previous figure) “What Comes after Christian-
ity?” Perhaps Gnosticism?

Our Gnostic PC(USA) General Assembly Ex-Moderator

The “star” of  the Gnosticism celebrating Presbyterian News Service article is 
the Rev. Bruce Reyes-Chow.  Here’s his bio from the “A New New Testament: A 
Bible for the 21st Century Combining Traditional and Newly Discovered Texts” 
web site.

Bruce Reyes-Chow is a Presbyterian minister, blogger, and social media consultant based in 
San Francisco, California.  Bruce was the founding pastor of the young adult faith community 
Mission Bay Community Church; he was elected as the youngest-ever Moderator of the Pres-
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byterian Church (USA) in 2008 and recently published the e-book The Definitive-ish Guide 
for Using Social Media in the Church.

Note that in 2008 commissioners to the General Assembly elected the Rev. 
Reyes-Chow to be their Moderator.  A mere five years later this elite PCUSA 
leader enthusiastically participated in a group bent on creating a Gnostic “New 
New Testament,” that had significant overlap with members of  the Jesus Seminar. 
I won’t insult your intelligence by seriously considering the possibility of  a sudden, 
unexpected switch from orthodoxy to heterodoxy in that time period.  No, by the 
longstanding standards of  our PCUSA elite I’m certain that the Rev. Reyes-
Chow’s heterodoxy was a well known and strong net positive.  That his spiritual 
path eventually led to outright heresy did not in the slightest harm his reputation 
in the denomination.  Rather, it led to the previously referenced fawning article by 
the Presbyterian News Service.

In the previous section I connected the Jesus Seminar to the A New New Testa-
ment from a theological / philosophical point of  view.  Here I’m first going to 
show the deep personal tie between the Rev. Reyes-Chow and Hal Taussig, who is 
a central figure in both the Jesus Seminar and A New New Testament.

Next, I’m going to illuminate how the Rev. Reyes-Chow deals with criticism for 
his participation in and support of  A New New Testament.

The Rev. Reyes-Chow and Hal Taussig

The following commentary is based on the transcript of  the Rev. Reyes-Chow’s 
interview of  Hal Taussig.  The interview is actually a dialogue between two kin-
dred spirits.  Even though they are discussing radical, controversial ideas, there is 
no sense of  challenge in Reyes-Chow’s questions.  Rather, it’s one softball after an-
other, as he gives Taussig the best possible opportunity to explain his views in a 
positive light.  The following excerpts support this conclusion.

Q: “No doubt people who don’t know you are going to paint a one dimensional picture of 
you.  So who is Hal Taussig and what’s one thing that we might not guess about you?”
[snip]
Q: “I blogged about this project a few months back, and while there were some positive com-
ments, a majority of the comments accused you and The Council of being a group of arrogant 
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religious celebrities who have finally gone too far.  How do you respond to these accusa-
tions?”
[snip]
Q: “The Council was diverse in many ways.  How did you decide who would be invited to be 
a part of the The Council?”
[snip]
Q: “Think five or 10 years down the line, what do you hope will be the overall impact of A 
New New Testament on culture, Christianity and/or the church?”
[snip]
Q: “What part of the entire process brought you the most joy?”

Aside from the question about negative comments to his blog post, a reader 
could be forgiven for not noticing that this is a discussion between two men bent 
on the destruction of  orthodox Christianity.  Rather, it comes across as two emi-
nent scholars discussing their challenging but reasonable views on Christianity and 
its sacred texts.  But make no mistake, these two men are sworn enemies of  ortho-
dox Christianity.  Read again the previous section on the Jesus Seminar.  Then con-
sider that the Rev. Reyes-Chow freely chose to join with Taussig to generate the 
Gnostic A New New Testament.  Finally, recall from the previous section on Gnosti-
cism that it directly contradicts orthodox Christian doctrine.

The Rev. Reyes Chow and A New New Testament Blog Post

The blog post to which Reyes-Chow refers in his question (see previous section) 
to Taussig provides important insights.  The blog post itself  is relatively short, with 
two key sections excerpted below.

Last year I was privileged to be part of a group of folks brought together to think about sa-
cred Christian texts, past AND future.  Yes, I said future because like many others, I have al-
ways felt that the texts that have informed my faith and life in Christ were never meant to be 
static, rather, were meant to expand and grow.  So when Hal Taussig asked me to part of a 
Church Council who would determine the texts to be included in the new book, A New 
New Testament (Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 2013) I did not need much convincing. ... [snip] ...
After all, to many, this will undoubtedly be seen as messing with The Word of God and will be 
labeled as blasphemous and heretical.  Not the first time that those labels have been directed 
my way, …
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However, it’s the dialogue between Reyes-Chow and his critics that is of  the 
greatest value, for two related reasons.  Firstly, because they allow insights into the 
postmodern/Progressive Christian worldview.  Secondly, because they provide in-
formation on how postmodern/Progressive Christians use language to confuse 
and repel their opponents.  In the following comment excerpts these are the issues 
upon which I will primarily focus.

Message: There are no lines of distinction in human thought and I’m a better 
Christian than are you.

Figure 29. Reyes-Chow Comments (1 of 4)

The commenter asks a direct question “What line will you not cross?”  Reyes-
Chow responds by claiming that the question is incomprehensible because it 
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“could be pointed at anyone by anyone at anytime.”  Apparently he believes that 
everyone always can be legitimately accused of  “crossing a line.”  We apparently 
are all crossing lines all the time, thus invalidating the concept.

This is indeed pure evasion.  Reyes-Chow is a Teaching Elder and past Modera-
tor of  the General Assembly.  He has therefore committed himself  to the mainte-
nance of  clearly defined lines through his ordination vows, in particular:

b. Do you accept the Scriptures of the Old and New Testaments to be, by the Holy Spirit, 
the unique and authoritative witness to Jesus Christ in the church universal, and God’s 
word to you?

c. Do you sincerely receive and adopt the essential tenets of the Reformed faith as ex-
pressed in the confessions of our church as authentic and reliable expositions of what 
Scripture leads us to believe and do, and will you be instructed and led by those confes-
sions as you lead the people of God?

d. Will you fulfill your office in obedience to Jesus Christ, under the authority of Scripture, 
and be continually guided by our confessions?

The fact that Reyes-Chow pretends to be confused about the existence of  lines 
that can be crossed doesn’t free him from the fact that these lines do indeed exist, 
and that he both acknowledged their existence and promised to abide within them 
when he took his ordination vows.  As is stated in the Book of  Confessions:

But to ensure that those who lead the church do so in faithfulness to its doctrine and form of 
government, the church does require ordained ministers, elders, and deacons to declare their 
adherence to the confessions of the church.

Yes, Rev. Reyes-Chow, there are lines, you once acknowledged them and you 
have clearly crossed them.

Having attempted to throw dust in Eric R.’s eyes, Reyes-Chow next retreats 
into pretended superiority as a Christian.  He does this by citing a single verse of  
Scripture, types words that adhere to it, and then implies that, even as a heretic, he 
is still a better Christian than is his accuser!

This attempt at self-justification can only work on someone who has been ut-
terly deceived by the “gentle Jesus, meek and mild” distortion.  Jesus was not 
“meek and mild” towards false teachers, or even always towards His own disciples. 
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 Nor were the Apostles Paul, Peter or John always “meek and mild.”  Reyes-Chow 
hopes to deceive us by falsely claiming himself  as a “true” Christian while imply-
ing that anyone who forcefully objects to his conduct is a mean person, and thus 
not Christ-like.  This is, again, pure deception.

Tactic: Character assassination and using children as shields

Figure 30. Reyes-Chow Comments (2 of 4)

Consider first the brazen dishonesty with which Reyes-Chow attempts to smear 
“JDM.”  There is absolutely nothing in JDM’s statement that so much as hints of  
profanity.  And yet, Reyes-Chow responds as if  this were the case.  Can any other 
word besides dishonorable be applied to the Reyes-Chow response?  No, and now 
there is another thing about which Reyes-Chow should be ashamed.

Then, Reyes-Chow brings his children into the debate.  Here is a man who has 
been aggressively assaulting the foundations of  Christianity attempting to shield 
himself  from criticism by hiding behind his children!  Does Reyes-Chow care 
about the children whose spirits will be vandalized by his heretical views?  Does he 
care about the spiritual health of  the Christian communities to whom parents en-
trust their children?
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Reyes-Chow’s responses strike me as equal parts entitlement and deception. He 
feels entitled to attack Christianity but is unwilling to honestly debate his beliefs 
with critics.

Message: I must help heretics because of inclusion and tolerance!

Figure 31. Reyes-Chow Comments (3 of 4)

Thanks to Mark Robinson for saving me some work in his last comment.

Tactic: The pretense of personal orthodoxy while advancing heresy
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Figure 32. Reyes-Chow Comments (4 of 4)

This exchange is the capstone of  the deceitfulness in which so many of  our 
PCUSA elites engage.  Perhaps a brief  parable will best capture this situation.

There once was a man who said that he so loved the redwood forest that he would dedicate his life 
to its preservation and expansion.  In fact, he took a solemn oath to do so in an organization 
created for that very purpose.  Many years later, members of  that organization found this man 
madly chopping down redwood trees with a group of  vandals.  They asked in bewilderment why 
he was doing this given his beliefs.  He replied: “Oh yes, I still hold to all my beliefs about 
preserving and expanding the redwood forest.  But I came across these good people who believe 
the opposite, and, in order to uphold inclusiveness and tolerance, decided that I must help them in 
their task.”

Were you to judge this man in the parable would you hesitate to call him a liar? 
 And yet, here is a man who has enthusiastically joined forces with people who be-
lieve that God is nonexistent, We should give Jesus a demotion, the Canon 
of Scripture is an attempt to invent Christianity and the Bible does not con-
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tain fixed, objective standards of behavior.  And what is Reyes-Chow doing 
with these people?  He is proposing a New New Testament that adds hereti-
cal Gnostic texts which contradict the teaching of the real Bible at every 
turn!

Yet, to preserve the “peace of  the church,” we look quickly away and pretend 
that there’s nothing of  significance to see here.  I’m sorry, but yes, there is.

Actually though, it’s far worse than this.  Here’s how the parable ends.

The leaders of  the redwood preservation and expansion organization then wrote and published a 
fawning article in which the vandal-joining man was praised for being at the forefront of  
preserving and expanding the redwood forest!

Gnosticism, Postmodern Christianity and Theological Collapse

If  you are a postmodern/Progressive Christian who has rejected that authorita-
tive, objective truth about God is to be found only in the Bible, how then can you 
speak authoritatively about God?  It seems to me that if  Gnosticism didn’t already 
exist you would be forced to invent something very much like it.  That is, you 
would need a theological justification for why you, a small, self-proclaimed elite fac-
tion in Christianity have the right to reinvent the faith in your own image.  What 
could be a better foundation for such a project than to embrace a theology that 
posits “a superior class of  beings, whose present and future status was essentially 
different from that of  those who, for whatever reason, did not know.”  You need 
not accept everything from historic Gnosticism.  As with Christianity, you, as a su-
perior class of  beings, are free to pick and chose whatever pleases you.

There are extremely few members of  the PCUSA who openly embrace Gnosti-
cism.  However, just as is the case with postmodernism, many people can be 
strongly influenced by a philosophy that they don’t know much about, or even 
know exists.  The Rev. Bruce Reyes-Chow is certainly not the only believing Gnos-
tic in the PCUSA.  However, the number of  PCUSA members who have been un-
knowingly influenced by Gnostic ideas likely dwarfs the number of  actual Gnos-
tics.
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Gnosticism is valuable to the undermining of  orthodox Christianity because it 
provides a contradictory narrative at every point of  importance.  That is, if  you 
are able to smuggle in Gnostic ideas they will act as a solvent on orthodox doc-
trine.  And, the more orthodoxy is dissolved, the more room there is to replace it 
with your own reimagined doctrine.

In a healthy Christian culture there are significant barriers set up that protect 
against heresy.  A conceptual rendering of  this situation with respect to the Gnos-
tic heresy  is shown in the following figure.

Figure 33. A Properly Protected Christian Theological Environment

Note that in order to exit orthodox Christian theology one must first breach the 
wall of  orthodox doctrine (in the case of  the PCUSA, this is our Book of  Confes-
sions).  Then, an unknown territory must be traversed, a theological desert of  sorts. 
 Only then can one enter the territory of  Gnostic or other heretical theology. In 
this theological environment it would take great determination and consistency of  
purpose to migrate from orthodox to heretical doctrine.

Note that it is entirely possible for some areas of  “Terra Incognito” to eventu-
ally be absorbed into orthodox theology.  This likelihood is due to the fully admit-
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ted incompleteness and even potential error in orthodox doctrine.  The key point, 
though, is that this process must be undertaken with the greatest of  care, lest error 
be added rather than truth.

However, the tragic fact is that the previous figure bears little relationship to 
our actual theological environment, which is shown below.

Figure 34. A Compromised Christian Theological Environment

This actual PCUSA environment differs from the healthy one in three primary 
respects:

1. The “wall” of  orthodox doctrine (Book of  Confessions) has been reduced close to 
nonexistence.  If  you doubt this point, ask yourself  what percentage of  
PCUSA Elders (let alone members) have consistently referred to the Book of  
Confessions as a source of  objective Reformed Christian orthodoxy.  If  you can 
respond with a number greater than 10% I would be astonished.  In my experi-
ence the number is well below 5%.

2. The area of  “Terra Incognita” has disappeared, and replaced with a larger 
area of  “Personal Preference.”  To a shocking extent, members and Elders of  
the PCUSA have ceased to think about Christianity as something external to 
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themselves.  In this void has entered whatever it pleases each person to believe. 
 If  challenged by objective Biblical evidence to the contrary, the typical re-
sponse is to reject the Biblical teaching in favor of  what they choose to believe. 
 This sad situation is by no means limited to the PCUSA.  Rather, it permeates 
all of  Western Christianity to one extent or another.

3. The area of  “Personal Preference” intersects with that of  “Gnostic Theology.” 
 In other words, one can without concern of  criticism embrace aspects of  
Gnosticism as a personal preference.

This is where the PCUSA stood before the publishing of  the Presbyterian 
News Service article.  I contend that this article was published because the previ-
ously discussed state of  theological affairs didn’t sufficiently support key goals of  
numerous PCUSA elites.  No, they desired to move further and faster than even 
the above tragic theological environment allowed.  The theological environment 
that they are seeking is suggested in the following figure.

Figure 35. A Breached Christian Theological Environment

Here Gnostic theology has been brought into intersection with orthodox theol-
ogy and a far larger proportion of  Gnosticism is allowed as a matter of  personal 
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preference.  Note also that the incursion of  Gnosticism serves as a solvent on ortho-
doxy.  The area of  corruption is intended to grow as PCUSA members become 
even more confused and emboldened by the accelerating theological collapse.

Were this situation to become a reality the postmodern/Gnostic elite would be 
freed from maintaining the pretense of  orthodoxy.  They could openly pursue 
their goal of  recreating Christianity in their own image.

By publishing and maintaining “The greatest story ever (re)told,” the following 
things have been demonstrated.

• An official PCUSA article that embraces both Gnosticism and the Jesus Seminar 
can be published and maintained for many years;

• The “hero” of  the article can remain a Teaching Elder in the PCUSA in spite of  
open embrace and teaching of  heresy;

• The PCUSA staff  who published the article are undisciplined;

• There is no outcry in the general PCUSA besides a few negative comments.

If  this all seems a bit overblown, consider the fact that I’m not alone in this con-
cern.  In this 2008 post (eleven years ago, well before the New New Testament) by Dr. 
Peter Jones titled Gnosticism in the Mainline he sounded the alarm about the 
growing influence of  Gnosticism.  After a substantial review of  Gnostic ideas in 
the Mainline Churches — one in which individuals and organizations in the 
PCUSA were prominent — he makes this point.

Most people in the pew are not caught up in this radical rejection of the faith.  In vast num-
bers, however, they have adopted the contemporary notions of theological tolerance, effec-
tively giving up any solid ground on which to oppose the onslaught of radical Gnosticism.

He concludes this comprehensive and troubling post with these words.

Johannes van Oort, Professor of church history and the history of dogma at the University of 
Utrecht, the Netherlands, and a recognized authority on Manicheism, warns:

“Gnosis in one form or another is expected to become the main expression of secular relig-
ion in the new millennium.  In order to equip the Church for this new age, the scientific study 
of Gnosticism is vital.”
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Van Oort could also have said that an essential part of equipping the Church is to identify 
Gnosis within its walls, lest it become the main expression of mainline “Christian” religion.

It likely takes an updated form of  Gnosticism to complete the postmodern/
Progressive Christian world view.  For, postmodern Christianity by itself  offers 
only the negation of  religious truth as divine revelation conveyed by human lan-
guage.  That is, postmodern Christianity has the power to destroy Scriptural revela-
tion, but is powerless to replace it with an alternative.  That’s where Gnosticism, 
with its subjective truth carried by a “secret knowledge” elite comes into play.

Two Examples of Gnostic Ideas in the PCUSA

The best way to explain the last point is by example.  Please note that I am not 
accusing either of  these ministers of  being consciously Gnostic.  Rather, I am 
pointing out that their stated positions may be best explained by the influence of  
Gnostic ideas.  From the point of  view of  results it makes little difference if  the mo-
tivation are Gnostic or not.  Of  course, from the point of  view of  theological integ-
rity it does make a difference.

Emergence of the “Secret Knowledge” Elite?

To delve deeper into this mindset, review the PCUSA web article titled 
“What’s next? NEXT Church gathering explores what PC(USA) is becoming.” 
Here, the Rev. Jessica Tate speaks to the NEXT Church national gathering about 
both the church’s current struggles and the process to determine “what’s next.”

The Rev. Tate uses the Biblical account of the Annunciation as the starting point for hew ser-
mon on “what’s next.”  In her  telling, “The story was made possible because someone — 
Mary — said yes.”

From an orthodox Reformed theological point of  view this is a profoundly erro-
neous statement. The sovereign LORD God, the Triune God of  Father, Son and 
Holy Spirit, is not dependent on human assent for His will to be done. I will not 
here address this perplexing issue of  human free will versus God’s acts of  provi-
dence. Rather, I will simply point out that the orthodox Reformed understanding 
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of  this dichotomy does not allow for the necessity of  human cooperation for God’s 
will to be done (see paragraph 6.012 from the Westminster Confession).

Thus, when the Rev. Tate elevates Mary’s position to that of  a necessary en-
abler of  God’s will, she also elevates human will as a means by which God be-
comes Incarnate. Mary’s key contribution is described as inhabiting the “space of  
radical availability to God.”

Why would the Rev. Tate invest so heavily in Mary’s presumed power as an en-
abler of  the Incarnation? The answer is found at the end of  the talk.

To you this day a savior is born Christ the Lord.  Did you hear that? It’s so familiar I don’t 
know if we hear it.  Don’t be afraid.  Because when you enter that uncertain creative space 
that allows God’s unexpectedness to happen, salvation is born.  That’s the promise, that’s the 
true hope.  To you, today, a savior is born.  Not 2000 years ago, not far far away in Bethlehem, 
but to you today a savior is born.  God is with us; prepare to be surprised.  Amen

What is the stated prerequisite for salvation to be born? It is that human beings 
“enter that uncertain creative space that allows God’s unexpectedness to happen.” 
In particular, the human beings at this NEXT Church gathering: “Not 2000 years 
ago, not far far away in Bethlehem, but to you today a savior is born. God is with 
us; prepare to be surprised.”

Obviously, the Rev. Tate is not referring to an actual physical incarnation when 
she speaks of  a new salvation being born at this gathering. However, isn’t it likely 
that she envisions that the “creative space” of  this gathering will create an “adap-
tive change” in how we understand Jesus Christ that will enable what’s next?

There are numerous benign explanations for the Rev. Tate’s elitist rhetoric. 
However, there’s something arrogant, unseemly and ultimately narcissistic  about 
comparing the experience and purpose of  a conference to that of  Mary.  An ana-
logue would be, as I write these words, to imagine myself  comparable to the Apos-
tle Paul – which would be an absolutely fantastic and absurd conception.  Were we 
to seek a justification for this level of  elitism, the influence of  Gnosticism would be 
a good fit.
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Echo of the Demiurge?

The Rev. Shawna Bowman is a prominent, influential member of  the Presby-
tery of  Chicago. She is the pastor at Friendship Presbyterian Church and an artist. 
The Rev. Bowman has preached at a Presbytery Assembly, represented the Presby-
tery at the “What is Marriage, Why does it matter?” event at the April 2014 As-
sembly meeting and presented at the 2014 Next Church National Gathering (the 
PCUSA article excerpted above was about the 2013 Next Church National Gath-
ering). I am not acquainted with her, but she appears to be a creative, caring, pro-
lific and intelligent individual. The Rev. Bowman is also deeply engaged in Scrip-
tural study and interpretation.

Therefore, when the Rev. Bowman openly discusses her understanding of  God, 
we should pay close attention. She does just that in a sermon titled “Unbinding,” 
posted on her web site on September 16, 2013. The sermon topic was that terri-
ble, fraught Biblical incident in which God instructs Abraham to sacrifice Isaac.

As the Rev. Bowman struggles to understand and communicate the meaning of  
this event to her congregation, she uses a statement by one of  her friends. This 
statement is not in the slightest questioned or corrected. Rather, it is presented as a 
particularly wise, perceptive thought. The paragraph in question is excerpted be-
low (emphasis added).

These prophets show how complex our story of God is, but they also give us permission to 
not only see the way in which the people of God change but how God might be changed by 
the people… a friend of mine suggests that it is God that learns something in this story, “God 
learns that God’s capable of wounding God’s loved ones, even though God was sure it was 
the right thing to challenge and grow Abraham’s faith in this dramatic way.”  He says, “Maybe 
God finally learned how fragile people are, and how little God knows about them, maybe 
it’s events like these that makes God finally determine to, ultimately, simply become one of us.”

Note that the ellipsis (…) at the beginning of  this section is not there to indicate 
that I have removed text. Rather, it is in the original as a connecting mechanism 
from the Rev. Bowman’s observation about “permission” to the suggestion of  her 
friend.
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To what does this presumed “permission” to contemplate “how God might be 
changed by the people” lead? Here it clearly leads to a very low conception of  
God. First, note that it is God who is the learner in this story. The first thing that 
God “learns” is that He is capable of  wounding His loved ones. Apparently the 
Flood in Genesis 6-8 had not sufficiently registered upon God’s mind. He is also 
found to be mistaken by testing Abraham in this manner. Though His intentions 
had been good, He erred terribly in turning these intentions into actions.

No wonder then the air of  exasperation with this dimwitted God, who “finally” 
learns that people are fragile. I’m confident that these individuals are not young 
earth creationists. However, even if  we make this assumption (to be the most chari-
table), this phrase is saying that God had not learned in thousands of  years what 
most human beings are capable of  learning in well less than a lifetime!

What can happen if  we assert a “permission” to teach God, to find in Scripture 
“something deeper, something more true,” even if  that something contradicts the 
very words of  Scripture? Here, we find that it leads to a conception of  God so low 
that it is an act of  human generosity to deign equality between ourselves and Him.

There are numerous benign explanations for this conception of  God.  How-
ever, isn’t it also true that the Gnostic concept of  the Demiurge is an excellent fit? 
The main difference is that the old concept of  an evil god has been updated to 
make this god a pathetic victim who is in need of  our help to save him from his idi-
otic errors.

A Working Hypothesis

I have attempted to understand the reasons that our PCUSA elites feel free to 
ignore and distort the clear teaching of  Scripture on numerous issues, Christian 
marriage being the most recent and prominent.  However, given these delibera-
tions on postmodernism, the Jesus Seminar and Gnosticism, I believe that there is 
a credible hypothesis that covers the known facts.  This hypothesis, stated from the 
point of  view of  the PCUSA elite, is as follows.

1. There is no such thing as “objective truth” since postmodern philosophy has 
disproved this as a possibility.
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2. The Bible cannot be considered to be a reliable source of  objective informa-
tion about God and His relationship to humankind.  In fact, most of  the Bible, 
including the Gospels, contains inauthentic information.

3. Because Christianity has erroneously used the Bible as THE reliable source of  
objective information about God and His relationship to humankind, it has 
failed to successfully evolve as human knowledge and experience has increased 
over time.

4. Given this failure, Christianity is currently experiencing a crisis that can only 
be resolved if  it is massively reimagined and updated.

5. The vast majority of  practicing Christians lack the knowledge, creativity and 
will to reimagine and update the faith.

6. However, we are  the elite group of  Christians who are capable of  this feat. 
 We have  aligned ourselves with the forces within the enlightened secular con-
text of radical progressivism.  The economic and social pillars of  this enlight-
ened secular force are socialism and multiculturalism.

7. Our implicit religious justification for this authority is reimagined Gnosticism.

8. Our challenging project is to align Christianity with the enlightened secular 
world, thus creating a comprehensive, cohesive society in which all aspects of  
human activity are pursuing the same end goals.

9. To accomplish this goal, we must undermine and then dissolve historic ortho-
dox Christianity so that it can be replaced by the new, enlightened version.

10. While the Bible can’t yet be openly disregarded, it must be undermined, dis-
torted and selectively used to, over time, wean the ignorant masses from its 
grip.

11. Due to our  obvious superiority, we, the secret knowledge elite, have the right 
to destroy Christianity and remake it in our own image.

12. Anyone who opposes this project is, by definition, not part of  this secret knowl-
edge elite, and therefore must be defeated at all costs.
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The following figure provides a visual representation of  this working hypothe-
sis.  Note that I am not claiming that a significant proportion of  PCUSA elites con-
sciously consider themselves to be Gnostic.  However, I am claiming that many of  
them, to justify their goals and actions,  appear to have integrated Gnostic ideas 
into their worldview.

Figure 36. Working Hypothesis for the PCUSA Elite’s World View

Time and experience will tell if  this hypothesis is on the whole correct.

The Rev. Shannon Kershner Rejects Christ
Introduction

Throughout this book I present information on actions of  our elite leadership 
that allows the drawing of  credible inferences regarding their beliefs.  Although evi-
dence based inference is a valid and necessary tool, it’s best to find instances in 
which our elite leadership explicitly states their beliefs.  The previous section in-
cluded the explicit example of  our leadership publishing an article affirming the 
heresy of  Gnosticism by a recent PCUSA General Assembly Moderator.

A more recent opportunity for explicit information on our elite leadership’s 
thinking is the March 7, 2018 Sun Times interview of  “The Rev. Shannon John-
son Kershner, pastor of  historic Fourth Presbyterian Church on Chicago’s Mag 
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Mile,” headlined: “Prominent Presbyterian pastor: ‘God’s not a Christian . . . 
We are”.  Although the headline statement is by far the most shocking and disturb-
ing, there are numerous other statements that provide important insight.

The Sun Times article includes audio of  an almost 44 minute “Face to Faith” 
interview with the Rev. Kershner. Therefore I have carefully listened to the inter-
view to gain understanding of  the scope and context for her remarks.

It is difficult to overstate the place of  Fourth Presbyterian and thus its senior 
pastor in the PCUSA elite.  Fourth Presbyterian is the second largest church 
(~5,500 members) in the denomination and has been an acknowledged leader of  
the PCUSA’s (dominant) progressive theological  wing.  Thus, when this church’s 
senior pastor speaks we are provided with a unique opportunity to observe what 
our elite is thinking and how they communicate those beliefs.

The Rev. Kershner presents herself  as a welcoming, humorous, modest and 
nice individual.  Many of  her comments are within what most PCUSA members 
would find to be reasonable.  She resisted making political statements on hot-
button issues like abortion and gun control.

However, the issues sundering the PCUSA are not about “niceness.”  In fact, so 
completely have we succumbed to superficial sentiments that we have ignored vio-
lation of  central Christian theological issues rather than risk appearing to be dis-
agreeable. And, when our elites stride well beyond the bounds of  anything ap-
proaching Christian orthodoxy while yet claiming the moral authority of  Chris-
tian leaders we must risk seeming to be disagreeable by clearly and openly dis-
agreeing.  To do otherwise is to admit that we value others thinking that we are 
“nice” over the truth about what our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ, has done for 
us.

The interview under discussion was wide ranging in scope.  Therefore, there 
are numerous topics with which I disagree with corresponding levels of  concern.  I 
will here cover those topics that rise to the level of  great concern.
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Biblical Authority

At around 15:50 into the interview the Rev. Kershner makes the following state-
ment regarding the authority of  Scripture in the PCUSA.

… because there’s a lot of grey in our denomination and you can have differing understanding 
of Scripture’s authority and still be a good Presbyterian.

On its face this statement isn’t alarming.  I would wager that in any Christian 
group outside of  a cult there are differing understandings of  Scripture’s authority.

However, if  you happen to know the actual range of  acceptable understanding 
for Scripture’s authority in the PCUSA this seemingly bland statement becomes 
disturbing.  It is so because you are forced to choose between two unpleasant con-
clusions.  One is that the Rev. Kershner is utterly ignorant about the true range of  
acceptable Scriptural authority understandings in the PCUSA.  The other is that, 
although she knows this actual range, she nevertheless obscures the truth by use of  
language that will be misinterpreted by the vast majority of  listeners.

For example in the following section I will discuss the PCUSA’s ordination of  
an atheist, the Rev. Shuck, as a Teaching Elder.  Such an action by a Presbytery ex-
poses the true nature of  our denomination’s position on Scriptural authority.  That 
being, there are no limits on the acceptable differences in this area.

Or, consider the previous section about an article published by the official 
PCUSA News Service regarding proposals to delete Books from Scripture and add 
Gnostic books. Recall that here a past Moderator of  the PCUSA General Assem-
bly, the Rev. Bruce Reyes-Chow, is advocating for the incorporation of  Gnostic 
Gospels into the Canon of  Scripture.  And, the PCUSA article clearly is suppor-
tive of  this proposal.

I am extremely doubtful that the Rev. Kershner is ignorant of  this situation. 
Therefore, the following figure provides a summary of  what is the most likely inten-
tion of  her comment.
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Figure 37. Actual vs. Assumed Range of PCUSA Biblical Interpretation

Using tortured misapplication of  logic and rhetoric it’s possible that a case for 
1% (or 0.1%, or 0.01% …) orthodoxy in the views of  an avowed atheist and Gnos-
tic heretic could be made.  Thus the Rev. Kershner might argue that she is techni-
cally telling the truth in the abstract sense that if  even an infinitesimal  part is 
white in an otherwise black color the result is “grey.”  However, it strains credulity 
that the Revs. Shuck’s or Reyes-Chow’s (apparently both “good Presbyterians”) 
views of  Scripture’s authority fall within any reasonable interpretation of  the ordi-
nation questions relating to this issue, to which they apparently answered in the af-
firmative.

W-4.0404: Constitutional Questions:

a. Do you trust in Jesus Christ your Savior, acknowledge him Lord of all and Head of the 
Church, and through him believe in one God, Father, Son, and Holy Spirit?

b. Do you accept the Scriptures of the Old and New Testaments to be, by the Holy Spirit, 
the unique and authoritative witness to Jesus Christ in the Church universal, and God’s 
Word to you?

c. Do you sincerely receive and adopt the essential tenets of the Reformed faith as ex-
pressed in the confessions of our church as authentic and reliable expositions of 
what Scripture leads us to believe and do, and will you be instructed and led by those 
confessions as you lead the people of God?

d. Will you fulfill your ministry in obedience to Jesus Christ, under the authority of Scripture, 
and be continually guided by our confessions?

In addition, here are the standards from the current PCUSA Book of  Order that 
must be met for a person to be ordained as a minister (emphasis added).

 G-2.0503 Categories of  Membership:
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A minister of the Word and Sacrament is a member of a presbytery and shall be engaged in a 
ministry validated by that presbytery, a member-at-large as determined by the presbytery, or 
honorably retired.

 Engaged in a Validated Ministry
A validated ministry shall: (1) demonstrate conformity with the mission of God’s people in 
the world as set forth in Holy Scripture,  The Book of Confessions, and the Book of Order of 
this church; (2) serve and aid others, and enable the ministry of others; (3) give evidence of 
theologically informed fidelity to God’s Word; …

In what possible sense have the Revs. Shuck or Reyes-Chow demonstrated con-
formity or fidelity to God’s Word?  I contend not in any meaningful way within a 
denomination that calls itself  Christian.

Why would our elite leaders want to obscure the truth about the PCUSA in 
this area?  Well, because were the truth generally known their moral credibility as 
Christian leaders would profoundly suffer.

Denying the Christian God

When I first came across the Sun Times article, “Prominent Presbyterian pas-
tor: ‘God’s not a Christian . . . We are,'” I couldn’t initially digest the enormity of  
this statement.  In fact, I set it aside for months.  Only later did the full force of  the 
implications become apparent.

The context for the Rev. Kershner’s statement is straightforward.  At time 
34:20 the interviewer suddenly (as in out of  the blue) asks the following question.

Interviewer: Is Christianity the only way to get to heaven, if heaven exists?

The Rev. Kershner’s initial response is immediate and forceful.

Rev. Kershner: No!  God’s not a Christian, I mean we are.

Then there is a bit of  verbal fumbling as she attempts to formulate a theologi-
cal rationale for her assertion.

Rev. Kershner: … For me, the Christian tradition is the way to understand God and my rela-
tionship with the world and other humans and it’s the way for me to move into that relation-
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ship but I’m not about to say what God can and can not do in other ways and with other spiri-
tual experiences.

The simple fact is that there is no possible way for a Christian pastor to justify 
such an initial response.  Had she simply followed up by saying that she had mis-
spoke; this section would have never been written.  However, by immediately justi-
fying her statement Rev. Kershner makes it clear that this is indeed what she be-
lieves.

And, what she believes is an explicit and unmistakable denial of the 
Christian God.

I’m confident that, were an exhaustive analysis of  Scriptural and Confessional 
norms conducted, the number of  violations would be at least in the many dozens. 
There is simply nothing in the New Testament or in the interpretation thereof  
from our Confessions that supports such an assertion.

The Christian God is the Trinity: Father, Son and Holy Spirit, as defined in the 
Nicene Creed.  There are no other gods besides the Trinitarian God. There is no con-
ception of  God other than the Trinitarian God.

Christians believe that Jesus Christ is simultaneously all human and all God. 
He is the irreplaceable and eternally existing Second Person in the Trinity.  Thus 
to believe in Jesus Christ is to believe that God is Christian because Christ is God. 
Although I had considered delivering an exhaustive Biblical and Confessional 
proof  of  these doctrines, I have concluded that so doing is a gross insult to the 
Christian faith.

However, I will comment on a couple additional aspects of  her statement.

Visualizing the Non-Christian god

Another way to conceptualize the Rev. Kershner’s idea of  a non-Christian god 
is to reduce it to concrete forms.  My consideration led to two (I’m sure there are 
more) distinct possibilities.  In the first, god becomes the summation of  the gods of  
all cultures / civilizations.  Thus, each god or set of  gods constitute a part of  the 
total god.  The following figure shows this option (the numbers are estimates of  
the number of  gods in a given set).
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Figure 38. The Non-Christian god as the Summation of all gods

Eagle-eyed readers may detect that in addition to the Chinese, Hindu, Bud-
dhist, Jewish, Muslim, Christian and Pagan gods I have also included ancient idols 
and Satan.  Inclusion of  the idols should be self-explanatory from a multicultural-
ist perspective.

However, many might consider the inclusion of  Satan as going way too far.  It 
may or may not be comforting to know that I took this step based on guidance 
from “The Most Rev. Katharine Jefferts Schori, Presiding Bishop and Primate, 
The Episcopal Church.”  In a sermon preached on May 12, 2013 in Venezuela on 
Acts 16:16-24, The Most Reverend Jefferts Schori comments on the Apostle Paul’s 
exorcism of  a demon-possessed girl:

But Paul is annoyed, perhaps for being put in his place, and he responds by depriving her of 
her gift of spiritual awareness.  Paul can’t abide something he won’t see as beautiful or holy, so 
he tries to destroy it.  It gets him thrown in prison.  That’s pretty much where he’s put himself 
by his own refusal to recognize that she, too, shares in God’s nature, just as much as he does – 
maybe more so!

There you have it!  The idea of  Christian inclusion means that a demon-
possessed girl’s spirituality is likely of  a higher quality than that of  the Apostle 
Paul’s.  It must be frustrating to our PCUSA elites to be behind the Episcopal 
Church in the inclusion sweepstakes.  However, they will surely redouble their ef-
forts to catch up.

The other concrete instantiation of  a non-Christian god is a universal god that 
transcends  cultures and civilizations.  In this case all human conceptions of  god 
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are partial and imperfect.  However, all in their own faltering way ultimately point 
to this same universal god.

Figure 39. The Universal Non-Christian god.  I have no idea where we are.

If  I had to choose which of  these two conceptions is closer to the Rev. 
Kershner’s meaning it would be this second option.

Considering the “Christian Tradition” Explanation

The Rev. Kershner ties her idea of  the non-Christian god to the “Christian tra-
dition.”  Given that there is no Christian tradition as found in Scripture or our 
Confessions that supports her idea, one must wonder to just what tradition she is 
pointing.

My best guess is it’s the “tradition” of  postmodernist, Gnostic theological inno-
vation that has occurred in the PCUSA since the Confession of  1967.  As foreseen 
by Dr. Van Til in an essay on the Confession of  1967:

The God and the Christ of this contemporary theology have very little in common with the 
God and the Christ of historic Christianity.  There is good reason to believe that the new the-
ology has virtually manufactured a new Christ, a person who is essentially different from 
the Savior of the Scriptures.
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This is a fair description of  the “Jesus Christ” that Rev. Kershner has demoted 
to barely demigod status, if  not a mere human, now long dead and dust.

One last bit of  bitter irony.  During the Reformation the Catholic church ar-
gued for the combination of  Scripture and Tradition for the source of  their doc-
trine.  The Reformers countered that doctrine must be based upon Scripture 
alone.  Now, our most elite progressive Christian leadership is reduced to arguing 
that doctrine must be based on tradition alone, and a tradition that is ever chang-
ing to keep up with the fads and fancies of  postmodern secular progressive ideol-
ogy.  So, out with the “Five Solas” and in with the one Sola (i.e., Sola Traditum) 
that rules them all!

The “Scripture plus Tradition” doctrine of  the Medieval Catholic Church was 
far closer to the truth about Jesus Christ than is our contemporary elite’s “Tradi-
tion Alone” doctrine.  What a sad, pathetic situation.

The Rev. John Shuck, Aggressive Atheist

The 222nd General Assembly (2016) of  the PCUSA was held in Portland, Ore-
gon.  The official hosting Presbytery had approved the Rev. John Shuck as a pas-
tor.  By so doing, the Presbytery of  the Cascades welcomed an open, aggressive 
atheist into its membership.  The fact that they accepted an atheist as a pastor for 
one of  their churches clearly didn’t count against them.  It was probably an advan-
tage, given the PCUSA’s love of  inclusiveness for heretics.

Just prior to this discovery concerning the Rev. Shuck I had been pointing out 
that the PCUSA was being torn asunder by a “christianity” that believes in “god” 
as simply a human construct that can be used to manipulate others.  I made this 
comment as an inference based on my observation of  our denominational elite’s 
behavior.  For example, that in the over 24,000 words written in support of  gay 
marriage at the recent General Assembly, Jesus Christ Himself  was not quoted 
even once.  Rather, the entire argument was based on what the proponents be-
lieved about Jesus Christ.
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Shortly thereafter I was stunned to discover the existence of  the Rev. John 
Shuck, an ordained PCUSA pastor in apparently good standing, who states openly 
that which I had inferred.  It is on a web site titled The Friendly Atheist, 
where you will find the Rev. Shuck’s summary of  his beliefs:

For example, I believe that:
• Religion is a human construct
• The symbols of faith are products of human cultural evolution
• Jesus may have been an historical figure, but most of what we know about him is in the 

form of legend
• God is a symbol of myth-making and not credible as a supernatural being or force
• The Bible is a human product as opposed to special revelation from a divine being
• Human consciousness is the result of natural selection, so there’s no afterlife

From “The Friendly Atheist” site we can continue follow links to Pastor Shuck’s 
blog site to the Southminster Presbyterian Church (Beaverton, OR) Staff  page. 
 There you will find that the Rev. Shuck has been their pastor since January 1, 
2015.  You will also be told in Rev. Shuck’s staff  bio that:

John has been involved in the work of the Westar Institute (the Jesus Seminar).   Westar pro-
motes the advancement of religious literacy.   John is proud that Southminster engages spiritu-
ality and critical thinking.   John is a signatory of the Clergy Letter Project that advocates scien-
tific literacy including teaching Evolutionary Theory.   John’s favorite Sunday is Evolution Sun-
day on the Sunday closest to Charles Darwin’s birthday.

Note that this PCUSA ordained atheist is also an active supporter of  the Jesus 
Seminar and that his “favorite Sunday is Evolution Sunday.”  Yet this man is an ac-
cepted member of  the Presbytery of  the Cascades and that fact in no way discour-
aged the PCUSA to hold its 222nd General Assembly (2016) in Portland, Oregon.

Closing Thoughts

I would like to believe that Pastors Shuck and Reyes-Chow are isolated cranks 
who have no real connection to or influence in the denomination.  Unfortunately, 
I have to note that the Rev. Reyes-Chow was the 2008 Moderator of  the PCUSA 
and the Rev. Shuck appears to be happily prospering in the denomination.  With 
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regard to the Rev. Shannon Johnson Kershner, since she is the senior pastor of  
Fourth Presbyterian Church there can be no doubt about her influence.

As I have expressed this concern to numerous people the responses have varied 
from support and affirmation to disagreement and diminishment.  In particular on 
the latter response, some have attempted to diminish by pointing out that these in-
dividuals are both few in number and rendered ineffective by the “silliness” of  
their position.

I can’t shake the sense that the PCUSA leadership (particularly now that so 
many pastors/members/churches have given up and exited) see “following 
Christ” from a similar perspective.  Yes, I understand that these denominational 
leaders talk all the time about “following Christ.”  Yet, when they had the opportu-
nity to make the supposedly compelling case for same-gender marriage, Christ as 
testified to in the Bible was completely excluded.  That failure destroyed the last 
shred of  their credibility.

My concern has been best put into words by Dr. Van Til in an essay on the Con-
fession of  1967.

There is good reason to believe that the new theology has virtually manufactured a new 
Christ, a person who is essentially different from the Savior of the Scriptures.

This theology is what I too often see in our denominational and presbytery lead-
ership today.

Although there is a clear aspect of  “silly” in what Pastors Shuck, Kershner and 
Reyes-Chow are doing, there is another side far less humorous.  They are the 
avant-garde who demonstrate that there are no theological bounds left within the 
PCUSA.  Yes, a minority do or even want to follow them.  But for those who are 
determined to obliterate Christ as testified to in the Bible and replace Him with an 
avatar carrying their own beliefs, they show that the denomination cannot rouse 
itself  even to oppose in-your-face heresy.

Thus, I’m concerned that these apostate pastors are only the tip of  an awful ice-
berg.  That is, while they openly argue for heresy, many others quietly work inces-
santly to manipulate trusting Christian souls into great error.
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My personal response is to pray that faithful PCUSA congregations continue to 
be a bright beacon of  the Gospel of  Jesus Christ in these dark, dangerous times. 
We should support and encourage our pastors to continue preaching and teaching 
Jesus Christ as Lord and Savior and the Bible as God’s Word.  We should speak 
the truth in love (Ephesians 4:15) with courage and conviction.  And finally, we 
should, by trusting in God’s good providence, never despair and never cease prais-
ing His saving grace in our lives and in this broken world.
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S E C T I O N  2

The Confessional Foundations of 
Theological Deviance

The obvious question that arises after the previ-
ous section’s review of  open heresy, apostasy 
and atheism in our leadership is: How could 
this have happened?  After all, the PCUSA is 
supposedly a denomination led by officers who 
have pledged their allegiance to the Book of  Con-
fessions as a trustworthy and authoritative guide 
to the Scriptures.

The most straightforward answer is that these 
leaders lied when they took their ordination 

oaths.

c. Do you sincerely receive and adopt the essential tenets of the Reformed faith as ex-
pressed in the confessions of our church as authentic and reliable expositions of 
what Scripture leads us to believe and do, and will you be instructed and led by those 
confessions as you lead the people of God?

d. Will you fulfill your ministry in obedience to Jesus Christ, under the authority of Scripture, 
and be continually guided by our confessions?

I doubt that it’s that simple.  For example, there has always been a tension be-
tween all that the Confessions teach and personal belief.  For example, in the past 
when our ordination questions were taken seriously, candidates for ministry were 
allowed to express exceptions or scruples in which they differed from the Confes-
sions.  When this happened each exception was examined by the ordaining body. 
Some exceptions were deemed acceptable and thus approved; others were not.

But what would the leadership of  a confessional Christian denomination do if  
they came to consider all the historic Confessions to be outdated and generally in-
correct?  If  they threw out all the existing Confessions then the denomination’s 
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identity would be fundamentally changed, with the certainty of  a mass exit of  
members and churches.  

What was needed was a solution in which the denomination appeared to main-
tain its confessional heritage while actually nullifying all the historic Confessions in 
practice.  This deception was necessary to retain membership, but also to maintain 
the Christian credibility created by the historic Confessions.  This credibility was 
essential for success of  the denomination’s program to bestow Christian blessing 
upon secular Progressive policies.

It was by the Confession of  1967 that this strategy was implemented.  After its 
adoption the historic Confessions were in practice made null and void.  Their “last 
gasp” occurred when in 2008 the PCUSA General Assembly removed text critical 
of  homosexuality from the Heidelberg Catechism.  This was done to pave the way for 
approval of  ordaining practicing homosexuals.

However, only a few years later when the General Assemble approved gay mar-
riage they didn’t bother to delete text from the historic Confessions that defined 
Christian marriage to be between one man and one woman, for example from the 
Westminster Confession (Chapter XXIV).

1. Marriage is a union between one man and one woman, designed of God to last so long 
as they both shall live.

2. Marriage is designed for the mutual help of husband and wife; for the safeguarding, under-
girding, and development of their moral and spiritual character ; for the propagation of chil-
dren and the rearing of them in the discipline and instruction of the Lord.

What more compelling proof  could there be that the historic Confessions were 
“null and void?”  That is, the General Assembly and Presbyteries didn’t consider it 
necessary to address these Confessions when changing the definition of  Christian 
marriage.

The following sections will discuss the only two Confessions that currently 
guide actions of  the PCUSA.  Yes, all the Confessions that preceded these two re-
main in the Book of  Confessions.  However their purpose is to provide vestigial fig-
leaves of  Christian credibility to the actions and beliefs of  a post-Christian domi-
nated denomination.
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The Confession of 1967
Background

The following is the first paragraph from the Book of  Confessions introduction to 
the Confession of  1967.

In approving the Confession of 1967, the United Presbyterian Church in the United States of 
America adopted its first new confession of faith in three centuries.  The turbulent decade of 
the 1960s challenged churches everywhere to restate their faith.  While the Second Vatican 
Council was reformulating Roman Catholic thought and practice, Presbyterians were develop-
ing the Confession of 1967.

This Confession was written well after the The Fundamentalist–Modernist 
Controversy which occurred in the 1920s and ’30s (the Theological Declaration of  
Barman was written in the mid-1930’s, but addressed the specific issues associated 
with National Socialism’s attempt in Germany to conform Christianity to its totali-
tarian ideology).  While a detailed discussion is beyond the scope of  this section, 
suffice it to say that by the mid-1930’s the Mainline Presbyterian denomination 
(from which the PCUSA emerged) was securely in the modernist, liberal 
camp (the move from “modernist” to “postmodernist” theology has been one of  
bad to worse).

Therefore, the Confession of  1967 was written and approved by a denomination 
dominated by liberal Christians.  Surely then we should carefully scrutinize it for 
theological discrepancies between this and the other Confessions that were written 
centuries prior to the ascendency of  liberal Christianity.

Significant discrepancies were identified as the Confession of  1967 progressed to-
wards passage.  However, it appears that the “people in the pews” were satisfied at 
the time that this divergence from previous Confessions was evolutionary and of  
limited consequence to the overall doctrinal position of  the denomination.  How-
ever, events of  the past 50 years have shown that these discrepancies were revolu-
tionary and momentous.  The full rancid fruit of  these doctrinal deviations has 
been on display in the same-gender marriage debate.

If  there’s only one thing that I’ve learned in this recent work, it’s this:
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Don’t take what is said by the PCUSA elite at face value.  Rather, look for the 
inconsistencies and omissions that can, over time, be leveraged to smuggle false, foreign 
ideas into Christianity.

This statement will likely cause discomfort in some readers.  However, given 
the PCUSA’s recent record, how can we possibly avoid such a conclusion?

The only real alternative is to go on pretending that all the theological, social 
and spiritual destruction that has occurred in the PCUSA over the past 50 years 
mysteriously occurred in spite of  a solid, true doctrinal foundation.  I simply can’t 
say this because my conscience would rightly accuse me of  telling a purposeful lie.

It is a humbling experience as I conduct the research associated with this book. 
 In particular, I regularly uncover analysis from generations past by people who 
saw the approaching storm and had the courage to describe it clearly. What they 
foresaw I have only recently stumbled and bumbled into, after wasted years of  inat-
tention.  The most recent occurrence is a booklet on the Confession of  1967 by Dr. 
Van Til.  What he wrote in 1967 better identifies and explains postmodern Christi-
anity and its consequences than could I ever, even with my advantage of  hindsight 
(the repeated text from the previous section is necessary to convey this key point, 
emphasis added).

Though we concede that the new creed and its new theology speak highly of both Christ and 
the Bible, we nevertheless contend that new meanings have been attached to old, familiar 
words.  The whole question, accordingly, is one of reinterpretation.  One may take a milk bot-
tle and fill it with a poisonous white liquid and call it milk, but this does not guarantee that the 
poisonous liquid is milk.  It may well be something that is highly dangerous to man.

Such is the case, we believe, with the new theology:  It is an essentially humanistic theology 
which disguises itself as an up-to-date Christian theology.  Of course, we are told that the 
new Confession is contemporary in its view of truth.  We are also told that the Westminster 
Standards are outdated, being written in an age of absolutism.  By contrast, today’s theological 
thinkers know that truth is relative to man and the human situation.  Has not Immanuel Kant 
taught us that man can know nothing of God and of Christ in so far as Christ is said to be 
God as well as man?  From Kant recent philosophers and theologians have learned that man’s 
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conceptual knowledge is limited to the impersonal world of science and does not apply to 
the religious dimension.

Though the twentieth-century church has been informed by the new theology that it can 
have no objective or conceptual knowledge of God and of Christ, this same theology still con-
tinues to speak about God and Christ in eloquent terms.  But, as we have already noted, these 
terms have new definitions.  The God and the Christ of this contemporary theology have very 
little in common with the God and the Christ of historic Christianity.  There is good reason to 
believe that the new theology has virtually manufactured a new Christ, a person who is es-
sentially different from the Savior of the Scriptures.

Is this not “postmodern Christianity” foreseen?  Should we not seriously con-
sider past analysis that accurately predicted the theological and spiritual chaos that 
the Confession of  1967 precipitated?  If  you honestly believe that all is well in the 
PCUSA since 1967, then feel free to ignore all that follows (though I beg you to re-
consider your belief).  If  you are concerned that something has gone terribly 
wrong, then perhaps there is reason to continue.

Finally, I’m well aware  that for some Presbyterians this severe criticism of  the 
Confession of  1967 is shocking.  After all, it was approved by the denomination al-
most 50 years ago, and, it is now a settled part of  our Book of  Confessions.  My re-
sponses are:

1. I am only following to where the evidence appears to lead;

2. We are not bound to continue adherence to any human sourced statement if  it 
is shown to be counter to Holy Scripture.  As stated in the Scots Confession: “So 
if  the interpretation or opinion of  any theologian, Kirk, or council, is contrary 
to the plain Word of  God written in any other passage of  the Scripture, it is 
most certain that this is not the true understanding and meaning of  the Holy 
Ghost, although councils, realms, and nations have approved and received it. 
We dare not receive or admit any interpretation which is contrary to any prin-
cipal point of  our faith, or to any other plain text of  Scripture, or to the rule 
of  love.”
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Impact on Biblical Interpretation

The Confession of  1967 was, by the admission of  its primary authors, intended 
to directly contradict the Westminster Confession on numerous central doctrinal 
points.  The consequences for a denomination that purports to be “confessional” 
have been nothing short of  disastrous.  Before continuing further, allow me to 
quote from the authors themselves regarding their purpose (emphasis added).

This section is an intended revision of the Westminster doctrine, which rested primarily on a 
view of inspiration and equated the Biblical canon directly with the Word of God.  By con-
trast, the preeminent and primary meaning of the word of God in the Confession of 1967 is 
the Word of God incarnate.  The function of the Bible is to be the instrument of the revela-
tion of the Word in the living church.  It is not a witness among others but the witness with-
out parallel, the norm of all other witness.  At the same time questions of antiquated cosmol-
ogy, diverse cultural influences, and the like, may be dealt with by careful scholarship uninhibi-
ted by the doctrine of inerrancy which placed the older Reformed theology at odds with 
advances in historical and scientific studies. (“The Proposal to Revise the Confessional Posi-
tion of The United Presbyterian Church in the United States of America,” p. 29)

The clearly described intent of  these authors is transformed into the following 
two sentences in the Confession of  1967 (emphasis added).

The one sufficient revelation of God is Jesus Christ, the Word of God incarnate, to whom 
the Holy Spirit bears unique and authoritative witness through the Holy Scriptures, which are 
received and obeyed as the word of God written.
…
The Scriptures, given under the guidance of the Holy Spirit, are nevertheless the words of 
men, conditioned by the language, thought forms, and literary fashions of the places and times 
at which they were written.

As is so often the case, the radical break with previous doctrinal understanding 
is obscured behind subtle, confusing language that appears to be perfectly accept-
able on the surface, but actually smuggles in a monumental theological change of  
perspective.  In this case, the crucial point of  departure is clearly identified as fol-
lows.
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According to the Confession, Jesus Christ is the Word of God, in distinction from Scrip-
ture; Scripture, the words of men, merely bears witness to Jesus Christ, the Word of God.

As I have discussed in detail, the practical consequence of  this distinction is to 
completely decouple the person and purpose of  Jesus Christ from the Words of  
Scripture.  That is, in practice, the Confession of  1967 frees pastors, elders and mem-
bers to substitute who they believe Jesus Christ should be, based upon 
their own beliefs, for who the Scriptures actually describe Him to be. 
 They are so freed because in their ordination vow:

c. Do you sincerely receive and adopt the essential tenets of the Reformed faith as ex-
pressed in the confessions of our church as authentic and reliable expositions of what 
Scripture leads us to believe and do, and will you be instructed and led by those confes-
sions as you lead the people of God?

they are in effect committing to a nullity.  That is, since “the confessions of  our 
church” simultaneously teach two diametrically opposed views of  Scripture, they 
essentially cancel each other out, leaving nothing but a gaping doctrinal void.

The Confession of  1967 is a foundational component of  the PCUSA’s demise.  It 
is the source from which the evasions, deceptions and outright heresies perpetrated 
by our ruling elite are justified.  For, as the first modern era “confession of  faith,” 
the Confession of  1967 has negated huge areas of  Reformed doctrine. These areas 
have been replaced by whatever our PCUSA elite decide should be true on any 
particular issue at any particular time.

The Confession of  1967’s teaching on Scripture, and, on many other doctrinal is-
sues as well, is diametrically opposed to the doctrines of  our historic (i.e., pre-
1967) confessions.  As an elder, I will not accept that I have vowed to follow Jesus 
Christ based on the leadership of  a nullity.  Rather I will choose which of  the 
two diametrically opposed confessional standards that I will follow.  I choose the 
historic confessions.
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The Belhar Confession
Background

After having overseen the net loss of  over 190,000 members in 2012 and 2013, 
the PCUSA’s leadership demanded adoption of  the Belhar Confession into our Book 
of  Confessions.  This astounding membership decline was not a random occurrence. 
 Rather, it was a consequence of  relentless campaigns, first to allow ordination of  
practicing homosexuals and then to allow same gender marriage.

After these bruising battles we were told that “unity and reconciliation” as 
taught by this new confession is necessary.  This move rang hollow in the ears of  
many elders and members.  If  the PCUSA’s Progressive leadership had demon-
strated a commitment to “unity and reconciliation” while they were pursuing their 
goals, then things might have been different.

For example, you are not building credibility with regard to “unity and recon-
ciliation” when you pass, as did the Presbytery of  Chicago, an Overture that 
equates legitimate opposition theological arguments with name-calling and culpa-
bility for violence, and then declaring both to be out of  bounds (see Chapter 3, On 
Honoring Christ in our Relationships with One Another Overture).

Also, had the Progressive leadership pursued their goals within the bounds of  
Scripture’s testimony the results for unity could have been decisive – that being the 
contention of  same gender marriage supporters that, at worst, the Bible takes a 
broad view of  marriage’s definition, and, at best, clearly supports the extension of  
marriage to cover homosexual couples. Was this the case, the primary argument 
of  those in opposition would be gravely compromised.

Therefore, the writers of  the Overture Rationales supporting same gender mar-
riage had a wonderful opportunity to not only advance their cause, but also to heal 
the wounds caused by this divisive debate. They had every advantage to make a 
powerful Biblical case – years of  experience from debate and discussion, months 
of  time to write the text, the resources of  whole Presbyteries (pastors, elders and in 
some cases seminaries) and scholarship from around the world.
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For those church members who were desperate to move on, a powerful Biblical 
case would cause many to accept this change. For those who were in determined 
opposition, some might decide to leave, but others might decide that there is 
enough justification to allow them to stay. The benefits were overwhelming.

Had the Progressive Christians who supported same gender marriage a real 
commitment to “unity and reconciliation,” they would have written very different 
Rationales.  As it is, they refused to engage with the slightest seriousness in the 
Scriptural concerns of  their opponents.

The Presbytery of  Chicago Assemblies where same gender marriage was “de-
bated” demonstrated this same lack of  Scriptural seriousness.  In both Assemblies, 
two microphones were set up, one for pro and one for con.  On the con side, 
speaker after speaker asked for an explanation of  the Scriptural justification.  On 
the pro side, speaker after speaker supported this innovation based on their own 
apparently sovereign personal experience.  In the end, neither the Presbytery lead-
ership nor those in favor of  same gender marriage deigned to provide a response 
to their opponent’s Scriptural concerns.

My point is that falsely equating your opponent’s viewpoint to cruel slander 
and then treating it as something of  such insignificance that it doesn’t require a 
substantive answer does’t create a credible platform from which to seek “unity and 
reconciliation.”

Now, after having pushed same gender marriage through, we were told that it’s 
time for “unity and reconciliation.”  “Unity and reconciliation” wasn’t at the top 
of  their priorities over the many years in which the votes were against them.  No, 
they relentlessly pressed their case, making it clear that in spite of  their failure to 
demonstrate Scriptural support they would have their victory at any cost.

I have no doubt that the Progressive PCUSA leadership greatly desires “unity 
and reconciliation.”  I have the deepest, most profound doubts that the authority 
of  Scripture will have any real part to play in this new order.  Clearly “unity and 
reconciliation” in the PCUSA will not be about reaching out to a now minority 
group in the denomination but rather about increasing the pressure on them to fall 
into line.
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Assessing the Confession

There were additional reasons to be concerned about the consequences of  add-
ing Belhar to our Book of  Confessions.  Susan Cyre provides the following summary 
of  concerns in her excellent critique.

Should the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) add the Belhar Confession from South Africa to our 
Book of Confessions?  There are two reasons why the answer should be NO.  First, although 
the Belhar spoke to racism in South Africa, the words of the Confession, as well as the under-
standing of some who interpret it, demonstrate that the Belhar Confession may be applied 
broadly to other issues.  Second, the Belhar Confession posits a very different understanding 
of “unity” and “justice” than Scripture and our Confessions.  Christian faith teaches that unity is 
a result of truth. In the Belhar truth is subordinated to unity.

A second resource, Naming His Grace, provides for substantive reasons for 
great concern, those being:

1. Failure to focus the confession on the Lordship of  Christ;

2. The issue of  homosexuality;

3. The Israeli and Palestinian conflict;

4. The issue of  pluralism.

Here’s what the post says regarding the Israeli and Palestinian conflict.

In another posting on my blog, Using the Belhar Confession to overcome Israel’s “racism,” and 
as a means to bring about repentance from those desiring a Jewish State!, I have pointed to 
speakers for the Reformed Church in America using the Confession as a solution for what 
they perceive as racism on the part of Israel.  As one speaker, the Rev. Christo Lombard from 
the Uniting Reformed Church of South Africa, put it “If there is one situation in this world that 
contextually fits the antiapartheid struggle and its dynamics, for which the Belhar Confession 
was written, it must be the Palestinian situation, currently.”

Another speaker, Rev. Dr. Mitri Raheb, pastor of Evangelical Lutheran Christmas Church in 
Bethlehem, also hoped that the Confession might be used against the State of Israel.  And in 
the same way those in the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) who are advocating for this Confes-
sion may attempt to use it as leverage against Israel.
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The above analysis suggests that Belhar will not be used to pursue “unity and 
reconciliation” under the Lordship of  Jesus Christ.  Rather, it will most likely be 
used to advance the radical agendas of  our PCUSA leadership.

Consequences

I and others are deeply concerned about the drive for “unity” under the Belhar 
Confession.  My primary concerns are that:

1. “Unity” will not be a consequence of  the truth as taught by Scripture, but 
rather will be a consequence of  the “church” deciding on specific policies, re-
gardless of  their demonstrable adherence to Scripture;

2. The “church” will include only those denominations who have demonstrated 
that they are part of  a progressive “prophetic” movement.

Regarding point 2, consider the following figure.

Figure 40. Christian Denominations in the U.S.: All vs. Allow Same-Gender Marriage
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This figure begs the question of  how the PCUSA leadership views “unity” with 
regard to other Christian denominations.  Clearly, only a small minority of  Chris-
tians are members of  denominations who approve of  same gender marriage (the 
minority would be even smaller were this a world wide accounting).  However, 
there appears to be little interest in the PCUSA leadership for unity with this 
church universal.  No, “unity” means that a small minority of  denominations who 
have accepted same gender marriage be “unified” in their demand that all other 
denominations succumb.

So, in furtherance of  this unity of  the tiny prophetic minority, under a newly 
approved Belhar Confession, we have every reason to wonder:

1. Will some Presbyteries decide that rejection of  same gender marriage is a dis-
qualifying belief  for candidate Teaching Elders?

2. Will some Presbyteries pressure member churches who deviate from Progres-
sive “orthodoxy” on issues such as same gender marriage to fall into line?

3. Will the now minority of  those in opposition to the PCUSA’s current direction 
be pressured to remain silent, to advance the pretense that there is “unity” 
within our denomination?

4. To what future theological and political positions will the demands of  “unity” 
be applied, and how?

The current PCUSA policy is to allow pastors and churches to abide by their 
Christian consciences on the issue of  gay marriage.  However, the clear trajectory 
of  secular radical progressives is to demand not tolerance, but public support and 
affirmation.  

Perhaps the PCUSA will be a bulwark for religious tolerance, including of  or-
thodox views on marriage. However, this hope must be informed by the fact that 
hundreds of  thousands of  members were driven out of  the denomination, Scrip-
ture was distorted and ignored, motives were impugned and pleas for an explana-
tion were ignored to achieve our current policy.  I will continue to place my hope 
in the Lord, but the PCUSA has a long way to go to earn my trust.
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223rd General Assembly (2018)

Just as expected the PCUSA General Assembly has used the Confession of  Belhar to 
attack the exercise of  religious freedom.  It approved the Overture titled “On 
Clarifying the Position of  the PC(USA) Regarding Appropriate Boundaries of  Re-
ligious Liberty—From the Presbytery of  Boise” which included this text.

2. Affirm, consistent with these actions of previous assemblies, and the principles of 
the Confession of Belhar, that religious freedom is not a license for discrimination 
against any of God’s people, and cannot justify the denial of secular employment or 
benefits, healthcare, public or commercial services or goods, or parental rights to 
persons based on race, ethnicity, [sex,] gender, sexual orientation, gender identity, 
[religion,] or gender expression.

The clear intent of  this action was to deny any ground for the exercise of  Chris-
tian conscience outside of  the church sanctuary, as explained in the following arti-
cle excerpt.

The PCUSA has come to understand that the Church is “to be opposed to discrimination on 
matters of gender orientation and identity, and in support of freedom of the conscience in 
matters of reproductive rights.”

This view echoes what LGBTQ organizations and abortion rights advocacy groups have been 
saying.  Instead of siding with religious freedom, as many U.S. religious bodies have, the PCUSA 
has sided with sexual progressives.  Ironically, in the early 1990’s, the PCUSA endorsed the Re-
ligious Freedom Restoration Act, but the liberalized denomination, which has since abandoned 
its previously orthodox stance on sexuality, has backtracked on religious freedom.  Clearly 
secular individualism and autonomy are, for the Presbyterian Church (USA), taking prece-
dence over both historic Christian teachings and traditional respect for conscience rights.

Commissioners at the General Assembly tried to rationalize the document by highlighting 
cases they felt exemplified exploitation of religious freedom for discrimination.  The Master-
piece Cakeshop v. Colorado Civil Rights Commission case, in which the U.S. Supreme Court 
sided with a Christian baker who declined to bake a gay wedding cake, was cited.  In the com-
mittee’s view, the plaintiff, Jack Phillips, sought to “justify discrimination by cloaking it in constitu-
tionally protected ‘religious freedom’.”
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Let there be no doubt, the PCUSA will use the Confession of  Belhar to enforce a 
post-Christian “unity” within the denomination and to demand obedience to secu-
lar Progressive policies by everyone.  The future direction of  the PCUSA has been 
set by this new, radical and post-Christian confession.

Closing Thoughts

Although the vast majority of  members didn’t realize it at the time of  approval, 
the Confession of  1967 rendered all previous Confessions null and void.  It took dec-
ades for this fact to become visible and years longer to become indisputable.  By 
then the heresy, apostasy and atheism that this Confession enabled had utterly de-
stroyed the denomination’s foundation of  orthodox Reformed theology.

However the elite leadership who foisted this fraudulent Confession on the de-
nomination knew full well what they were doing.  Their abuse of  trust set the stage 
for not only theological deviancy but also the abuse of  power and purposeful de-
ception that has become the hallmark of  their rule.

Now, with adoption of  the Belhar Confession the PCUSA has enabled its full em-
brace of  a post-Christian future. Over time this Confession will be used to bludg-
eon Presbyteries, local churches, pastors, elders and members into submission of  
their post-Christian project.

There are still many people and churches in the PCUSA who continue to re-
spect and uphold the pre-1967 Confessions.  To them I offer my prayers and sup-
port.  However, its difficult to see, apart from God’s forceful intervention, how Re-
formed Christian orthodoxy can be maintained in the current confessional regime.
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C H A P T E R  6

A Debacle’s Ingredients: 
Abusive Behavior

It is not only by underhanded politics, doctrinal abandonment, theological devi-
ance and partisan politics that a denominational debacle is created.  For, given all 
of  the chaos and conflict that these ingredients cause, bitter personal conflict is an 
unavoidable consequence.

I will not here claim that one side or the other was worse in this respect.  Obvi-
ously personal conflicts played out across many people in complicated webs of  rela-
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tionship.  In many cases the encounters were private and have remained so.  Thus, 
there is no way to measure let alone assess blame between the contending camps.

However, I can say based on my personal experience that a small cohort of  Pro-
gressive Christians demonstrated a shocking level of  cruelty and thoughtlessness as 
these debates raged.  I can also say that at Presbytery it was the pro-gay 
ordination/marriage group who questioned the motives of  their opponents.  
When reviewing the Overture record I find the appalling assertion of  racism by a 
Presbytery (see Chapter 3, Presbytery of  Hudson River).

I believe that because of  their embrace of  secular Progressivism as their guid-
ing light Progressive Christians have been powerfully influenced by this move-
ment’s moral worldview.  This worldview is at diametric odds with that of  ortho-
dox Christianity.  The following long but insightful excerpt from an article titled 
“Hate Hoaxes Are What Happen When Your Religion Is Identity Politics” well ex-
plains this moral conflict.

Philosophers and theologians have long posited that humans seek three fundamental virtues: 
goodness, truth, and beauty.  The answer to the question “What is good, true, and beautiful?” is 
at the core of many religious traditions. Christianity finds the answer to all three questions in 
God himself.  Without God, the Christian has no framework for right and wrong, for ultimate 
truth, or for the transcendent meaning that renders life beautiful.

Progressivism attempts to fill this God-shaped void with its own modern deities.  To know 
what is beautiful, progressives look to the Self—self-realization and self-expression.  To deter-
mine truth, progressives largely look to Science (although the worship of Science is slipping, as 
it increasingly conflicts with the god of Self).  Finally, to know what is morally right, progressives 
turn to something they call History.  Now, by “History,” please understand that I do not mean 
the study and understanding of actual events in the past.  I mean the moral force people in-
voke when they talk about being “on the right side of history.”

Without God’s goodness as a plumb line for right and wrong, moderns have no framework 
with which to judge the clear evils that exist in human behavior.  So they’ve settled on a sim-
plistic moral standard that boils all sin down to a single category:  oppression.  Having learned 
about a few undeniable evils that existed in the recent past—slavery, Nazi concentration 
camps, Jim Crow—they’ve seized on the notion of “History” as a moral force that trends in 
one direction, the direction of progress.
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History has a right side and a wrong side, and that line—however vague and changeable it 
might appear—is what separates good from evil.  What’s more, we can look at our sample of 
known historical events and determine who the good and evil actors are.  The oppressors are 
wicked, and the oppressed are righteous.

This moral framework leads to an inescapable conclusion: victimhood is the highest virtue. 
Victims and members of oppressed identity groups are elevated to a kind of sainthood in 
the progressive religion. Those who are more oppressed have more moral authority and are 
thus more worthy to speak, set policy, and make demands.  This is in fact exactly what intersec-
tionality teaches, complete with a hierarchy of victimhood for comparing everyone’s relative 
righteousness.

It is through this moral dynamic that Progressive Christians are tempted to be-
have in ways that demean and destroy their opponents.  For they can come to see 
themselves as the saintly victims and/or protectors of  victims who own total moral 
superiority.  And, their opponents are thus clearly the evil oppressors who must be 
defeated by any means necessary.

In the following two sections I will discuss this dynamic of  presumed moral su-
periority as played out in personal encounters and organizational deliberations.  I 
have no doubt that there are cases of  bad behavior on the side of  opposition to 
Progressive Christianity.  But we would hope that orthodox Christians, being pain-
fully aware of  their sinful nature and need for a Savior might be less prone to the 
flights of  moral presumption than are those for whom sin and salvation are mostly 
forgotten relics of  a discarded primitive religion.

The “Saintly” Art of Personal Destruction
The Centrality of Obfuscation
The Encounter

I found myself  in an ongoing discussion with a group of  Christians where theol-
ogy was an important component.  At one point I stated my views under the head-
ing of  “Reformed Theology.”  Another member challenged me to define with clar-
ity and specificity just what I meant by this phrase.  I was very happy to oblige, see-
ing this as an opportunity to engage at a deeper theological level.  So, I spent quite 
some time crafting a fairly comprehensive, detailed response.
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I sent this note to the group, but was disappointed by the lack of  response, par-
ticularly by the instigator.  However, since they could have read the note and 
thought. “ok, that makes sense,” I let it drop without further comment.

Later on this same person stated views under the heading of  “Progressive Chris-
tianity.”  I thought that this might be an opportunity to reopen the theological dis-
cussion, so asked them to define this term just as they had previously challenged 
me to define mine.  Their response was both unexpected and confusing, being 
along the lines of  “no, let’s not confuse people.”  Add thus it ended there.

The Implications

I remained perplexed by this outcome.  Something just seemed so off.  This per-
son is a highly skilled, persuasive communicator, and they know it.  Thus, the idea 
that their explanation of  Progressive Christianity would cause “confusion” was pre-
posterous.  And, why had they shown such enthusiasm for defining terms for me 
but become so unenthusiastic when the same thing was asked of  them?

This encounter caused me to more carefully observe the way that Progressive 
Christians approached debate.  And, what I eventually discovered was deeply trou-
bling, for they appeared to avoid debate on the merits, particularly if  the topic was 
the Biblical justification for their position.  If  I insisted, all too often the next step 
was deflection, usually centering on questioning of  my motives or even directly my 
character.  If  I yet persisted there would eventually emerge a highly selective, con-
torted exegesis on Scripture’s teaching.  And, if  I pressed on, a hard refusal to ac-
knowledge that any other passages of  Scripture than those that they has selected 
had any relevance to their position.  The result of  this strategy of  obfuscation is a 
loss of  trust in the credibility of  their positions. 

 What a sorry state of  affairs we have reached.

The Corruption of Language
The Encounter

I found myself  in debate with a committed Progressive on a topic that I can’t 
recall.  What I do clearly recall is the increasing frustration of  my opponent as I 
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stubbornly refused to submit to their position. Finally, in exasperation they blurted 
out that I was a “totalitarian” because I refused to admit that they were right.

Given that the word totalitarian is associated with the most bloody regimes and 
evil rulers in human history, I took great offense at being characterized in this man-
ner.  So, the debate turned from the original topic to that of  if  I was indeed a to-
talitarian.  The discussion raged on until another member of  the group looked up 
the definition on their smart phone.

Although I have no idea from what source the definition was then found, it was 
very similar to:

totalitarian: adjective
1. of or relating to a centralized government that does not tolerate parties of differing opin-

ion and that exercises dictatorial control over many aspects of life.
2. exercising control over the freedom, will, or thought of others; authoritarian; autocratic.

Of  course, this settled the question, as this is the exact opposite of  what I was 
being accused.  That is, I was insisting that my differing opinion should be (at 
least) tolerated and that I had the freedom to state my opinion.

To this person’s great credit, they asked that we remain after the event to re-
solve the issue between us.  In that discussion they stressed that their personal defi-
nition of totalitarian was very different, and far less pejorative than that of  the offi-
cial definition.  I was taken so aback by this explanation that I wasn’t able to ade-
quately respond in real time.  Later, after more thought, I sent the following note 
explaining my response (excised text [snip] to maximize anonymity).

I’m sending this note because the written word can in some cases be the best way to accu-
rately explain a point of view.  I certainly will be happy to continue our discussion in person as 
well.

Firstly, I understand that by your internal definition of “totalitarian” you were not intending to 
label me with the generally understood meaning of this word.  This is a great comfort to me, 
and I’m thankful that you asked that we continue the discussion  [snip] .  However, since the 
other members [snip] were unlikely to understand that you were utilizing a highly individual-
ized and non-standard definition (I didn’t come to understand this until we had had a signifi-
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cant discussion [snip]), it is reasonable to be concerned about such a term being applied to 
me.

Secondly, if we all started to utilize highly individualized and non-standard definitions of words, 
the communication benefits of language would break down.  That is, rather than being able to 
discuss and debate ideas, we would be continually bogged down in explaining to each other 
our individual, internal dictionaries.  That is, our communication would be only about seman-
tics rather than ideas.

I certainly agree that human language is an imperfect tool of communication.  There are ambi-
guities and white spaces that cause real problems.  However, the existence of problems 
doesn’t invalidate language, nor give us leave to unnecessarily exacerbate them.

Finally, as Christians, shouldn’t we hold a high view of language?  After all, God has chosen to 
use the Word to bring the Gospel to humanity, and, the Bible highly extols the power of lan-
guage, both to help and harm.

It’s my hope that this brief note has been useful in explaining the point of view that I bring to 
this issue.

This is where the discussion essentially ended.  I think that we achieved a 
greater understanding of  one another, and, parted without rancor between us. For 
this I am grateful and give this individual great credit for being the one who took 
the initiative to achieve this outcome.

The Implications

I don’t know the extent to which this person was unaware of totalitarian’s offi-
cial definition.  I do find it hard to believe that an educated person wouldn’t under-
stand the obvious connection between this word and the evil people / regimes 
with which it is inextricably associated.  On the other hand, I’m also well aware of  
the destruction that postmodern philosophy has wrought on rational thought and 
language.

My guess is that, in a state of  exasperation, this person had groped for a label 
that would discredit my position.  In the heat of  the moment they blurted out “to-
talitarian.”  However, they didn’t anticipate the extent of  the offense that I took, or 
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the force of  my response.  I also believe that they quickly realized that they had 
gone too far, were truly sorry to have done so and took the initiative to make 
amends after the fact.

However, even ceding all of  this, I still find it troubling that language was so ir-
responsibly used.  The sad fact is that, had I not so forcefully and effectively fought 
back, I could well have exited that debate labeled as a totalitarian.  Yes, it would 
have been a false label, but that would have been cold comfort.

I think that this encounter illuminates the extent to which our use of  language 
has been undermined and corrupted by Progressive postmodern thought.  If  you 
wonder how it is that we have lost the ability to effectively communicate across 
ideological lines, this encounter sheds significant light on one of  the underlying 
causes.

The Politics of Personal Destruction
The Encounter

I’m not going to dwell on the personal aspects of  this encounter because what 
troubles me is less the incident itself  than what is behind its occurrence.  Suffice it 
to say that I was in a debate regarding the PCUSA’s ordination of  practicing ho-
mosexuals that turned into a vicious attack on my motives and character.  That is, 
because I was making the case that public unrepentant sin (in any dimension of  
Christian life) disqualified a person from ordination, I was accused of  purposefully 
inciting hatred of  and violence (including torture and murder) on homosexuals.  I 
was also accused of  wishing such evil things to happen to homosexuals.  As with 
the case of  the previous post, I forcefully and effectively repulsed these vile accusa-
tions.  But the fact that they were confidently made by a person with good stand-
ing in a Christian community is indeed troubling in profound ways.

The Implications

How, I wondered, could an individual with whom I had spent significant time 
have been spun up into an emotional state that justified such conduct?

It shouldn’t have been a surprise that such conduct occurred.  For I had it on 
the authority of  an Overture from the Fourth Presbyterian Church of  Chicago ti-
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tled “On honoring Christ in our relationships with one another” that this is was in-
deed the case.  This overture almost perfectly described my experience.

Some Presbyterians read the Scriptures to condemn all forms of same-gender sexual inti-
macy, and sometimes accuse other Presbyterians of abandoning the authority of Scrip-
ture, ignoring the need for repentance, and leading persons into serious sin.

Some Presbyterians read the Scriptures to bless committed same-gender relationships, 
and sometimes accuse other Presbyterians of bigotry, responsibility for bullying and sui-
cides, and other harm caused by anti-gay attitudes.

This is the very dynamic within which I found myself.

The primary deviation is that I argued that God created male and female to be 
bound together by marriage, and, that this pattern for human relationship was in-
stituted for our best good (see Matthew 19:4-6).  Thus, homosexual relationships 
by deviating from this God-ordained pattern are not serving our best good, and, 
fall under the category of  sin.  I also regularly stated that Christianity had erred 
greatly by treating homosexuality to be a sort of  “super-sin” that was worse than 
most other sins.  This is a position far short of  “condemnation,” though it does 
maintain the boundary between righteousness and sin.

  Over eight years later I have come to believe that there is a second issue at 
play that had previously eluded my consciousness, that being incitement.

Note the order of  the Rationale’s set up.  First, a Presbyterian makes the case 
for the orthodox understanding of  Biblical authority, sin and repentance.  Second, 
the response is accusations of  bigotry and culpability for violence.  In this ordering 
the Rationale makes the implicit case that it is the voicing of  the first position that 
incites the second.

There is another great advantage to this ordering.  Consider the encounter 
from a third party’s point of  view.  One Presbyterian says something to another 
and the response is an angry rebuke.  The uninformed assumption will often be 
that the first speaker must have said something very bad to elicit such a strong reac-
tion from the second.  Even if  the viewer is well informed, it is the first speaker 
who appears to have “started it.”  Finally, responding with anger and vile accusa-
tions discourages orthodox Christians from voicing their views at all.
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Thus, there existed a Progressive group in the PCUSA who considered the 
open argument for orthodox Christian positions on sexual sin and repentance to 
be an approval of  hatred toward and violence against homosexuals.  They also 
saw the statement of  these views to be an incitement.  With this mindset wouldn’t 
it be immoral not to confront the offending party for their assumed evil conduct?

I believe that this is what happened to me on that painful day.  In their eyes it 
wasn’t that I had a different understanding of  the Bible’s teaching.  It was that I 
was a hateful, violence approving bigot who was camouflaging their evil in Biblical 
terms.  It was high time that someone called me out, and this person stepped up to 
do just that.  I should be personally destroyed because I was a vile, evil person.

Had I argued on their terms I might well have exited the debate personally de-
stroyed.  But, I rather responded by pointing out the absurd cruelty and baseless 
justification for arguing along these lines.  Once they were forced into the position 
of  explaining why such accusations were being made the bottom fell out.

So, yes, I survived this onslaught against my motives and character.  However, 
this and other similar experiences profoundly affected my understanding of, atti-
tude towards and response to those in the Progressive camp who imagined them-
selves to be at the pinnacle of  Christian virtue.

Corporate Abuse
The “Equivalent to Racism” Argument

The Presbytery of  Hudson River argued in their Rationale supporting same 
gender marriage that:

And yet we don’t often consider that prohibiting the right of our fellow Christians to 
marry someone of the same gender is wholly analogous to prohibiting the marriages of 
people of different races.

It has come to my attention that:

Approximately 15.7 million African Americans belonging to 34,000 churches have broken 
their ties with the Presbyterian Church USA (PCUSA) following its decision to allow same sex 
marriage.
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The National Black Church Initiative (NBCI), led by its president Rev. Anthony Evans said the 
main reason for their coalition’s departure from the PCUSA is the recent vote of the Presbyte-
rian General Assembly to revise its constitution, specifically the terms that define marriage, re-
ports Charisma News.  …

“In this case, PCUSA deliberately voted to change the Word of God and the interpretation of 
holy marriage between one man and one woman.  This is why we must break fellowship with 
them and urge the entire Christendom to do so as well,” he added.

The NBCI further denounced PCUSA’s manipulation and declared it a “universal sin” against 
the entire church and its members.

“With this action, PCUSA can no longer base its teachings on 2,000 years of Christian scrip-
ture and tradition, and call itself a Christian entity in the body of Christ.  It has forsaken its 
right by this single wrong act,” Evans noted.

So, I have two questions for the Commissioners and leadership of  the Presby-
tery of  Hudson River:

1. Do you believe that the NBCI’s position is “wholly analogous to prohibiting 
the marriages of  people of  different races?”

2. If  not, do you have any sense of  remorse for having so cruelly treated the or-
thodox Presbyterians who opposed same gender marriage?

The sorry truth is that it’s not just the Presbytery of  Hudson River who used 
this cynical and callous argument to intimidate their fellow Christians into submis-
sion, or, at least silence regarding same gender marriage.  No, this appalling argu-
ment was used in countless group and personal discussions as well.

I really do think that they all owe us answers.

Disrespect for Democratic Results

At a Chicago Presbytery Assembly meeting a pastor said during the Belhar de-
bate that it is insulting to be forced to vote over and over on the same issue.  He 
elaborated that apparently Presbytery votes don’t mean anything until they come 
out the right way.
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We saw this attitude in practice on same-gender marriage in a Rational para-
graph from the Presbytery of  Chicago (Amending Marriage).

Overtures directly addressing marriage equality in the United States and the Presbyte-
rian Church (U.S.A.) have come before the last two General Assemblies. The 219th As-
sembly (2010) completely failed to substantively address the marriage-related overtures 
that were before it. The 220th General Assembly (2012) failed to substantively address 
overtures related to authoritative interpretation of the marriage provisions at issue in 
this overture and, by a narrow margin, failed to approve changes to W-4.9000.

Note how failure to approve same-gender marriage is viewed as failure to do 
the “right thing,” thus requiring continual debate, ending only when the “right 
thing” has been done.

We saw this issue again in the concurrence Rationale from the Presbytery of  
Santa Barbara for “On Supporting Middle East Peacemaking”.

The overture also calls on the General Assembly to make clear that the PC(USA) is not a 
part of the international Boycott, Divest, and Sanction (BDS) movement. … Official com-
mittees of the PC(USA), like the Mission Responsibility Through Investment (MRTI) and 
the Advisory Committee on Social Witness Policy (ACSWP), have failed to recognize the 
spirit and intent of prior General Assembly actions and have continued to promote the 
very kind of negative approach to peacemaking that prior General Assemblies have re-
jected. This is wrong and must end.

These are all examples of  the same strategy, whereby the PCUSA elite refuse 
to accept a negative outcome.  Rather than showing respect for the views of  the 
majority, they have made it clear that there will be no peace until the denomina-
tion has submitted to their demands.  Once they have won, we are all supposed to 
respect the decision of  a majority that has been created by driving out of  those in 
opposition.  Should those of  us in opposition who remain accede to this demand, 
or, should we continue to fight?  This book contains my answer.

Meet the 2016 Co-Moderators
The Reverend Denise Anderson

The General Assembly (GA) elected the Rev. Denise Anderson as a co-
moderator at its 222nd meeting. Previous to this election she wrote this in her blog 
on June 12, 2016 titled “You Are the Man! Or Why the Church Should Feel Con-
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victed Right Now.” concerning the Orlando massacre by an Islamic terrorist (em-
phasis added):

This particular gunman took out fifty people in one night.  How many LGBT sisters and broth-
ers have we — the Church — gradually and systemically killed over a longer period of 
time? He and we have been in the same business. We’re simply not as efficient as he was.

Lest there be any doubt whom is included in this appalling diatribe (emphasis 
again added).

Sadly, many in our own ranks aren’t too idealistically different from this gunman.  And, 
though he may have been a “lone wolf,” this kind of hate does not develop in a vacuum.  It is 
nurtured.  It is facilitated.  It is given permission to thrive and grow.  It is provided with a safe 
space.  Church, for whom/what will we provide sanctuary?  I believe God is calling us to make 
that decision today.

Looking at the entire blog post, aside from briefly describing the carnage at the 
Pulse Nightclub to create context (consisting of  53 words), she had only the follow-
ing words of  sympathy for the victims.

Let Christians be confounded by (or, worse, silent in the face of) such a vile act.  Let the 
church offer prayers and sympathy

Let’s be generous and add these 23 words (although the first 12 are preparing 
the ground for her accusations against fellow Christians) to the above 53, to count 
76 words consumed that can reasonably be associated with a sympathetic reaction 
to this ghastly, evil event.

However, she spends 615 words preemptively attacking any Christian that 
might dare to wonder about a tie between this murderous event and Political Is-
lam.  And she attempts to accomplish this goal by claiming that the Christian 
Church is the source of  far more murders of  gays than is Political Islam.

Let’s be clear, this Christian leader who so deeply supports gay rights barely 
touched on the terror and suffering of  the Pulse Nightclub victims because she 
was so monomaniacally focused on giving cover to Political Islam.
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You see, it’s not Political Islam — that sends to the gallows, beheads, stones and 
throws gays off  of  tall buildings (in front of  enthusiastically cheering crowds) — 
that needs to do any soul-searching. No, perish the thought (after all, Political Is-
lam is the victim here)!  Rather it’s the Christian Church in the United States, 
where gay marriage has peacefully become the law of  the land, that must repent 
of  evil!

This is what happens to a mind addled by Progressive ideology / theology and 
addicted to virtue signaling.  And finally, just to be clear, the fact that a huge major-
ity of  General Assembly Commissioners enthusiastically voted the Rev. Anderson 
into office shows this mindset to be dominant in the PCUSA’s national leadership.

Finally note that the PCUSA’s Advisory Committee on Social Witness Policy 
(ACSWP) fundamentally agreed with the Rev. Denise Anderson’s views.

We are part of a society in which discrimination and even violence toward LGBTQ persons 
still occur and with which our faith community is sometimes complicit.

Much more could be said about the theology / ideology / mindset that is here 
on display.  At this point it is sufficient to say that this person who accuses Chris-
tians of  being “inefficient” mass murderers was overwhelmingly elected by our 
GA into the highest position in the PCUSA.

The Reverend Jan Edmonton

The other elected co-moderator was the Chicago Presbytery’s Rev. Jan Edmon-
ton, who’s Presbytery concurred with the Overture “On the Admission of, and 
Apology for, Harms Done to the LGBTQ/Q Members of  the PC(USA), Family 
and Friends—From the Presbytery of  New York City.”

This Overture demanded an apology by PCUSA Christians who object to 
same-gender marriage and/or gay ordination just a few years after the GA had 
promised respect for opposing views.  It was too extreme for even for the ACSWP, 
who proposed a softened version (although other GA committees strongly sup-
ported the Presbytery of  New York City Overture, emphasis added).

At the same time, despite rapid recent gains in social acceptance for marriage equality in U.S. 
society at large, the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) has pledged to remain a place where con-
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scientious individual views on both ordination and marriage will continue to be respected. 
In the larger world, we are well aware that Christians hold a range of views about sexuality, 
celibacy, reproductive rights, freedom of religious expression, and human rights generally.

But lest you place your hope for honorable treatment in the ACSWP, note hat 
they were simply asking for a “decent interval” between the making and breaking 
of  the PCUSA’s promise.  Note that “11-05” refers to the original Overture (em-
phasis added).

The proponents of Item 11-05 are deeply right to lift up the forty-year journey taken by our 
church on matters of sexual orientation.  While the Advisory Committee on Social Witness 
Policy believes it is not time for an apology such as the one proposed…

At the 223rd (2018) General Assembly the Rev. Edmonton got her pound of  
flesh from the minority of  remaining orthodox Christians in the PCUSA.  An offi-
cial report on the GA’s actions included this summary:

Overture 11-13, On Celebrating the Gifts of People of Diverse Sexual Orientations 
and Gender Identities in the Life of the Church:  Apologizes for the church’s previous un-
welcoming stance on LGBTQ parishioners, celebrates LGBTQ church pioneers, and states the 
church will welcome, lift up, and fight for the human rights of all people created in the eyes of 
God.

This “apology” is simply our elite leadership’s underhanded, dishonest way of  
demeaning all orthodox-minded Christians left in the denomination.  The indirec-
tion of  their language can’t hide their vile double-dealing whereby they first 
pledge “to remain a place where conscientious individual views on both ordination 
and marriage will continue to be respected” and then later apologizes “for the 
church’s previous unwelcoming stance on LGBTQ parishioners.”  These are not 
Christian saints doing God’s will, but rather false-teaching wolves among Christ’s 
flock.  If  you consider this statement to be extreme I simply ask that you review 
the accumulated evidence to this point and ask to what less extreme conclusion it 
points.

We have been pretending for far too long that our local church’s Christian wit-
ness can be conducted independently from the PCUSA at the Presbytery, Synod 
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and GA levels.  The election of  these individuals as co-moderators makes it abso-
lutely clear what direction the denominational elites plan to take us.  That is, the 
strategic and daily decisions that set the direction for our denomination will be 
made by two individuals who have openly stated their disgust for and contempt of  
non-progressive (or even not sufficiently progressive) Christians.

Will a person who claims no difference between Christians who oppose same-
gender marriage and Islamic mass murderers work to heal the wounds of  a di-
vided denomination?  Will a person who has attempted to force remaining Bible 
trusting PCUSA members into apologizing for their position respect their con-
sciences?  The questions answer themselves.

Closing Thoughts
Reviewing the Destruction

The personal encounters described in the first section (and numerous others) 
profoundly affected me.  When I began attending Presbytery of  Chicago assem-
blies in 2012 I hadn’t given much thought to just how and why the PCUSA was be-
ing fundamentally transformed.  Yes, I knew that a revolution was occurring to en-
able first homosexual ordination and then marriage.  But I assumed that there was 
hope that the tide could be stopped and eventually reversed.  After all, the Bible 
and derived Confessions were so clearly on the side of  opposition that they would 
eventually prevail.

Because they had jettisoned the Bible and Confessions, other means of  achiev-
ing their ends had to be found.  Those means included abuse of  the PCUSA’s 
rules, turning their democratic assumptions into cudgels by which to beat any op-
position into submission.  This was accomplished by making life miserable for any 
majority that opposed their radical ends, and eventually, to drive them out of  the 
church.  Here’s what the Presbytery of  Santa Barbara had to say about one aspect 
of  this abysmal situation at the 2014 General Assembly (emphasis added).

Official committees of the PC(USA), like the Mission Responsibility Through Investment 
(MRTI) and the Advisory Committee on Social Witness Policy (ACSWP), have failed to recog-
nize the spirit and intent of prior General Assembly actions and have continued to pro-
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mote the very kind of negative approach to peacemaking that prior General Assemblies 
have rejected.  This is wrong and must end.

This situation is ending, not because of  a change in heart by our leadership, 
but rather because so many orthodox-minded Presbyterians have been driven out 
of  the PCUSA that there is no longer the realistic possibility for majority opposi-
tion to their schemes.

The preponderance of  evidence supports this theory.  Recall how the progres-
sive camp chose to self-identify (excerpt from “When We Gather at the Table: A 
PC(USA) Snapshot,” describing the “Purposeful Progressive” group).

They are less tolerant of conservative theologies within the denomination.  Some remain 
hopeful that conservatives who are upset with the 221st General Assembly (2014) decisions 
on marriage will see that there are different ways to interpret scripture, and will choose to 
stay and accept the changes, over time.  Others would simply be happy if the conservatives 
left the PC(USA), and a few offered suggestions for helping dissenting congregations to leave 
the denomination with grace and dignity.

Thus there are only two options for orthodox Christians described in the think-
ing of  these “Purposeful Progressives,” (1) conform and stay and (2) get out!  I’d 
say that the loss of  1,126 churches is well aligned with the “get out!” goal.

Thus, the personal encounters and corporate abuse that I have described were 
only isolated skirmishes within a larger battle.  The elite Progressive strategic goal 
was always to deceive, discredit, demoralize and ultimately destroy any and all op-
position from orthodox-minded Christians.

How to Respond?

I have been researching the beliefs and actions of  our PCUSA leadership for 
over six years.  I have also had direct experience based on my three year term as a 
Presbytery Commissioner.  That’s a total of  almost nine years, spanning 2011 
through 2019.  What has occurred over that time and how should we respond?

Since 2011 the PCUSA lost well over one-million members (1,070,777) and 
gained far less than a half-million (469,739).  That amounts to a net loss of  over 
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600,000 Christians.  Over the same time period over 1,200 churches have exited 
the denomination or ceased to exist.  These cold statistics point to the devastation 
of  human relationships and to the destruction of  a once vibrant community of  
Christian faith.  These are people and churches who have given up on the PCUSA 
as a Christian home.  Their tragic testimony is utterly ignored, but the conse-
quences exist regardless.

What of  those of  us that choose to remain in the PCUSA who worship our Sav-
ior Jesus Christ as revealed in the Scriptures and interpreted by our historic Con-
fessions?  We are a shrinking minority who are expected to either bow down to the 
false progressive god or to silently suffer humiliation as supposed racists, homo-
phobes, you name it, or, to get out already.

But there is another choice.  We need not bow to their false god or slink around 
in humiliating silence or get out.  No, regardless of  our declining numbers or re-
ceding power we can yet trust that “if  God is for us then who can be against us?” 
(Romans 8:31b).  The elite leaders of  the PCUSA have not one ten-thousandth 
the power of  the ancient Roman Empire or the current People’s Republic of  
China. It thus should not require super-human faith or courage to stand up to 
them.  And yet we fail to do so.

Its time to start confronting these self-presumed theological, intellectual and 
moral betters.  We should demand that they answer for their reign of  denomina-
tional destruction.  Why do they ordain atheists and reward heretics?  How do 
they justify denying the Christian God?  How do they explain the virtually perfect 
correspondence between their Christian “social justice” positions and those of  the 
secular Progressive political movement?  How do they explain the direct contradic-
tion between Christ’s definition of  marriage and their policy on Christian mar-
riage?  Why do they continue to feign allegiance to our historic Confessions while 
utterly ignoring them?  Why do they exclude Scripture’s testimony? Why do they 
have a boutique ideologically tainted “theology” for every identity group and pro-
gressive political position? How do they know that Jesus Christ would support each 
and every position of  a godless secular political organization? Why do they reject 
Biblical truth but demand that we submit to their admitted arbitrary human 
“truths”? Why do they make a mockery of  their ordination vows and teach others 
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to do the same? Why do they deny Biblical sin but embrace the concept of  secular 
ideological sin?  By what right do they pretend to a moral superiority that their ac-
tions show to be utterly unwarranted?

To sum up all of  the above apostasy, dishonesty and destruction, why do they 
pretend to be pious, orthodox Christian leaders?  If  this seems extreme then you 
are living in a state of  denial.  For, if  a PCUSA member can get through the above 
material (which only scratches the surface) and still trust that our leadership has 
the slightest loyalty to orthodox Reformed Christianity then the only option is de-
nial.

The fact that the Rev. Kershner so openly rejected the Christian God suggests 
that she believes the denomination to now be comprised only of  supporters or den-
iers.  Thus she brazenly made her statement in the sure knowledge that no one in 
Fourth Presbyterian, the Presbytery, Synod or General Assembly would rise to ob-
ject.  And, that silence would allow her to go on pretending to be a pious, ortho-
dox Christian pastor doing her level best to proclaim the Gospel of  Jesus Christ.  I 
single her out not because her’s is an extreme case, but rather because she is a con-
temporary and unmistakable representative of  our denominational leadership.

Well, I object, and will not silently accept any of  this.  I don’t care if  no one or 
thousands join me.  My responsibility lies in being true to what Jesus Christ has 
done.

I understand that each of  us has only so much time, energy, knowledge and 
skills.  I contribute in what I believe to be the best use of  the gifts that God has 
given me.  Others will choose to contribute in their own ways.  But the point is 
that we are called to testify to the Gospel of  Jesus Christ as God has given us the 
specific gifts to so do.  If  we, each in our own way and time, choose to stand on 
that holy ground then we can remain in the PCUSA without shame or fear.  And, 
by God’s providential power we will make a difference even if  we don’t see it in 
our lifetimes.

These were all commended for their faith, yet none of them received what had 
been promised, since God had planned something better for us so that only to-
gether with us would they be made perfect.
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Therefore, since we are surrounded by such a great cloud of witnesses, let us 
throw off everything that hinders and the sin that so easily entangles. And let us 
run with perseverance the race marked out for us, fixing our eyes on Jesus, the 
pioneer and perfecter of faith. For the joy set before him he endured the cross, 
scorning its shame, and sat down at the right hand of the throne of God. 
Consider him who endured such opposition from sinners, so that you will not 
grow weary and lose heart.
Hebrews 11:39 – 12:3 (NIV)
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C H A P T E R  7

Meditations on a 
Denomination’s Debacle

Many who hold to an orthodox understanding of  Christianity have already exited 
the PCUSA. Those who remain often feel isolated and despondent. We should 
not. For God does not depend on numbers of  adherents or the power of  human 
will to achieve His ends. He calls us to be faithful wherever we are, not because we 
must prevail, but rather because we so love and trust our Lord and Savior that we 
simply must testify to His Gospel.
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One place to begin is to reestablish the organic link between orthodox Re-
formed theology and our practical lives. The breaking of  this link is a primary rea-
son for the confused state of  the PCUSA. I’ve become convinced that doctrines, 
even the most true and certain, that aren’t lived out in practice become weak. The 
flip side is that falsehoods, if  lived out in practice, appear to be strong. The chal-
lenge then is to so live out true doctrine to allow its power to shine forth!

However, in this postmodern world, the default assumption is that the authorita-
tive source for authentic living of  any kind (including Christian) exists within the 
self  (e.g., “be true to yourself ”). We must boldly testify to the truth that God, the 
Father, Son and Holy Spirit, is the ultimate and unique source of  authority, and 
then learn together, in Christ’s Body, the church, how to live out this truth in our 
practical lives.

This excerpt from R.C. Sproul’s article, “The Pelagian Captivity of  the 
Church,” provides a fitting summary of  our challenge and ultimate hope.

Until we humble ourselves and understand that no man is an island and that no man has an 
island of righteousness, that we are utterly dependent upon the unmixed grace of God for 
our salvation, we will not begin to rest upon grace and rejoice in the greatness of God’s sover-
eignty, and we will not be rid of the pagan influence of humanism that exalts and puts man at 
the center of religion.  Until that happens there will not be a new Reformation, because at the 
heart of Reformation teaching is the central place of the worship and gratitude given to God 
and God alone.  Soli Deo gloria, to God alone be the glory.

Yes, to God alone be the glory!

Come, Lord Jesus!
The grace of the Lord Jesus be with all the saints. Amen.
Revelation 22:20b,21
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S E C T I O N  1

Testimony

If we say we have no sin, we deceive our-
selves, and the truth is not in us. If we confess 
our sins, he is faithful and just, and will forgive 
our sins and cleanse us from all unrighteous-
ness. If we say we have not sinned, we make 
him a liar, and his word is not in us.
(1 John 1:8-10)

Anyone who has reached this point will be cer-
tain that I am in complete opposition to Progressive Christianity. My criticisms of  
this movement are both extensive and deep. I have taken to task Presbyteries as in-
stitutions and individuals by name. It would be natural to assume that, because of  
this disapproval, I consider myself  to be morally superior.

But, this assumption is wrong.

How could this possibly be so? After all, we live in a culture in which 90% of  
winning a debate is the establishment of  who in it occupies the moral high 
ground. We are thus almost all of  us on a lifelong quest to find and occupy that po-
sition of  moral superiority. Progressive Christian partisans often rely on an intri-
cate ideology of  victimhood to elevate this or that group into positions of  moral 
authority (or almost as good, act as the spokespersons for those groups). Evangeli-
cals tend to claim that their adherence to Biblical authority places them in the mor-
ally superior position.

No, as an orthodox, Reformed Christian I believe that there is zero possibility 
for a valid claim of  either an inherent or earned righteousness for myself. Rather, I 
give all the glory to the sovereign act of  grace by which Jesus Christ saved me from 
my bondage to sin and death. I accept, with the consequent implications to my hu-
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man pride, that all I have of  righteousness is an undeserved gift from a merciful 
Savior. Let the Apostle Paul explain from where our righteousness originates.

But whatever gain I had, I counted as loss for the sake of Christ. Indeed I count 
everything as loss because of the surpassing worth of knowing Christ Jesus my 
Lord. For his sake I have suffered the loss of all things, and count them as refuse, 
in order that I may gain Christ and be found in him, not having a righteousness 
of my own, based on law, but that which is through faith in Christ, the righteous-
ness from God that depends on faith;
Philippians 3:7 9

Also, let him remind us what of  ourselves we can claim as the source of  our sal-
vation and good works.

And you he made alive, when you were dead through the trespasses and sins in 
which you once walked, following the course of this world, following the prince 
of the power of the air, the spirit that is now at work in the sons of disobedience. 
Among these we all once lived in the passions of our flesh, following the desires 
of body and mind, and so we were by nature children of wrath, like the rest of 
mankind. But God, who is rich in mercy, out of the great love with which he loved 
us, even when we were dead through our trespasses, made us alive together with 
Christ (by grace you have been saved), and raised us up with him, and made us 
sit with him in the heavenly places in Christ Jesus, that in the coming ages he 
might show the immeasurable riches of his grace in kindness toward us in Christ 
Jesus. For by grace you have been saved through faith; and this is not your own 
doing, it is the gift of God— not because of works, lest any man should boast. For 
we are his workmanship, created in Christ Jesus for good works, which God pre-
pared beforehand, that we should walk in them.
Ephesians 2:1-10

So then, if  I claim no righteousness of  my own, on what grounds do I dare to 
criticize others? After all, if  I’m no better than anyone else then, by current cul-
tural standards, I have no right to pass judgment.

What I do have is an obligation to testify to the truth, as I have been given 
grace to understand it, about my Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ; to share the gospel 
as proclaimed by God’s Word.
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And Jesus came and said to them, “All authority in heaven and on earth has 
been given to me. Go therefore and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them 
in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, teaching them to 
observe all that I have commanded you; and lo, I am with you always, to the 
close of the age.”
Matthew 28:18-20

How can we possibly teach others to “observe all that I have commanded you” 
if  we don’t actively oppose all that demeans, distorts or disregards what Christ 
teaches in God’s Word?

Progressive/postmodern Christians will likely respond by challenging my as-
sumption that there is such a thing as objective truth to defend, and, the capability 
of  human language to convey objective truth even if  it were somehow to exist. 
They believe this argument creates a position of  great advantage. For, while I have 
bound myself  to a standard against which my arguments can be judged, they have 
freed themselves from any standard. I gladly accept this “disadvantage.” I am joy-
fully bound to God’s Word, for I have complete trust that it exists for my ultimate 
good, and to accomplish all that God intends.

“For as the rain and the snow come down from heaven,
   and return not thither but water the earth,
making it bring forth and sprout,
   giving seed to the sower and bread to the eater,
so shall my word be that goes forth from my mouth;
   it shall not return to me empty,
but it shall accomplish that which I purpose,
   and prosper in the thing for which I sent it.
“For you shall go out in joy,
   and be led forth in peace;
the mountains and the hills before you
   shall break forth into singing,
   and all the trees of the field shall clap their hands.
Instead of the thorn shall come up the cypress;
   instead of the brier shall come up the myrtle;
and it shall be to the Lord for a memorial,
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   for an everlasting sign which shall not be cut off.”
Isaiah 55:10-13

There are many reasons for the current state of  the PCUSA. Cultural, political 
and personal issues, among others, have been discussed at length elsewhere. Here I 
will focus on an issue that is less visible, but no less important – the theological cri-
sis that has enabled much that now so disturbs us. This crisis is not the doing of  
any particular group of  Christians. No, it can be traced back to us all. We all bear 
responsibility. We all must return as Prodigal Sons, trusting in the mercy and love 
of  a Father who has waited patiently for the consequences of  our failure to be-
come unavoidably apparent.
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S E C T I O N  2

The Theological Crisis

It’s one thing to state the existence of  a “theo-
logical crisis” and quite another to define the 
same. Were I on my own the problem would 
likely be insoluble. Fortunately, I’m not, as indi-
viduals with far greater wisdom and experi-
ence than I have addressed this issue.

Over fifty years ago, J. I. Packer identified the 
seed of  what I contend has grown into the cur-
rent crisis. He wrote the following paragraphs 

in the introductory essay to John Owen’s 1959 book, The Death of  Death in the Death 
of  Christ. This is a long excerpt, but it is essential (emphasis added).

There is no doubt that Evangelicalism today is in a state of perplexity and unsettlement.  In 
such matters as the practice of evangelism, the teaching of holiness, the building up of local 
church life, the pastor’s dealing with souls and the exercise of discipline, there is evidence of 
widespread dissatisfaction with things as they are and of equally widespread uncertainty as to 
the road ahead.  This is a complex phenomenon, to which many factors have contributed; but, 
if we go to the root of the matter, we shall find that these perplexities are all ultimately due to 
our having lost our grip on the biblical gospel.  Without realising it, we have during the past 
century bartered that gospel for a substitute product which, though it looks similar enough in 
points of detail, is as a whole a decidedly different thing.  Hence our troubles; for the substi-
tute product does not answer the ends for which the authentic gospel has in past days 
proved itself so mighty.  The new gospel conspicuously fails to produce deep reverence, 
deep repentance, deep humility, a spirit of worship, a concern for the church.  Why?  We 
would suggest that the reason lies in its own character and content.  It fails to make men 
God-centred in their thoughts and God-fearing in their hearts because this is not primarily 
what it is trying to do.  One way of stating the difference between it and the old gospel is 
to say that it is too exclusively concerned to be “helpful” to man—to bring peace, comfort, 
happiness, satisfaction—and too little concerned to glorify God.  The old gospel was “help-
ful,” too—more so, indeed, than is the new—but (so to speak) incidentally, for its first concern 
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was always to give glory to God.  It was always and essentially a proclamation of Divine sover-
eignty in mercy and judgment, a summons to bow down and worship the mighty Lord on 
whom man depends for all good, both in nature and in grace.  Its centre of reference was un-
ambiguously God.  But in the new gospel the centre of reference is man.  This is just to say 
that the old gospel was religious in a way that the new gospel is not.  Whereas the chief aim 
of the old was to teach men to worship God, the concern of the new seems limited to mak-
ing them feel better.  The subject of the old gospel was God and His ways with men; the sub-
ject of the new is man and the help God gives him.  There is a world of difference.  The whole 
perspective and emphasis of gospel preaching has changed.

From this change of interest has sprung a change of content, for the new gospel has in effect 
reformulated the biblical message in the supposed interests of “helpfulness.”  Accordingly, the 
themes of man’s natural inability to believe, of God’s free election being the ultimate cause of 
salvation, and of Christ dying specifically for His sheep, are not preached.  These doctrines, it 
would be said, are not “helpful”; they would drive sinners to despair, by suggesting to them 
that it is not in their own power to be saved through Christ. (The possibility that such despair 
might be salutary is not considered; it is taken for granted that it cannot be, because it is so 
shattering to our self-esteem.)  However this may be (and we shall say more about it later), 
the result of these omissions is that part of the biblical gospel is now preached as if it were 
the whole of that gospel; and a half-truth masquerading as the whole truth becomes a com-
plete untruth.  Thus, we appeal to men as if they all had the ability to receive Christ at any 
time; we speak of His redeeming work as if He had done no more by dying than make it 
possible for us to save ourselves by believing; we speak of God’s love as if it were no more 
than a general willingness to receive any who will turn and trust; and we depict the Father 
and the Son, not as sovereignly active in drawing sinners to themselves, but as waiting in 
quiet impotence “at the door of our hearts” for us to let them in.  It is undeniable that this 
is how we preach; perhaps this is what we really believe.  But it needs to be said with empha-
sis that this set of twisted half-truths is something other than the biblical gospel.  The Bible is 
against us when we preach in this way; and the fact that such preaching has become almost 
standard practice among us only shows how urgent it is that we should review this matter.  To 
recover the old, authentic, biblical gospel, and to bring our preaching and practice back into 
line with it, is perhaps our most pressing present need.

First, note that J. I. Packer is speaking to the evangelical church, over fifty years ago! 
He has absolutely nothing to say here about the Progressive church. And, he ac-
cuses the fifty years ago (!) evangelical church of  great error by saying “part of  the 
biblical gospel is now preached as if  it were the whole of  that gospel; and a half-
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truth masquerading as the whole truth becomes a complete untruth.” Packer’s defi-
nition for this half-gospel strikes at the heart of  the current theological crisis.

One way of stating the difference between it and the old gospel is to say that it is too exclu-
sively concerned to be “helpful” to man—to bring peace, comfort, happiness, satisfac-
tion—and too little concerned to glorify God.

The identified consequences for preaching this half-gospel are disturbingly fa-
miliar.

The new gospel conspicuously fails to produce deep reverence, deep repentance, deep humil-
ity, a spirit of worship, a concern for the church.

Note also that he is not addressing an issue that has suddenly appeared, but 
rather one that:

… during the past century bartered that gospel for a substitute product which, though it 
looks similar enough in points of detail, is as a whole a decidedly different thing.

Thus, this error is something that has deep, broad roots in our history. Perhaps 
the words from Abraham Lincoln’s Second Inaugural Address, almost a century 
earlier (March 4, 1865) provide an insightful view into a source of  our current cri-
sis.

Both read the same Bible and pray to the same God, and each invokes His aid against the 
other.

Our sixteenth President is here speaking about the cataclysm of  the ongoing 
Civil War, and the irreconcilable conclusions reached within a nation that reads 
“the same Bible and pray[s] to the same God.” The Civil War certainly was an 
event (among others) of  sufficient power to turn an entire nation into new, unan-
ticipated theological directions.

The nature of  this new theological direction described by J. I. Packer sounds 
quite contemporary with just a few updated words. For example, in the following 
sentences, I substitute “me” for “man” and “affirmed” for “better,” (word substitu-
tions in bolded square brackets) with the following result.
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But in the new gospel the centre of reference is [me].  This is just to say that the old gospel 
was religious in a way that the new gospel is not.  Whereas the chief aim of the old was to 
teach men to worship God, the concern of the new seems limited to making [me] feel [af-
firmed].  The subject of the old gospel was God and His ways with men; the subject of the 
new is [me] and the help God gives [me].

It is undeniable that this process of  atomized individualization and therapeutic 
self-centeredness has progressed far beyond what existed sixty years ago. My pri-
mary point here isn’t to bemoan these cultural shifts, but rather to highlight the 
theological capitulation to them.

The capitulation in the Progressive church has been quicker, deeper and less op-
posed than that of  the Evangelical church. In fact, it may be more accurate to 
speak on the whole of  enthusiastic support rather than opposition.

This is not to suggest that there hans’t been active, vocal opposition in the Pro-
gressive church, but rather that the opposition is by a clear minority.  Nor are these 
comments intended to diminish or disregard the many parishioners, elders, dea-
cons and pastors who have held fast to orthodox Reformed doctrine. I have bene-
fited wonderfully from their work, as have so many others. Rather, they are in-
tended as acknowledgement of  the powerful head winds against which we must 
toil.

For reasons beyond our ability to discern, the sovereign God has chosen to al-
low a great falsehood to confound His church.  As a result, even in those churches 
where orthodox Reformed doctrine has been faithfully taught for generations 
there are many who live unaware, following the path of  least resistance into error. 
It is not our place to question God’s actions, but rather to be faithful witnesses to 
His truth wherever we find ourselves, confident that His good and perfect ends will 
be accomplished.

The point at which the “old” Gospel most painfully contradicts the human-
centeredness of  the “new” is at the point of  salvation. In 1959 J. I. Packer referred 
to a shattering of  our self-esteem were “God’s free election being the ultimate 
cause of  salvation” to be preached. Today, assertive preaching of  this doctrine 
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would often be first met by utter disbelief  followed by anger at the affront to hu-
man dignity.

The fact is that God’s sovereign act of  election regarding our salvation is taught 
throughout the Bible, and thus is a cornerstone of  orthodox Reformed theology. 
Throughout current Western Christianity the closest approach by many to salva-
tion by grace is the false doctrine of  semi-Pelagianism. Many Christians embrace 
an understanding of  salvation that is far more human will centered than even 
semi-Pelagianism allows. The following paragraph is from an article in Modern 
Reformation (Vol. 10, No. 3, May/June 2001), by R.C. Sproul. The article’s title is 
“The Pelagian Captivity of  the Church.” This excerpt also warrants careful study.

Now what is called semi-Pelagianism, as the prefix “semi” suggests, was a somewhat middle 
ground between full-orbed Augustinianism and full-orbed Pelagianism.  Semi-Pelagianism said 
this: yes, there was a fall; yes, there is such a thing as original sin; yes, the constituent nature of 
humanity has been changed by this state of corruption and all parts of our humanity have 
been significantly weakened by the fall, so much so that without the assistance of divine grace 
nobody can possibly be redeemed, so that grace is not only helpful but it’s absolutely neces-
sary for salvation.  While we are so fallen that we can’t be saved without grace, we are not so 
fallen that we don’t have the ability to accept or reject the grace when it’s offered to us.  The 
will is weakened but is not enslaved.  There remains in the core of our being an island of right-
eousness that remains untouched by the fall.  It’s out of that little island of righteousness, that 
little parcel of goodness that is still intact in the soul or in the will that is the determinative dif-
ference between heaven and hell.  It’s that little island that must be exercised when God does 
his thousand steps of reaching out to us, but in the final analysis it’s that one step that we take 
that determines whether we go to heaven or hell — whether we exercise that little righteous-
ness that is in the core of our being or whether we don’t.  That little island Augustine wouldn’t 
even recognize as an atoll in the South Pacific.  He said it’s a mythical island, that the will is en-
slaved, and that man is dead in his sin and trespasses.

Once again, R.C. Sproul is talking specifically about the evangelical church, not the 
Progressive (or liberal) church is this article, as is clearly stated near the article’s be-
ginning.

I’ve often wondered if Luther were alive today and came to our culture and looked, not at the 
liberal church community, but at evangelical churches, what would he have to say?  Of course I 
can’t answer that question with any kind of definitive authority, but my guess is this:  If Martin 
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Luther lived today and picked up his pen to write, the book he would write in our time would 
be entitled The Pelagian Captivity of the Evangelical Church.

His point is that a doctrine of  salvation by works has so completely captivated 
the evangelical church (let alone the liberal church) that the Reformed doctrine of  
salvation by grace alone has almost been extinguished. And, the issue that sits 
squarely at the center of  this doctrinal error is sin, again from the Sproul article.

The semi-Pelagian doctrine of free will prevalent in the evangelical world today is a pagan 
view that denies the captivity of the human heart to sin.  It underestimates the stranglehold 
that sin has upon us.

None of us wants to see things as bad as they really are.  The biblical doctrine of human cor-
ruption is grim.  We don’t hear the Apostle Paul say, “You know, it’s sad that we have such a 
thing as sin in the world; nobody’s perfect.  But be of good cheer.  We’re basically good.”  Do 
you see that even a cursory reading of Scripture denies this?

The tragic fact is that Progressive Christianity has claimed a fantasy island of  
human righteousness and built upon it illusory cathedrals dedicated to the human 
creativity, adaptability and raw will to power that underlies the reimagining of  
God. They are no longer bound to the authority of  Scripture, but rather by the 
authority of  their own beliefs and feelings. The point at which they have success-
fully discredited anyone who dares to oppose them is in the issue of  sin.
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S E C T I O N  3

The Issue of Sin

If  it is true that the vast majority of  Christians 
in the western world believe in a doctrine of  
salvation by works, then it is inevitable that 
they will, to one degree or another, seek for evi-
dence of  these “islands of  righteousness” 
within themselves and others. For, if  you ac-
cept a doctrine of  salvation by works then the 
only assurance you can have of  your saved 
status is evidence that you have done said 

works. And, since these false doctrines are human centered, the only real source of  
assurance is how we compare to others. Am I kinder, more compassionate, more 
generous, less judgmental, more spiritual, less hateful, and on and on than this per-
son or that?

A Thought Experiment

I realize that simply stating a doctrine of  salvation by grace alone will not im-
mediately convince otherwise those many who have over lifetimes internalized a 
doctrine of  salvation by works. However, I do ask that you walk with me through a 
thought experiment. Let’s assume that the Bible, as interpreted by our Confes-
sions, is correct in its evaluation of  our nature without the sovereign invasion of  
righteousness from our merciful God. Here’s the definition of  our sinful state from 
the Second Helvetic Confession (5.037).  When the Confession says “of  ourselves” read 
“by ourselves.”

SIN.  By sin we understand that innate corruption of man which has been derived or propa-
gated in us all from our first parents, by which we, immersed in perverse desires and averse 
to all good, are inclined to all evil.  Full of all wickedness, distrust, contempt and hatred of God, 
we are unable to do or even to think anything good of ourselves.  Moreover, even as we grow 
older, so by wicked thoughts, words and deeds committed against God’s law, we bring forth 
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corrupt fruit worthy of an evil tree (Matt. 12:33 ff.).  For this reason by our own deserts, being 
subject to the wrath of God, we are liable to just punishment, so that all of us would have 
been cast away by God if Christ, the Deliverer, had not brought us back.

Now, assume that, though you are actually in the state of  sin described above, 
you nevertheless set out on a quest to prove that you are “good enough” to earn 
God’s approval. I contend that there will be two unavoidable primary conse-
quences.

1. You will become extremely interested in the frailties and failure of  other peo-
ple, since this provides “evidence” of  your own moral superiority.

2. You will have to build an ever-expanding web of  excuses and falsehoods to ex-
plain away the accumulating evidence to the contrary that you are actually not 
now, never have been and never will be “good enough” to earn God’s ap-
proval.

It is at these very two points that Progressive Christians have chosen to direct 
their primary assault. They have correctly identified the intrinsic hypocrisy and im-
possibility of  this position. But, rather than correct it, they have leveraged it to de-
feat any claim to objective morality.

On the first issue, they use this mentality as an opening by which to accuse peo-
ple of  hypocrisy. Imagine a Christian who states the belief  that same gender mar-
riage is at odds with God’s intention for human life, but who also accepts a doc-
trine of  salvation by works. So, the Progressive Christian replies, “You hypocrite, 
you accuse others of  sin but you yourself  are full of  sin.” And, the Progressive 
Christian is correct! If  the other Christian has any sense of  fair play they will have 
great difficulty reconciling their position with the guilty knowledge of  their own 
sin. The only apparent choices are to obstinately hold to this apparently contradic-
tory position, retreat into silence lest they be again embarrassed by their hypocrisy, 
or, begin to agree with the Progressive position.

On the second issue, Progressive Christians offer an escape hatch for the in-
creasing sense of  panic as the weight of  real sin forces ever more numerous and 
substantial additions to the web of  falsehoods that supports our flagging sense of  
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moral superiority. The Progressive Christians say, in effect, “Hey, if  you join us you 
will be able to actually achieve moral superiority!” 

This is accomplished by two means. First, the notion of  sin itself  is so mini-
mized and marginalized that its power appears to substantially diminish. Second, 
what remains of  “sin” is redefined to be violations of  current social norms. That 
is, “sin” becomes nothing other than “lack of  inclusiveness,” “lack of  diversity,” 
“judgmentalism,” and “greed,” among others. Now, a person can become accred-
ited as “morally superior” simply by using the politically correct talking points of  
elite Progressive culture. Yes, many Christians continue to reject this offer, but if  
they hold to salvation by works, their confidence in the face of  Progressive Chris-
tians who are convinced of  their actual moral superiority will likely wane over 
time.

Thus, it appears that the acceptance of  a salvation by works has led to a state 
of  unilateral disarmament for Christians who seek to uphold Biblical morality. 
Were this false doctrine true, we likely would conclude that we have no viable alter-
native but to accept the “anything goes” (as long as its approved by the Progressive 
moral elite) approach to sin. However, salvation by works is a deadly, false doc-
trine. The only antidote to the darkness of  false doctrine is to shine the light of  
true doctrine.

Another Path: The Orthodox Reformed Solution

I believe that what the Bible teaches about human sin and salvation is true, 
and, that the historic Reformed Confessions are the most clear, complete and hon-
est condensations of  this teaching in existence. I fully accept that our Confessions 
are of  human origin, and, are thus subject to change. However, I also know that 
many of  them have stood the test of  time, delivering comfort and clarity to Chris-
tians for centuries and even millennia. The fact that they are currently unappreci-
ated in no way diminishes their intrinsic value.

So, faced with the challenge of  summarizing what the Bible teaches about sin 
and salvation my first response is to look to our Confessions. For example, the Hei-
delberg Catechism explains sin and salvation as follows.
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60. How are you righteous before God?
Only by true faith in Jesus Christ.  In spite of the fact that my conscience accuses me that I 
have grievously sinned against all the commandments of God, and have not kept any one of 
them, and that I am still ever prone to all that is evil, nevertheless, God, without any merit of 
my own, out of pure grace, grants me the benefits of the perfect expiation of Christ, imputing 
to me his righteousness and holiness as if I had never committed a single sin or had ever been 
sinful, having fulfilled myself all the obedience which Christ has carried out for me, if only I ac-
cept such favor with a trusting heart.

Expiation: “the act of  making atonement”; Impute: “to attribute or ascribe”

Thus, this answer says that, even though we sin, God, by an act of  sheer grace 
choses to ascribe the perfect obedience of  Jesus Christ to us. We are therefore “in 
Christ,” and when God sees us He sees not our sin but Christ’s perfection.

Lakes of  ink have been drained debating this doctrine. It is beyond the scope 
of  this work to address it in detail (although I did make my own attempt in God’s 
Acts of  Providence). However, you should ask yourself  one question, that being, 
“What if  it is true that we are completely dead in sin and thus can only be rescued 
by a sovereign act of  God?”

If  it is objectively true that we are as incapable of  saving ourselves as is a dead 
person, (Ephesians 2:1) then doesn’t it directly follow that only God’s intervention 
will suffice, by raising the dead to life? And, if  you choose to live as if  something 
of  tremendous import is true when it is not, wouldn’t you expect terrible conse-
quences? Would you expect that bad consequences would occur were you to de-
cide that gravity will not cause you to fall?

So to, when we falsely assume that we are capable of  generating our own right-
eousness, even to the point of  making the decisive contribution to our own salva-
tion, we are inviting terrible consequences. One of  those consequences today is 
the utter collapse of  Biblical morality and the ascendency of  a human-based social 
morality. This human-based morality continually shifts this way and that, depend-
ing on current elite opinion. Our society is thus becoming increasingly unstable, as 
people realize that what they thought was moral yesterday can today be con-
demned as evil, sometimes with very tangible consequences.
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If  this is all true, then just what is the Reformed Christian understanding of  
sin? The Scots Confession (3.13) provides an answer directly relevant to this discus-
sion.

For as soon as the Spirit of the Lord Jesus, whom God’s chosen children receive by true faith, 
takes possession of the heart of any man, so soon does he regenerate and renew him, so that 
he begins to hate what before he loved, and to love what he hated before.

Thence comes that continual battle which is between the flesh and the Spirit in God’s chil-
dren, while the flesh and the natural man, being corrupt, lust for things pleasant and delightful 
to themselves, are envious in adversity and proud in prosperity, and every moment prone and 
ready to offend the majesty of God.  But the Spirit of God, who bears witness to our spirit 
that we are the sons of God, makes us resist filthy pleasures and groan in God’s presence for 
deliverance from this bondage of corruption, and finally to triumph over sin so that it does 
not reign in our mortal bodies.

Other men do not share this conflict since they do not have God’s Spirit, but they readily fol-
low and obey sin and feel no regrets, since they act as the devil and their corrupt nature urge. 
But the sons of God fight against sin; sob and mourn when they find themselves tempted to 
do evil; and, if they fall, rise again with earnest and unfeigned repentance.  They do these things, 
not by their own power, but by the power of the Lord Jesus, apart from whom they can do 
nothing.

Thus, though the redeemed continue to sin, their outlook, by the grace of  
Christ, changes from acceptance to opposition, sorrow and repentance.  This out-
look is completely different than that of  postmodern Christianity, in which sin is 
both diminished and redefined so as to enable an attitude of  moral superiority.

So, when the Progressive Christians accuse us of  hypocrisy when we oppose 
same-gender marriage we need not be intimidated. And, when these same people 
offer us an escape hatch from our sense of  shame, we need not be tempted. No, 
we can see in our own shame unmistakable evidence of  God’s saving work within 
us. We can also boldly speak out, not because we are sinless, but rather because we 
are compelled to uphold that which our beloved Lord and Savior has taught us, 
and commands us to teach others.
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This in no way excuses our sin. But we need no longer live in the false pretense 
that we are better than anyone else. Rather, we can live lives of  confident thanks-
giving to the gracious God who is at work to progressively free us from sin’s terri-
ble grip in this life, and ultimately to total victory, all through Jesus Christ, our 
Lord and Savior.

I will conclude with an excerpt of  a sermon preached by C. H. Spurgeon on 28 
April 1867, titled “Justification by Faith.” Here you will find all the ideas that we 
have been considering summarized into a powerful statement of  mature Re-
formed Christian faith. This is what it means to live the victorious Christian life!

… I know what the devil will say to you.  He will say to you, “You are a sinner!”  Tell him you 
know you are, but that for all that you are justified.  He will tell you of the greatness of your 
sin.  Tell him of the greatness of Christ’s righteousness.  He will tell you of all your mishaps and 
your backslidings, of your offences and your wanderings.  Tell him, and tell your own con-
science, that you know all that, but that Jesus Christ came to save sinners, and that, although 
your sin be great, Christ is quite able to put it all away.  Some of you, it seems to me, do not 
trust in Christ as sinners.  You get a mingle-mangle kind of faith.  You trust in Christ as though 
you thought Christ could do something for you, and you could do the rest.  I tell you that 
while you look to yourselves, you do not know what faith means.  You must be convinced that 
there is nothing good in yourselves; you must know that you are sinners, and that in your 
hearts you are as big and as black sinners as the very worst and vilest, and you must come to 
Jesus, and leave your fancied righteousnesses, and your pretended goodnesses behind you, and 
you must take him for everything, and trust in him.  Oh! to feel your sin, and yet to know your 
righteousness—to have the two together—repentance on account of sin, and yet a glorious 
confidence in the all-atoning sacrifice! …
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S E C T I O N  4

The Person and Purpose of Our Lord 
and Savior Jesus Christ

Some readers at this point may have con-
cluded that this is all ridiculous. Others may be 
wondering when I’ll finally say something that 
they don’t already know. But some are likely 
perplexed, seeing aspects that have the ring of  
truth but off  put by the apparent strangeness 
and improbability.

Regardless of  the reader’s current position, the 
ultimate issue here is the person and purpose 

of  our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ. That is, who is He and what has He done? If  
Jesus Christ is just a great teacher and moral man, then he is nothing more than 
one source of  good information and inspiration among others. If  Jesus Christ is an 
idea in some people’s minds that should be leveraged to justify the positions of  an 
elite group, then he is nothing other than one more means by which to win an ar-
gument.

What if  Jesus Christ, and our relationship to Him, is in reality that of  the first 
answer in the Heidelberg Catechism?

That I belong—body and soul, in life and in death—not to myself but to my faithful Savior, Je-
sus Christ, who at the cost of his own blood has fully paid for all my sins and has completely 
freed me from the dominion of the devil; that he protects me so well that without the will of 
my Father in heaven not a hair can fall from my head; indeed, that everything must fit his pur-
pose for my salvation.  Therefore, by his Holy Spirit, he also assures me of eternal life, and 
makes me wholeheartedly willing and ready from now on to live for him.

Does this doctrine appear so strange that it cannot possibly be convincingly ex-
plained? Is it so mysterious that no practical sense can be made of  it? I answer 
these questions by returning to C. H. Spurgeon’s sermon, “Justification by Faith.”
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… It is a blessed thing never to muddle in your head the doctrine of working, and the doc-
trine of receiving by grace, for there is an essential and eternal difference between the two.  I 
hope you all know that there can be no mixing of the two.  If we are saved by grace, it cannot 
be by our own merits, but if we depend upon our own merits, then we cannot appeal to the 
grace of God, since the two things can never be mingled together.  It must be all works or else 
all grace.  Now, God’s plan of salvation excludes all our works.  “Not of works, lest any man 
should boast.”  It comes to us upon the footing of grace, pure grace alone.  And this is God’s 
plan, namely, that, inasmuch as we cannot be saved by our own obedience, we should be 
saved by Christ’s obedience.  Jesus, the Son of God, has appeared in the flesh, has lived a life 
of obedience to God’s law, and in consequence of that obedience, being found in fashion as a 
man, he humbled himself and became obedient unto death, even the death of the cross, and 
our Saviour’s life and death make up a complete keeping and honouring of that law which we 
have broken and dishonoured, and God’s plan is this:  “I cannot bless you for your own sakes, 
but I will bless you for his sake; and now, looking at you through him, I can bless you though 
you deserve it not; I can pass by your undeserving; I can blot out your sins like a cloud, and 
cast your iniquities into the depths of the sea through what he has done; you have no merits, 
but he has boundless merits; you are full of sin and must be punished, but he has been pun-
ished instead of you, and now I can deal with you. ” This is the language of God, put into hu-
man words, “I can deal with you upon terms of mercy through the merits of my dear Son.” 
This is the way in which the gospel comes to you, then.  If you believe in Jesus, that is to say, if 
you trust him, all the merits of Jesus are your merits, are imputed to you: all the sufferings of 
Jesus are your sufferings.  Everyone of his merits is imputed to you.  You stand before God as 
if you were Christ, because Christ stood before God as if he were you—he in your stead, you 
in his stead.  Substitution! that is the word!  Christ the Substitute for sinners:  Christ standing 
for men, and bearing the thunderbolts of the divine opposition to all sin, he “being made sin 
for us who knew no sin.”  Man standing in Christ’s place, and receiving the sunlight of divine 
favour, instead of Christ. …

Do you fear that this Jesus Christ, upon Whom all depends, would turn you 
away should you approach Him in repentance? Is He just too holy and perfect to 
countenance a sinful person such as you? Then read these words by Jonathan Ed-
wards and rejoice in Christ’s all surpassing love!

And here is not only infinite strength and infinite worthiness, but infinite condescension, and 
love and mercy, as great as power and dignity.  If you are a poor, distressed sinner, whose heart 
is ready to sink for fear that God never will have mercy on you, you need not be afraid to go 
to Christ, for fear that he is either unable or unwilling to help you.  Here is a strong founda-
tion, and an inexhaustible treasure, to answer the necessities of your poor soul, and here is infi-
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nite grace and gentleness to invite and embolden a poor, unworthy, fearful soul to come to it. 
If Christ accepts of you, you need not fear but that you will be safe, for he is a strong Lion for 
your defense.  And if you come, you need not fear but that you shall be accepted; for he is like 
a Lamb to all that come to him, and receives then with infinite grace and tenderness.  It is true 
he has awful majesty, he is the great God, and infinitely high above you; but there is this to en-
courage and embolden the poor sinner, that Christ is man as well as God; he is a creature, as 
well as the Creator, and he is the most humble and lowly in heart of any creature in heaven 
or earth.  This may well make the poor unworthy creature bold in coming to him.  You need 
not hesitate one moment; but may run to him, and cast yourself upon him.  You will certainly 
be graciously and meekly received by him.  Though he is a lion, he will only be a lion to your 
enemies, but he will be a lamb to you.  It could not have been conceived, had it not been so in 
the person of Christ, that there could have been so much in any Savior, that is inviting and 
tending to encourage sinners to trust in him.  Whatever your circumstances are, you need not 
be afraid to come to such a Savior as this.  Be you never so wicked a creature, here is worthi-
ness enough; be you never so poor, and mean, and ignorant a creature, there is no danger of 
being despised, for though he be so much greater than you, he is also immensely more hum-
ble than you.  Any one of you that is a father or mother, will not despise one of your own chil-
dren that comes to you in distress:  much less danger is there of Christ’s despising you, if you 
in your heart come to him.

Here we find the true person and purpose of  our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ. 
He came not to affirm sinners, but rather to save them. He is not a great man and 
teacher, but rather God incarnate, come to seek and save the lost. He gives us new 
lives, full of  thanksgiving and hope. He commands us to observe ourselves and tell 
others about what He teaches. And, He provides the power by which we can confi-
dently obey, even though in this life we must continue to struggle against sin’s 
power.
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S E C T I O N  5

Closing Arguments

The PCUSA

The research and thought required to generate 
this book has certainly changed me, and per-
haps, some of  my readers as well.  The most 
significant change has been in how I under-
stand the motives for what our PCUSA leader-
ship has wrought.  Years ago, I made the fol-
lowing statement.

Many of the individuals and organizations that I include in postmodern Christianity are seeking 
to be kind, generous, loving and honest.  They truly believe that they are “doing good” in all 
that they propose and achieve.  Thus, it is not their motives that I am primarily calling into 
question.  Rather, I am pointing out that this group has bought into fundamental errors regard-
ing the nature of truth; God’s character, purpose and Word; Christian theology; and human 
abilities and prospects as moral actors, among others.  As has been often demonstrated in his-
tory, good motives applied to the promotion of flawed ideas leads to negative, and sometimes 
disastrous consequences.

However, as it has become clear how this group has abused the PCUSA’s rules 
to make life miserable for any majority that opposes their radical ends, and eventu-
ally, to drive them out of  the church, my willingness to assume good will has 
waned considerably.

This is not the work of  a group steeped in Christian prudence, temperance and 
justice.  Rather, it is the action of  a self-defined elite whose every opinion and goal 
is presumed to sit at the pinnacle of  moral perfection.  There is no trading-off  of  
one good against another, no self-awareness of  their own limitations in motive or 
knowledge — there is only the naked determination to impose all that they have 
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agreed to be “the good” on this denomination.  As Joan Didion wrote in “Slouch-
ing Toward Bethlehem.”

…when we start deceiving ourselves into thinking not that we want something or need some-
thing, not that it is a pragmatic necessity for us to have it, but that it is a moral imperative that 
we have it, then is when we join the fashionable madmen, and then is when the thin whine of 
hysteria is heard in the land, and then is when we are in bad trouble.  And I suspect we are al-
ready there.

For all the PCUSA elite’s presumption of  having a “prophetic voice” by mim-
icking whatever is trending in radical secular Progressivism, with a thin veneer of  
faux Christian theologizing as their only contribution, I note that Didion’s state-
ment is the real thing.  Fifty years ago, in 1965, she saw the seed of  the bad tree 
that would come in its fullness to bear the bad fruit that I have been chronicling in 
this book.

I am also more convinced than ever that our PCUSA leadership is utterly domi-
nated by postmodernism and Progressivism. They appear to believe that their pri-
mary purpose is to continually dissolve boundaries. That is, to a postmodern Pro-
gressive Christian, their identity appears to be entirely bound up by the destruc-
tion of  theological, social, political, personal and any other kind of  norm that can 
be imagined.

This idea is at the core of  their identity because they appear to have concluded 
that most of  what exists in our civilization is defective or worse. The only “good” 
that exists is in their false presumption of  moral superiority. For example:

• Blaming whole communities for the actions of  one troubled individual, or for an 
event of  completely unknown origin with unfounded accusations of  “hate;”

• Accusing PCUSA members who oppose same gender marriage with the equiva-
lent of  racism when the National Black Church Initiative (34,000 churches with 
15+ million members) holds the same view of  marriage as those being attacked 
in this callous, cruel manner;

• Pretending that weakening the defenses of  a liberal democracy surrounded by 
genocide-minded neighbors is “peacemaking;”
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• Claiming “the centrality of  Jesus Christ” in support of  same gender marriage 
when they are directly contradicting His unambiguous definition of  marriage.

Thus, they live to impose their “superior” moral precepts on us poor, ignorant, 
unenlightened folk. They can never be proved wrong because, in their presumed 
enlightened state, they can always imagine reasons why the evil world of  existence 
prevented the arrival their perfect but nonexistent world.  Returning to An Anxious 
Age: The Post-Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of  America:

This is the final remnant of the Christianity of their ancestors, the last enduring bit of their in-
heritance: a social gospel, without the gospel.  For all of them, the sole proof of redemption is 
the holding of a proper sense of social ills.  The only available confidence about their salvation, 
as something superadded to existence, is the self-esteem that comes with feeling that they op-
pose the social evils of bigotry and power and the groupthink of the mob.

Their disdain for our civilization implies a disrespect for the toil of  generations 
past, filled as it was with imperfect people.  We certainly see this in their disregard 
for the historic PCUSA Confessions.  They therefore seem unable to integrate the 
profound Christian insights from our history, such as those so powerfully conveyed 
by by Aleksandr I. Solzhenitsyn into their world view.

It was granted to me to carry away from my prison years on my bent back, which nearly 
broke beneath its load, this essential experience: how a human being becomes evil and how 
good.  In the intoxication of youthful successes I had felt myself to be infallible, and I was there-
fore cruel.  In the surfeit of power I was a murderer and an oppressor.  In my most evil mo-
ments I was convinced that I was doing good, and I was well supplied with systematic argu-
ments.  It was only when I lay there on rotting prison straw that I sensed within myself the 
first stirrings of good.  Gradually it was disclosed to me that the line separating good and evil 
passes not through states, nor between classes, nor between political parties either—but right 
through every human heart—and through all human hearts. . . . That is why I turn back to the 
years of my imprisonment and say, sometimes to the astonishment of those about me: “Bless 
you, prison!” … I nourished my soul there, and I say without hesitation: “Bless you, prison, for 
having been in my life!” 
The Gulag Archipelago: 1918-1956, pp. 615-617

And finally, they are literally careless about the consequences of  their actions 
on future generations.  Living as they do in a hermetically sealed bubble of  moral 
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presumption they can’t imagine that future generations, looking back at their en-
thusiastic support for abortion on demand, that they dissolved the foundational in-
stitution of  the family into meaninglessness, that the State of  Israel was weakened 
in its defense against the monsters at its doors, and, that the Gospel of  Jesus Christ 
was turned into nothing more than a helping hand to secular radicals (just to 
name a few), might judge them to have been both ignorant and dishonorable.

Even with humbling considerations such as these, leading to lives of  Christian 
prudence and temperance, we are still susceptible to acts of  misjudgment and igno-
rance.  However, the absence of  such considerations leads to a far more dangerous 
situation, where we are actively courting catastrophe.  This is the appalling state of  
our current PCUSA elite.

The "God is Dead" PCUSA Elite

Throughout this book I have occasionally paused to discuss why our PCUSA 
leadership believes and behaves as it does. Along these lines I have explored post-
modern Christianity, the Social Gospel, Gnosticism and raw power politics, 
among others. However, a single unifying principle that explains this phenomena 
has yet to be proposed.

Perhaps the foundational principle is that these "Christian" elites agree with Ni-
etzsche that belief  in "God" as a reality upon which Western Civilization can base 
its religious/moral world view, "is dead." Let's think through the consequences of  
this hypothesis.

Imagine that you are a pastor or elder who has personally lost faith in the Chris-
tian God. And, you find that there are many others in the church who hold similar 
views. So, you all find yourselves in an organization (i.e., the church) whose funda-
mental reason for existing has vanished. Yet the church has many remaining mem-
bers and wields moral power in the civilization. What then to do?

You could work to dissolve the church by openly arguing that it has become ob-
solete and useless.  However, given that tens of  millions still (foolishly in your opin-
ion) believe in God’s existence you would likely fail and be expelled.  Therefore 
you would have to create a new organization to advance your philosophy.  That’s a 
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very heavy lift with a small likelihood of  success.  Far better to remain in the 
church but work for its transformation into an institution that does “social good.”

Of  course, if  “God is dead” and the Bible is thus null and void, how to find the 
social good to pursue?  The answer was found in the most aggressive, organized 
and presumptive human ideology supposedly pursuing the “social good,” that be-
ing what we now call Progressivism (which has its roots in Marxism, as contempo-
rary Progressives are finally admitting).  Thus the elite Christian leadership of  
Mainline Denominations turned their churches from the Gospel of  Jesus Christ to 
“the gospel of  social change and justice” as defined by the secular Progressive po-
litical project.

For decades this stealth-coup was successfully hidden behind multiple complex 
theological smoke screens that orthodox Christians had great difficulty penetrat-
ing. However, with the advent of  gay ordination and marriage the chasm between 
orthodoxy and heterodoxy became so vast that no amount of  smoke could ob-
scure it. Thus we have seen the parting of  ways where so many orthodox members 
and churches have exited.

Yet some orthodox members and churches have so far decided to remain. If  
they do so with the clear understanding that they are missionaries to a now pagan, 
post-Christian denomination then perhaps they can successfully maintain their or-
thodox Christian identity.

However, if  they pretend that they remain part of  a "Christian" denomination 
then they will almost certainly be eventually converted and then absorbed. This 
will occur because they grant legitimacy to the denomination's dominant post-
Christian ideology and thus will increasingly fall prey to its influence. If  that be 
their end then they have no excuse, for they have been warned and their con-
sciences will testify against them at the time of  accounting.

May God have mercy upon us.
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